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PREFATORY NOTE.

AS

Dr. Crombie has been prevented by other engagements

from continuing his co-operation with me in the
and editing of this series of translations, I have asked

revision

my

esteemed colleague, Dr. Stewart, to take part in it
He
and he has revised, and seen
;
through the press, the present volume, with the exception of a

has kindly consented to do so

few pages at the beginning which I had previously looked
over.
I learn from him that the translation has been executed
with care and skill by Mr. Christie.
Mr. Christie desires me to mention that at the time of preparing his translation of the earlier portion of the

Commentary

on Matthew (from chapter vi. onward) he was not aware of
the mode of rendering, which had been adopted in the previous
volumes, for Dr. Meyer's references to other portions of his

comp. on Luke xvi. 7 " " see on Kom.
viii. 5 ") ; and he requests that, in conformity to it, the word
" note " inserted by him in such cases may be held as deleted,

own Commentary

(e.g.

"

;

since the references are, in general, to the text of the

tary

itself,

when

commen-

and not to the notes or Eemarks appended (except

so specified).

The following important work ought

to

have been included

in the " Exegetical Literature " prefixed to vol.

Weiss (Bernhard)

:

Das

I.

Matthausevangelium und

seine

Lukas-

8°, Halle,

Parallelen.

William
Glasgow College, February 1879.

:

1876.

P. Dickson.

GOSPEL OF MATTHEW.
CHAPTEK

XVIII.

w'spq, which Fritzsche has adopted, against
although ancient, since both readings are
found as early as the time of Origen, w'spq is a gloss instead of
upcc, as there appeared to be nothing in the context to which
the latter might be supposed to refer.
Ver. 4. rawsivuxfri]
The future ruxuyuou is, with Lachm. and Tisch., to be adopted
Ver. 6. sis *h T-] for sis Elz. has J<r/,
on decisive evidence.
while Lachm. and Ti3ch. 8 read iapi. Only iis and itspi have
anything like important testimony in their favour. But irsp! is
Ver. 7. On weighty
taken from Mark ix. 42 Luke xvii. 2.
after yap,
evidence we should follow Lachm. in deleting
and hihu> in the next clause, as words that might naturally have
Ver. 8. aura]
been inserted; Tisch. 8 has deleted egnv only.
S, min. vss. and Fathers
aurov.
So Lachm. and Tisch.
Further
correctly; aira is an emendation to include both.
on Lachm. and Tisch. 8 have xvXXbv
x^kov, following B N,
Ver. 10. The
Vulg. It.; a transposition to suit x e 'P an(l v^sevidence is too weak to warrant us in substituting h rp ovpavp
(so Lachm. in brackets) for the first h olpavoTs; still weaker
is the evidence in favour of omitting the words, although
they are omitted at an early period (as early as the time of
Clem. Or. Syr.?).
Ver. 11. This verse does not occur in
B L* N, 1*, 13, 33, Copt. Sahid. SyrJ' er Aeth. (cod. 1), Eus.
Or. Hil. Jer. Juv.
Deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. ; condemned
also by Einck.
Already suspected by Griesb. to have been
an interpolation from Luke xix. 10, which in fact it is, considering how much evidence there is against it, and considering,
on the other hand, that, if it had been genuine, there was no
Ver.
obvious motive on exegetical grounds for the omission.

Ver.

Lachm.:

1. 2>pcf\

decisive evidence;

—

—

—

;

h™

—

EDL

:

—

—

3j

—

.

—

12. a<piis

ing

BD

.

•

.

vopsvdsis]

Lachm.

:

dpjjffs/

.

.

L, min. Vulg. It. (of which, however,

MATT. IL

.

xa! Koptvfais, follow-

D,Vulg.have

A

ty'inm,

—
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Exegetical analysis, in order to remove
Ver. 14. tig] Lachm. and
h, following B
Tisch.
L M* K, min. Altered to tig in
accordance with ver. 10; while varpog ^oy, which Lachm. subJ, min. vss. Or.), is to
stitutes for irarp. bpuv (following B F
Ver. 15. tig et] deleted by
be regarded in the same light.
Lachm. and Tisch. 8, after B K, 1, 22, 234*, Sahid. Or. Cyr. Bas.
This evidence is too weak, especially as the omission of EI22E
might easily enough have happened from its following H2H
(a,/Maprri<rp), while it is further to be borne in mind that, in
what goes before, it was sin in general, not merely an offence,
The tig ei, which is here genuine, was
that was in question.
tXty^ov]
inserted from our passage into Luke xvii. 3, Elz.
Elz., Scholz: xai tX., against B C K and many min. vss. and
Fathers.
The xai was inserted as a connective particle.
Ver. 19. ffaX/v afLTjv] Elz. (so also Griesb. Scholz, Fritzsche,
Rinck, Tisch. 8) has merely rrdXiv, and Lachm., following min.
only (B being erroneously quoted), has merely d/xriv. But the
attestation for wdXiv a^v (Tisch. 7) is about equal in weight
(incl. B) to that in favour of the simple itdXiv (incl. K), and
one of the words might easily enough have been omitted from
ffuppuvriausiv]
the combination not occurring anywhere else.
Seeing that the future evfupuvfoovoiv is supported by the preponmin., and seeing, on
derating evidence of
the other hand, that it might very readily have been supplanted
by the subjunctive as being the mood most in accordance
with the usual construction, it is, with Tisch., to be adopted
Ver. 24. rrpoarivt^drj] Lachm. and
as the correct reading.
rrpoa^ri, following B
Or.
Correctly ; this and
Tisch. 7
Luke ix. 41 are the only instances in which nposuysiv occurs in
the Gospels, Kpoap'tpuv being the form most familiar to the
Ver. 25. tJ^t] Lachm. and Tisch. 7: ?%£/, following
copyists.
only B, min. Or.; but it is to be preferred, since to the mechanical transcribers the present would doubtless seem to be
Ver. 26.] xvpn before paxp. is to be regarded as
improper.
interpolated, being omitted by B D, min. Vulg. codd. of It.
gypcur Q r> Chrys. Lucif., and deleted by Lachm. and Tisch.
Ver. 27. Ixtivov] omitted by Lachm., only after B, min., as is
also sxtTvoc, ver. 28, only after B.
Ver. 28. poi] not found in the
more weighty witnesses; deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. An
e7 r/] Elz.: o, n, against decisive evidence.
interpolation.
Erroneous emendation.
Ver. 29. airoD] Elz. Fritzsche, Schulz,
Scholz, Tisch. 7, insert tig rovg xodag airoD, which, however, is
omitted by B C*
G L a «, min. Copt. Sahid. Aeth. Syr° ur

and D,

Toptu6/jL.tvo;).

ambiguity as to the connection.

—

D

:

—

H

—

—

BDEHILVak,

—

D

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

D

—
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1, 2.

Gloss on the simple mew.
Tavra] Deleted by
comp. John xi. 32, al.
Matth., Scholz, Tisch., on preponderating evidence; bracketed
by Lachm. It is a mechanical interpolation from ver. 26.
Ver. 31. For the first yiwptm Fritzsche and Tisch. substitute
ym/Mtva, following only D L K**, min. Vulg. It. Chrys. Lucif.,
but correctly. The transcribers failed to notice the difference
of meaning.
For avTuv or alruv we should, with Lachm. and
(Brix. excepted) Vulg. Or. Lucif.

It.

In regard to

—

tig,

—

upon decisive evidence the reflexive reference of the pronoun was overlooked, as was often the case.
K**, min. vss. Lachm.; but it
Ver. 34. aura] not found in B
may easily enough have been left out in conformity with ver.
30.
Ver. 35. i/iw»] Elz. Fritzsche, Schulz, Scholz insert rd
TocpaTTUj/jLara avruv, which is not found in B
L tf, min. and
several vss. and Fathers.
Gloss from vi. 14, 15 Mark xi. 25,
Tisch., read lavruv,

—

;

D

—

26.

D

— But

;

Ivovpaviog, for

which Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch. 8

D K

substitute ovpdviog (B C**
L n K, min. Or. Damasc.), is
to be retained, all the more that the expression 6 varrip 6 tvovp.
occurs nowhere else, though we frequently find 6 w. 6 ovpdmg.

Ver. 1.
is

'Ev

account of Matthew, which

i/ceivrj rfj <opa] the

throughout more original in essential matters than

33

ff.

and Luke

ix.

46

time

definite note of

:

in that hour, namely,

holding the above conversation with Peter.
igitur (see Klotz,

to

Matthew

(in

ad Devar.

Mark

Mark

ix.

bears this impress no less in this

ff.,

The

176).

p.

when Jesus was

— ris apa]

quis

question, according

otherwise), is suggested by the considera-

tion of the circumstances

:

Who,

as things stand,

is,

etc.

;

for

one of them had just been peculiarly honoured, and that for
the second time, by the part he was called upon to take in a
special miracle.

Euthymius Zigabenus says well

ti tot6 ire7rov6aatv ol pbaOr^rai.

—

ftei£itnr]

—

:

avdpdoirivov

greater than the

other disciples in rank and power.
iariv] they speak as
though the approaching Messianic kingdom were already present.

Comp.

xx. 21.

Haihlov] According

Mcephorus, ii. 35, the
have been St. Ignatius.
Chrysostom correctly observes that it is a little child (<r<f)68pa
iraiSiov)
to jap toiovtov Trai&iov koX airovoia^ koX So£o/Aavia<;
Ver. 2.

child

in

question

is

alleged

to

to

;

k. /3aaicavia<; k. (ptXoveitceias

tc.

rat nradoiv, koX TroWa? eypv

ttcivtcov
to,?

twv tocovtcov

aTrrjXkaic-

aperas, d(j>e\€cav, raireivocfy-

—
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poavin)v, aTrpayfioavvrjv,

Mark

ix.

36

;

Luke

Et

Ver. 3.

ri<i

ix.

eV

Comp.

ovSevl rovrcov iiraiperai.

47.

afre-^erai tcov irpoaiperuc&v iradcov, ycverai

avep e^ovai ra iraiSia
turn round (arpa4>rjTe, representing the fieravoia under the idea of turning
round upon a road), and to acquire a moral disposition similar
<y<?

ef

ra

iraiSia, KTCOfievo?

a<f>e\eia<;,

Si

a(Ticrj<rea><;,

Euthymius Zigabenus.

— To

—

such is the condition, without
nature of little children
complying with which you will assuredly not (pv /mrf) enter,
far less be able to obtain a high position in, the Messianic
to the

The same truth is presented
to be established.
under a kindred figure and in a wider sense in John iii. 3,
5 ff.
the divine agent in this moral change, in which childlike qualities assume the character of manly virtues, is the Holy
Spirit; comp. Luke xi. 13, ix. 55.
Ver. 4. Inference from the general principle of ver. 3 to
the special child-like quality in which the disciples were

kingdom about
;

deficient, as well as to

the special subject of their question.

kingdom at all is determined by your returning again to a child-like frame of mind,
then above all must you acquire, through humble self-abasement, the unassuming character of this child, in order to
If your entering the future Messianic

be greater than others in the Messiah's kingdom.
" de individuo, de

quicunque

;

Bengel.

In what follows

—

00-7-49]

quo quaerebant, non respondet,"
and accord-

raireivcoaei is emphatic,

ingly stands near the beginning of the sentence.

Had

the

been critically certain, we should not have had to
borrow edv from the second part of the statement (Fritzsche),
but rather to observe the distinction in the manner of presenting the idea, according to which the insertion of av marks

subjunctive

the presupposition as conditioned.

The future assumes the

action as actually occurring in the future
tive after
still

;

while the subjunc-

the relative without av keeps the future realization

within the domain of thought, without, however, conceiving

of the realization as conditioned (av).

For

Attic prose writers, see Kuhner, ad Xen.

Moreover, the words of vv.

3, 4,

this usage

Mem.

i.

inasmuch as they are

6.

among
13.

essentially

connected with the question of the disciples, are certainly

CHAP. XVIII.

an anticipation of

original, not

5

6, C.

xix.

dispose us to prefer the account of

13 ff. (Holtzmann), and
Matthew to that of Mark

or Luke.

Ver. 5. Comp.

Mark

disciples has

lighted

upon

now

this

ix.

37; Luke

ix.

The question

47.

But His eye having
been answered.
child who happened to be present, Jesus

of the

upon them the duty
an affectionate interest in such little ones, an exhortation, of which the jealous and ambitious spirit evinced by
their question in ver. 1 must have shown they stood but too
iraihiov toiovtov] such a little child, i.e.
much in need.
seizes the opportunity of inculcating

—

of taking

—

according to the context, not a literal child (Bengel, Paulus,

Neander, de Wette, Arnoldi, Bleek, Hilgenfeld), which would
give a turn to the discourse utterly foreign to the connection,

but a
one
ing.

man

of such a disposition as this
child-like simplicity is

who with

So Chrysostom

ovtcos a<f>e\el<i
7ro\\ot?),

{irai&iov

(jiwcrl teal

little

—

child represents

humble and unassum-

yap evravOa tov$ avOpecnrovs

Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, Grotius, Wetstein, Kuinoel,

Olshausen, Kern, Baumgarten-Crusius, Ewald, Keim.
well

roiis

raireivov^ fcal aireppip,p,£vov<; irapa toi?

knew how much

Jesus

the unassuming, child-like disposition, free

from everything like self-assertion, was just that which others,
animated by an opposite spirit, were in the habit of overlook%v~] a single one.
ing, slighting, and thrusting aside.
So
SigvTai] denotes a loving reception
very precious are they
with a view to further care for the soul ; the opposite to this
€7rl ra> ovofiari fiov\ on the ground
is crKavBaXl^eiv, ver. 6.
i.e. on account of my name, which,
of my name (xxiv. 5)
however, is not, with de Wette, to be taken subjectively, and
referred to the faith of the one who receives (whosoever confessing my name, on account of his faith in me, etc.), but is to be
!

—

—
—
—

understood as referring to the iratZlov toiovtov that
received

(Mark

ix.

41

;

Matt.

the Messiah) contains the

sum of his

belief

and

ob causas naturales aut politicas," Bengel).
40, xxv. 40 John xiii. 20.
;

is

my name

x. 42), because

to

confession ("

—

—

ifie]

be

(Jesus

non

comp.

x.

Comp. Mark ix. 42 Luke xvii. 2.
a-KavZaXicrri]
Opposite of SetjrjTai, meaning
will have been to him the
Ver.

6.

;

:

—

—

6

:
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occasion of his

29,

(v.

xi. 6).

fall,

especially of his apostasy from the faith

— twv

fii/cpmv

tovtwv] not

to

be understood,

any more than iraiZiov toiovto, ver. 5, of literal children (Holtzmann), and consequently not to be used as proof of the faith
of little children (Baur, Delitzsch), but as meaning: one of
those little ones,

unassuming

—a way of designating modest, simple-minded,
had just been suggested by seeing
model of such simplicity. This is

believers, that

in the child then present a

x. 42 (xxv. 40),
not borrowed from the illustration of

not quite the same as rcov p.ucpwv tovtcov,

where the expression

is

—

<rvfj,<pepet avrw, iva, k.t.X.] For the construction,
a child.
"But whoever will have offended one
comp. note on v. 29.

of those

ones,"

little

it

in hunc finem

i.e.

to,

have come

is

ut.

to him, with a view
which such a person may

of service
That,

expressed in the form of a

to deserve, is thus

divine purpose, which his evil deed must help

him

to bring

comp. John xi 50.
A comparative reference of
o-vfMJ>ipei (Jerome: " quam aeternis servari cruciatibus " others
about;

;

than again

commit such a

to

a pure importation.

sin) is

—

fivXos op ik 05] The larger mills (in contradistinction to the
XeipofAvXai, xxiv. 41) were driven by an ass; Buxtorf, Lex.

Talm.
xvi.

35

301 Ovid, A. A.
ad Diod. Sic.
Hermann, Privatalterth. § 72, 26
Casaubon, ad
6 7) was not a Jewish method of putting to death,

— The

;

also Anth. Pal. ix.

;

(Wesseling,

KaTairovrio-p,^

;

Suet. Oct.

neither

Comp.

2252.

p.

290.

iii.

was

it

a practice in Galilee (Joseph. Antt. xiv. 15. 10),

but belonged to the Greeks, Eomans, Syrians, and Phoenicians.
Consequently it here expresses in a manner all the more
vivid and awe-inspiring that punishment of death to which

the

man

in question has

become

liable,

to represent the loss of eternal life

Ver. 7.

Xovtu

indicating
Koo-fKp).

Oval]

dprjvel

a><;

fiXafirjvai airb roiv

the

;

<pi,\dv0pa>Tro<;

cr/cavSakcov,

causal origin of the

The world

is

and which

is

intended

comp. vv. 7-9.
rbv Kocrp,ov

Theophylact.

woe

for

a>9 fieX-

—

air 0]

humanity

(tc5

not conceived of as giving the offence

answer to Jansen, Arnoldi, Bleek), but as suffeHng from it.
regard to airo, see Buttmann, Neut. Gramm. p. 277 [E. T.
ava^Kt] yap] assigns the reason for the airb rSiv
322].

(in

With
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its

7

9.

on account of

:

offences, I say, for

This necessity (necessitas consequential)

they cannot but come.
has

8,

foundation in the morally abnormal condition of man-

kind, yet (comp. 1 Cor.

xi. 1 9) is to

be traced back to the divine

purpose (not merely permission), which, however, does away
neither with the moral freedom of him who, by word or deed,
gives offence (Eom. xiv. 13), nor with his liability to punish-

Hence:

ment.

7f\r]v (yet)

oval

rS dvdpd>iT(p,

Za\a~\ temptations, as a general conception.

k.t.X.

—

— ra

o~kclv-

to a/cdvS.] the

temptation as conceived of in each individual case.
Ver. 8

Comp. Mark

f.

ix.

43

A

ff.

passing direction, sug-

gested by ver. 7, for avoiding certain specified offences, and

same as in v. 29. A repetition depending
no doubt, on Mark (Weiss), yet not to be regarded as out

substantially the
here,

of place, because the proverbial saying refers to one's

own

temptations as coming through the senses, while here the point
in question is the temptation of others (de Wette, Kuinoel,

Holtzmann,

Strauss,

but

Hilgenfeld),

on the

contrary

as

quite appropriate, inasmuch as the aicdvhaXa occasioned from

without operate through the senses, and thereby seduce into
icaXov col ia-rlv .
fj]
a mixture, by attraction,

evil.

—

.

of two constructions

Messiah's

kingdom

better) than, etc.

769

ff.

at

the

second

coming)

maimed (and

See Fritzsche's note on this passage, and

Cor. p. 85; Winer, p. 226 [E. T. 302];
309 [E. T. 360]. For examples from classical
Kypke, Obss. I. p. 8 9 Bos, Ellips., ed. Schaefer,
See besides, the note on v. 29, 30.
But in the

p.

writers, see
p.

.

It is good to enter into the life (of the

ad 2

Dissert. II.

Buttmann,

:

;

present passage the material representation of mortification as
the condition of eternal life is somewhat more circumstantial

—

and graphic.
^coXov] refers to the feet, one of which, indeed,
supposed to be awanting (comp. Horn. 77. ii. 217: %eo\o$
8 erepov iroha) while, according to the context, kvXKov here
(more general in xv. 30) refers to mutilation of the arm, from
which the hand is supposed to be cut off. Hence limping
(^coXov) or maimed (kvXXov).
But the circumstance of %eo\oj/
being put first is due to the fact that the cutting off of the foot
(avTov, see critical notes) had been specified, although at the
is

;

:
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same time an

identical proceeding in regard to the

course, to be understood.
iv.

27

;

—

Strabo, II. p. 70.

should have had

hand

Herod,

is,

of

116,
According to the grammarians, we
p,ov6(f>6a\p,.']

iii.

erep6(f>0a\p,. in contradistinction to fwvo<f>da\fi.,

which denotes the condition of one born with one eye. See
Becker, Anecd. I. p. 280.
Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 136 f
Ver. 1 0. Jesus now proceeds with His cautions, which had
been interrupted by the parenthetical exhortation in vv. 7-9.
The belief that every individual has a guardian angel (see
Tob. v. comp. in general, Schmidt in Ilgen's Denkschr. L p. 2 4 ff.)
which is a post-Babylonian development of the Old Testament view, that God exercised His care over His people through
angelic instrumentality
is here confirmed by Jesus (Acts
xii. 15),
a point which is to be simply admitted, but not to
be explained symbolically, neither by an " as it were " (Bleek),
as though it were intended merely to represent the great value
;

.

;

—

—

—

of the little

ones in the sight of

human

referring to

guardians,

who

God

(de Wette), nor as

are supposed to occupy a

position of pre-eminent bliss in heaven (Paulus). -

— iv

ovp. 8ia

immeand therefore belong

iravro<i fiXewovcri, k.t\.~\ inasmuch as they are ever in
diate proximity to God's glory in heaven,
to the highest order of angels.

expressing the great

which, from

\iyco

the weight of an

is

not merely a
piicpoL,

wag of

but a proof

and rov irarpos pav, receives all
testimony; while the mode of

vp.lv

emphatic

^sta

(comp. D"3S

representation

This

importance of the

of

Schoettgen's note on this passage)

is

Eabbinical writers,

the

borrowed from the court

arrangements of Oriental kings, whose most confidential servants are called 'H^n
x.

8

;

Tob.

Ver.

11

;

Omitting

f.

*«!*

*Ufyi,

Luke i
ver.

we come

to

intended to show that

it

critical
is

15

xii.

notes),

God's desire for
piKpot,

Luke

and
4

xv.

to
ff.

11, which

is

the parable

would be in

not genuine

(see

w. 12-14, which
direct opposition to

human salvation to lead astray one of those
cause him to be lost, like a strayed sheep.
same beautiful parable, though in a
and with much tenderer, truer, and more
But the time-hallowed parable of the

records the

different connection,

original

2 Kings xxv. 19; 1 Kings

19.

features.

CHAP. XVIII.
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14.

shepherd came" so naturally to Jesus, that there is no reason
should not have employed it more than once, in a

why He

shorter or

more

municatio," Bengel.

have fallen

to

—

/c.t.X.]

he has come into the possession of

lot, if

The

364).

II. 1, p.

it

tL v/xiv SotceZ]

— iav lyevqraL,

a man's

them (Kiihner,

we

happened to be
" suavis comif a hundred sheep

detailed form, according as

appropriate to the occasion.

contrast to ev requires that

should conceive of kicarov as a large number (not as a small

flock,

Luke

xii.

32).

connect eVt ra

Comp.

Lightfoot.

—

It is preferable to

with afak (Vulgate, Luther), because the
connecting of it with iropevdeh (Stephanus, Beza, Casaubon,
Er. Schmid, Bengel) would impart an unmeaning emphasis to
eVl ra

oprj

The man

oprj.

pasturing his sheep upon the

is

observes that one of them

hills,

amissing, therefore meanwhile

is

upon the hills (for the one that has
demands immediate attention), and, going away, searches
for the one sheep that is lost.
The reading of Lachmann repreinl ra oprf\ iiri is not merely
sents the right connection.
upon (as answering the question where ?), but expresses the
idea of being scattered over the surface of anything, which
corresponds exactly with what is seen in the case of a flock
when it is grazing, and which is likewise in keeping with
«<£ei<?, which conveys the idea of being let out, let loose.
Comp.
notes on xiii. 2, xiv. 19, xv. 35.
iav yevrjTat, evpelv avro]
Comp. Hesiod, Theog.
if it shoidd happen that he finds it.
in
found
classical
Greek,
mostly
with,
though also with639;
out, a dative.
Xen. Mem. i. 9. 13; Cyr. vi. 3. 11; Plato,

leaves the flock alone

strayed

—

:

—

397 B;

Bep. p.

unfavourable to
k.t.X.]

Kiihner, II.

the

2, p.

notion of

582.

irresistible

This expression
grace.

—

This picture, so psychologically true, of the

first

God

in

pression

is

not applied to

in ver.

14 (otherwise

is

^aipei,

im-

Luke

xv. 7), although, from the popular anthropopathic point of

view,

it

might have been

characterized

by

so.

Luke's version of the parable

is

greater freshness.

Ver. 1 4. Accordingly, as it is not the will of that man that
one of his sheep should be lost, so it is not the will of God
that one of those piicpol should be lost (should fall into eternal
perdition).

The point of

the

comparison therefore

lies in

the

"
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unwillingness to let perish

by the

;

in the parable this is represented

case of a strayed sheep, for the purpose of teaching the

disciples that if a fii/cpos

Christian

life,

happens to err from the faith and the

they should not abandon him, but try to induce

—

What is said in regard to the puKpol is thereto amend.
put in the form of a climax (1) Do not despise them,
inasmuch as you would cause them to go astray, and be the

him
fore

:

occasion of their ruin (vv.

6-10);

On

(2)

the contrary,

if

one does go wrong, rescue him, just as the shepherd rescues his
wandering sheep, in order that it may not be lost (vv. 12-14).

—

efxirpoo-dev] coram

before

as

its

God

(xi.

26

;

Luke

xv. 10).

There

is

not

God) any determination having
consequently, no predestination to

(before the face of

object

that,

etc.

;

condemnation in the divine
OeXrjfia, comp. note on i. 19.

On

will.

the idea involved in

For the telic sense of Xva, comp.
vii. 12; Mark vi. 25, x. 35, al., and the idikeip ocppa of
Homer; Nagelsbach's note on Iliad, i 133.
ev\ See critical

—

The idea of the sheep still lingers in the mind.
Ver. 15. The connection with what precedes is as follows
"Despise not one of the fiitcpol (vv. 10-14) if, however, one
The subject changes
offends against thee, then proceed thus."
from that of doing injury to the fiixpol, against which Jesus
has been warning (vv. 10—14), to that of suffering injury, in
view of which he prescribes the proper method of brotherly
notes.

:

;

However, in developing

visitation.

this

contrast, the point

of view becomes so generalized that, instead of the /Mfcpot,

who were contemplated

in

the

previous warning,

we now

—

have the Christian brother generally, 6 aSeXfyo? <rov
therefore, the genus to which the fii/cpos as species belongs.
d/jLaprijarf eh ae\ The emphasis is not on eh ok, but on
apapTrjarj
but if thy brother shall have sinned against thee,
which he is supposed to do not merely " scandalo dato
(Bengel), but by sinful treatment in general, by any unbrotherly wrong whatsoever. Comp. ver. 21.
Ch. W. Mliller
in the Stud. u. Krit. 1857, p. 339 ff., Julius Mliller, Dogmat.
Abh. p. 513 ff., reject the reading eh <ri, ver. 15, though on
internal grounds that are not conclusive, and which might

—

:

be met by stronger counter-arguments against the use of

:
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16.

without modification of any

a/iapTijo-r)

How

sort.

can

it

be supposed that the procedure here inculcated was intended
to apply to every sin without

we

any limitation whatever

not have in that case a supervision

omnium

?

"Would

contra omnes

?

The reference can only be to private
which the one sins against the other

(649 ae),

such, ought to be dealt with within

the Christian church.

Comp. 1

Cor.

vi.

1

that except

—
—

ff.

himself come to thee.

and which, as

vTraye] do not wait, then,

fierafjv

him no one

charges, to offences in

aov

k.

avrov

till

he

fiovov] so

be present along with thee,

else is to

so that the interview be strictly confined to the two of you.

We

must not therefore supply a jaovov after aov as well.
But the rebuking agency (Eph. v. 11) is regarded as inThe person who retervening between the two parties.
proves mediates between the two parties, of which he himself
idv aov dfcovarj] if he will have listened to
forms one.
But Fritzsche
thy admonition, will have complied with it.
and Olshausen connect the preceding fiovov with this clause
" Si tibi soli aures praebuerit."
This would imply an arrangement that is both harsh and foreign to New Testament usage.

—

—

iKepoijaasi]

<yap

usually explained: as thy friend; irpSirov

ity/uov roxnov, hia tov a/cavSdXov piyyvvpevov dirb

tt}<?

aov avpafaias, Euthymius Zigabenus.
But what a
Therefore it should much
truism would such a result imply
d8e\<f)CKr]<;

!

rather be explained thus
blessedness of

:

thou hast gained him for the eternal

my kingdom, to which, from not being

brought to a
he would otherwise have been lost (ver. 1 7).
who gains is the party that has been aggrieved

state of repentance,

But the subject
by the offence of the

brother, because the successful result is

understood to be brought about by his affectionate endeavours
after

an adjustment.

Comp.

1 Cor. ix.

Ver. 16. Second gradus admonitionis.

who accompany him

19 1 Pet. iii. 1.
The one or the two
;

are likewise intended to take part in the

iX&y%etv (see avrtav, ver. 17).

—

tva eVt ar6fiaro<;,

/c.t.A..]

in

order that, in the mouth of two or three witnesses, every word
may be duly attested ; i.e. in order that every declaration which

he makes in answer to your united iKeyx eiv may be heard by
two or three persons (according as one or two may happen to

;
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be present besides thyself), and, on the strength of their

mony

(€7rl (TTOfiaTos, *s $>y),

may

testi-

be duly authenticated, so that

in the event of his submitting to the iX.iy^€iv the possibility
of evading or denying anything afterwards will be precluded
or else, should he prove so refractory that the matter must
be brought before the church, then, in the interests of this
further disciplinary process, it will be of consequence to have
the declaration made by him in the previous attempt to deal
In
with him in an authentic and unquestionable shape.
order to convey His idea, Jesus has used, though somewhat
freely (otherwise in 2 Cor. xiii. 1), the words of the law,
Deut. xix. 15, and made them His own. Comp. 1 Tim. v. 19.
Ver. 17. Ty i/crc\r](rta\ is not to be understood of the
Jewish synagogue (Beza, Calvin, Fritzsche), which is never
called by this name, and any reference to which would be
contrary to the meaning of Jesus but it is to be taken as
referring to the community of believers on Jesus (comp. note on
xvi. 18), which is, as yet, regarded as one body with the
apostles included (ver. 18).
There is here no allusion to

—

;

individual

in

congregations

whom

(Chrysostom), or to those

with

representatives,

to warrant the assumption of

Julius

no

direct

as Jesus
it

for

Miiller),

actually existing
is

they

;

;

may have

spiritual

an

the truth

invested, as

(Catholic

jurisdiction

There

comp. besides, Dollinger).

writers,

neither, for

can there be any allusion to presbyters and bishops

this reason,

their

these

since

different localities,

could come into existence only at a later period

is,

further, nothing

historical prolepsis (de Wette,
is,

was

the Sip of believers

while, in the terms of this passage, there

reference

individual

to

But

congregations.

had already spoken elsewhere of His h^?

(xvi.

18),

was impossible for the disciples to misunderstand the
The warrant for regarding the judgment of the

allusion.

church as

final

in regard

power which belongs
consequently,
prayer,

etc.,

supposed.
that,

to

true

to the 2Xeyf«s lies in the moral

to the unity of the

understanding,

the existence of

all

It is not inconsistent

under the

Holy

faith,

Spirit, and,

earnest

which in the church

effort,
is

pre-

with this passage to suppose

more developed circumstances

of

a later

;

CHAP.

when

period,

the

local congregations

there

hr\p,

XVIII. 18,

1

19.

3

sprung up as offshoots from

may have been some

representative body,

com-

posed of individuals chosen for the purpose of maintaining

but the choice would necessarily be founded on

discipline,

such conditions and qualifications as were in keeping, so far
as it was possible for man to judge, with the original principle
of entrusting

such matters only to those

believers and had been truly regenerated.

who were

— iav

actual

Be ical

t.

€kk\. irapaK."] but if he refuses to listen even to the church ; if he
will not have submitted to its advice, exhortation, injunction.

—

&<nrep,

€<tt(0 (rot
let

him be

voael,

be

in thy estimation as, etc.

What

Chrysostom.

is

;

thee (ethical dative)

for
\onrbv dviara 6

here indicated

is

toiovto<;

the breaking

Christian, brotherly fellowship with one
hopelessly obdurate, " as not being a sheep, nor caring

of all further

off

who

is

sought, but willing to go right to perdition," Luther.

to be

In

/c.T.X.] let him,

passage

this

Christ

says nothing,

as

yet,

about formal

excommunication on the part of the church (1 Cor. v.) but the
latter was such a fair and necessary deduction from what he did
;

say, as the apostolic church, in the course of its development,

considered itself warranted in making.

"

Ad

earn ex

hoc

etiam loco non absurde argumentum duci posse non negaverim,"

In answer to the

Grotius.

latter, Calovius, in

common with

the majority of the older expositors, asserts that the institution of

excommunication

expressly declared.

18

Ver.

f.

—

is,

in the present passage, already

6 eOvucof'] generic.

By way

of giving greater confidence in the

exercise of this last stage of discipline at
is finally

things

:

which the matter

by the church, let me assure you of two
Whatever you (in the church) declare to be un-

disposed of

(1)

lawful on the one hand, or permissible on the other (see note

on xvi. 19), will be held to be so in the sight of God; your
judgment in regard to complaints brought before the church
is accordingly ratified by divine warrant.
(2) If two of you
agree as to anything that

is to be asked in prayer, it will be
given you by God when, therefore, your hearts are thus
united in prayer, you are assured of the divine help and
;

illumination, in order that, in every case,

you may arrive

at

:
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and, in the church, give effect to decisions in accordance with the

mind

of God.

—Those addressed in the

second person

the apostles (Hofmann, Schriftbew. II. 2,

k.t.X.) are

but not the

disciples in the

(Weiss, Bibl. Theol.

more comprehensive

(Sija-rjre,

266

p.

sense of the

f.),

word

103), nor the church (Bleek, Schenkel,

p.

Keim, Ahrens), nor its leaders (Euthymius Zigabenus, de Wette),
nor the parties who have been injured (Origen, Augustine,
In order to a clear understanding of
Theophylact, Grotius).
the whole discourse from ver. 3 onwards, it should be observed
generally, that wherever the address is in the second person

plural (therefore in

who came

w.

3,

10, 12, 14, 18, 19),

to Jesus, ver. 1, that are intended

it is

;

Jesus uses the second person singular (as in vv.

He

the Twelve

but that where
8, 9,

15-17),

addresses every believer individually (including also the

But

fiLKpol).

as far as the iKKkrjo-ia is concerned, it is to be

understood as meaning the congregation of believers, including the
apostles. It is the possessor and guardian of the apostolic moral
legislation,

and consequently

to it that the offender is in

it is

duty bound to yield obedience. Finally, since the power of binding and loosing, which in xvi. 19 was adjudged to Peter, is
here ascribed to the apostles generally, the power conferred

upon the former is set in
of necessity a power of a

proper

its

light,

and shown

not to be regarded as exclusively endowed with

whole or in

part,

but

inter pares.

—

assurance

and that

!

For iav with
notes),

p.

iraXiv dp.rjv
the

192

[E.

it

either in

simply to be looked upon as primus
\.

£/*.]

Once more a solemn
Comp. xix. 24.

to the effect that, eta

indicative

Luke
T. 222]

note on

see

Gramm.

is

to be

collegiate nature, so that Peter is

;

see

{avii^xovrja-ovaiv,

xix.

critical

40, and Buttmann, Neut.

Bremi, ad Lys. Ale. 13.

The

have been
the subject of the principal clause of the sentence, but was
attracted to the subordinate clause and joined to TrpdyfiaTos,
so that without the attraction the passage would run thus
construction

iav

Bvo

nrav o

vfi.

a case of attraction

(rvfupcovijcrovaiv

eVt

iav alTrjarovrai, yiv^aerat

II. 2, p.
ix. 6.

is

925.

;

t.

irav should

7*79

avTol<i.

irepl

7rpdyp,aTos,

Comp. Kuhner,

For the contrast implied in eVt

t.

7*75,

comp.

—

;

15

CHAP. XVIII. 20-22.

20.

Ver.

account of

Confirmation of this promise, and that not on

any special preference

for

them

in their official

capacity, but generally (hence the absence of vfjmv in connec-

tion with the Bvo

rpeh) owing to the fact of His gracious

ff

when met

presence in the midst of His people

together

where two or three are gathered together with reference
there

am I (my presence

to

\

for

my name,

being represented by the Holy

Spirit,

comp. Eom. viii. 9 f 2 Cor. xiii. 5 1 Cor. v. 4 Gal. ii. 20
Eph. iii. 1 6 f. ; also in general, xxviii. 2 0) in the midst of them
so that you need therefore have no doubt as to the yev^cerac
just promised to you, which I, as associated with my Father
;

;

;

.

The statement

(ver. 19), will bring about.

;

put in the form

is

of an axiom; hence, although referring to the future, its terms

The

are present.

higher,

spiritual

of

object

together of the two or three lies not in

the meeting

expresses nothing more than the simple fact of being

answer to Grotius, de Wette), but in
indicates that the

the honouring of

is

its

(in

(i.e.

the confession,

that which in the avvrjyjjLevov

motive

specific

Euthymius Zigabenus).

" Simile

duobus aut tribus considentibus in
medio eorum," Lightfoot.

At

met

to tfiov ovo/ui, which

of Jesus Christ

etc.)

contemplated as

elvai is

alrlav,

name
it,

et?

which

o-vvrjyfiivoi,

(jirj

erepav

Be

dicunt Eabbini de

quod TfXSO

judicio,

sit

in

from amongst
and going up to Jesus, vofii^wv <f>avf}Tai
fjueyaXo^v^oTaro^ (Euthymius Zigabenus), proposes that forgiveness should be shown more than twice the number of
Bdbyl.
times which the Eabbis had declared to be requisite.
Joma, f. 86. 2, contains the following words: " Homini in
alterum peccanti semel remittunt, secundo remittunt, tertio
remittunt, quarto non remittunt."
Ver. 22. Ov \iy<o <roi\ are to be taken together (in answer
to Fritzsche), and to be rendered thus
/ do not say to thee, I
do not give thee the prescription; comp. John xvi. 26.
Ver. 21.

this point Peter steps forward

the disciples (ver.

1),

:

e/38ofM7]/covTd/ci<i

eirTo] not

:

till

seventy times seven,

i.e. till

the four hundred and ninetieth time (Jerome, Theophylact,

Erasmus, Luther, Grotius, de Wette, Bleek) but, seeing that
iirrd, and not em-a/a? again, the rendering should
;

we have

i6
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simply be

till

:

seventy-seven times.

the classical usage

No

doubt, according to

of adverbial numerals, this would have

been expressed by kirra teal e(38op,wKovTd/a<; or efiSofirficovTa
e7rra/tt<?
but the expression iu the text is according to the
LXX. Gen. iv. 24. 1 So, and that correctly, Origen, Augustine,
Bengel, Ewald, Hilgenfeld, Keim
comp. " the Gospel of the
For
Hebrews" in Hilgenfeld's N. T. extra can. IV. p. 24.
;

;

the sense, comp. Theophylact

—

ov*£ iva dpiOfia) irepiKkeicrri ttju

aXXd rb diretpov ivravOa Offjta&W

avy^copvcnp,

eXeyev

:

av irraiaas

ocra/ct?

Aia tovto] must refer to the reply
new scene was introduced at ver. 21.

Ver. 23.

question, for a

to be explained thus

:

&>9

av

et

ixeravof/ avtfVj&pet avra>.

" because I

to Peter's

Therefore

have enjoined such unlimited

forgiveness " (not merely a conciliatory disposition generally,

The duty of unlimited
any shortcoming in regard to this matter to
be but the more reprehensible, and to point this out is the
cD/jlohoOt) rj fiaa. r.
object of the parable which follows.
ovp.']
The BovXoi are the king's
See note on xiii. 24.

in answer to de Wette and Bleek).
forgiveness proves

—

—

who

ministers

are indebted to

him through having

money on

received

loan (Bdvetov, ver. 27),
land stewards, or the like.
But

it is

avdpamm

seeing that the kingdom of

heaven

is

likened to a

Homer.

of

joined to

is

—

ftacriXei,

human

king.

o-vvaipetv \6<yov\

accounts, occurs again in xxv. 19,

writers

would say:

24

relatively, as treasurers,

or,

to

not without reason that

Comp. the

dvrjp fiaaikev?

hold a reckoning

but nowhere

BiaXoyi^ecrdai irpos riva,

else.

t

to settle

Classical

Dem. 123G. 17.

According to Boeckh, Staaishaush. d. Athener, I.
p. 15 ff., an (Attic) talent, or sixty minae, amounted to 1375
thalers [about £206 sterling].
Ten thousand talents, amountVer.

ff.

ing to something considerably over thirteen millions of thalers,
are intended to express a
1

Where, indeed,

Beventy-seven, as
viii. 14.

The

and a

so large as to be well-nigh

HyQK'l D^ySt^ cannot possibly mean anything else than

is clear

from the

not seventy times seven

)
}

This in answer to Kamphausen in the Stud.

(substantive) feminine form

p. 193.

sum

seven).

;

comp. Judg.

u. Krit. 1861, p.

121

f.

IIJQt? cannot be considered strange (seventy

See Ewald, Lehrb. d. Ilebr. Spr. § 267 c, and his Jahrb. XI.

CHAP. XVIII.

incalculable.
.

.

Ex. xxii.

;

;

-p.

706

critical

notes),

which

eiceXevo-ev

;

;

The word axnov

On
is

7

Lev. xxv. 39,
See Michaelis, M. R. § 148

2.

f.

that he should be sold, etc.
(see

—

So great was the debt of one (eh).
e^ei] according to the Mosaic law

avTov
47 2 Kings iv. 1
Saalschiitz, M. JR.
.

1

28.

is

emphatic:

the 'present indicative e%ei

derived from the idea of the

—

narrative being direct, comp. Kuhner, II.

2,

aTToSodfjvai] and that payment be made.

This was the king's

command

it

:

must

be

paid, viz. the

sum

1058.

p.

due.

The

/cat

fact of the

proceeds of the sale not proving sufficient for this purpose did

not in any

way

affect the

order

;

hence airoZod.

is

not to be

The king wants

referred merely to the proceeds (Fritzsche).

money, and therefore does the best he can in the circumiravra <roi airoZdxra)] in his distress
it.
and anguish he promises far more than he can hope to perform.
And the king in his compassion goes far beyond what
was asked (acf)f}tcev auTw).
For hdvetov, money lent, comp.
Deut. xxiv. 11
found frequently in classical writers since
the time of Demosth. 911. 3.
Ver. 28.-4 hundred denarii, about forty Ehenish Gulden,
his

—

stances to get

—

,

or

23

thalers [about

£3,

9s. sterling] (a

denarius being not quite

equal to a drachma), what a paltry debt compared with those

—

which there were a hundred times a hundred !
Eoman law allowed them to do)
often dragged their debtors before the judge, holding them by
the throat. Clericus and Wetstein on this passage.
aTroZos,
talents of

Creditors (as the

errrviye]

—

ei t* ox^e/Xei?] el ti is

though

were equivalent to

it

si quid, is

not to be taken, as
o,

ri.

is

often done, as

For where

et

n, like

used in the sense of quicquid (see Kuhner, ad Xen.

i. 10.
18), el always has a conditional force, which
would be out of place in the present instance but, with
Fritzsche and Olshausen, to trace the expression to Greek
urbanity, would be quite incongruous here.
Neither, however,
are we to affirm, with Paulus and Baumgarten-Crusius, that
the conditional expression is rather more severe in its tone, from

Anab.

;

representing the

debt

;

man

as not being even certain in regard to the

for the certainty of the debt is implied in the terms of

the passage, and, moreover, in the Kpar-q<ra<i avr. eirviye was

MATT.

II.

B

—

!
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No,
simply the expression of a pitiless logic Pay, if thou
owest anything (airoSos being emphatic). From the latter the
former follows as matter of necessity. If thou owest anything
necessarily to be presupposed on the part of the Sov\o<s.

the

el is

:

(and such

is

the case), then thou must also pay,

— and therefore

I arrest thee

Ver. 29. Ileo-cov] after
as one

from

tow

who

ov to o-xfjpa

:

tov BecnroTov
,

31

is,

without our requiring to insert such words as

ver. 26,

Ver.

— that

follows, as a matter of course,

f.

i/ceTtjpias

777?

efc

Chrysostom appropri-

7roSa? avrov (see critical notes).

ately observes
Trjt

he had fallen down,

tliat

which

nrpoaeKvvei,

avrbu

avifivrjcrev

<pi\avdp(t)7rui<;.

E\vTrr)6'q<rav\ Tliey were grieved at the hard-

heartedness and cruelty which they saw displayed in what

was going on

(to.

<yivbp.eva,

see

critical

notes).

—

Bee a- dip.]

not simply narrarunt (Vulgate), but more precisely

arunt (Beza)
l

;

27

348 B

;

declar-

:

733 B Polyb.
9.
tg> Kvpla

Legg. v. p.

;

—

2 Mace, i 18, ii
pronoun (see critical notes) indicates
as befitted their position, the avvSovXot addressed them-

46.

4;

ii

eavToiv] The
that,

Plat. Prot. p.

selves to their

own

him

to turn to

3;

reflective

master.

Their confidence in

rather than to any one else.

thou entreatedst me.

fie] because

him

led

them

— eVel trapeKaK

And he had

not gone so far

as to beg for entire remission of the debt, but only for for-

bearance

!

On

Ver. 3 3.
see Klotz,

the well-known double xal used comparatively,

ad Devar

the moral oportuit.

p.

6 3 5.

—

Baeumlein, Partik.

rot? (3ao-avLaTal<i\

p. 1

to the

5 3.

eSei]

tormentors

4 Mace. vi. 11) to torture him, not merely
which latter was only a part of their
functions (Fritzsche).
The idea involved in f3acav%eiv is of
(Dem. 978, 11

to cast

him

;

into prison,

essential importance, typifying as it does the future fiaaavo?

Comp.

of Gehenna.

viii.

29; Luke xvi 23; Eev.

xiv.

10.

Grotius well observes, though he takes the pao-aviaTa? as
8eo-p,o<pvXaica<i

non

(Kuinoel, de Wette), " utitur autem hie rex

solo creditoris jure, sed et judicis."

— ew? ov

=

ille

a7ro8q>] as

until he shall have paid.

Though not expressly

asserted, it is a legitimate inference

from the terms of the

in ver.

30

.

CHAP.

passage (corap.
airohaacrei irore,

19

XVIII.. 83.

v. 26) to say: rovriaTt
Chrysostom.

Snjvetca)*;,

oure yap

Doctrine of the parable : The remission which thou hast
obtained from God of thy great unpayable debt of sin, must
stimulate thee heartily to forgive thy brother the far more

debt which he has incurred as regards thee; otherwise,

trifling

when

the Messianic judgment comes, the righteousness of

will again rise

up

God

against thee, and thou wilt be cast into

—

Gehenna to be punished eternally comp. v. 2 5 f., vi. 1 4 f.
That motive, drawn from the forgiving mercy of God, could
only be exhibited in all its significance by the light shed upon
it in the atoning death of Christ (Eph. iv. 32
Col. iii. 12 f.),
so that Jesus had to leave to the future, which was fast
approaching, what, as yet, could be but inadequately understood (so far we have here a varepov irporepov), and hence
our passage is not inconsistent (Socinian objection) with the
;

,

doctrine (also expressly contained in xx. 28, xxvi.
satisfaction.

— airb

xapS.

t.

vp,.)

from your

28) of

heart, therefore

out of true, inward, heartfelt sympathy, not from a stoical
indifference.
Comp. ver. 33. This is the only instance in
the

New

phrase

;

Testament of
elsewhere

it

classical expressions

airb being used in connection with this
is

e'/c

airb

that

is

yv<i>p/q<i,

employed.
airb

and the like also airb Kaphias in Antoninus
t?}s y^v^s. Dem. 580, 1.
;

But comp. the

<r7rov&}9,
ii.

airb
3,

<f>pepo<i,

and

airb

—
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CHAPTEE

XIX.

M

A n,
Ver. 3. 0/ <bapto.'\ Lachm. has deleted oi, following B C L
min. Correctly the oi <&ap. would suggest itself mechanically
to the transcribers from being in current use by them; in
several manuscripts it is likewise inserted in Mark x. 2.
After Xiyovreg Elz. and Scholz insert a&rp, which, owing to the
preponderance of evidence against it, is to be regarded as a
;

—

common

interpolation, as are also alroTc, ver. 4,

airjjv,

ver. 7.

avdpwvw] is wanting in B L r N* min. Aug., deleted by
Lachm.
Correctly
supplement from ver. 5, and for which
Cod. 4 has avhpi (Mark x. 2).
Ver. 5. vpoexoWriQ.'] Lachm.
and Tisch., also Eritzsche* xoXX^d., following very weighty
;

—

The compound form, however,

evidence.

is

—

more common,

and is taken from the LXX. Ver. 9. on before og is not,
with Lachm. and Tisch. 7, to be deleted. It has the preponderance of evidence in its favour, and how readily
may it have been overlooked, especially before os, seeing
<?opvsiq Lachm.
that it is not indispensable.
Instead of
has vapixrbg X&yeu vropvilag, following B D, min. It. Or., but
clearly borrowed from v. 32 by way of a gloss.
For fifi, Elz.
and Scholz have •/ w, against decisive evidence an exegetical
addition.
x. 6
d-roXsAu/x. yap. poty^arai] are deleted by
Tisch. 8, following C** D L S N, vss. Or. ? Chrys.
But there is
preponderating evidence in favour of the words
and the
homoeoteleuton might readily enough be the occasion of their
omission.
Moreover, there is no parallel passage verbally
identical with this.
Ver. 13. "jrpoo-rjvg^^] Lachm. and Tisch.:
rrpo<sr nyJriGav, following B C D L N, min. Or.
In presence of
such weighty evidence, the singular is to be regarded as a grammatical correction.
Ver. 16. ay a 6 b] is justly condemned by
Griesb. and deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. (B D L K, min.
codd. of It. Or. Hilar.).
Inserted from Mark x. 17; Luke
xviii. 18.
Ver. 17. The Received text (so also Fritzsche and

—

wM

;

—

,

—

t

—

—

Scholz) has ri p? Xsytig ayaQov
ovhiig ayadbg tl //,r, slg 6 6s6g.
But the reading «/ /it ipuryg rrspi rtiZ aya&oZ lie hrlv 6 ayadog,
is attested by the very weighty evidence of B
L K, Vulg.
;

:

;

D
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and other vss. and Fathers.
So Griesb., Lachm.,
The reading of the Eeceived text is taken from Mark
and Luke, and would be adopted all the more readily the more

It

Or.

Tisch.

the original reading seemed, as it might easily seem, to be
inappropriate. 1
The order: tig rqv £wj$v elaeXd. (Lachm., Tisch.),
has decisive attestation; but rripsT (Lachm., Tisch. 7) for nj^ffoc
finds but inadequate support, being favoured merely by B D,
Homil. CI.
Ver. 20. spuXaga^jjv ix vsor^rog /xou] Lachm. and
Tisch.
s<p{iXa%a, following important, though not quite unani-

—

:

Eeceived text

and

DL

N* among the uncial manuscripts; but
though omitting ,aou). The reading of the
Ver. 23. Lachm.
taken from Luke and Mark.

mous, witnesses (B

D has retained ex
is

nor.,

—

Tisch., following decisive evidence, read vXovsiog duaxoXug.

—

Ver. 24. Instead of the first elaeXdeTv, Elz. has dnXkTv, which is
defended by Fritzsche and Einck, and also adopted again
by Lachm., in opposition to Griesb., Matth., Scholz, Schulz,
Tisch., who read elaeXSeTv.
The evidence on both sides is very
weighty.
heXdih is a correction for sake of the sense, with
which ilaikfoTv was supposed not to agree.
Comp. note on
Mark x. 25 ; Luke xviii. 25. If the second eiaeXdeTi were to be
retained, the preponderance of evidence would be in favour of
inserting it after irXovaiov (Lachm.) ; but we must, with Tisch.,
following L Z K, 1, 33, Syrcur Or. and other Fathers, delete it
as being a supplement from the parallel passages.
Ver.
28. For xal IfisTg read, with Tisch. 8, xal aWoi, following
The reading of the Eeceived text is an
1, 124, Or. Ambr.
exegetical gloss.
Ver. 29. Sang] The simple Ig (Elz., Griesb.,
Fritzsche, Scholz) is opposed by preponderating evidence ; ng
was omitted as unnecessary (but comp. vii. 21, x. 32).
ywu7xa~\ after fiyr, is correctly deleted by Lachm. and Tisch.,
on the evidence of B D, 1, Or. Ir. Hil. vss. Taken from Mark

—

DLZK,

—

—

and Luke.
KXaffiova,

— For

5]

harovrawXariova. Lachm. and Tisch. have voXXa.Correctly; it
L, SyrJ er Sahid. Or. Cyr.

B

following

would be much more natural to explain the indefinite voXXanXae. from Mark x. 30 by means of the definite expression
sxarovru<7rXag., than to explain the latter from Luke xviii. 30 by
means of voXXaKXcca.
Ver. 1
(vii.

28,

f.

With

his usual formula,

xi. 1, xiii.

53),

of the closing stage in
1

So

also Rinck, Lucubr. crit. p. 268

Jahrb. 1857, p. 414

f.,

k.

iyiv. ore eVe\., k.tX.

Matthew here introduces the account
Christ's ministry by mentioning His

but not on

f.

Differently Hilgenfeld in the Theol.

critical evidence.

—

;

22
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It does not follow (comp.

departure from, Galilee to Judaea.

note on xvi. 21) that there
to

Judaea

may

not have been previous visits

answer to Baur), but, in order to give to this
all, the prominence due to its high significance,
was necessary that the Synoptists should confine their view
(in

journey, above
it

to the Galilaean ministry until the
visit to the capital.

marriage
in a
xvii.

is

more

—The

likewise given in

original shape.

22, 24.

—

time came for this

conversation concerning divorce

Mark

1

x.

ff.,

— fierrjpev uiro

final

and

and, on the whole,

tt}? TaXiA..]

Comp.

irepav rod 'IopSdvov] This expression canlocale of ei? ra opia -n}? 'IovBaios,
knew, as matter of course, that Peraea and

not be intended to define the
for the reader

Judaea

(iv.

15, 25) meant different districts, although, accord-

ing to Ptolem. v. 16. 9, several towns east of the Jordan

might be reckoned as included in Judaea
belong to
transiit

fierP^pev airo r.

fluvium

"), for k.

nature of a parenthesis

TaX. (Fritzsche

:

"

;

neither can

Movens a

it

Galilaea

rj\dev ei? t. op. r. 'IovS. is not of the
;

rather

is

it

to

be regarded as in-

(Mark x. 1) which Jesus took, thus defining
rj\6ev (Mark vii. 31) somewhat more precisely, lest it should
be supposed that He was on this side Jordan, and therefore
approached Judaea by going through Samaria, whereas, being
on the farther side of the river, He went by Peraea, and
reached the borders of Judaea by crossing over to the west
side of the Jordan (somewhere in the neighbourhood of
Jericho, xx. 29).
The expression is not awkward (Volkmar)
dicating the route

nor, again, is it to

be erroneously understood as showing that

the Gospel was written in some district east of the Jordan.

Matthew and Mark cannot be reconwith that of Luke, who represents Jesus as keeping to
this side of the Jordan (ix. 51, and see note on xvii 11);
nor with the account of John, who, x. 22, says nothing
about the journey to Jerusalem, but represents Jesus as

Further, the narrative of
ciled

already there, and in ver.
to

make

40

as setting out

a short sojourn in Peraea.

—

from

e/eet] that

is,

that city

in Peraea,

and through which He was travelling on
On avTow;
His way to the borders of Judaea, ver. 1.
Instead of the
(their sick), see Winer, p. 139 [E. T. 183].

just mentioned,

;
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3.

of the teaching that took place on this

occasion.

Ver. 3. IIeipd^ovT€9]

The question was of an ensnaring

nature, owing to the rivalry that existed between the school

and that of the more rigorous Sammai.
See note
There is not the slightest foundation in the text
for the idea that the questioners had in view the matrimonial
relations of Antipas (Paulus, Kuinoel, de Wette, Ewald), as
though they wanted to involve Jesus, while yet in Peraea,
of Hillel

on

v.

31.

within that prince's domains, in a fate similar to that of the
Baptist.

Moreover, the adoption of this view

unnecessary, since the whole school of

is

altogether

Sammai had

already

condemned that most unlawful state of matters just referred
to,

and therefore there was on

this score nothing of a specially

tempting character about the question.

But they expected

that Jesus in His reply would declare in favour of one of the
rival schools (and that it

would doubtless be that of Sammai

for with k. rratrav alriav they suggested the answer, No), so

up party feeling against Him.
upon the divine idea on which the

that they might be able to stir

Falling back, however,

He took higher ground than
inasmuch as from this divine
deduces that marriage is a union which no human

institution of marriage is founded,
either of the schools in question,

idea

He

authority has a right to dissolve

avoids prescribing any law of His

;

but as for Himself,

own with

He

reference to this

—

el] See
p. 34 ff.
yvval/ca avrov] Assuming av6payir<p
to be spurious, the avrov can only refer to something in the
context, and that doubtless to the logical subject, to the rk

matter; comp. Harless, Ehescheidungsfr.
note on

xii.

10.

—

rrjv

For a similar classical usage, comp.
Kara iraaav alriav]
p. 503 D.
the view
for every cause, which he has to allege against her,
maintained by the school of Hillel, and which was precisely
that which gave to this question its tempting character, though
it is not so represented in Mark.
As given by the latter
evangelist the question is not presented in its original form
as it now stands it would have been too general, and so not
calculated to tempt, for it would certainly have been foolish

implied in the egeart.

Stallbaum, ad Plat. Rep.

—

—

;
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from Jesus any answer contrary to the law (in
Keim) but, according to Matthew's version,
the persons who were tempting Jesus appear to have framed
their question with a view to His splitting on the casuistical
After having laid down as
rock implied in k. iracrav alriav.
to expect

answer

to Weiss,

;

a principle the indissoluble nature of the marriage

tie,

Jesus,

in the course of the conversation, replies to this captious point
in their query in the very decided terms of ver. 9, where
says,

He

eVt tropveia.

fir)

Ver. 4. Avtovs:] SrfkaSr) tov9 dv6p(07rov<i' tovtl fiev ovv to
ttjs yevecreax; (i. 27) <yeypairrat, Euthymius
The following aurovs should be understood after

ry /3//3X«

pTjrbv ev

Zigabenus.

6 7rot^o-a9, as the

object of the succeeding verb has often to

be supplied after the participle (Kriiger's note on Xen. Anab.
i.

8. 11).

For

Hesiod, Theog.

to create, comp. Plat. Tim.
air
110, 127 (yevos avOpanrayv).
iroielv,

—

p.

76 C;

ap^r)?]

iroirjo-a<i (as usually explained), in which
would be superfluous, but to what follows (Fritzsche,
Bleek), where great stress is laid on the expression, " since the
apaev k. 69j\v\ as male and
very beginning" (ver. 8).
iirocrjo-ev]
female, as a pair consisting of one of each sex.
after 6 •n-otrjcas the same verb.
See Kuhner, ad Xen. Mem.
iv. 2. 21, and Gramm. II. 2, p. 656.
Ver. 5. Elirev] God.
Comp. note on 1 Cor. vi. 16. Although, no doubt, the words of Gen. ii. 24 were uttered by
Adam, yet, as a rule, utterances of the Old Testament, in
which God's will is declared, are looked upon as the words
of God, and that altogether irrespective of the persons
Comp. Euthymius Zigabenus and Fritzsche on the
speaking.
eveicev tovtov] refers, in Gen. ii. 24, to the forpassage.
mation of the woman out of the rib of the man.
But this
detail, which belongs to an incident assumed by Jesus to be
well known, is included in the general statement of ver. 4, so
that He does not hesitate to generalize, somewhat freely, the
particular to which the eveicev tovtov refers.
Observe, at the
same time, that vv. 4 and 5 together constitute the scriptural
basis, the divine premisses of what is to appear in the shape
tcaTaot an inference in the verse immediatelv following.

does not belong to 6
case

it

—

—

—

—
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CHAP. XIX. 6-8.

Xetyei] " necessitudo arctissima conjugalis, cui uni paterna et
ol Bvo] These words are not found
materna cedit," Bengel.
in the Hebrew, though they occur in the Samaritan text, as
they must also have done in that which was followed by
the LXX.
They are a subsequent addition by way of more
distinctly emphasizing the claims of monogamy.
See note
on 1 Cor. vi. 16. The article indicates the two particular
persons in question.
ei9 <rapica fiiav] Ethical union may
also be represented by other ties ; but this cannot be said of
bodily unity, which consists in such a union of the sexes,
that in marriage they cease to be two, and are thenceforth
constituted one person.
Comp. Sir. xxv. 25 and Grimm's
note.
The construction is not Greek (in which elvai et?

—

—

means
Phil

to refer to anything, or to serve for anything, Plat.

39 E;

p.

Hebrew
Ver.
that

is,

Ale.

I.

p.

126 A), but a rendering
680 f.).

) n>n (Vorst, Heir. p.
6.

OvKert]

after this union, ver. 5.

the two of ver.

5.

—

o]

quod, " ut

—

of the

elort] are they,

non tanquam de

duobus, sed tanquam de uno corpore loqueretur," Maldonatus.

—

o #eo<?]

through what

trast to avOpcoTros.

is said

— Having

in ver. 5.

Obseive the con-

regard, therefore, to the specific

nature of marriage as a divine institution, Jesus utterly con-

demns divorce generally

man

part of
together.

as being a putting asunder

of what, in a very special way,

With

God

on the

has joined

regard to the exception, by which, in fact,

the essential idea of marriage as a divine institution

is

already

and comp. note on v. 32.
iveTeiXaro] Deut.
Ver. 7. Supposed counter-evidence.
xxiv. 1, in which, indeed, there is no express command,
though it may be said to contain Kara Sidvoiav the prescription of the bill of divorce.
Mark and in this his account is
certainly more original
represents the whole reply of Jesus
as beginning with the question as to the law of Moses on
the matter (x. 3). Moreover, the more appropriate expression
eTrerpeyfrev, which in ver. 8 is ascribed to Jesus (not so in
Mark), undoubtedly betrays the influence of riper reflection.
Comp. besides, note on v. 31.
practically destroyed, see ver. 9,

—

—

—

—

Ver.

8.

ITpov] out of regard

to,

with (wise) consideration

2Q
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— cr/cXripoicap&iav]

so as to avert greater evil.

of heart
1

(Mark

Deut

;

xvi.

1 6),

x.

stubbornness

14; Horn. ii. 5 Acts viL 51
which will not be persuaded
;

;

Sir. xvi.

to

self-

reflection, gentleness, patience, forbearance,

etc.

pov$ alrias jjlhtovvtcov Ta? yafxeras,

KaraWaTTOfievwv

'

avrals.

— ov yeyovev

Euthymius Zigabenus.

(omat,

factum

teal firj

Evofio0€T7)a€ yap aTroXueiv ravra<;,

est,

namely, that a

man

Kara, 8ia<f>6-

;

Xva

/at)

cpovev-

ovrco] non ita

should have permission to put

The above primitive institution of God is
accordingly not abrogated by Moses, who, on account of the

away

his wife.

moral obduracy of the

rather to be understood

people, is

the form of a letter of

as only granting a dispensation in
divorce, that the

woman might

man.

severity of the

Ver. 9. See note on v. 32.

of fornication,

i.e.

be protected against the rude

—

/xr}

The

adultery.

(Hug, de conjug. vinculo indissolub.
1 Cor.

vii.

tion of a

11

iirl iropv.'] not

p.

4

f.

;

on account

those

deleting of

words

Maier's note on

but also Keim, who sees in them the correc-

;

subsequent

evidence, which

Keim

airoXeX. yaji. Lvoiyarat,

age)

justified

is

by

neither

critical

himself admits, nor by the following 6

which

is

in

no way inconsistent

witli

the exception under consideration, seeing that, as a matter of
course, the diroXeX. refers to a

woman who

has been divorced

note on v. 32)
nor by ver.
10, where the question of the disciples can be sufficiently

arbitrarily,

accounted

We
as

iirl iropv.

firj

(see

;

nor by 1 Cor. vii 11 (see note on this passage).

for;

are therefore as little warranted in regarding the words

an interpolation on the part of the evangelist in accord-

ance with a later tradition (Gratz, Weisse, Volkmar, Schenkel).

The exception which they contain
is

the unica

et

adaequata

what, according to

to the

exceptio,

law against divorce

because adultery destroys

its original institution

by God,

constitutes

the very essence of marriage, the unilas carnis; while, on this

account

a

toro et

a reason not merely for separation
mensa (Catholic expositors), but for separation quoad

also, it furnishes

vinculum.

To

say, as

Keim

with Moses,

insists (according to

Mark), that

unwarranted, not only by Matthew's
narrative, but also by Mark's
and any indication of such a
Jesus

breaJcs

is

;
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CHAP. XIX. 10-12.

—

fioi%arai)
breach would betray the influence of a later age.
commits adultery, because, in fact, his marriage with thi

woman whom he
disannulled.

has arbitrarily dismissed has not yet been

The

second iiot^arat is justified:

diroXeXv/iivT) is still the lawful wife of

because this

him who

has, in

an

arbitrary manner, put her away.

Ver. 10. This conversation

to

is

be understood as having

taken place privatim, in a house (Mark

—

el

ovtcos eariv

17

atria,

ac.t.X.]

17

x. 1 0),

atria

not in the sense of res or relation (Grotius)

:

or elsewhere.

means

causa, but

" si ita res se habet

" (Grimm), which is at variance with the
Greek usage, and would be tantamount to a Latin idiom nor

hominis cum uxore

;

is

it

to be understood in the sense imported

" causa,

by Fritzsche:

qua aliquis cum uxore versari cogatur." According to
can only be taken as referring back to the
7] atria

the text,

question concerning divorce, Kara, rracrav airiav, ver. 3.
correct

interpretation,

stands thus with regard

man must
divorce).

must be

therefore,
to the

have in relation

to his

The Lord had, in

as

The

follows: If

it

reason in question, which the

wife (in order, namely, to her

fact,

declared the rropveia of the

wife to be such an atria as the disciples had inquired about,

and that, moreover, the sole one. This also leads me to withdraw my former interpretation of atria in the sense of guilt,
that, namely, which was understood to be expressed by the
The correct view is given by Hilgenfeld in his
fioi^arai.
Zeitschr. 1868, p. 24, and, in the main, by so early an expositor
iav \iia fiovrj iariv 17 atria r) fieaov
as Euthymius Zigabenus
ov avfi<f>. 70/i.]
rod av8po<i k. t?}<? <yvvai/cb<; 17 Sia^eir/vvovaa.
:

—

because one cannot be released again, but, with the exception of

up with all the woman's other vices.
Vv. 11, 12. The disciples have just said: ov av/x^epei
But to this saying must rov \6<yov rovrov be reyafirjaai.
adultery alone, must put

ferred, not to the statement concerning the indissoluble nature of

marriage, as though Jesus meant to say that this was to be

on only in the case of those who had been endowed

insisted

with the donum continentiae (Hofmann, Schriftbew. II. 2, p.
410 f.) which would be to contradict His argument in favour
;

of non-dissolution taken from the objective nature of marriage,

!
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less

than His absolute declaration in

render nugatory, for

all practical

law of non-dissolution, by making
Besides,

condition.

v.

32, as well as to

purposes, the primitive moral

dependent on a subjective

it

the illustration of the eunuchs

is

only

mere abstaining
Jesus wishes to furnish His

applicable to continence generally, not to a

No.

from the sin of adultery.

dheiples with the necessary explanation regarding their ov

He by

no means questions
a proposition which
all do not accept, i.e. which all cannot see their way to adopt
as a maxim, but only such as God has endowed with special
moral capabilities.
Then, in ver. 12, He explains who are
meant by the oh BiBorai, namely, such as have become
eunuchs; by these, however, He does not understand literal
eunuchs, whether born such or made such by men, but those
who, for the sake of the Messiah's kingdom, have made themselves such so far as their moral dispositions are concerned,
have suppressed all sexual desire as effectually as
i.e. who
though they were actual eunuchs, in order that they might
cvfjL<f>epei,

and

yafirjaac,

for this

end

their \0705, but simply observes that

devote

themselves

kingdom

entirely

to

:

it is

the (approaching) Messianic

and aim (to labour in proFinally, He further
moting it, comp. 1 Cor. vii. 32, 34).
recommends this ethical self- castration, this " voluntary chasas their highest interest

tity " (Luther),

when He exclaims

(to adopt) it (that

Chrysostom well observes
iroi&v tc5

8eli*ai

:

which I have just
:

He

Whosoever
stated),

is able to accept

let

him

accept it

says this, irpoOvp.orepov^ re

inrepoy/eov ov rb KaropOoafxa, zeal ovk a<pt,eh

eh avdy/CTiv vop,ov rb Trpayp,a Kkeio-Orjvcu.
The ywp&v, ver. 11 f., means simply

Comp. 1 Cor. vii. 1 f.
receive, and to be

to

understood as referring to a spiritual reception, a receiving in
the heart (2 Cor.

vii.

and those endowed with the power
endowment, not
be continent, but at the same time the

2)

;

so to receive it have, in consequence of such

only the inclination to

moral force of will necessary to give effect to it, while those
who are not so endowed " aut nolunt, aut non implent quod
The more common interpretation, praestare
volunt," Augustine.
posse (" negat

autem Jesus, te, nisi divinitus concessis viribus
qua a matrimonio abhorreas, parem

tarn insigni abstinentiae,

CHAP. XIX.

esse," Fritzsche),
it

29

11, 12.

might be traced to the rendering

capere,

precluded by the fact that the object of the verb

is

Others take it in the sense of

X070? (a saying).

stand, with reference, therefore, to the

on the part of the

intellect

:

to

but
is

a

under-

power of apprehension

(Maldonatus, Calovius, Strauss,

Ewald

Bretschneider, Baumgarten-Crusius,

;

similarly Bengel,

de Wette, Bleek, who, however, arbitrarily take rbv Xoy. tout.
as pointing forward to ver. 12).

H.

V.

9

iii.

Phocyl.

;

aSiSa/cros dfcoveiv
fibs

oil

;

Philo,

So Plut.

86: ov ^o>/>et
de mundo 1151

Cat. min.

64

fieydXrjv
:

;

Ael.

BiSa-^rjv

avdpdyirivo*; \oyi<r-

But the difficulty with respect to what the
have said, and what Jesus says in ver. 12, is not

x&>pet.

disciples

connected with the apprehension of

its

meaning, but with

its

ethical appropriation, which, moreover, Jesus does not abso-

lutely

demand,

1 Cor.

vii.,

but leaves

it,

as

to each man's ability,

happens to be endowed with the

is also done by Paul,
and that according as he

gift of

continence as a

donum

Consequently, the celibate of the clerical order, as

singulare.

such, acts in direct opposition to this utterance of the Master,

by any
Comp. Apol. Conf. A.,
" non placet Christo immunda continentia."
As
p. 240 f.
showing how voluntary celibacy was by no means universal,
and was exceptional even among the apostles themselves, see
1 Cor. ix. 5.
The metaphorical use of evvov^iaav eavrov<; to
especially as the evvov^i^eiv eavrov cannot be acted on

one with the certainty of

its lasting.

:

—

denote entire absence from sexual indulgence, likewise occurs
in Sohar Ex.
p.

159.

—It

meaning of

On

f.

is

37,

well

c. 135
Levit. f. 34, c. 136 b
Schoettgen,
known that from a misunderstanding of the

this passage

;

;

Origen was led to castrate himself.

the correctness of this tradition (in answer to Schnitzer and

Bauer), see Engelhardt in the Stud. u. Krit. 1838,

—

p.

157;

Eedepenning, Origenes, I. p. 444 ff.
That Jesus was not here
contemplating any Essenian abstinence (Strauss, Gfrorer, Philo,
II. p. 310 f., Hilgenfeld), is already manifest from the high
is always held by Him, and from
The celibacy which a certain class of

estimate in which marriage

His regard

for children.

Essenes observed was founded on the fact that they regarded
marriage as impure.

—
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Ver. 13. Comp. Mark x. 13.
At this point (after being
suspended from ix. 51-xviii. 14) the narrative of Luke
again becomes parallel, xviii. 1 5.
Little children were brought

man of extraordinary sanctity, whose prayer
have peculiar efficacy (John ix. 31) as, in a
similar way, children were also brought to the presidents of the
synagogues in order that they might pray over them (Buxt.
Bynag. p. 138). The laying on of the hands (Gen. xlviii. 14)
was desired, not as a mere symbol, but as a means of communicating the blessing prayed for (Acts vi. 6) hence, with a
nearer approach to originality, Mark and Luke have simply
ayfrrjTcu and airrerai (which, in fact, was understood to be
of itself sufficient for the communication in question).
The
conjunctive with 'iva after the preterite (Kiihner, II. 2, p. 897
Winer, p. 270 [E. T. 359]) serves to represent the action as
immediately present.
av to 49] are those of whom the 71-00The
cqvkyQn is alleged, i.e. those who brought the children.
disciples wished to protect Jesus from what they supposed to
be an unseemly intrusion and annoyance ; a verecundia intem-

to Jesus, as to a

was supposed

to

;

;

—

;

—

pestiva (Bengel), as in xx. 31.

Ver. 14.

By twv

rotovrcov we are not to understand

children (Bengel, de Wette), for the Messianic

literal

kingdom cannot

be said to belong to children as such (see v. 3 ffi), but men of
a child-like disposition and character, xviii. 3 f. Jesus cannot
consent to see the children turned away from Him for, so far
from their being too insignificant to become the objects of His
blessing, He contemplates in their simplicity and innocence
that character which those who are to share in His kingdom
must acquire through being converted and becoming as little
children.
If they thus appeared to the Lord as types of the
subjects of His kingdom, how could He withhold from them
that prayer which was to be the means of communicating to
their opening lives the blessing of early fellowship with Him
Herein lies the warrant, but, according to 1 Cor. vii. 14, not
the necessity, for infant bapthru comp. in general, note on
Acts xvi. 15.
EU]
Ver. 16
Comp. Mark x. 17 ff. Luke xviii. 18 ffi
One, a single individual out of the multitude.
According to
;

;

fif.

;

—

;

CHAP. XIX.

SI

17.

Luke, the person in question was an ap^rav, not a veaviaicos
(ver. 20), which is explicable (Holtzmann) on the ground of a
different tradition, not

from a misunderstanding on the part

—

ri
Matthew founded on ex veortfr. fiov (Mark x. 20).
ayaObv iroirjaa)] is not to be explained, with Fritzsche, as
equivalent to H ayaObv bv rroir\a<i>, quid, quod bonum sit,faciam ?
for the young man had already made an effort to do what is
right, but, not being satisfied with what he had done, and not
of

feeling

sure

of eternal

accordingly asks

wishes to

:

know what

eternal good

life

in the

which good thing

Messiah's kingdom, he

am

I to do, etc.

?

He

-particular thing in the category of the

must be done by him in order

to his obtaining

life.

Ver. 17.

Thy question concerning the good

thing,

necessary to be done in order to have eternal

Messianic kingdom,
the answer

is

quite superfluous (ri

is self-evident, for

there

is

fie

which

life

in

is

the

ipcoras, K.r.X.)

but one (namely, God,

life) who is the good one, therewhich thy question refers can be
one good
neither more nor less than obedience to His will,
Being, one good thing, alterum non datur!
But if thou (Be,
the continuative autem: to tell thee now more precisely what
I wished to impress upon thee by this el? iarlv 6 ayaOos)
desirest to enter into life, keep the commandments (which are
given by this One ayados). Neander explains incorrectly thus:
" Why askest thou me concerning that which is good ?
One
is the good one, and to Him thou must address thyself; He
has, in fact, revealed it to thee also
but since you have asked
me, then let me inform you," etc.
This view is already precluded by the enclitic fie (as otherwise we should necessarily
have had ifie).
For the explanation of the Received text, see
note on Mark x. 1 8 the claim to originality must be decided in
favour not of Matthew (in answer to Keim), but of Mark, on
whom Luke has also drawn. The tradition followed by Matthew
seems to have already omitted the circumstance of our Lord's
declining the epithet dyaOos. The claims of Mark and Luke are
likewise favoured by Weisse, Bleek, Weiss, Schenkel, Volkmar,
Holtzmann, Hilgenfeld, the last of whom, however, gives the

the absolute ideal of moral
fore

the good thing

to

—

;

—

;
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palm in the matter of originality to the narrative of the Gospel
of the Hebrews (iV. T. extra can. IV. p. 16 f.).
For ovSels
dyad 6$, k.t.X., comp. Plat. Rep. p. 379 A: ayados 6 ye debs

—

ra

ovtl re KaX Xcktcov Ouray?.

of the proposition, that

IS 5 6,

Stud. u. Krit.

— On

the dogmatic importance

God alone is good,
and on
p. 420
fif.

principle of the divine retribution

;

:

el dikeis

see Koster in the

the fundamental
.

.

.

rrfprjcrov

ra<s

which impels the sinner to repentance, to a renunciacomp. notes on
tion of his own righteousness, and to faith
Eom. ii. 13; Gal. iii. 10 ff. Bengel well remarks: "Jesus
securos ad legem remittit, contritos evangelice consolatur."
Comp. Apol. Conf. A., p. 83.
Ver. 18 f. Agreeably to the meaning of his question, ver.
1 6, the young man expected to be referred to commandments
of a particular kind, and therefore calls for further information respecting the evrokd? to which Jesus referred hence
7roi'a5, which is not equivalent to riva<t, but is to be understood as requesting a qualitative statement.
For the purpose
of indicating the kind of commandments he had in view,
Jesus simply mentions, by way of example, one or two
belonging to the second table of the decalogue, but also at
the same time the fundamental one (Eom. xiii. 9) respecting
ivToXds,

;

;

—

of our neighbour

the love

through

(for

it

which

man

the young

to

also

(Lev.

xix.

18), because

see note on xxii. 39)

be tested.

it

He

was

wished

This latter commandment,

introduced with skilful tact, Origen incorrectly regards as an
interpolation

who

;

de Wette likewise takes exception to

it

;

comp.

more original.
Ver. 20. In what respect do I still came short ? what further
attainment have I yet to make ? Comp. Ps. xxxix. 4 Xva yvdo
This
rt barepa ey<a\ 1 Cor. xii. 24; 2 Cor. xi. 5, xii. 11.

Bleek,

considers Luke's text to be rather

:

reply (Plat. Rep.

p.

484

varepovvTas) serves to

Messianic

life is

D

:

/t^S' ev

show that

aXKw

/xnjBevl fiepei. aperr}?

his moral striving after the

confined within the narrow limits of a decent

outward behaviour, without his having felt and understood
the spirit of, the commandments, and especially the boundless
nature of the duties implied in the

commandment

of love,

though, at the same time, he has a secret consciousness that

CHAP. XIX.

there
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21, 22.

must be some higher moral task

impelled towards

its

his character prevent

for

man, and

feels

fulfilment, only the legal tendencies of

him from

seeing where

who

Ver. 21. Te\eto<?] perfect, one,

it lies.

for the obtaining of

ovBev em varrepel.
In accordance vnth the moral
and disposition which He discerned in the young man,
Jesus demands from him that moral perfection to which, from
not finding satisfaction in legalism, he was striving to attain.
The following requirement, then, is a special test for a special
1
case, though it is founded upon the universal duty of absolute
nor is it to be regarded
self-denial and devotion to Christ
merely in the light of a recommendation, but as a command.
Observe that the Lord does not prescribe this to him as his
It was
sole duty, but only in connection with d/coXovdet fwi.
intended, by pressing this requirement upon him, that the
young man should be led to realize his own shortcomings, and
eternal

life,

tendencies

;

so be enabled to see the necessity of putting forth far higher

than any he had hitherto made.
It was meant that
he should feel himself weak, with a view to his being made
efforts

it is precisely upon the weak
young man's character that Jesus imposes so heavy
for with all his inward dissatisfaction he was not

morally strong; accordingly
side of the

a task,

—

ttt wools']
aware of his actual weakness in that direction.
the poor.
iv ovpavm\ thou wilt have (instead of thy earthly
goods) a treasure in heaven, i.e. in the hands of God, where it
will be securely kept till it comes to be bestowed at the setting
up of the Messiah's kingdom. Comp. v. 12, vi. 20. For the
whole saying, comp. Avoda Sara f. 64, 1 "Vendite omnia,
quae habetis, et porro oportet, ut fiatis proselyti."
Ver. 22 f. AvTrovfievosi] because he could not see his
way to compliance with that first requirement, and saw himself
thereby compelled to relinquish his hope of inheriting eternal
" Aurum enervatio virtuturn est," Augustine.
life.
Svak 0X0)9] because his heart usually clings too tenaciously to

—

:

—

his possessions
1

(vi.

19—21)

The Catholics found upon

to

admit of his resigning them at

this passage the consilium evangelicum of poverty,

as well as the opera supererogativa in general.

von

d. Silnde, I. p.

MATT. U.

69

ff.,

See, on the other hand, Miiller,

ed. 5.

C
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such times and in such ways as the interests of the kingdom

may demand.

For analogous passages from the Greek classics
antagonism between wealth and virtue, see

bearing on the

Spiess, Logos spermat. p. 44.

Ver. 24. " Difficultateni exaggerat," Melanchthon. For ttoKlv,

comp.

xviii.

The point of the comparison

19.

simply the fact

is

A similar way of proverbially expressing

of the impossibility.

Talmud with reference to
an elephant} See Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. p. 1722, and Wetstein.
To understand the expression in the text, not in the sense of
a camel, but of a cable (Castalio, Calvin, Huet, Drusius, Ewald),
the utmost difficulty occurs in the

and, in order to this, either supposing ied/u\ov to be the correct

reading (as in several cursive manuscripts), or ascribing this

meaning

to

Ka/Arfko?

(rives in

Theophylact and Euthymius

the more inadmissible that

never has
form tfa/wA.09
can only be found in Suidas and the Scholiast on Arist. Vesp.
1030, and is to be regarded as proceeding from a misunder-

Zigabenus),

is all

any other meaning than that

Kap,rfKo<i

of a camel, while the

standing of the present passage.

Further, the proverbial ex-

pression regarding the camel likewise occurs in xxiii. 24, and

the Eabbinical similitude of the elephant

is

quite analogous.

—

elaeXOelv after pa<f>. is universally interpreted to enter in (to
On the question as to whether pa </>/<? is to be
any place).
To render
recognised as classical, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 90.
this word by a narrow gate, a narrow mountain-pass (so Furer
:

in Schenkel's Lex. III. p. 476), or anything but a needle,

simply inadmissible.

—The

the possession of riches does not

in these considered in

lie

themselves, but in the difficulty experienced by sinful

subordinating
drinus

:

them

t/? 6 cru>£6fx,evo<; Trkovaios.

in the case of the rich,

The

man

in

So Clemens AlexanHermas, Pastor, i. 3. 6.

to the will of God.

Ver. 25. TV? apa~\ who therefore,

good.

is

danger to salvation connected with

who have

if

the difficulty

is so

the means of doing

inference of the disciples

is

great

much

a majoribus ad minores.

1
The passage in the Koran, Sur. vii. 38 " Non ingredientur paradisum,
donee transeat camelus foramen acus," is to be traced to an acquaintance with
our present saying but for an analogous proverb concerniug the camel whiafc
"saltat in cabo," see Jevamoth f. 45, 1.
:

;

—
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The general expression
rich

man (Euthymius

from what
Ver.

said

is

35

26, 27.

t/? cannot

be intended to mean what

Zigabenus, Weiss), as

is

further evident

by Jesus in vv. 23, 24.

26. 'E/i^Xei/ra?] This circumstance

is

also

noticed

by Mark. The look which, during a momentary pause, preceded the following utterance was doubtless one of a telling
and

and calculated to impress the startled
Euthymius Zigabenus: "n^pw fiXefifiart).
irapa, dv0p<t>7roi<;~\ so far
John i. 43.

significant character,

disciples (Chrysostom,

Comp. Luke
as

men

xx.

17

;

are concerned,

i.e.

—

not

hominum judicio

(Fritzsche, Ewald),

but serving to indicate that the impossibility

man,

is

owing

to

human inability, Luke

i.

37.

is

on the part of

— toOto] namely,

that the rich should be saved.
See ver. 2 5
answer to Fritzsche, de Wette). Jesus invites the disciples
to turn from the thought of man's own inability to obtain salvation, to the omnipotence of God's converting and saving grace.
Ver. 27. Peter's question is suggested by the behaviour of
that young man (hence airoicp., see note on xi. 25), who left
Jesus rather than part with his wealth.
The apostles had
done quite the contrary {-qpbeh placed emphatically at the beginning, in contrast to the young man).
d<f>i]fca/jL€v iravra]
employment, the custom-house, worldly things generally.
It
is therefore a mistake to suppose that the disciples were still
pursuing their former avocations while labouring in the service
of Jesus (not to be proved from John xxi. 3 ff.).
See Fritzsche,
ti a pa co-rat 77/441/] apa: in consequence of
ad Marie, p. 441.
The question has reference to some special compensation
this.
or other by way of reward
but as to the form in which it is to
be given, it leaves that to be explained by Jesus in His reply.
In spite of the terms of the passage and the answer of Jesus,
Paulus incorrectly explains thus what, therefore, will there he
for us still to do ? Similarly Olshausen what is awaiting us ?
Are we, too, to be called upon yet to undergo such a test (as
In Mark x. 28
the young man had just been subjected to) ?
and Luke xviii. 28 it is not expressly asked, ri apa earai -qplv;
but the question is tacitly implied in the words of Peter (in
answer to Neander, Bleek), as reported by those evangelists,
while Matthew appears to have gleaned it from Mark.

the crwOrjvai, not

:

(in

—

;

:

:

—

;
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SO

is omitted in Mark, but
In answer to the question concerning
the reward, Jesus, in the first place, promises a special recompense to His disciples, namely, that they should have the
honour of being associated with Him in judging the nation at

Yer. 28. This part of the promise

comp. Luke

xxii.

30.

the second coming
xviii. 29),

to

who

those

interests

He

;

and

;

—

Mark

then, in ver. 2 9 (comp.

x.

29

;

Luke

adds the general promise of a reward to be given
for

His sake

finally, in ver.

have

30,

sacrificed

He makes

their

worldly

a statement calcu-

lated to rebuke everything in the shape of false pretensions,

and which is further illustrated by the parable in xx. 1 ff.
There is no touch of irony throughout this reply of Jesus
Comp.
(in answer to Liebe in Winer's exeget. Stud. I. p. 73).
Fleck, de regno div. p.

436

ff.

—

iv

iraXiyyeveo-ia] in

rfj

the regeneration, does not belong to atcokovdrja-avTes fioc (Hilary,

explaining the words by baptismal regeneration (Titus
also Calvin,

of the

who understands by

iii.

5)

iraXuyyeveala the renovation

world begun in Christ's earthly ministry), for the
have conceived of the renovation of the

disciples could only

world as something that was to take place contemporaneously
with the actual setting up of the kingdom the airo/cara<TTacri<;, Acts iii. 21, does not represent quite the same idea
as the one at present in question.
Neither are we, with
Paulus, to insert a point after 7ra\cyyev., and supply iare
;

("you are already in the position of those who have been
would have the
effect of introducing a somewhat feeble and irrelevant idea,
besides being incompatible with the abruptness that would
thus be imparted to the orav (otherwise one should have
expected orav Si).
The words belong to KaOlaeaOe, and
regenerated," spiritually transformed), which

signify that change by which the whole world is to be restoivd to
that original state of perfection in which

it existed before

the fall,

which renewal, restitutio in integrum, is to be brought about
by the coming Messiah (ohj/'n BTin).
See Buxtorf, Lex Talm.
p.

712;
IL

Bertholdt, Christol. p.

272

214

f.

;

Gfrorer,

Jahrh.

d.

Comp. Eom. viii 19 ff; 2 Pet. iii 13.
When the resurrection is over, and the last judgment is going
on (and it is to this part of the scene that the Lord is here

Reils,

p.

ff.

—

:>
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referring), this renovation will
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28.

have already begun, and will be

in the course of development, so that Jesus can say with all

propriety

Adamus

ev

:

in Joseph. Antt. xi. 3. 9
Philo, de
tine,

"

iraXtrff.

rjj

mund.

p.

genesis,

erit

cui praeerit
vraTplSo?

rfj<i

Trakiyyev. rcov oXcop in Anton,

;

1165

Nova

Comp. iraXtyyeveaia

secundus," Bengel.

C.

;

ad

leg.

1037

Caj. p.

xi.

1.

Augus-

B.

Theophylact, Euthymius Zigabenus, Fritzsche, interpret

the expression of the resurrection, in favour of which such
passages might
enc.

7

be quoted as Long.

— orav

/cad lay,

Lucian,

;

Testament usage

as judge.

k.t.\7\

Muse,

in too restricted a

it

New

sense, besides being contrary to regular
(amtrracrt*?).

4

iii.

but this would be to understand

;

—

So^rjs

avrov] the throne, that is, on which the Messiah shows
Himself in His glory, xxv. 31.
koX avrol (see critical notes)
likewise, just as the Messiah will sit on His throne.

—

:

fcadiaeo-de]
to be

you will take your

understood as already

seats upon.

Christ, then, is

Moreover, though the

sitting.

promise applies, in a general way, to the twelve disciples,
does not preclude the possibility of one

of

them

it

failing,

through his apostasy, to participate in the fulfilment of the
promise

;

"

thronum Judae sumsit

Kpivovres]
Bleek), but,

judging.

As

not:
as

ruling
the

over

alius,

(Grotius,

to

i.

20," Bengel.

Kuinoel,

word means and the context

—

Neander,
requires

believers generally are to be partakers of the

glory and sovereignty of Christ (Eom.

and are

Acts

be

associated with

Christian Koo-fios (1

viii.

Him

in

17

;

2 Tim.

ii.

judging the

12),

non-

Cor. vi. 2), so here it is specially pro-

mised to the disciples as such that they shall have the
peculiar privilege of taking part with Him in judging the
But it is evident from 1 Cor. vi 2 that the
people of Israel.
people of Israel is conceived of as still forming part of the
Ko&fios, therefore it will be so far still unconverted, "which
coincides with the view that the second coming is near at hand,
x.

23.

It is a mistake, therefore, to take the people of Israel

as intended to represent the people of

sense (de Wette, Bleek)

God

in the Christian

no less so to suppose that
the judging in question is merely of an indirect character,
such as that which in xii. 41 is ascribed to the queen of the
;

but

it is

38
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south and the Ninevites (Chrysostom, Euthymius Zigabenus,

—

Erasmus, Maldonatus), a view which does not at all correspond with the picture of the judgment given in the text,
although those expositors correctly saw that
ing Israel that

belongs

promise

is

the accidental, Apocalyptic form- in which the

to

embodied, though

is

the judging itself or

its

which

apostles expressly corresponds

of subverting the

not so with regard either to

it is

special reference to the SooSe/cdcfrvXov

of Israel (Acts xxvi. 7), to

have the

the unbeliev-

it is

This sitting upon twelve thrones

meant.

;

number

latter the

of the

for the second coming, instead

order of things here indicated, will only

effect of exhibiting it in its perfection,

apostles themselves in its glory.

and

for the

rash

too

It is therefore

has been done by Hilgenfeld, that this passage

to infer, as

bears traces of having been based upon an original document

Even the Pauline

of a strictly Judaeo-Christian character.

Luke

30) does not omit this promise, although he
gives it in connection with a different occasion,
a circumstance which by Schneckenburger, without sufficient reason,
and by Volkmar, in the most arbitrary way possible, is
(xxii

—

interpreted to the disadvantage of Matthew.

28

case that ver.

It is not the
with the connection (Holtzmann),

interferes

although Weizsacker also

is

disposed to regard

as " a

it

mani-

fest interpolation."

Ver. 29.

The promise that has

now becomes

the apostles
(in

general) every one who,

Comp.

pletely abandoned.

because

my name

confession.

may

etc.

—

ver. 27.

application

its

has

a<f>r}/cev]

—

eve/cev

6v.

r.

and

:

left,

com-

/*.]

i.e.

represents the contents of his belief and

Comp. Luke

sake of Jesus

hitherto been restricted to

general in

xxi. 12.

This leaving of

all for

take place without persecution, simply

one's choosing to follow

Him

as a disciple

;

but

may

it

the

by
also

be forced upon one through persecution, as for instance by
such a state of matters as we find in x. 35 ff.
iroWair'X.a-

—

aiova
(see

(see critical notes)

KaOiaetrde,

ver.

28

XrjyfreTcu,
;

according to the context

kX^povofiijaei,

ver.

29

;

eaovrai,

30), can certainly have no other reference but to the
recompense in the future kingdom of tJie Messiah, in which a
ver.

:
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30.

manifold compensation will be given for all that may have
Here the view of Matthew diverges from
been forsaken.
that of Mark x. 38, Luke xviii. 30, both of whom represent
this manifold compensation as being given during the period
is founded
from the very first,
regarding the promise of Jesus, so that the distinction between
the icaipos outo<? and the aioav ep^o/ievo? in Mark and Luke
may be regarded as the result of exegetical reflection on the
The
meaning of the expressions in the original Hebrew.
referred
to
likewise
correctly
the
reward
of
the
are
words
Wette,
Bleek,
Keini,
Hilgenfeld,
while
world
by
de
future
In opposition to the context,
Fritzsche is at a loss to decide.

This divergence

preceding the second advent.

upon a

difference of conception, existing

the usual interpretation in the case of

Matthew

as well, is to

compensation to the

the promise of a manifold

refer

aloav

some supposing it to point to the happiness arising
from Christian ties and relationships, as Jerome, Theophylact,
Euthymius Zigabenus, Erasmus, Grotius, Wetstein others, to
the receiving of all things in return for the few (1 Cor.
ovros,

;

iii.

21

;

Olshausen)

others, again, to

;

inward peace, hope, the

fellowship of love (Kuinoel, Calvin), or generally, the spiritual
blessings

(Bengel)

of believers

Himself, as being

mother, brother,
at the promise.

(xii.

etc.

—

49

f.)

;

and others still, to Christ
more to us than father,

infinitely

Julian mocked
crown of the whole,

(Maldonatus, Calovius).

k. £a)r)v at.

kXtjp^] the

by rendering

it
an eternal possession.
promised is represented as a
recompense, no doubt, yet not for meritorious works, but for
self-denying, trustful obedience to Christ, and to His invita-

which perfects

all

Observe, further,

tion

and

will.

how what

is

Comp. Apol. Conf.

A., p.

285

f.

Ver. 30. However, the measure of rewards in the Messianic

kingdom is not to be determined by the time, sooner or later,
at which any one may have entered into fellowship with me.
No, it is not seniority of discipleship that is to be the standard
of reward at the setting up of the approaching kingdom
Many who were the first to enter will receive just the same treatment as those who were the last to become my followers, and vice
The correct construction and translation are not those
versa.
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of Fritzsche,

who

interprets

:

Many

will be first

though last

(ea-^aToi ovre<;, namely, before the second coming),

though first (irfxoToi
ing to which ttpunoi

is

that of the second part of the sentence.

by

and

last

but those usually adopted, accordthe subject of the first, and ea^aroi

ovre<i),

This

is

not forbidden

xx. 16, where, on the other hand, the order seems to have

Observe, further, that the
been inverted to suit the context.
frpanov stand so far apart
arrangement by which iroXkol
In multitudes, howserves to render iroXKoL very emphatic
.

.

.

:

The second clause
ko\- ttoWoI ecrovrai ea^arot
be supplemented thus
But to understand irpcorot and eo^a-rot as referring,
irpwToi.

ever, will the first be
is

last,

and

to

vice versd.

:

not to time, but to rank, regarded from the divine and

human

though the idea were that " when the
rewards come to be dispensed, many a one who considers
himself among the highest will be reckoned among the lowest"
(Hilgenfeld, following Euthymius Zigabenus, Erasmus, Jansen,
point

of view,

as

Wetstein, de Wette, Bleek),

—

is

forbidden by the subsequent

which with the present passage is
However, there is a little warrant in the
indicated by yap.
text for taking the words as referring specially to the Jews on
the one hand, and the Gentiles (who were later in being called)

parable, the connection of

on the other (Theophylact, Grotius).
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XX.

Ver. 6. uipav] is, with Lachm. and Tisch., to be deleted as a supplement, following
lurSra;] Elz., Fritzsche,
vss. Or.
Scholz insert dpyoug, which is not found in B C** DL«, vss. and
Fathers.
Interpolation taken from vv. 3 and 7.
Ver. 7. x. edv
dixaiov, "krf^tods] is wanting in important codd. (B
N),
fi
vss. and Fathers.
Deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. For x^iah,
several vss. have dabo vdbis.
The words are a very ancient
interpolation, in conformity with ver. 4.
Ver. 8. Delete avroTg,
with Tisch. 8, following C L Z X, Or.
supplement.
Ver. 10.
nXsiova] Fritzsche, Lachm. and Tisch. 7 irhtTov, following B C*
Z A, min. vss. Or. The reading of the Received text is of
the nature of an explanation (a greater number of denarii).
For avd read rb dvd, with Tisch., following
S, 33.
The
article was omitted in conformity with ver. 9.
Ver. 12. ori\
does not occur, it is true, in B 0**
N, 1, Vulg. It. Syr.,
and is deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. but how readily may
it have been overlooked before olroi
Ver. 15. The first n
cur
is deleted by Lachm., following B D L Z, Syr
Arm. (in
accordance with which evidence, as well as that of X, the
arrangement 8 dsXu noineai should be restored).
Correctly;
an old interpolation for the purpose of marking the question.
There would be no motive whatever for omitting the
For the second n (in Elz.) we should, with Tisch. 7, read
%.
ti, following B**
S r, Chrys. Did. and many min. From
not being understood, u was all the more readily replaced by
Ver. 1 6.
ri, owing to the pronunciation being much the same.
•zoXXoi yap siai xXjjro/, bXiyoi 81 JxXgxro/] Omitted in BLZN,
36, Copt. Sahid., and deleted by Tisch. 8, with whom Keim conBut it is not at all likely that the words would be intercars.
polated from xxii. 14; for, so far from there having been any
occasion for so doing, they have here more the appearance of
being out of place than otherwise. This apparent irrelevancy
may have led to the omission of the saying, which is supported
by testimony so old as that of C D, It. Syr., unless we suppose
it to have been due rather to the simple homoeoteleuton zoyjx-

BDLs,

—

—

'6

D LZ

—

—

A

:

N

—

CLNZ

—

D

—
;

!

H

—

:
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—

TOT.
Ver. 17. h r»j bbS) xai] read with Lachm.
IxXixTOI.
and Tisch. xai ev rri o3p, following B L Z K, min. Copt. Sahid.
Arm. PersP. Or. (twice).
At a very early period (Vulg. It.
Hil.), h rji 6dQj was omitted either accidentally, or because it
is likewise awanting in the parallel passages in the other
Synoptists.
But, in restoring it, it would most naturally occur
.

.

:

who

—

it after xaf idiav.
Ver. 19. dvagfollowing
K, Or. Chrys.
The reading of the Eeceived text is taken from the parallel
passages.
Ver. 22. <r/Vfi»;] Elz., Scholz insert
xai (Scholz:
L Z N,
jj) rb (3drrri<f{ia, o lyu (SaKrify/Aai, fiaxriodrivai, against B
1, 22, the majority of vss. and Or. Epiph. Hilar. Jer. Ambr.
Ver. 23. vhadi] Elz., Scholz,
Juv. Taken from Mark x. 38.
in opposition to the same witnesses, insert
xai (Scholz
syu fiarrify/iai, fiairrisQrjaesdt.
Ver. 26. earai
jj) rb ^dn:7t(Sfha o
h \jfjj7\i\ for screw, Lachm. has sariv, following B
Z, Cant.
Sahid.
Correctly; the reading of the Eeceived text is an
alteration to suit what follows in this and the 27th verse, where,
with Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch. 8, we ought to read sera/ instead
of 'iaru, in accordance with preponderating evidence ssru (likewise derived from Mark x. 43) is a gloss. But Fritzsche was
scarcely warranted in restoring Bs after oCrug, ver. 26, for it is
condemned by decisive evidence, and is a connecting particle
borrowed from Mark.
Ver. 31. 'ixpa^ov] Lachm. Tisch. 8:
txpa^av, following
X, min. Copt. Sahid.
repetition
from ver. 30.
Ver. 33. dvoiyjuaiv fi/j,. oi 6<pQ.'] Lachm. Tisch. 8:
dvoiySJeiv oi b<pd. fa., following B
L Z K, min. Or. Chrys. To
be adopted, inasmuch as the first aorist was the more common
tense, comp. ix. 30, John ix. 10.
Ver. 34. b^daXfiuv] B I)
L JL, min. Or. have bfipdruv. So Lachm., Einck, Tisch. 8.
Correctly; the more usual term has been adopted from the
context.
Lachm. and Tisch. 8 delete avruv oi b<pdaX/Mo! after
The words are not found in B
L Z N, min. vss.
anfiXi-^av.
(also Vulg. It.) and a few Fathers, but they were left out as
being superfluous and cumbersome.
There was no motive
whatever for inserting them.

to those

did so to insert

rricirai] Tisch.

:

C*LNZ

iy$pdfisirai,

—

:

D

—

:

—

B

;

—

—

BDLZn

A

D

—

—

D

Eemark.

— After

D

ver. 28 there occurs in
(and in codd. of
variations in detail) the following interpolation,
apocryphal, no doubt, but akin to Luke xiv. 8 ff. IfnTg hi ZrinTn
ix fiixpov a-j^Jjffa/ x. ix /xei^ovo; sXarrov tivai. ~Eiospy6f/.tvoi di xai vapaxXrjdsvrtg bsimrjffai ftri dvaxXhsade tig rovg s^syovrag roKOvg, fir; itort hIt.

with

many

:

Bo^oripog sou eKeXdy, xai

y&pu, xai

xaraiayuvdriffrj,

TpoatXduv

'Edv

ds

b

deirrvox\7irup

i'/Ty

acr tti xdroi

dvavscrjf tig rb* qrrova

roitov

xai

—
;
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gov xrruv, Iptt

svsXDrj

o

<soi

Comp.

roZro yjrioipov.

avvayi

bsiwvoitXfirup-

Syrcur

Hilar., also

avu, xai sdrou

'in

aoi

.

—

yap] exThe parable is peculiar to Matthew.
and confirming what has been said in xix. 30.
ap,a irpat]
dvdp. ol/co8.] See notes on xiii. 24, xviii. 23.
Comp. notes on xiii. 29, Acts xxviii. 23 dirb irpwt. Classical
a/xa rfj r}p<epq, ap,a opOpro,
dp,a e&),
writers would say
and such like.
et? top dp.treX. avrov] into his vineyard,
Comp. Acts vii. 9
into which he wished to send them, ver. 2.
On the whole
and see, in general, Wilke, Rhetor, p. 47 f.
parable, see Rupprecht in the Stud. u. Krit. 1847, p. 396 ff.
Besser in the Luther.
Steffensen, ibid. 1S48, p. 686 ff.
Zeitschr. 1851, p. 122; Eudel, ibid. p. 511; Miinchmeyer,
For proof that it is not to be regarded as
ibid. p. 728.
Ver.

1.

plaining

—

:

:

—

—

;

;

furnishing directions for the regulation of
d.

Wesen

Kirche, 1854, p.

d.

52

offices,

see Kostlin,

ff.

Ver. 2. 'E/c Srjpapiov tt)p rjp,ipap] After he had agreed

with the labourers, on
a denarius per day.

the condition that he

was to 'pay them
payment itself

£k does not denote the

(which would have been expressed by the genitive,
although

but

is

it

on

thing,

come

ifc

Brjvap.

is

that

payment

intended to indicate that
the strength of which,

to; comp. Kuhner, II.

(xxvii.

this

as terms,

1, p.

399

f.

7

ver. 13),

Acts

;

i.

18);

payment was the
the agreement was
the

ttjv rjp,epav is

accusative, as further defining the terms of the agreement

:

in

was to be the wages
for the (current) day during which they might work.
As an
accusative of time (which it is usually supposed to be), it would
A denarius
not correspond with avpbjxov. to which it belongs.
was the usual wages for a day's work (Tob. v. 14). See
consideration of the day, so that a denarius

—

Wetstein.
third hour: somewhere about nine d clock in
In ordinal numbers the article is unnecessary.
See note on 2 Cor. xii. 2.
ip tt) dyopa] where they
were waiting in expectation of getting employment.
The
men in question belonged to the class of free labourers PolL

Ver. 3.

The

the morning.

—

;

iii.

82

:

iXevOepoi

fiep,

Ver. 4. Katceipoi?]

Bia irepiap 8e
to

eV

those also

apyvpita Bovkevopres.

he spoke.

The point
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he had
he now invites these also to go into the
vineyard.
b iav y Si/catov] so that, as part of the day had
already elapsed, he did not make with them any definite agreement as to wages for the day, and therefore acted differently
in this case from what he had done in the former.
Ver. 5 ff. 'ETTOLTjaev w<xavT(o<f\ the same thing, namely,
of assimilation (also) lies in the circumstance that, as

invited the

first,

—

so

as he had done in the preceding case, ver. 4, sending them
away, and promising them also only what was equitable. Comp.
ver. 7.

—

oti\ because.

8.

'Otylas Be

Ver.

hour

yev.~\

the chief of the servants
the

i.e.

management of

—

tg> iircTpoTrq) ai/Tov]

(olicovofios), to

the household,

twelfth

at the close of the

(six o'clock in the evening).

Luke

whom was

viii. 3.

— rbv

entrusted
fiiardov]

The ol/cov6p,o<; had instructions from
master to give the same amount of wages to all, although
eo>9 r&v
had not wrought the same number of hours.

the wages in question.
Ins

—

all

connected with dTroBo? avr.

7rpd)T(ov] is

r.

fiiad.,

without

anything requiring to be understood (and continuing, and

such
vi.

771 C

p.

which the

as is evident from those passages in

like),

terminus ad quern
:

placed first; for example, Plat. Legg.
ird(Ta<i ra% Stavopas e^ei f^e^pc rwv Smhe/ca
is

diro pids dp^dfievo<i.

Comp. Luke

xxiii.

5

Acts

;

i.

21

;

John

viii. 9.

01

is, those who,
were sent into the vineyard about the
irXelov] more than a denarius, plainly not
eleventh hour.
dva\ used distributively Winer, p. 372
more denarii.
The article to before dva Btjv., ver. 10 (see
[E. T. 496].
the sum amounting in each case to a
critical notes), denotes
denarius, so that in analyzing ov would require to be supplied.
According to ver. 1 f., they do not contemptuously decline
to lift the denarius (Steffensen), but begin to murmur after

Ver. 9

ff.

according to ver.

—
—

irepl rrjv evSe/c. &pav~\ that
6,

;

:

—

receiving

Ver.

it

(Mlinchmeyer).

12. "Ori] recitative,

not

because

(yoy<yv£op,ev,

otl),

inasmuch as the words XiyovTe? ore k.t.X. express the contents
ovroC] spoken disdainfully.
iiroi'qaav]
of the yoyyv^eiv.
they have spent one hour (Acts xv. 33, xviii. 23; 2 Cor. xi.

—

—
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25;

Eccles.

313

Bos. p.

12; Wetstein on

Jacobs, in Anthol. IX. p. 449, X. p. 44).

ad
The

have

one

vi.
;

ordinary interpretation
hour,

is

they

:

this passage; Schaeffer,

wrought,

laboured,

in opposition to the terms of the passage (as little

is

to be confirmed by an appeal to Ruth ii. 19, where irov
where hast thou been occupying thyself ?)
e7roLTjaa<; means

it

:

;

more reason

there would have been

have been doing

(that

it

to interpret thus

the work) for one hour,

is,

they

:

if

the

had
not suggested our explanation as the most obvious and
most natural.
t. /cavcrcova] Those others had not entered
specifying

time

the

of

connection with

in

eiroirjo-av

—

till

the evening.

—

eralpi]
Vv. 13-15. 'Evi] One, as representing the whole.
mild way of introducing a rebuke, similar to

Comrade, a

Comp. xxii. 12, xxvi. 50.
good friend" among ourselves.
Comp.
So also ayade, fiekricre.
See Herm. ad Vig. p. 722.

"

— ovk
—
—

uBikco

Wetstein.

—

From

o-e]

idea of ver.

Bengel.

2.

6e\a> 8e]

iv tois

sense of: in

my

ifioisi]

Plato, Legg.

ii.

notes.

critical

from the

different

hujus vocis potestas,"

not to be taken in the

general

understood in the more definite sense

my own

in disposing of

Summa

"

(Fritzsche, de Wette), but, according

affairs

to the context, to be

of:

the standpoint of justice.

Somewhat

Srjvapiov] genitive of price.

—

property.

€4
969 C.
The el is not

p.

Comp. to

6 6^>da\[x6<i aov,
interrogative,

xix. 3 (for, according to the connection, the

as

and

adv,
/c.t.X.]

in

see

10,

xii.

doubt implied in

such a question would be entirely out of place), but the
speaker

is

to be regarded as

saying that, though such and

such be the case, his right to do what he pleases with his

own

is

almost

by no means impaired,
equivalent

Hartung, Partikell.
thine eye

is

evil

so that el

may

el

II.

212; Kuhner, II. 2,
envious, comp. Mark vii.

{i.e.

ical

p.

Prov. xxviii. 22; Ecclus. xiv. 10), because I

hence
is

eyco)

am good

!

The mark

(I,

p.

405

;

991): if
22, and jn,
on my part,
p.

of interrogation after ifioh

therefore to be deleted.

Ver. 16. The teaching of the parable: So,
case here supposed, those

be taken as

Epigr.

(Jacobs, Del.

to

who were

—

just, as in the

the last to be sent into the
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vineyard received the same amount of wages as the first so
in the Messiah's kingdom, the last will be on the same footing
;

as the

first,

and

tJie

first as

the last,

without a longer period

of service giving an advantage, or a shorter putting to a dis-

Comp.

advantage.

xix. 30.

— eaovrai]

that

is,

practically,

as far as the reward they are to receive is concerned.

The

inasmuch as the former receive no more
than the latter (in answer to de Wette's objection, as though,
from the expression here used, we would require to suppose
There is nothing
that they will receive less than a denarius).
irpSiroi from
the
exclusion
of
the
in
the
text
about
whatever
ea^aroi
admission
of
the
(Krehl
in the
and
the
kingdom,
the
and
little
favour
view,
as
to
the
adopted
Stud.
Sachs.
1843);
by Steffensen those who esteem themselves last slwll be first,
and those who esteem themselves first shall be last, for the
labourers in the parable were in reality ea^aroi and irprnTOL.
The proposition: "that, in dispensing the blessings of the
kingdom of heaven, God takes no account of human merit,
but that all is the result of His own free grace " (Kupprecht,
Bleek, Holtzmann, Keim), does not constitute the leading
thought set forth in the parable, though, no doubt, it may be
first

will be last,

:

supposed to underlie

what has

it.

— iroWol

<yap, /c.t.X.] Confirmation of

just been said about the eayaroi being put

equality with the irpa>Toi

:

" for

although

many

upon an

are called to

share in the future recompense for services rendered to the

Messiah's kingdom, yet those chosen to receive rewards of a

and peculiarly distinguished character in that
These itcXeKToc are not the ea^aroc
(those, as Olshausen fancies, whose attitude toward the kingdom is of a more spontaneous nature, and who render their
services from hearty inclination and love), but those who are
selected from the multitude of the k\t)toi.
We are taught in
the parable what it is that God chooses them for, namely, to
be rewarded in an extraordinary degree (to receive more than
the denarius).
The train of thought, then, is simply this It

pre-eminent

kingdom

are but few."

:

is

not without reason that I say

:

ko\ ol irpwroi ecr^aroi, for,

from this equalizing of the first with the last, only a few will
be excepted,
namely, those whom God has selected for

—

;

chai\ xx.

this

47

i6.

from among the mass of the called.

Thus the parable

concludes, and that very appropriately, with language which,

no doubt, allows the Apostles
receiving
(xix. 2 8),

rewards

a

of

to contemplate the prospect of

peculiarly

distinguished

but does not warrant the certainty of

it,

character

nor does

it

recognise the existence of anything like so-called valid claims
for,

e/ekoyi] is to
ix.

;

according to the idea running through the parable, the

11, 15

be ascribed simply to the purpose of

f.).

See ver. 15.

Comp.

also note

—

on

God (Bom.
xxii. 14.

Eemaek. The simple application of ver. 16 ought to warn
against arbitrary attempts to trace a meaning in all the little
details of the parable, many of which belong to the mere
drapery of the story. The householder is God ; the vineyard is
the Christian theocracy, in which work is to be done in the
interests of the approaching kingdom of the Messiah; the
olxovo/no; is Christ; the twelfth hour, at which the wages are
paid, is the time of the second coming the other hours mark
the different periods at which believers begin to devote themselves to the service of God's kingdom the denarius denotes
the blessings of the Messianic kingdom in themselves, at the
distribution of which the circumstance of an earlier entrance
into the service furnishes no claim to a fuller measure of reward,
however little this may accord with human ideas of justice
hence the irpuroi are represented as murmuring, whereupon
Calvin
they are dismissed from the master's presence.
* hoc murmur asserere noluit ultimo
appropriately observes
die futurum, sed tantum negare causam fore murmurandi."
But there is nothing to warrant the view that, inasmuch as
they consented to be hired only for definite wages, the wpuroi
betrayed an unworthy disposition, while those who came later
exhibited a more commendable spirit in being satisfied simply
with the promise of 8 lav I dixam. It can only be of service in
the way of edifying application, but it is not reconcilable with the
historical sense of the passage, to explain the different hours as referring to the different stages of life, childhood, youth, manhood,
and old age (Chrysostom, Theophylact, Euthymius Zigabenus),
inasmuch as they are meant to represent various periods between the time of Christ and the close of the a/uv olrog, at
which the second coming is to take place, and are therefore to
be regarded as exhibiting the time embraced by the generation
then existing (xvi. 28) under the figure of a day with its
various divisions.
Origen supposed that the allusion was to
;

;

:
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the leading epochs of history from the beginning of the world
(1) till the flood ; (2) till Abraham ; (3) till Moses
(4) till
Christ (5) till the end of the world. This view is decidedly
forbidden by xix. 29 f. Yet similar explanations, based upon
the history of the world, are likewise given by Theophylact
and others. No less foreign is the reference to the Jews and
Gentiles, which Grotius, but especially Hilgenfeld, following
Jerome, has elaborated, so that the first of the labourers are taken
to represent the Jews, whose terms of service, so to speak, are
distinctly laid down in the law, and subsequently re-affirmed,
at least, in an indefinite form while those who come last are
supposed to represent the Gentiles, who, in accordance with
the new covenant of grace, receive, and that before all the
others, precisely the same reward as those who were the first
Scholten is disposed to think that the parable
to be called.
was also intended to expose the pretensions of the Jews to
precedence and distinction in the kingdom.
;

;

;

Vv. 17-19. According
occasion, as

He

to the Synoptists,

approaches Jerusalem (ava/3.

Jesus
et<?

now

takes

'Iepoa. is the

continuation of the journey mentioned in xix. 1), to intimate
to His disciples more plainly and distinctly than before (xvi.

Comp. Mark x. 32 ff.
21, xvii. 22) His impending fate.
tear IBiav] Biotc ovk eSei ravra fiadelp
Luke xviii. 31 ff.

—

rov<i

7roWou5, iva

;

fir)

aKavZaXiadwaiv, Euthymius Zigabenus.

—

davaTq>]
There were others travelling along with them.
even to death.
dative of direction
See Winer, p. 1 9 7 f.
This is in accordance with later Greek usage.
[E. T. 263],
Comp. Wisd. ii. 20 2 Pet. ii. 6 Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 475
Grimm's note on Wisd. as above.
On the prediction of the
:

;

;

resurrection, see note

on

;

xvi. 21.

17-19.
was
one of those women who were in the habit of accompanying
Mark xv. 40, xvi. 1. She may have heard
Jesus, xxvii 56
from her sons what He, xix. 28, had promised the apostles.
alTova-dri] making a request. It is to anticipate to suppose tc
to imply aliquid magni (Maldonatus, Fritzsche). Comp. ver. 21,
ri 0e\ei<?. On the present participle, see Kuhner, II. 2, p. 622 f.;
Dissen, ad Pind. 01. vii. 14 Bornem. ad Xen. Anab. vii. 7. 17.
Ver. 21. She thus designates the two most distinguished
Ver.

20. Tore] after the announcement in vv.

Salome, His mother's sister (see note on

John

xix.

25),

—

;

;

;
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positions in the Messiah's kingdom.

For among Orientals the

foremost place of honour was considered to be immediately on
the right, and the next immediately on the left of the king,

Joseph. Antt.

She desired

11. 9

vi.

to

;

Wetstein and Paulus on this passage.

see her sons not merely in the position of

ordinary avyicXrjpovofioi. and o-v/j,(3aai\,evovTe i (Rev.

The

iv a] as in iv. 3.

whose name

mother

also the

—

elire

and humble John

fact that the gentle

should also have shared this wish

21),

iii.

i

but in that of the most distinguished proceres regni.

both the disciples, in

(for

speaking, are likewise to be

is

regarded as joining in the request, ver. 22, so that there

cannot be said to be any essential difference between the

Mark x. 35), shows how much his character
must subsequently have been changed. Comp. Introduction

present passage and
to John, § 3.

You do not understand what is
you do not seem to be aware that
aviAfiao-Ckeveiv (2 Tim. ii. 12; 1 Cor.

Ver. 22. Ovtc o IB are,
involved in your request

the highest stages of
iv.

8) in

sharing

my

kingdom cannot be reached without previously
such

in

k.t.X.]

;

sufferings

as

I

have

addresses the two disciples themselves.
reference

moral

to

ability.

—

—

to

Jesus

endure.

B v v a aOe] said with

to iror^ptov]

Di3,

figurative

description of his fate generally, and of his sufferings in par-

See the exposition of

ticular.

Isa.

Ii.

17;

Jer.

12

xlix.

Martyr. Polyc. 14.

The

Ver. 23.

disciples reply: Bwd/xeOa, not because

did not quite understand what Jesus meant (ver. 18

they

f.),

but

because they were animated by a sincere though self-confident
^determination, such, too, as

was afterwards sufficiently verified
somewhat different ways.
ov/e
ol? rjTOifi. virb tov irarp. yu..] sc.

—

in the case of both, only in
ecrriv ifibv Bovvai,
Bodrja-erai

but

it

is

:

not

my

a\X

business (does not behove me) to give,

will be given to those for

whom

it

has been prepared

put in readiness, xxv. 34; 1 Cor. ii. 9) by my
Father.
For ifibv earl with infinitive, comp. Plat. Legg. ii.
ifibv av elv Xeyeiv.
Jesus thus discourages the
p. 664 B
(has been

:

questionable request
of

what has
MATT. IL

by frankly declaring

that the granting

just been asked is one of those things
'

which God

D
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is a matter with which He,
For another instance of such

has reserved to Himself; that

it

the Son, must not interfere.

reservation on the part of the Father, see xxiv.
xiii.

This evident meaning of the words

32.

is

36

;

Mark

not to be

The former has been done by
Chrysostom and his successors, also by Castalio, Grotius,

explained away or modified.

who

Kuinoel,

took

dWd

as equivalent to el

("

secundum formam

who

servi ")

whom

modifies ovk eariv ifiov Bovvai

the words
iroTrjp.

/j,.

:

till

after

my

Trieade are to

ixr\\

the latter

by

words as man
are to be understood, and Bengel,

Augustine, Luther, according to

the

by erroneously supplying

Further, the words to fiev

death.

be regarded as expressing the Lord's

unfeigned trust and confidence in the Suvd/xeda of the disciples

He feels

confident that they will verify

by their actions.

it

;

His

words, therefore, are only indirectly tantamount to a prediction,

and that not exactly of death by martyrdom, which was cer1
xii., though not of John, but

tainly the fate of James, Acts

of suffering generally in the interests of the Messiah's

(Eom.

viii.

17

;

2 Cor.

i.

5).

kingdom

It is probable, however, that the

apocryphal story about John swallowing a cup full of poison
(see Fabricius, ad Cod. Apocr. I. p. 576
Tischendorf, Act. ap.
;

apocr. p.

269), and that without being anything the worse

(Mark xvi. 18), as well as the legend about the attempt to
scald him to death in boiling oil (Tertullian, de praescr. 36),
owe their existence and propagation to the present passage.
Origen views our Lord's words on this occasion in connection
with the banishment of John to Patmos.
Ver. 24. 'Hyavd/cTno-av] Jealousy of the two disciples
who were thus aspiring to be first. Euthymius Zigabenus sii
:

oetca tol$ Bu<tI fiadnral? itydovwaav, roiv 7rp(OT€t(ov e'^te/teyoi?.

Ver.

25

ff.

Those ambitious desires which prompted the

request of the sons of Zebedee have likewise a good deal to do
1
The statement of Gregorius Hamartolos (quoted by Nolte in the Tub. theol.
Quartalschr. 1862, p. 466), to the effect that, in his Xcyia, Papias declares that
John was put to death by the Jews, cannot outweigh the testimony of the early

church to the fact that he died a natural death. For the discussion of this
point, see Hilgenfeld in his Zeitschr. 1865, p. 78 ff. ; Overbeck, ibid. 1867,
p. 68 If. ; Holtzmann in Schenkel's Lex. III. p. 333 ; Keim, III. p. 44 f. ;
Steitz in the Stud. u.

KrU. 1868,

p.

437

ft.

—

1
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28.

with the displeasure of the other disciples. Accordingly, Jesus
endeavours to check their ambition by insisting on the humble
spirit of the servant as the way to true greatness in the ranks
ol ap%ovT€<; to>v €#*/.] the heathen rulers.
of His followers.

—
to

—

KdTa/cvp.] the intensive force of the compound verb serves

convey the idea of oppressive

Comp. Diod.

rule.

and which may be rendered

else,

—

toward.

Acts

;

Similarly with regard to the fcaregovcr., which occurs

xix. 1 6.

nowhere

xiv.

Sic.

64, and the Sept. passim ; see Schleusner; 1 Pet. v. 3

:

they practise violence

avrotv] refers in loth instances to

fieydXot] the magnates (Horn. Od.

xviii.

t.

IQvwv.

382, comp.

—

ot

fieyio-raves,

Mark vi. 21), " ipsis saepe dominis imperiosiores," Bengel.
ovx oi/Tft)9 iariv iv vp.lv] it is not so among you. Observe
the present (see critical notes)
things

among

—

you.

there

;

p,£<ya<i\ great,

no such order of

is

not equivalent to

p,£yt<TTo<i,

but in the sense of: to occupy a high and distinguished place

among

you.

lies in

doing service

In the sphere to which you belong, true greatness
that is the principle on which you will
act.
Hence the future carat for, in the event of any one
wishing to become great, he will aim at it by means of serv;

;

ing; the latter

wag

the

is

the first in point of rank,
is

to S0OX09.

on those two

the former.

to

—

a sort of climax to

irp&Tos:] one of

fieyas, as hiaKovot

The emphasis in the consequent clauses rests
and hence the emphatic word is placed

predicates,

in each case at the close.

Ver. 28. "Slairepl
Phil.

ii.

5

;

Eom.

"summum

xv. 3

Comp.

exemplum," Bengel.

Polyc. Phil. 5

;

:

o? iyevero Sid/covos

irdvTwv.
Observe here the consciousness, which Jesus had
from the very first, that to sacrifice himself was His great divine
mission.

Comp. Dorner, sundlose

BiaKovrjOfjvai]

to

Sovvai] intensive

;

Vollk.

Jesut

p.

waited upon, as grandees

oe

adding on the highest

point in the Suucovrjaai

;

but Bovvai

is

act,

made

44
are.

ff.

—

—

ical

the culminating

choice

of,

because

the "tyvxn (the soul, as the principle of the life of the body) is
conceived of as \vrpov (a ransom) ; for, through the shedding
of the blood (xxvi.

28

;

redemption, 1 Cor.

vi.

20,

—

clvtI

Eph.

becomes the ti/j,ij of the
Comp. note on John x. 11.
ttoWcov] avTi denotes substitution. That which is
vii.

i.

7), it

23.
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given as a ransom takes the place

(is

given instead) of those

are to be set free in consideration thereof.

The \vrpov

who

(Plat.

919 A, Rep. p. 393 D, Thuc. vi. 5. 4) is an dvriWhether avri
\vrpov (1 Tim. ii. 6), avrakXayfia (xvi. 26).
ttoWcov should be joined to Xvrpov, which is the simpler
course, or connected with Bovvai, is a matter of perfect indifference (in answer to Hofmann, Schriftbew. II. 1, p. 300) so
In any case, that
far as the meaning of avri is concerned.
1
meaning is strictly and specifically defined by Xvrpov C^ 3 ),
Legg. xi. p.

according to which avri can only be understood in the sense

which the ransom is presented
an equivalent to secure the deliverance of those on whose
behalf it is paid, a view which is only confirmed by the fact
that in other parts of the New Testament this ransom is usually
spoken of as an expiatory sacrifice, xxvi. 28 John i. 29
of substitution in the act of
as

—

;

;

10; Rom. iii. 25; Isa. liii. 10; 1 Pet. i. 18 f,
iii. 18.
That which they are redeemed from is the eternal
anrcoKeia, in which, as having the wrath of God abiding upon
them (John iii. 36), they would remain imprisoned (John iii.
16 Gal. iii. 13 2 Cor. v. 21 1 Pet. ii. 24; Col. i. 14, ii.
13 f.) as in a state of hopeless bondage (Heb. ii. 15), unless the
guilt of their sins were expiated.
ttoW&v] The vicarious
death of Jesus may be described as having taken place for
all (Eom. v. 18
1 Tim. ii. 6
1 John ii. 2), or for many
1

John

iv.

;

;

;

—

;

;

1
Bitschl, in the Jahrb.f. D. Theol. 1863, p. 222 ff., defines x6rpt» as meaning something given by way of equivalent in order to avert death this, however, is not sufficient, for, throughout the Sept. also, in which ^B3 is rendered
;

Prov. vi. 35, xiii. 8), pretium
; Num. xxxv. 31 f.
found to be the specific meaning given to the word, although the
connection may sometimes admit ex adjuncto the additional idea of something
given for the purpose of averting death. The Sept. likewise adheres to the same

by

\urpa* (Ex. xxi. 30, xxx. 12

redemtionis

meaning in
(Lev.

xxv.

xlv. 13).
give

;

is

cases
24,

.

where other expressions are rendered by

DHBTl (Num.

51),

iii.

51),

JIHS (Ex.

Xurpev,

xxi.

Ritschl interprets our present passage as follows

away my

life to

God

in sacrifice, that

I may become

:

such as

30),

"/

"WTO

am

the substitute

!"I?X3

(Isa.

come

to

of those

who could never hope to succeed in finding, either for themselves or others, any
adequate ransom as a means of securing their exemption from death ; but the
substitute only of those who, through faith and self-denying devotion to my person,
fulfil the condition

on which alone the ransom furnished by

hoped for exemption,"

p. 238.

me can procure

the

53
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(so also xxvi.

28; Heb.

28), according as

ix.

a ransom for

life

all

we

regard

it

being: Jesus has given His

as an objective fact (that fact

men), or look at

it

in relation to the sub-

jective appropriation of its results on the part of individuals

So in the
(which happens only in the case of believers).
ttoWwv is to be understood as

present case, where, accordingly,

meaning

all

who

believe

now and

will believe hereafter

xvii. 20).

Yer. 29. Comp.
i/c7rop,

avTwv

Mark

x.

46

ff.

;

Luke

xviii.

cnrb 'le/u^eo] The Synoptists

35

ff.

(John

— Kal

make no mention

whatever of the visit to Ephraim and the journey to Bethany
(mentioned in John xi. 54, xii. 1) indeed, their narrative (Matt.
;

xxi. 1

f.)

positively excludes at least the latter of these.

divergence, and not a mere

want

acknowledged (comp. note on

by means

This

of precision, should be fairly

xxi. 1),

and not explained away

ingenious conjectures (Paulus, Schleiermacher,

of

Neander, comp. also Sieffert, who suppose that Jesus may have
entered Bethany along with the rest of the pilgrims in the

may have

left it again next morning or the mornon the other hand, on John xii. 1 7 f., note).
A further discrepancy is to be found in the fact that Luke
represents the healing as having taken place iv tg3 iyyi&iv
avrbv ek 'IepiX', and that Mark and Luke mention only one
blind man, although the first mentioned divergence has been

evening, and

ing after

;

see,

turned to account in the
that

Matthew has blended

ing,

one of which

is

way

of supporting the hypothesis

together two distinct cases of heal-

supposed to have taken place when Jesus

was entering the town, the other when He was leaving it
(Theophylact, Neander, "Wieseler, Ebrard, Krafft).
The difficulty connected with the mention of two men is not removed
by a supposed reminiscence of ix. 27 ff. (Strauss), nor explained by supposing that the blind man of Bethsaida, Mark
viii.

it

22,

may have been

included (Holtzmann, Volkmar)

;

but

proves that, in point of authenticity, Matthew's account

compares unfavourably with the characteristic narrative of
Mark, which bears traces of being the original account of what
Comp. note on viii. 28 ff.
took place.
Ver. olf. "Iva ata>7r?;o\] Aim of eTreTifirjo-ev avTofc.

—
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Euthymius Zigabenus says well
rov

'I770-0O, «<?

bably saw that

some topic or

:

eireo-TOfiuTev

Comp.

ivo)(XovvTa<; clvtov.

He was

other.

—

avTov? eh

Ti/jurjv

They

xix. 1 3.

pro-

just then in the act of conversing on

The quesby means of the
Comp. note on John v. 6. There is
but comp. note on xiii. 28.
ri OeXere ttohjo-q)

v/jliv ;]

tion is intended to increase their confidence

hope which it excites.
no need to supply iva,
Ver. 33 f. "Iva avoiyeo<riv,

/c.t.X.]

answering the above

question in terms of the object aimed at in the cry, iXewaov

—

which iva avoiy., k.t.X. is the continuation.
tfyjraTo]
from Mark and Luke, who represent Jesus as healing
tcov 6fifidr<ov (see critical
merely by the power of His word.
notes), used for variety, being, as far as the meaning is conComp. Xen. Mem. i. 4. 17;
cerned, the same as 6<f>0a\fioi.
77/ui?,

of

different

Plat. Ale.

—

I. p.

133

B.

—

ave/3\. avr. 01

—

6<f)0.]

their eyes re-

power of seeing ; naively told.
rjrcoXovd. avrw]
we cannot tell whether they followed him permanently, though
this seems probable from Mark x. 46.

covered the

CHAP.

XXL

CHAPTEE
Ver.

1.

vphg rb

following

B

op 05]

C**

Instead of
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XXI.

vpog,

Lachm. and

Tisch.

have

tl;,

Correctly; vpog is
taken from Mark xi. 1; Luke xix. 29.
Ver. 2. iropsv6r)rf]
Lachm. Tisch. 8 vopsvsads, following important evidence. But
the transcribers happened to be more familiar with voptvsaSt
(x. 6, xxii. 9, xxv. 9, 41).
For uirhavTi, Lachm. Tisch. 8 have
xarsvavn, which, though sanctioned by important evidence, is
33, codd. of It. Or. (once).

—

:

—

—

borrowed from Mark and Luke.
uydyin, for which, with
Lachm., ayin should be read, is likewise taken from the parallel
passages (see, however, on Mark xi. 2).
Ver. 3. With the
Received text, Lachm. and Tisch. read uvoo-TsXiT, following B D
N, Vulg. It. Copt. Sahid. Arm. Or., while Matth. Griesb.
Scholz, on the other hand, have adopted dvoo-riWa.
Important
evidence on both sides. The connection seemed to require the
future, which was acordingly introduced here and in Mark xi.
3.
Ver. 4. oXov] is to be deleted, with Lachm. and Tisch. 8,

—

HM

—

D

following C*
L Z N, vss. Or. Chrys. Hil. Comp. i. 22, xxvi.
56.
Ver. 5. kuXov] Lachm. Tisch. wri wu\ov, following B L
8,
Correctly; in the Sept. there is only one liti.
1, 124, vss.
Ver. 6. The evidence of B C
33 in favour of o-wira%tv (Lachm.
Tisch. 7) is sufficient.
Tisch. 8, with the Received text, reads
Kpoozra&v, the more usual form.
Ver. 7. For the first i-xoaw
ctbrth, Lachm. and Tisch. 8 read lit ahruv, following B L Z K,
and codd. of It, which
69, Or., with which we may class
have •»' airo'v. The transcriber would be apt mechanically to
anticipate the subsequent svdvu.
bnit&tom (Elz. : smxddieav)
is supported by decisive evidence (adopted by Matth. Griesb.
Fritzsche, Scholz, Lachm. Tisch.), so that instead of supposing
it to be taken from Mark xi. 7 (comp. John xii. 14), we should
rather regard the reading of the Received text as derived from
Luke xix. 35.
Ver. 8. egrpwwvov] Tisch. 8 "tarpuaav, following
K * Or.
only
repetition of scrpueav in the earlier part of
the verse.
Ver. 9. vpodyovrsg] Lachm. Tisch. Kpody. alrov, following B C
L N, min. vss. Or. Eus. This avrov, which in itself
is not indispensable, was still more apt to be omitted in con-

—

N

—

:

D

—

D

—

D

—

—

:

A

:

D
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—

D

K, Or.) puts 6
Mark xi. 9. Ver. 11. Lachm. (B
But how current was the
before 'inaoZg ; so also Tisch. 8.
Ver. 12. roD Otoij]
use of the phrase, "Jesus of Nazareth!"
min. vss. and Fathers. It
deleted by Lachm., following
was omitted as superfluous, and from its not being found in
Mark and Luke, also in consequence of its not occurring elseVer. 13. eiroifi<rars] Fritzsche,
where in the New Testament.
Lachm. Tisch. warn, following B L K, 124, Copt. Aeth. Or.

sequence of
<*P of .

—

BLk,

—

:

Eus. Correctly; tToitiaurt is from Luke. Comp. on Mark xi. 1 7.
Ver. 19. [Lnxiri] Lachm. and Tisch.: ov fiyx'tri, following, it
is true, only B L
but ou would readily be omitted, all the more
Ver. 23. sXdovn avrw]
that Mark xi. 14 has simply mx'sti.
Lachm. Tisch. 8: e\66vrog auroD. Seeonviii. 1.
Ver. 25. 'iwdwou]

—

—

;

Lachm. and Tisch.

B C Z

K, Or.;

rb 'ludvvov>

:

r6

which

—

is sufficiently

was omitted as superfluous.

—

by

attested

Tap' eavr.]

Lachm. iv lavr following B L M** Z, min. Cyr. Gloss in
accordance with xvi. 7, 8.
Ver. 28. fiou] upon important evidence, is with Fritzsche, Tisch. to be deleted as an interpolation.
•.,

:

—

*=-Ver. 30. sripui] So also Griesb. Scholz, Tisch.
The devr'spw
(Lachm.) of the Received text is opposed
A n it, min. vss. and Fathers, and, coming as it does after
irpuity, looks like an exegetical gloss.
Ver. 31. npuros] Lachm.:
vsrepog.
Maintained by Binck and Schweizer ' in the Stud. u.
Krit. 1839, p. 944.
Comp. Ewald also, who, however, suggests
vertpov, sc. fifraptXridfig.
Similarly Buttm. in the Stud. u. Krit.
vtrepoi is found in B, while D, vss. (also
1860, p. 343 ff.
codd. of It. and the Vulg.) and several Fathers read so-^aroj.
Consequence of the transposition that had taken place in vv. 29,
30 (B, min. vss. and Fathers) 6 di uiroxp. s7w 'Eyu, xvp., xal
oux aT7JX0sv.
Ka/ vpoaz'kd. rw Wipy iIt. wo*.
O bi dcroxp. tiqrw Ou

byC*DEFGHKU

X

—

:

'

But

was the result of the
ancient interpretation of the two sons as referring to the Jews
and the Gentiles.
Ver. 32. ou] Lachm. o-ids, following B, min.
Syrcwandjer. Copt. Aeth. It. Vulg. Hilar.
The compound negative, the force of which had not been observed, would be omitted
6i\u, vanpov

di,

x.r.X.

this transposition

—

1

Schweizer explains thus

:

:

I

Smptf,

sc. ««•£ *.6*i

(which Buttm. should not have

The answer, he says, is hesitating and reluctant, perhaps
intentionally ambiguous. But coming after the question w* U rut Ju«, *. r. x. the
declared to be erroneous).

,

can only be taken as equivalent to i iturtpos, as in Xen. Hell. i.
Lachm. was of opinion that the answer was intended to be inappro'
7. 6, aL
priate (comp. already Jerome), though he ultimately decided in favour of the
view that the words x\y»um
'iwraZs, which Or. omits, are spurious.
See the
simple

•

latter's

Praefat.

urrifts

.

II. p. v.

.

.

Tisch., Bleek,

reading of the Received text.

and others have

correctly upheld the
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1.

—

Ver. 33. ti( after
the more readily that he occurs just before.
Matth.) is deleted by Griesb. and more recent
Ver. 38. xaraeditors, in accordance with decisive evidence.
L Z N, min.
ff^w/xsi/] Lachm. and Tisch.
ayfi[ity, following B
Or. Cyr.
The compound form, for sake of greater precision.
Ver. 44. This whole verse is wanting in D, 33, Cant. Ver. Verc.
Corb. 1, 2, Or. Eus. (?) Lucif. Cyr. (?) ; condemned by Griesb.,
bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Tisch. The external evidence
Had the words been
is not sufficient to warrant deletion.
borrowed from Luke xx. 18. they would have been inserted
after ver. 42, and the first half of the passage would have been
in closer agreement with Luke (that is to say, the vug would
not have been left out). The omission, again, might well be
due to a mistake on the part of the copyist, whose eye might pass
at once from ahrr,g xai to aurbv xa/.
Ver. 46. u(] Lachm. and
Tisch. ifc, following B L N, 1, 22, Or.
w; is from ver. 26, xiv. 5.
all

avSpwirog (in Elz.

—

D

:

—

—

:

Comp. Mark xi. 1 ff. Luke xix. 29 ff. Kal r)\6ov
by way of giving greater precision to the
foregoing rjyyiaav et? 'Iepoa.
They had come towards Bethphage; that is, as the connection shows (ver. 2), they had not
actually entered the village, but were close upon it, so that
comp. on John iv. 5.
Hard by them
it lay right before them
(" in latere montis Oliveti," Jerome) was the neighbouring
village of Bethany (ver. 17), about which, however, and its
Ver.

1.

;

els Brjd(f)ayrj]

;

position with reference to Bethphage (Robinson, Pal. II. p.
Consequently
312), nothing more precise can now be said.

there

no divergence from Mark and Luke, so that

is

unnecessary to understand

«'?, versus,

which is distinct from, and more
Of Bethphage, *JKf IT?, house of

—

after rjkdov

definite

it

is

(Fritzsche),

than,

rjyyiaav.

no trace remains
It is not once mentioned in the
(Robinson, as above).
Old Testament, though frequently in the Talmud.
Buxtorf,
totc] an important juncture.
Hug, Einl. I. p. 18.
p. 1691
" Non prius
vectura mysterii plena," Bengel.
To any one
travelling from Jericho, the holy city would be in full view at
Bethphage (not at Bethany).
And Jesus makes due arrangements for the entry it is not something done simply to gratify
Jigs,

—

;

;

;

the enthusiastic wishes of those about
Weizsiicker)

;

comp. Keim,

III. p.

85

Him
f.

(Neander, de Wette,
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—

The stay of Jesus at Bethany, recorded by John
does not admit of being inserted into the account given
by the Synoptists (in answer to Ebrard, Wichelh. Komment. ixber
we should rather say that
d. Leidensgesch.Tp.li9 ; Lichtenstein)
these latter expressly forbid the view that the night had been
passed at Bethany, all the more that they introduce the anointing (Matt. xxvi. 6 ff. ; Mark xiv. 3 ff.), and consequently the
stay of Jesus at this village after the triumphal entry, and
that not merely in the order of their narrative, but also in the
order of events (Matt. xxvi. 2 ; Mark xiv. 1). This likewise in
answer to Wieseler, p. 391 f. The tradition, to the effect that
the triumphal entry took place on the Sunday {Palmarum), is in
no way inconsistent with the synoptic narrative itself, and
agrees at the same time with John xii. 1, 12, inasmuch as it
would appear from this evangelist that the day on which Jesus
arrived at Bethany was most probably the 8th of Nisan, which,
however, according to John's representation, must have been
Saturday (see note on John xii. 1). Still, as regards the dates
of the passion week, there remains this fundamental divergence,
that, according to the Synoptists, the Friday on which Jesus
died was the 15th, while according to John (see note on John
xviiL 28) it was the 14th of Nisan and further, that John xii.
12 represents Jesus as having passed the night at Bethany
previous to His triumphal entry, while according to the synoptical account He appears to have gone at once from Jericho to
Jerusalem.
In any case, the most authentic view of this
matter is that of John, on whose authority, therefore, must rest
the tradition that Sunday was the day on which Christ rode
into the city.
Remark.

(xii.

1

ff.),

;

—

;

Ver. 2

f.

Eh

ttjv

/ccofirjv,

k.t.X.]

Bethphage.

—

ev6ea)<i\

essentially appropriate to the specific character of the instruc-

tions

:

immediately, after you have entered.

— The

mention of

two animals made by Matthew, though seemingly at variance
with Mark xi. 2, Luke xix. 30, John xii. 14, represents the

matter more correctly than the other evangelists, and is neither
to be explained symbolically (of Judaism and heathenism, Justin
Martyr), nor to be regarded as a reduplication on the part of
Matthew (Ewald, Holtzmann), nor to be traced to a misap-

prehension of the words of the prophet (de Wette, Neander,
Strauss, Hilgenfeld),

who

intends

parallel to "ibn ~by-} for just in the

TV *?T> as an epexegetical
same way are we to understand
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4-6.

Ka\ eVt ttwXov, ver. 5, so that, according to

Matthew

as well,

Jesus rides upon the foal, though accompanied by the mother,
a detail which the other evangelists fail to notice. Moreover,
it

is

simply arbitrary to assign a mythical character to the

prediction of Jesus on the strength of Gen. xlix. 1 1 (Strauss

—

—

;

otl] recitative.
airoareX\€i\
on the other hand, Bleek).
The present represo far from refusing, He sends them away.
sents as already taking place what will immediately and certainly be realized.
once,

Comp. Mark

iv.

In

29.

but at

ev6e<o<; Se,

observe Jesus' marvellous knowledge, not merely of the fact

that the animals would undoubtedly be found awaiting

exactly as

He

said they

would

be,

Him

the people of the place are so loyal to

understand the meaning of the 6

Comp.

xxvi.

the text

;

while,

The idea of a magical virtue

18.

attaching to the use of the

as perfectly to

and to find in
once complying with His

/cvpio?, k.tX.,

those words sufficient reason for at
request.

them

but of the further fact that

name Jesus

(Strauss) is foreign to

on the other hand, we

fail

to satisfy

the

by
mere case of borrowing (Paulus) or
The simple account of John does not
requisition (Keim).
affect the credibility of the synoptic narrative (also in answer
See note on John xii. 14 f.
to Bleek).
Ver. 4 f. "I pa irXTjpaOy] not accidental, but in accordance
This quotation,
with the divine purpose of fulfilling, etc.
which is a free rendering, partly of the original Hebrew and
partly of the Septuagint, combines Isa. lxii. 11 {eiirare
Slow) and Zech. ix. 9, where the riding of the ideal Messianic
king upon an ass is simply a representation, not indeed of
requirements
resolving

it

of

the

into

a

three

accounts

of

this

incident

—

.

absolute humility (Hengstenberg, Christol. III. p.

such riding

is

360

f.),

.

.

for

a sign of irpavrr]^, but of a peaceful disposi-

tion; comp. Ewald, Propheten,

I. p.

256,

ed. 2.

He

does not

come upon a war-horse, not appuara ekavvav &>? oi \onrol
/SaatXeZ?, Chrysostom.
The incident in which Jesus then
realized the recognised fulfilment of the prophecy (Hengstenberg, Ewald,

Keim) would suggest the

strained interpretation of

the figure, and quite properly, inasmuch as Christ's riding into
the city revealed the typical nature of the form in which the

—
;
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prophet embodied his prediction (Diisterdieck, de rei propheticae
For the prophetic expression
natura ethica, 1852, p. 78 f.).
daughter of Zion (the locality of the town regarded as
mother), see Knobel's note on Isa. i. 8. Comp. Lam. i. 6.
<roi]

Dative of ethical reference,

—
—

common

its

likewise in classical

eVt tt&Xov] See note on
vlbv vrro^wy.] ni:nx"}3. For
Kai is epexegetical.
ver. 2.
i/Trotyyiov, beast of burden, a term more frequently used in the
Septuagint to designate the ass, comp. Herod, ix. 24, 39, 41
Xen. Anab. i 3. 1; Lucian, Cynic, x. Polyb. iii. 51. 4;

Greek along with

SpjQBadai.

kcl\

;

43; 2 Pet. ii. 16.
Ver. 7. They spread their outer garments upon both animals,
being uncertain which of them Jesus intended to mount.
The {second) iirdvai avrwv must necessarily be referred, with
Theophylact, Euthymius Zigabenus, Castalio, Beza, Homberg,
Fritzsche, Winer, p. 1 6 5 [E. T. 2 1 9], to the garments, in which
Were
case it is clear from ver. 5 that Jesus sat upon the foal.
we to refer avrcov to the animals, the result would be the absurd
idea (which Strauss, B. Bauer, Volkmar make use of against
Matthew) that Jesus mounted both of them at once, not one
3 Esdr.

v.

after the other (Fritzsche, Fleck), seeing that k. eTre/cdOiaev eV.

avT&v denotes the instantaneous, finished act which followed
the spreading of the garments. To suppose (Ebrard, Olshausen),
by way of justifying the reference to the animals, that we have
here a loose form of speech, corresponding to the German phrase:
he leaps from the horses, and such like, is out of the question,
for the simple reason that no such avWijyfrw can be assumed
in the case of ver. 5, all the less so that, from this verse, it
would appear that it was the dam on which Jesus rode, with
the foal walking by her side.
Ver. 8. Manifestations of respect, such as kings were usually

greeted with on entering

cities,

note on this passage; Bobinson,

°X Ao?]
tude.

^ mos

Comp.

2 Kings
II.

p.

ix.

383.

13

—

;

Wetstein's

o

7r\eto-To?

of the people, the greatest part of the multiPlat. Hep. p. 397 D; Thuc. vii. 78; Xen.
t

—

eavrwv] states what the multitude did
Anab. iii 2. 36.
with their own garments, after the disciples had spread theirs
upon the two

beasts.

!
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Ver.
blessing

9

—

ff.

'fLaavva]

addressed

to

ps

N3 W'vin,

The

God.
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9-11.

.

cxviii.

dative

25,

bestow

due to the

is

—

meaning of the verb (opitulare) contained in axravvd.
oiaavva iv toi<; vyfria-r.'] Grant blessing in the highest places
(Luke ii. 14), i.e. in the highest heaven (Eph. iv. 10), where
Thy throne is fixed, and from which let it descend upon the
The interpretation of Fritzsche, Olshausen: let
Messiah.
is farblessing be proclaimed (by the angels) in heaven
fetched.
No less so is that of de Wette, Bleek let Hosanna
!

:

be confirmed in heaven,
injr.

equivalent to 6 &v

let it
r. wjr.

be

ratified

by God

(grant blessing,

Nor is iv t.
Thou who art
!

in heaven), as Beza, Vatablus, Calovius, Bengel, Kuinoel, are

—

iv 6v6fi. Kvplov] i.e. as sent by God to
disposed to think.
Speaking generally, the
be His representative, John v. 43.
exclamation may be described as an outburst of enthusiasm
expressing itself, in a free and impromptu manner, in language

—

borrowed from the

hymn

(Succoth

iaei<r6rf\

iv. 5).

—

motion (Pind. Pyth.

iv.

the sensation created

for the feast of Tabernacles, Ps. cxviii

was thrown

into

a

of com-

state

484; Soph. Ant. 163), on account of
by this Messianic entry into the city.

—

6 Trpo$r)7r]<;~\ the wellThe excitement was contagious.
known prophet. The crowds that accompanied Him had, in

most

Him

the Messiah

but the

less

interested people of the city wished above all to ascertain

His

explicit terms, designated

name and

rank.

Hence the

full

;

reply, 'Irjaov?

.

.

.

TaXiX.,

which the 6 airb Na£ap. r. TaXiX. doubtless betrays somewhat of the Galilean consciousness of the multitude, inasmuch
as it was for most part composed of Galileans.
in

—

Remark.
The triumphal entry of Jesus is not a final
attempt to establish the Messianic kingdom in a political
sense ( Wolfenb. Fragm.), such a kingdom having been entirely
foreign to His purpose and His function.
It is rather to be
regarded as His last public and solemn appearance as the
Messiah, an appearance which, coming as it did immediately
before His passion, was on the one hand a matter of deep
personal interest because of the necessary bearing it was felt
to have upon the mission of His life while, if taken in connection with what happened so soon after, it was calculated, on
the other hand, to destroy all expectations of a merely political

—

;

—a
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kind.

The time was now come when Jesus

He

Him

felt that, just

do something
and for this He appropriates the prophet's symbol of the Prince
of Peace— by way of contrast to His practice hitherto of forbidding the publication of His Messiahship. This step, which,
from the fact of the crisis being so near, might now be taken
without risk, He had postponed till the eve of His death,
circumstance of the utmost significance as regarded the sense
Tliis
in which His Messiahship was to be understood.
incident, too, was one of the things for which His hour had
not previously come (John vi. 15). Comp. note on John vii.
because

ivas the Messiah, it behoved

to

—

5 f.
Strauss asserts that there is here the possibility at least
of a mythical story, though his objections are far from being to
the point. See, on the other hand, Ebrard and Bleek. According to Wittichen, Jahrb. /. D. Theol 1862, p. 365, Jesus did
not intend this incident to be regarded in any other light than
as an ordinary festival procession, but the multitude, without
consulting Him, turned it into an occasion for a Messianic
demonstration. This is not in keeping with the unusual preparations mentioned in ver. 2 ; comp. ver. 7.

Mark xi. 11, 15, where the narracomp. "Weiss' note on Mark.
In the
court of the Gentiles were the tabernae, nvjn, where animals,
incense, oil, wine, and other requisites for sacrifice were exLightfoot on this passage.
posed for sale.
The moneychangers (koWv/3., see Phrynichus, p. 440) exchanged on
commission (pn^P, Maimonides, Shckal. 3) ordinary money for
Ver. 12. Different from

tive is

more precise

—

;

—

two drachmae pieces which were used in paying the
temple tribute (see note on xvii. 24).
This cleansing of the
temple is, with Chrysostom, Paulus, Kuinoel, Tholuck, OlshauKern, Ebrard,
Baumgarten - Crusius, Schleiermacher,
sen,
the

—

Hengstenberg, Wieseler, to be regarded as the second that took
first being that recorded in John ii. 13 ff., and

place, the

which occurred on the occasion of the first visit to Jerusalem.
The abuse having been repeated, there is no reason why Jesus
should not have repeated this purifying process, and that (in
answer to Hofmann, Luthardt, Hengstenberg) without any
essential difference.
The absence, in the synoptical account,
of any allusion to a previous occasion, is sufficiently explicable
from the length of time that intervened, and from the fact
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13.

no notice generally of what took

that the Synoptists take

The

place during the earlier visit to Judea.

may

accompanying circumstances

similarity of the incidents themselves

that the cleansing took

similarity of the

be accounted for from the
;

whereas the supposition
one occasion would

place only on

necessarily involve a chronological derangement extending to

—

almost the whole period of Christ's ministry, a derangement
which can neither be fairly imputed to the synoptical narrative
nor even conceived of as far as John is concerned, whose
This is not " wishytestimony is that of an eye-witness.
washy criticism " (Keim), but it is based upon the authenticity
of the fourth Gospel, as well as upon the weighty and unanimous testimony of the synoptical writers, to sacrifice whose
authority for the sake of John would be both one-sided and
This, however, is what Wetstein, Liicke, Neander,
violent.
Others,
de Wette, Bleek, Ewald, Weizsacker have done.
again,

have rejected the fourth evangelist's account, so

as its

chronology

Synoptists

concerned, in

is

(Ziegler,

far

favour of that of the

Strauss, Baur, Weisse, HilgenComp., further, the remarks under

Theile,

feld,

Schenkel, Keim).

John

ii.

1 7.

Free combination of Isa. lvi. 7 and Jer. vii. 1 1,
/cXijdrjo:] how sacred the purand taken from the Sept.
iroielre (see
pose for which it was intended, but ye, etc.
Ver.

1 3.

—

critical notes)

thing in which they are

The

—

censures this desecration
still

persisting.

of the temple

strong language of the prophet (otherwise in John)

keeping with the emotion that was awakened in Jesus.
use of such language

is

that avarice had taken
to

on

carry

sufficiently accounted for

up

was in
The

by the

fact

abode in those sacred precincts
huckstering and money-changing
to yap

its

its

:

<f)iXoKepBe<i

\r)GTpiicov iraOos

Fritzsche

"

:

as a

— cnr)\aLov XyaTwv]

icrrt,

Theophylact.

Differently

Vos undequaque pecuniam, animalia hue congepraedam comportant in speluncam,"

rere sustinetis, ut latrones

—

where, however, due prominence

is

not given to the dis-

tinctive point of comparison, viz. the robbery.

—

In vv. 12, 13,

Jesus acts with higher authority than that of a mere zealot

(Num. xxv.

1 1)

:

He

addresses Himself to the purifying of the
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temple and
according

worship with such a

its

Mai.

to

Bertholdt, Christvl. p.

1-3,

iii.

163

reforming energy

Ullmann, Sundl.

;

on the occasion of

And

177.

the

all

the more in-

this cleansing, that

the indignant

acquiescence of the astonished multitude
telligible

p.

as,

Comp.

the Messiah.

befitted

is

reformer had just celebrated His triumphal march into the

But even on the

city in the character of Messiah.

John

sion,

ii.,

first occa-

their acquiescence is sufficiently explicable from

the sudden and decided nature of the proceeding, taken in

connection with

the spiritually

-

imposing character of the

Lord's person and bearing (" divinitatis

Jerome), so that

facie,"

it

is

majestas lucebat in

quite needless to resort to the

hypothesis of a miracle (Origen, Jerome).
Ver.

14

ff.

The

insertion of vv.

tradition is peculiar to

Matthew.

14-16 from the

— to

apostolic

davfida-ia] the only

New Testament, though very comGreek and the Sept.: the wonderful things, viz.
the cleansing of the temple and the miraculous cures.
This
combination has suggested the use of the more comprehensive

instance of this usage in the

mon

in classical

term.

— Ver. 16. afcovei<s

that

He was

ing

it.

k.t.\.~]

in a tone of rebuke, implying

the occasion of such impropriety, and

— on]

recitative.

The reply of

conversant with the true sense of Scripture,

say that this shouting of the children

is

was

tolerat-

Jesus, so profoundly
is

as

much

as to

altogether befitting, as

to Ps. viii. 3, God has perfected.
OrjXa^ovTQiv] In explaining the words of the

being the praise which, according

—

vrjiriav

k.

no need to have recourse to the fact that
received suck for two and three years
(Grimm's note on 2 Mace. vii. 2 7), nor even to the idea of the

psalm, there
children

is

usually

children being transformed into adult instruments in effecting

the triumph of God's cause (Hofmann, Weiss, u. Erf. II. p.
1 1 8), but only to bear in mind that, as a genuine poet, the
psalmist seemed to hear, in the noise and prattle of the babes

and sucklings, a celebration of their Maker's praise.
But, inasmuch as those children who shouted in the temple were not
vrjiTLot (i.e. in connection with 6rj\a£. infantes, Isa. xi 8
1 Cor. iii. 1), the scriptural warrant by which Jesus here
justifies their hosannas may be said to be based upon an in;

—

CHAP. XXI.

ference a minore

of

That

to say,

is

if,

according to

God had already ordained praise from the mouths
sucklings, how much more has He done so from the mouths
The former,
those little ones who now shouted Jwsanna !

Ps.

of

ad majus.

6?>

19.

viii. 3,

though unable to speak, and still at the mother's breast, are
found praising God how much more the latter, with their
These last are shouted in honour of the
hosanna cries
Messiah, who, however, is God's Son and Eepresentative, so
that in His Soga God is glorified (John xiii. 31, xiv. 13;
PhiL ii. 11), nay, God glorifies Himself (John xii. 28).
k.
r)v\t<r07) e'/cet] Consequently He did not pass the night in
the open air (in answer to Grotius), for neither in classical
Greek do we always find av\l£e<r0cu used in the sense of
;

!

bivouacking (Apollonid. 14; Diod. Sic.

xiii.

—

Comp. Tob.

6).

On Bethany, some
5; Judg. xix. 9 f
15 stadia from Jerusalem (John xi. 18), see Tobler, Topogr.

iv.

14,

vi.

10,

ix.

.

432

II. p. 309 ff.
Sepp,
At
present
it
is
only
a
p.
miserable village, known by the Arabic name of d-Aziriyeh (from

v.

Jems.

II. p.

Jerus. u. d. heil.

ffi

Land,

Eobinson, Pal.

;

583

I.

;

ff.

For the name, see note on John i. 28.
xi. 19 ff.
Mlav\ "unam illo loco,"
Bengel.
iirl -7-779 6Bov] The tree, which was by the side
of the public road (not on private property), stood above

el-Azir,

i.e.

Lazarus).

Ver. 19. Comp.

—

Mark

the road, either projecting over it merely, or occupying an
eminence close to it, or the road itself may have been in a
ravine.
It was a favourite practice to plant fig-trees by the
roadside, because it was thought that the dust, by absorbing
the exuding sap, was conducive to the better growth of the
rj\6ev eir' avrtjv] not: confruit, Plin. N". H. xv. 19.

—

scendit

seeing

arborem (Fritzsche), but
the

was well known
coming into leaf),
early boccore,

:

He

went up

to

it.

From

Jesus expected, of course (for it
that the fig-tree put forth its fruit before

in foliage,

tree

to find fruit

which, as

and not the

a

upon

rule,

did

it

as well, namely, the

not ripen

till

June,

kermuse, that had

been on the
tree all winter, and the existence of which He could not
infer from seeing leaves.
Comp. Tobler, Denkbl. aus Jerus.
p.

101

ff.

MATT.

II.

On

harvest-figs,

the disappointed expectation of Jesus, Bengel

E
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observes

:

*

maxima humanitatis

pore edere solitus

est."

et deitatis indicia

uno tem-

It is a perversion of the text to say,

with Chrysostom, Euthymius Zigabenus, that He did not expect to find fruit upon the tree, but went up to it merely for
Moreover, the hunger
the purpose of working the miracle.
is alleged to have been only a cyywmii^zaQai (Euthymius
Zigabenus), or an esuries sponte excitata (Cornelius a Lapide).
The account of the withering of the tree, contained in Mark
xi.

12

ff.,

19

f.,

is

more

precise

to Kbstlin, Hilgenfeld, Keim).

Ver.

21

and more

Matthew

original (in

Instead of telling the disciples, in

f.

their question,

by what means He

(in the

divine power) caused the tree to wither,

how

answer

abridges.

reply to

exercise of

He

His

informs them

might perform similar and even greater wonders
namely, through an unwavering faith in Him
(xvii. 20), a faith which would likewise secure a favourable
The participation in the life
answer to all their prayers.
77-/0-™?,
in
would make them partakers
the
of Christ, implied
was the organ, would be a
power
which
divine
of
He
of the
would
that
their
prayers
always be in harmony
guarantee
with the will of God, and so would prevent the promise from
The affair of the fig-tree (to rfj<i
being in any way abused.
avKrjs, comp. viii. 33) should neither be explained on natural
grounds (Paulus says Jesus saw that the tree was on the
point of dying, and that He intimated this " in the popular
phraseology "
Comp. even Neander, Baumgarten - Crusius,
Bleek), nor regarded as a mythical picture suggested by the
parable in Luke xiii. 6 ff. (Strauss, de Wette, Weisse, Hase,
Keim), but as the miraculous result of an exercise of His will on
the part of Jesus,
such a result as is alone in keeping with
the conception of Christ presented in the Gospel narrative.
But the purpose of the miracle cannot have been to punish an
inanimate object, nor, one should think, merely to make a
display of miraculous power (Fritzsche, Ullmann), but to represent in a prophetic, symbolical, visible form the punishment
which follows moral barrenness (Luke xiii. 6 ff.), such a
punishment as was about to overtake the Jews in particular,
and the approach of which Jesus was presently to announce
they too

(John

xiv. 12),

—

:

!

—

—
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23.

with solemn earnestness on the eve of His own death (vv. 28-44,
It is true He does not make
1-14, xxiii., xxiv., xxv.).
nature,
nor had He previouslythis
any express declaration of
xxii.

to expect

led the disciples
tion is

met

partly

such

(Sieffert)

;

but this objec-

by the fact that the 7nw? of the disciples'

question, ver. 20, did not require

Him

to

do

so,

and partly by

the whole of the subsequent denunciations, which form an

eloquent commentary on the silent withering of the

—

airrj<Tr)T€

what ye will

ep
liave

rrj

Trpocrev^fj]

desired

Condition of the XrjtyeaOe.

Comp. note on

in your prayer.

He who

—

fig-tree.

i.
9:
truaTevovre^]

Col.

prays in faith, prays in

John xiv. 1 3.
AihdVer. 23. Comp. Mark xi. 27 ff.; Luke xx. 1 ff.
iv iroia.
gkovtC] while He was engaged in teaching.
Comp. Acts
eg oval a] in virtue of what kind of authority.
iv. 7.
The second question is intended to apply to Him who
the first is general, and has reference
lias given the authority
the

name of

Jesus,

—
—

;

to the nature of the authority (whether it be divine or

— ravTa\

tliese

things,

human).

cannot point merely to the cleansing

of the temple (Theophylact, Euthymius Zigabenus), which is
As little can the
too remote for such special reference.

by itself be intended (Grotius, Bengel), that being a
matter in connection with the ministry of Jesus about which

teaching

the Sanhedrim was comparatively unconcerned, and for which

He

did not need a higher authority.

that, in their ravra, the questioners

up

We

should rather say

mean

to include all that

moment Jesus had done and was still doing in
Jerusalem, and therefore refer to the triumphal entry, the
cleansing of the temple, the miraculous healing and the teaching in the temple, all which, taken together, seemed to betoken
the Messianic pretender.
Comp. de Wette, Bleek, Weizsacker,
The members of the Sanhedrim
p. 532; Keim, III. p. 112.
hoped either to hear Him acknowledge that the i^ovaia was
divine, or presumptuously assert that it was self-derived, so
that in either case they might have something on which to
found judicial proceedings against Him.
They seem to have
been a provisional deputation of the Sanhedrim appointed to
discover a pretext for excommunicating Him. Comp. John i 1 9.
till

that
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24

Ver.

Jesus prudently frustrates their design by pro-

f.

posing in reply a puzzling question, which, in the circumstances,
\6yov eva] a single
they did not know how to answer.

—

The subject of the question itself is admirably chosen, seeing that the work of reform
in which Jesus was engaged had a necessary connection with
iroOev
both would stand and fall together.
that of John
The following alternative is exrjv] whence did it proceed ?
was it from God, who had commissioned John, or
planatory
from men, so that he baptized simply on his own authority or
The latter was out of the questhat of his fellow-mortals ?
Comp., further, Acts
tion, if John was a prophet (ver. 26).
word, a single question

;

not more.

—

;

:

v. 39.

—

BteXoy. Trap* eavrots] they deliberated by themselves,

privately kot

Ihiav,

i.e.

with each

during a brief pause

other,

consultation, before giving their

for private

was intimated in the subsequent

which

decision,

a7ro/epi0evTe<;

tg5

'Irjaov.

StaXoyi&adai in this instance also denotes reflection combined
with mutual consultation.

Luke xx.

14.

—

Comp.

iTTLa-revcraTe

7

xvi.

avrai\

;

Mark

viii.

\eyovTt ttoWo,

16

;

koX

i/xov, Euthymius Zigabenus.
26 f. $o/3ovp,e0a top o^Xov] Those words are preceded by an aposiopesis, the import of which, however (Luke
xx. 6), is indicated by the words themselves.
The language
" But suppose we should say : From men
of embarrassment
;
we are afraid of the people" etc.
Comp. note on Acts xxiii.

fieydka irepl
Ver.

—

:

—

—

also

iravret yap, k.t.\.~\ See on xiv. 5.
koX avTo<i\ He
on His part for as they with their wretched ovk ol8ap,ev

left

the question of Jesus unanswered, so

9.

;

He with His

now

in like manner

decided and humbling ov8e iyco (neither do I)

answer theirs.
Vv. 28-32. Peculiar to Matthew, and doubtless taken from
the collection of the sayings of the Lord.
Jesus now assumes
the offensive in order to convince His adversaries of their own
re/cva, and reicvov suggest the father's love.
baseness.
Ver.
30. iya>] is to be taken elliptically, and that with due regard
at the same time to its emp>hatic character, in virtue of which
it forms a contrast to the negative answer of the other son
refuses to

—

—

—

:

/, sir,

will go

and work in the vineyard

this very day.

The
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3C-3D.

expresses the hypocritical submission of the man.

— The

publicans and harlots are represented by the first mentioned

son

;

for previous to the

days of John they refused to obey

command to serve Him,
them through the law and the prosaid
ov 0e\co), but when John appeared

the divine call (in answer to the

which God addressed
phets, they practically

to

:

they accorded him the faith of their hearts, so that, in conformity with his preaching, they were

now amending

their

The
Sanhedrim are represented by the second son
for, while pretending to yield obedience to the law of God
revealed in the Scriptures (by the submissive airs which they
ways, and devoting themselves to the service of God.

members of

the

;

assumed, they practically uttered the insincere
in reality disregarded
harlots, they

i<yo>, /cvpie),

they

and, unlike the publicans and the

would not allow themselves

movement

the

it,

to be influenced

by

that followed the preaching of the Baptist, so

John nor the example of the publicans
and harlots had any effect upon them in the way of producing
conversion.
To understand by the two sons the Gentiles and
Trpoayovaiv
the Jews, is entirely against the context.
vfias] as though the future entering into the Messianic kingdom were now taking place. The going before, however, does
not necessarily imply that others are following.
Comp. xviii.
that neither the efforts of

—

14.

—

iv 68a> Sitcaioavi/T}?'] in the

wag

of righteousness,

i.e.

whose walk and conversation are characterized by

as one

moral integrity, iv afiefjurrrw /3/&) (Theophylact), Xva teal a%iotuc-to? <pavfj (Euthymius Zigabenus).
Comp. 2 Pet. ii. 21,
ii.

2; Prov.

viii.

20,

pressed
(xxii.

by some

16).

—

such

feel penitent

terms

ISovtcs] the

and harlots believed Him.

23.
The preaching of
Keim) would have been ex-

28, xvii

xii.

righteousness (de Wette, Bleek,

fact,

as

— ov8k

68bv

Bi/caioo:

BtSdo-fccov

namely, that the publicans
fierefieX.

i/o-t.]

did not even

afterwards (ver. 29), far less did you get the

The example of those others
produced so little impression upon you.
The emphasis is not
rov iria-revcrai] Object of /xerefi.
on varep., but on fieTep,.

length of actual conversion.

—

v(tt., so

Ver.

Him.
Comp. Mark

as to believe

33

ff.

xii.

1

ff.

Luke

xx. 9

ff.

Jesus,

—

"
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in ver.

now

ff.,

having shown His adversaries

parable (founded, no doubt, upon Isa.

He

a lofty and solemn earnestness,
•measure of their sin against

and announces

Son),

—

how base they

are,

proceeds to do this yet more circumstantially in another

to

God

v.

1

in which, with

ff.),

them the

lays bare to

them the punishment

that awaits them.

atpv^ev iv avra> \i)vov\ dug a wine-vat in

Xen.

2

Oec. xix.

:

was a trough dug

full

(even to the killing of His

Comp.

it.

oiroaov fiados opvneiv 8el to <pvrov.

This

in the earth for the purpose of receiving the

it flowed down from the press through
an aperture covered with a grating.
See Winer, Realw. I.
irvpyov] a tower, for watching the vineyard.
p. 653 f.
Such tower - shaped structures were then, and are still, in

juice of the grape as

common

use for this purpose (Tobler, Denkbl.

Soto] he

let it

127 A

out (Pollux,

Dem. 268,

;

9),

75

i.

;

Herod,

i.

68

p.
;

113.

Plat.

namely, to be cultivated.

—

efe-

Parm.

p.

Seeing that

the proprietor himself collects the produce (vv. 34, 41), we
must assume that the vineyard was let for a money rent, and

a share of the

not, as is generally supposed, for

nothing

said in this passage about

is

the proprietor, including only part of the produce.

Mark

wise in

Mark.

xii.

— tou?

2

;

Luke

to

mentioned.

him

20), forms

—

;

being referred to the subject last

was

his

own fruit that the master wished to
The fruit of the vineyard, and the

It

to

37

;

him.

belongs to him.

John

viii.

a climax to

(Bengel) of this
tion.

;

its

it too,

(xxiii.

comp. Weiss' note on
avrov is often taken as
but without reason, for there is
xx. 1

prevent

have brought
whole of

to

Other-

Kapirov^ avrov]

referring to the vineyard

nothing

For

fruit.

payment in kind

elirov

latter.

5

;

—

Acts

aireicr.,

iXtOoftoXijo-av] they stoned
vii.

58

f.,

xiv. 5

;

Heb.

as being a "species

— ivrpatrrja.]

a reasonable expecta-

iv eavrois] they said one to another.

o-^wp,ev rrjv KXrjpov. avrov] and

xii.

atrox

—

teal

us obtain possession of
his inheritance, namely, the vineyard to which he is the heir.
let

In these words they state not the result of the murder (as in
Mark), but what step they propose to take next.
After the death
of the son, who is therefore to be regarded as an only one,
they intend to lay claim to the property.
igefiaXov k.

—
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aire/cr.] differently in

in D, codd. of

xii. 8,

71

40, 41.

hence also the transposition

This passage contains no allusion to the

It.

previous excommunication (Grotius), or to the crucifixion of
Christ because
xiii.

12

f.;

it

took place outside of Jerusalem (comp. Heb.
Euthymius Zigabenus,

so Chrysostom, Theophylact,

Olshausen), but simply describes the scene in which the son

on his

The

arrival is thrust out of the vineyard

parable

illustrates

the

hostile

and murdered.

treatment

—

experienced

time after time by God's prophets (the SovXol) at the hands
of the leaders (the husbandmen) of the Jewish theocracy
(the vineyard),

— an

production of moral

institution
fruit,

— and

expressly
also

designed for the

shows how their

seeking and love of power would lead

them

to

self-

put to death

even Jesus, the Son, the last and greatest of the messengers
from God.
Chrysostom, Theophylact,
Comp. Acts vii. 5 1 f.
Euthymius Zigabenus, likewise find a meaning in the hedge
(the law), the wine-vat (the altar), and the tower (the temple).
So also Bengel, who sees in airehrjfina-ev an allusion to the
" tcmpus divinae taciturnitaiis ; " while Origen takes it as referring to the time when God ceased to manifest Himself in
a visible shape.
Yer. 40 f. According to Mark and Luke, it is Jesus who
replies.
But how appropriate and how striking (comp. ver.
31) that the adversaries themselves are forced to pronounce
their own condemnation (in answer to Schneckenburger, de
Wette, Bleek)
Kafcovs fca/cws airoXecrei avr.^ as despic!

—

able creatures (scoundrels),

He will

collocation /ca*oi)?

serves to indicate in an emphatic

tca/cdos

miserably destroy them.

The

manner the correspondence between the conduct in question
and its punishment.
See Wetstein's note Fritzsche, Diss, in
2 Cor. ii. p. 147 f
Lobeck, Paralip. p. 58.
Comp. Eur.
Cycl. 270
tca/ccos
ovtol icaicoX aTroXoivff\ and, in general,
Lobeck, ad Soph. Aj. 866
Elntsl. ad Eur. Med. 787.
If we
;

;

.

:

;

are to

apply the parable in accordance with the order of

thought,

and, therefore, in

intended by Jesus Himself,

conformity

of the Kvpio? and the execution of the

the second advent

and

the

with

the

we cannot understand

last

meaning

the coming

punishment as denoting
judgment ; for, apart from the

—

"
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God and not

fact that it is

the

omw?

the words

/cvpios,

to the period

Christ that

is

represented

subsequent to the advent

by

would point

cnroBcocrovcriv, k.t.\.,

and the judgment,

a reference not in keeping with the sense of the passage.

The

true reference

to

is

the

of Jerusalem, the

destruction

shape in which the divine judgment

is

to overtake the then

guardians of the theocracy, whereupon this latter would be
entrusted to the care of other guides

(i.e.

the leaders of the

Christian church as representing the true 'IaparjX tov Oeov),

who
and

as

such will be called upon to undertake the duties

Comp.
Such are the things

responsibilities of their unfaithful predecessors.

7; John

xxii.

vii.

34; Eph.

iv.

11

f.

which those hostile questioners " afcovres 7rpo<fyr)Tevov<Ti
(Euthymius Zigabenus).
iv to*<j Kaipol? avrcov] avrcov

—

refers

doing

to

them for

The enemies of Jesus have answered

correctly,

the

to

yecopyol:

at the terms prescribed

so.

Ver. 42.

but they are not aware that they have thus pronounced their

own condemnation,
was sent
this

to

fully

them

home

since those

who

thrust out the

are no other than themselves.
to

them

concluding words added

(ver.

45),

is

Son that
To bring

the purpose of the

by our Lord.

The quotation

is

from the Septuagint version of Ps. cxviii. 22 f., which was
composed after the captivity, and in which the stone, according to the historical sense of the psalm, represents the
people of Israel, who, though rejected

by the

Gentiles,

were

chosen by God to form the foundation-stone of His house
(the theocracy)

while, according to the typical reference of

;

the passage (which the Eabbinical teachers also recognised,
see Schoettgen),
viz.

it

the Messiah.

denotes the ideal head of the theocracy,

— \L6ov
—
—

very frequent occurrence.
used

in

the

building.

capias] nsa

fce<pa\r)p

<y

stone

Hesychius

(in

ov~\

a

o5to<?]

trx'-i,

we

stone

aireBoKifi.']

which, attraction of
as not

this,

and

fit

no

head of the corner,

find

K€<fra\iTr)<;

in

for being
other.

Le.

the

—

corner-

sense

of

ad Phryn. p. 700), is the metaphorical designation of Him on whom the stability and
development of the theocracy depend, without whom it would
corner-stone;

see Lobeck,

43.

73

He

resembles that stone in
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fall to pieces,

and in

a building which

this respect

indispensably necessary to the support

is

and durability of the whole
referred

The antitype here

structure.

not the Gentiles (Fritzsche), but, as must be

to is

inferred from the connection of our passage witli

what

is

said

about the Son being thrust out and put to death, from the

and from the common usage
Testament (Acts iv. 11; Eph. ii. 2
Messiah.
iyevero avrrj] did he become so

further statement in ver. 44,

New

throughout the
1 Pet.
(viz.

7), the

ii.

the corner-stone,

—

;

tce<f>a\rj

ycovias).

not a Hebraism for the neuter (as

Here the feminine is
in 1 Sam. iv.

little is it so

7; Ps. xxvii. 4), as Buttmann, Neut. Gr. p. 108 [E T. 123],
would have us suppose, but strictly grammatical, inasmuch as
and accordingly we find that in the
it refers to /ee<£. ya>v.
;

Septuagint also nxf
reference.

To

is

refer

rendered according to

to

its

contextual

ywvia? merely (Wetstein)

is

was the prominent

idea.

Our
Ver. 43. Aia tovto]
"

this Ke<pa\r) ycov.

—

ical

therefore, because,

What

corner-stone.

announcement

viz.

is

is

contained

according to the

destined to become
in

the

following

the necessary consequence of the inversion

is

of the order of things just referred
y

ever, like

yoov.

eyes," as referring to believers.

psalm just quoted, the rejected stone
the

inad-

what precedes, K€<pa\r)
eart Oavpao-rr), k.t.\.]

missible, for this reason, that, in

the a<p

mediate thought

— apdrjaeraL

:

vjawv below,
" for it is

to.

The

\eyco

vfilv,

implies the obvious

you who

howinter-

reject this corner-stone."

with the whole
Kara aapica represented by them, were by natural
right the owners of the approaching Messianic kingdom, its
d<£'

v/jucov]

for they, along

""IcrparfK

theocratic heirs;

Jesus

is

comp.

xiii.

38.

—

cdvei 7toiovvti,

not here referring to the Gentiles,

as,

k.t.\.~\

since Eusebius'

many, and in particular Schenkel, Hilgenfeld, Keim,
Volkmar, have supposed, but, as the use of the singular
time,

already plainly indicates, to the whole of the future subjects
of the

kingdom

of the

Messiah, conceived of as one people,

which will therefore consist of Jews and Gentiles, that new
Messianic people of God, which is to constitute the body
politic

in

the

kingdom that

is

about

to

be

established,

;
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ii. 9.
The fruits of the Messiah's kingdom are those
which must be produced as the condition of admission
Hence, likewise, the use of the present
3 ff., xiii. 8).

1 Pet.
fruits

(v

Jesus regards the future subjects of the kingits establishment by producing

iroLovvrt; for

dom

as already anticipating

The metaphor

its fruits.

the

of

parable

the

is

be regarded as an echo of

to

The

vineyard.

Rom.

vi.

themselves

fruits

identical with those mentioned in Eph. v.

9

;

GaL

v.

are

22

;

22.

Ver. 44. After having indicated the future punishment in

the merely negative form of dpOrjaerai

k.t.X.,

Jesus

now

pro-

by means of parallelism
in which, without dropping the metaphor of the stone, the
person in question is first the subject and then the object.
A solemn exhausting of the whole subject of the coming
ceeds to announce

doom.

And

it

in positive terms,

whosoever will have fallen tipon this stone (who-

by rejecting the Messiah shall have incurred the
judgment consequent thereon) shall be broken (by his fall)
soever

(whomsoever the Messiah, as
an avenger, shall have overtaken), it shall winnow him, i.e.
throw him off like the chaff from the winnowing-fan. avv&kaa6ai {to be crushed) and XiKfidaOai, which form a climax, are
but on whomsoever it shall fall

intended to portray the execution of the Messianic judgments.
\iKfida> is not equivalent to conterere, comminuere, the

usually assigned to
is

it

by

rather to be rendered

Xen.
xxv.

Oec. xviii.
;

Euth

where the

6

2.

2

iii.

Sept.

;

;

to

ii.

winnow, ventilare

Ecclus. v. 1 0).

employs

See likewise Job xxvii. 2 1,

term for the purpose
a storm ("W).
Observe the change which

this figurative

44 Wisd.
;

(II. v. 500;
701 C; Lucian, Gymnas.

Plut. Mor. p.

of rendering the idea of driving

Comp. Dan.

meaning

in accordance with the Vulgate, but

xi.

away

20.

—

as before

the figure undergoes in the second division of the verse.

The

stone that previously appeared in the character of the corner-

and on which, as on a stone of stumsome one falls, is now conceived of as
rolling down with crushing force upon the man; the latter
having reference to the whole of such coming (ver. 40) in
judgment down to the second advent; the former expressing
stone, lying at rest,

bling (Isa.

viii.

14

f.),

CHAP. XXI.
the same thought
ii.

ill

75

45, 48.

a passive form, /cetrcu els irrcoaiv (Luke

34).

Ver. 45 f. It was the hint contained in this concluding
remark that led Jesus at once to follow up what had been

already said with another parabolic address directed against

His enemies.
the

oi

dp%.

—

oi dp^iepecs

k.

oi

irpeafivTepoi

tc.

oi $api<r.]

identical with

of ver. 23, so that, in the

present instance, the latter are designated by the

party to which they belonged.

become

we

up

should

own

tt]v

held

a prophet

—

;

the

in ver.

41

no trace of such knowledge, otherwise
have to suppose that they consciously pronounced
condemnation.
et<? (see critical remarks) irpotpriHim as a prophet, i.e. in Him they felt they possessed
on et?, which is met with in later writers in the

to that point

their
:

name of

what had now
vv. 42-44.
The

them from what was said,
manner in which they express themselves

clear to

confident

bears

— eyvwo-av]

sense of the predicate, see Bernhardy, p. 219.
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CHAPTER XXIL
Ver. 4. nrof/iaea'] Following B C* D L K, 1, 22, 23, we should,
with Lachm. and Tisch., read firo/paxa because of the preponVer. 5. 6 /itv
6 de] B L,
derance of manuscript authority.
min. Or. og /ih . . . lg be. So Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch. To be

—

.

.

.

:

on the strength of this external authority, particularly
which have 6 /th ... og &, cannot be regarded as counterFor e)g rr v, Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch. read «V/ rqv,
evidence.
Correctly; e)g is a mechanical
olio wing B C D K, min. Or.
Ver. 7. The Beceived text has
repetition of the one preceding.
dxovsag h\ 6 /Saff. Of the numerous readings, the simple 6 be $ao\e\jg
is the one favoured by B L N, min. Copt. Sahid., while most of
the other witnesses have xai ax. 6 &a«. (so Fritzsche, Scholz,
Tisch. 7). Lachm. reads 6 be (Sao. axolaag, but only following min.
In presence of such a multiIt. Vulg. Arm. Ir. Chrys. Eus.

preferred
as

C*

K,

—

t

—

\

we ought to regard the simple 6 be (3a<r. as
the original one (so also Tisch. 8), to which, in conformity with
Matthew's style (comp. on the reading of the Beceived text,
especially ii. 3), axovoag was added, being inserted sometimes in
one place and sometimes in another. Many important witnesses
insert Uemg after fiaoiX. (D and codd. of It. Lucif. place it
before), a reading which is also adopted by Scholz and Tisch. 7
(therefore
x. axoicas 6 fiaciKeug ixtftog).
It is not found in B L
N, min. Copt. Sahid. codd. of It. Vulg. Ir.
It, too, has been
inserted mechanically as being in accordance with Matthew's
usual manner ; it would scarcely have been omitted as being
somewhat in the way because of the exenog which follows.
Ver. 10. 6 yd/nog] Tisch. 8 6 w/upuv, following B*LS.
mistaken gloss, for w/i<pu>v means the bride-chamber.
Ver. 1 3.
apart avrbv xai (XjSaXiri] Lachm. Tisch. 8: Uj3dXtrt abrov,
following B L N, min. vss. and Fathers. The word apart, not
being needed to complete the picture, was struck out. The reading of the Received text ought to be maintained. The genuineness of the apart is likewise confirmed by the gloss apart a-jrbv
<zobzjv x. ytipw, which came to be substituted for briaavng avroj
vr6b. x. ytTpag
Cant. Verc. Ver. Colb. Corb. 2, Clar. Ir.
so
(

plicity of readings,

:

—

:

A

—

A

—
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CHAP. XXII.

—

Ver. 16. Xeyovrsj] Fritzsche, Laclim. Tisch. 8: Xeyovfollowing BLN, 27, vss. (?). An improper emendation.
Ver. 23. oi Xtyoyrsg] Lachm. and Tisch. 8 have deleted the
S Z K, min. Or., no doubt ; but inarticle, following B
correctly, for it is indispensable, and would be readily enough
overlooked in consequence of the oi which immediately precedes
it.
Ver. 25. For ya^eag, with Lachm. and Tisch., following
BLs, min. Or. read ywag, a form which the copyists would be
very apt to exchange for one of more frequent occurrence in the
Lucif.).
raf,

D M

—

—

New

For xa)
yuvjj, ver. 27, read, with Tisch. 8,
Testament.
simply ywfi, in accordance with the preponderance of evidence.
Ver. 28. Instead of h rjj oSy dvaor., we should, with Lachm.
min. The
and Tisch., read h r. dvaar. oS», following
reading of the Eeceived text was intended to be an emendation

—

jj

r\

BDLs,

— Ver.

sxya/Li^ovrai]
min. Clem. Or.
(twice) Ath. Isid.
The compound form, besides being obviously
suggested by Luke, is intended to be more precise, so as to bring
out the reference to women. Neither of the words belongs to
the older Greek, hence the variations are not of a grammatical
rov 6eou] wanting in B D, 1, 209, vss. and Fathers.
nature.
Deleted by Lachm. Left out, in accordance with Mark xii. 25.
Ver. 32. oux lanv 6 dsbg 6i6g] The second H6g is deleted by
Lachm., following B L A, min. Copt. Sahid. Or. (?). It is likewise wanting in
8, min. Eus. Chrys., which authorities drop
the article before the first 8s6g. Tisch. 8 follows them, simply
reading olx 'ienv 6e6g. The sufficiently attested reading of the
Received text is to be adhered to ; it was simplified in accordance with Mark and Luke.
Ver. 35. xa) \iyuv\ not iound in
Deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. 8. The omis33, vss.
sion, though opposed to Matthew's usual style (xii. 10, xvii. 10,
xxii. 23, 41, xxvii. 11), is in accordance with Mark xii. 28.
Ver. 37. 'i»j <roDs] is to be deleted, with Lachm. and Tisch., following B L N, 33, Copt. Sahid. Inserted from Mark xii. 29.
'*<p
i\\
having decisive evidence in its favour, is to be preferred to sfctt
of the Received text,
Ver. 38. For vpurri x. [nyakn, read, with
Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch.: y juy&k* x. cr^wr?;, following B
(which
latter, however, omits r) L (which, however, inserts the article
also before vpuirri) Z N, min; vss; Hilar. ; vpwrri would be placed
first as being the chief predicate. Comp. dsurspa below.
Ver. 40.
xal o/ irpotpjjTcci xptfiavTai] B
L Z X, 33, Syr. Vulg. It. Tert.

as regards the position of the

Lachm.

Tisch. 8

:

ouv.

yapiZovrui, following

30.

BDL

K,

—

—

D

—

BLs,

—

—

D

D

—

oi vpop.
Recommended by Griesb., adopted by
Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch.
The reading of the Received text
is an exegetical correction.
Ver. 44. vKoiradioi]
L

Hil.: xpi/j,arai xai

—

B D G
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Z rA

Eecommended by Griesb.,
K, min. vss; Aug.: Lvoxutu.
adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. The reading of the Received
text is taken from the Sept. and Luke.
Ver.
full

1.

Kal

airoicp.

6 'Irjo: ttclXlv elirev,

Jesus replied
%rjTelv,

(airo/cp.,

which only

see

note on

xi.

/c.r.X,.]

own

consciousness of His mission and His

In the

superiority,

25) to their hostile
by adding

fear of the people kept in check,

another parabolic address (iv irapafi. plural of the category).

Olshausen and

Keim

are not justified in doubting this con-

nection on the ground that xxi.

The parable

formal conclusion.
is

45

f.

is,

as they suppose, the

as given in

Luke

xiv.

16

ff.

not a Pauline modification of the one before us (Baur,

Hilgenfeld), but is rather to be regarded as representing an
it which had found its way into the
Others are of opinion that the
document consulted by Luke.
parable in Luke xiv. 16 ff. is the more original of the two,
and that here it is interwoven with another (ver. 8 ff.), the
introduction to which, however, has disappeared, and that, in
the process, still a third feature (w. 6, 7) has been added from
the parable which precedes (Ewald, Schneckenburger, de Wette,
But coming as it does
Strauss, Weizsacker, Keim, Scholten).
after the remark of xxi. 45 f., a somewhat copious parable such
as that before us, so far from being a mere heaping of passage
upon passage, is intended to serve as a forcible concluding
an address, too,
address directed against His obdurate enemies,
which does not interrupt the connection, since it was delivered
before those for whom it was intended had had time to withdraw (ver. 1 5). As, in presence of such obduracy, thoughts of
the divine love and of the divine wrath could not but crowd into
the mind of Jesus so, on the other hand, there could not fail to

imperfect version of

—

;

be something corresponding to this in their parabolic utterance.
Ver. 2 f. On 70/40 u? iroietv, to prepare a marriage feast,

comp. Wetstein and Xen. de

rep.

Lac.

i.

6; Tob.

viii.

19.

Michaelis, Fischer, Kuinoel, Paulus are mistaken in supposing
that

what

is

meant

sion to the throne.

Rev. xxi.

2, 9),

His kingdom.

is

a feast on the occasion of his son's accesis the bridegroom (xxv. 1 ;

— The Messiah

whose marriage represents the setting up of
Comp. ix. 15, John iiL 29, and note on Eph.

79

CHAr. XXII. 4-9.

v.

27.

—

i.e. to tell those who had been previouslyComp.
was now time to come to the marriage.
Luke xiv. 1 7. For instances of such repeated invita-

KaXea-ai]

invited that
ver.

4

;

it

Wetstein.

tions, see
xiii.

24.

Ver. 4.

To

as in

xiv.

12

;

— av6p.

fiao-tX.'] as in xviii.

23

6fioico0T) t

;

apio~Tov] not equivalent to Belirvov (see Luke

Bornemann, ad Xen. Cyr.

3. 21),

ii.

nor a meal gene-

but in the sense of breakfast, prandium (towards mid-day,
Joseph. Antt. v. 4. 2), with which the series of meals conrally,

nected with marriage was to begin.

—

—

rjTotfia/ca (see critical re-

and everything generally.
paid no attention, said
with reference merely to those who went away for the others,
ver. 6, conducted themselves in a manner directly hostile.
This in answer to Fritzsche, who holds that Matthew would
have expressed himself more precisely oi Be ajieX., ol /xeu
marks) paratum habeo.
:

Ver. 5

/cal ttclvto]

'Afie\rjo~avT€<}] having

ff.

;

:

airijXOov

.

.

.

ol Be XolttoI, k.t.X.

however, he leaves

it to

Instead of so expressing himself,

appear from the context that the

ol represents the majority of those invited, while the
XolttoI constitute the remainder, so that the general

expression (ol Be

dfieX., k.t.X.) finds its

first

ol Be

form of

limitation in ol Be XonroL

This limitation might also have been expressed by oi Be alone,
in the sense of some, however (see Kiilmer, II. 2, p. 808).

—

el?

rbv tBiov aypov] to his own farm (Mark v. 14, vi. 36), so that
he preferred his own selfish interests to being present at the
marriage of the royal prince, as was also the case with him who
went to his merchandise. For tBios, comp. note on Eph. v. 22.
" PraeVer. 8. Ovk rjaav agioi] Comp. Acts xiii. 46.
indignos
magis
teritum
eo
praetermittit," BengeL
To represent the expedition against the rebels, and the destruction of
their city as actually taking place while the supper is being

prepared,

—a

thing hardly conceivable in real

life,

—

is

to

introduce an episode quite in accordance with the illustrative
of the parable,

character

to a tree

Eom.

which

after all is only a fictitious

Comp., for example, the mustard seed which grows

narrative.
;

the olive on which the wild branch

xi., etc.;

see also note on xxv. 1

Ver. 9. 'EttI to,? Bie^oBovs

twv

is

engrafted,

f.

68a>v]

to the. crossings

of

:
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where people were in the habit of congregating most.
7, according to which the city is
destroyed, that what is meant is not, as Kypke and Kuinoel
suppose, the squares in the city from which streets branch
off, but the places where the country roads cross each other.
tJie

roads,

It

is

evident from ver.

Comp. Babyl.
fuit,

Berac.

xliii.

1.

Gloss.

:

"

Divitibus

in

more

viatores pauperes ad convivia invitare."

Ver. 10. \Efe\0oz/Te9] from the palace of the king out
into the highways.

—

which was accepted.

avvrj<ya>yov\ through their invitation,

— irovqp.

re Kal dyaO.] not "locutio

quasi proverbialis," Bengel, but they proceeded on the principle of not inquiring

whether the parties in question were at

the time morally bad or good, provided they only accepted

the invitation.

was not

to be

The separation between the bad and the good
made by them, but subsequently by the king

himself, and that according to a higher standard.

the separation takes place in ver. 11

ff.,

has no wedding garment represents the irovqpoi.
not equivalent to
/east, as in ver. 8

full of guests.

Ver. 11

Comp.

f.

xXavl<s

;

but the wedding

comp. Horn. Od.

(i.e.

—

the

iv. 3, II. xviii.

o 70/1,05]

marriage
491), was

The emphasis, however, is on eVX^'o-^.
yd/iov] a dress suited for a marriage.
ya/juiicrj, Aristoph. Av. 1693.
It is true that, in

"EvSvua

passage, expositors

interpreting this

lay

vv/xtfxov,

Accordingly,

where the man who

(Michaelis,

Olshausen)

on the Oriental custom of presenting handsome

stress

caftans to those

who

(Harmer, Bedbacht.

are admitted to the presence of royalty

117; Eosenmiiller, Morgenl. V.
p.
and
they
are
all
the more disposed to do so,
p.
that such a custom is calculated to make it appear with
greater prominence that righteousness is a free gift, and
that, consequently, man's sin is so much the more heinous
but neither can it be proved (not from Gen. xlv. 22 Judg.
xiv. 12
2 Kings v. 22, x. 22
Esth. vi. 8, viii. 15) that
any such custom existed in ancient times, nor does the text
make any allusion to it whatever, although it would have
75

ff.)

II.

;

;

;

contributed not a

;

little to

bring out the idea of the parable.

That those invited, however, should appear in festive attire was
a matter of course, and demanded by the rules of ordinary

—

—

CHAP. XXII.

The only thing intended
which, by faith

etiquette (see Dougt. Anal. II. p. 2 3).
to be represented

in Christ,

men

here

is

the moral

are required to

81

13, 14.

Bi/catocrvvri,

assume

after being called to the

Messianic kingdom through fierdvoia.

So

Comp.

vi.

33,

20.

v.

our Lord's adversaries themselves could understand

far,

the figure of the wedding garment.

inward basis of the moral

But, of course, the true

was to be sought in that
and in virtue of the death

Si/catoavvr)

righteousness which, as a free

gift,

would be bestowed on those who believed (comp.
the Fathers in Calovius).
The knowledge of this truth, however, had to be reserved for a later stage in the development
of Christian doctrine.
eralpe] Comp. on xx. 13.
7r«?
of Jesus,

—

elarj\0e<i, k.tX.] a question expressive of astonishment

:

how

been possible for thee to come in hither (how couldst
thou venture to do so), without, etc.?
firj e^oov] although
has

it

—

thou hadst not.

11

Differently ver.

Buttmann, Newt. Gr.

p.

301

him

Comp.

[E. T. 351].

Ver. 13. Arjo-avres, k.tX.] that
for

ovk ivBeBvp,.

:

is,

to

make

impossible

it

to get loose in course of the i/cfidXXeo-Bat, as well as

to secure against
igarrepov.

— avrov

subsequently from the

his escape

ttooY] his feet;

comp. on

viii.

3.

o-/coto<?

— For

the hiaicovoi of this passage (not SovXoi this time, for the
servants waiting at the table are intended), see

xiii.

41.

carat, k.tX.] not the words of the king, but, as the
future ea-Tai indicates, a remark on the part of Jesus, having
e'/cet

reference to the condition hinted at in the words to ckot.
i^a>T.

See, further,

on

t.

12.

viii.

Ver. 14. Tap'] introduces the reason of the

i/cel

earai, k.tX.

from the mere calling availing to secure against
eternal condemnation, many, on the contrary, are called to the
Messiah's kingdom, but comparatively few are chosen by God

For, so

far

actually to participate in
different purport in
is

not, in the

first

eternal decree of

it.

xx 16;

This saying has a somewhat

still

in both passages the i/cXoyri

instance, the judicial

God; a

decree,

sentence, but the

however, which has not

kingdom in any arbitrary
honour those who, by appro-

selected the future subjects of the
fashion, but has destined for this

priating

matt.

and
II.

faithfully maintaining the requisite StKaioo-vpj]

F
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(see

on

11

ver.

will be found to possess the correspond-

f.),

Comp. xxv. 34.

ing disposition and character.

22

too, in xxiv.

Luke

;

xviii.

Similarly,

It was, however, only

7.

a

legitimate consequence of the contemplation of history from

a religious point of view,

the Christian consciousness felt

if

warranted in attributing even this amount of human freedom
Phil. ii. 13), and had to be
to the agency of God (Eph. i. 4
satisfied, while maintaining the human element no less than
;

the divine, with leaving the problem of their unity unsolved
(see

on Rom.

33, Kemark).

ix.

Teaching of the parable : When the Messianic kingdom is
about to be established, instead of those who have been
invited to enter

it,

i.e.

instead of the people of Israel,

who

will despise the (according to the plural) repeated invitations,

nay,

who

will

show their contempt

behaviour (for which

God

some extent by a violent
and that before

to

will chastise them,

God will order the
When, however, it is
being established, He will single out from among the Gentiles
who have responded to the call such of them as turn out to
be morally disqualified for admission, and condemn them to

the setting up of the kingdom, ver.

7),

Gentiles to be called to His kingdom.

be punished in Gehenna.
referred

in the

to

through Christ

Comp.

19

connection with tot€, ver.

is

conveyed
invitations which followed were
of ver. 3,

who, ver.

apostles,

xxviii.

and which

first invitation,

Kefc\i]fL4vov<;

the successive

;

given through the
Gentiles.

— The

row

;

Acts

i.

8,

that

it

9, likewise

8, xiii.
is

is

46.

invite the

— Observe

in

not intended thereby

to exclude the calling of the Gentiles before the destruction of

Jerusalem

;

but simultaneously with this event the work of

conversion was to be directed in quite a special manner toward
the Gentiles.

The destruction

signal for the gathering in

of Jerusalem

of

was

to

form the

the fulness of the Gentiles

Thus the totc marks a grand epoch in the
25).
development of events, an epoch already visible to
the far-seeing glance of Jesus, though at the same time we are
bound to admit the discrepancy that exists between this passage and the very definite statement regarding the date of the
Second advent contained in xxiv. 29.
As is clear from the
(Rom.

xi.

historical

;
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15.

whole connection, we must not suppose (Weisse) that
without the wedding garment

but see on ver. 12.
old

man

still

iii.

27

Eph.

;

What

is

is

clinging to him.
iv.

24;

Col.

the

man

intended to represent Judas

meant is a Christian with the
Comp. on Rom. xiii. 1 4 Gal.
;

iii.

12.

—

Remark. The part of the parable extending from ver. 11
onwards was certainly not spoken, so far as its immediate reference is concerned, with a view to the Pharisees, but was essential to the completeness of the truths that were being set forth,
inasmuch as, without that part, there would be no reference to
the way in which the holiness of God would assert itself at the
setting up of the Messianic kingdom.
And the more this latter
point is brought out, the more applicable did it become to the
case of the Pharisees also, who would be able to infer from
it what their fate was to be on that day when, even from
among those who will be found to have accepted the invitation,
God will single out such as appear without the garment of
dixamvvn, and consign them to the punishment of hell,
Ver. 15 ff. Comp. Mark xii. 13 ff.
Luke xx. 20 ff.—
01 $api(raloC\ now no longer in their official capacity, as
deputed by the Sanhedrim (xxi. 23, 45), but on their own
;

and as representing a party adopting a still
upon a new tack.
07r«?]
They took counsel (comp. \a/3a>v aipeaiv, Dem. 947, 20), ex^
Not equivalent to 7re3<?, the reading in
pressly with a view to.
D, and originating in a mistaken gloss.
Comp. xii. 14. For
o-vfifiovXiov, consultation, comp. xxvii. 1, 7, xxviii. 12
Mark
iii. 6
Dio Cass, xxxviii. 43 classical writers commonly use
Others (Keim included), without gramavufiovkr), <rvfi/3ov\ia.
responsibility,

—

bolder policy, and proceeding

;

;

;

matical warrant, render according to the Latin idiom

:

consilium

Euthymius Zigabenus correctly renders by: trvaKeirrovrai.
iv Xoym] in an utterance, i.e. in a statement which
he might happen to make. This statement is conceived of as
a trap or snare (prayk, see Jacobs ad Anthol. VII. p. 409,
XL p. 93), into which if He once fell they would hold Him
fast, with a view to further proceedings against Him.
Oiliers
hi ipcoTrjo-ecos (Euthymius Zigabenus).
explain
But Jesus
could not become involved in the snare unless He gave such
ceperunt.

—

:

—
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an answer

to their queries as they

met with

illaqueare, is not

hoped

irwyiBeveiv,

to elicit.

in classical writers, though

it fre-

quently occurs in the Septuagint.

The Herodians

Ver. 16.

are not Herod's courtiers (Fritzsche,

following Luther), but the political party

among the Jews

that

sought to uphold the dynasty of the Herods, popular royalists,
in opposition

a pure theocracy, though

to the principle of

willing also to take part with the powerful Pharisees against

the unpopular

Eoman

sway, should circumstances render such

a movement expedient.

them rather

For other interpretations, some

singular, see

Wolf and Kocher in

sage in Joseph. Antt. xiv.

cumstances

97

from

Keim,

the

15.

present.

130

10,

refers

to

loc.

of

The pas-

different cir-

Comp. Ewald,
To regard (as

Gesch.

Chr.

done by
p.
Origen, Maldonatus, de Wette, Winer, Neander, Volkmar)
those here referred to as supporters of the Roman sway
generally (and not merely of the Herodian dynasty in particular), is certainly not in accordance with the name they bear.
We may further observe that no little cunning was shown by
the orthodox hierarchy in selecting some of the younger
members of their order (who as such would be less liable to
be suspected) to co-operate with a party no less hostile than
themselves to the Messianic pretender, with a view to betray
Jesus into an answer savouring of opposition to the payment
of the tribute.
This was the drift of the flattering preface to
their question, and upon His answer they hoped to found an
accusation before the Roman authorities. Comp. Luke xx. 20.
But though the plot miscarried, owing to the answer being
in the affirmative, the Pharisees had at least succeeded in
now getting the Herodians to assume a hostile attitude
toward Jesus, while at the same time they would be able
to turn the reply to good account in the way of rendering
Him unpopular with the masses.
Xeyovresi] that is,
through their representatives. Comp. xi. 2, xxvii. 19.
&i8d<rica\e, ocBafiev, k. t.X..]
Comp. with this cunning,
though in itself so true an instance of captatio henevolentiae,
a\r)6r)<; el] true, avoiding
the sincere one in John iii. 2.
every sort of yjrevBos in your dealings, either simulando or
ff.

;

III. p.

ff.

—

—

is
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17, 18.

In what follows, and which is still connected
made more precise, being put both positively
rrjv 68b v rov 6eov\ the way prescribed by
and negatively.
God, i.e. the behaviour of men to each other which God requires.
Comp. rrjv Zucaioavvrjv r. 6eoi>, vi. 33 ra epya r. 6eov, John
iv
and so Ps. xxvii. 11 Wisd. v. 7 Bar. iii. 13.
vi. 28
a\r)6ela\ truthfully, as beseems the character of this way;
ov fieXei o~ol irepl ovSevosi] Thou
see on John xvii. 19.
in
Thy teaching Thou actest without
carest for no man,
men.
ov yap fiXeTreis, /c.t.X,]
persons
of
regard to the
dissimulando.

with on, this

is

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

—

giving the reason for the statement contained in

oi8a/xev, k.t.X.

:

for Thou lookest not to mere external appearances in men ; to
Thee it is always a matter of indifference in regard to a

man's person whether he be powerful,
the reverse

therefore

;

men

in which

Comp.

are convinced,

rich,

on

learned,

etc.,

or

dXrjdrjs el ical rrjv

Tlpbawirov avBp. denotes the outward manifesta-

68bv, k.t.X

tion

we

present themselves

6avjxo%eiv rrpoawnov,

(comp. on xvi. 3).

The emphasis, how-

Jude 16.

on ov /S\e7ret<?.
We have not here a " natural paraphrase" of the Hebrew idiom Xafifidvew izpoawKov (Luke
xx. 21), which expresses another, though similar idea (in
answer to de Wette see on Gal. ii. 6).
In classical Greek,
ever, is

;

eh irp. nvos is used in the sense
Bremi ad Aeschin. p. 370.

/3.

of being barefaced.

See

Ver. 17. "Egeo-Ti] problem founded on theocratic one-sided-

though the Jews were still the independent people of
God, according to their divine title to recognise no king but
God Himself. Comp. Michaelis, Mos. R. III. p. 154. It was
also on this ground that Judas the Gaulonite appears to have

ness, as

refused to pay the tribute.

As

to

on

xvii. 25.

Krjvo-o<i,

a proper

See Joseph. Antt. xviii. 1.1.
not merely poll-tax, but land-tax as well, see
Kaiaapi] without the article, being used as

—

name.

—

rj

ov]

" flagitant

responsum rotundum,"

BengeL
Ver. 18. Trjv
designs

(the

irov^piav]

reverse

of

for

they

aTrkorn*;)

concealed

malicious

behind their seemingly

candid, nay, flatteringly put question, in which their object

was

to try

(Treipd^ere)

whether

He

might not be betrayed

;
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an answer as might be used in further
Him.
Apropos of inroicpnai, Bengel
appropriately observes " verum se eis ostendit, ut dixerant,

into returning such

proceedings

against

:

16;" but in the interrogative rl, why, is involved the
idea of what is your design in putting such a question ?

ver.

:

Ver.

19.

To

vofMia-fia

t.

/e.]

"nummum

aliquem

ejus

The tribute
was paid in Roman, not in Jewish money. "Ubicunque
numisma regis alicujus obtinet, illic incolae regem istum pro
trpodomino agnoscunt," Maimonides in Gezelah v. 18.
arjveytc. avrw Srjvdp.'] they had such current coin upon them.
Ver. 21 f. "There He catches them in their own trap,"
The pointing to the image and inscription furnishes
Luther.

monetae, in qua tributum exigi

solet," Grotius.

—

the questioners with ocular demonstration of the actual exist-

ence and practical recognition of Caesar's sway, and from
these Jesus infers not merely the lawfulness, but the duty
of paying to Caesar what belongs to Caesar (namely, the money,
which shows, by the stamp it bears, the legitimacy of the
existing rule)

;

but

He

also recognises at the

necessity of attending to their theocratic duties,

same time the
which are not

way compromised by their political
God what is God's (what you derive
By this is
from Him in virtue of His dominion over you).
not meant simply the temple tribute, nor the repentance which
God may have desired to awaken through punishing them

to

be regarded as in any

circumstances: and

to

with a foreign rule (Ebrard), nor merely the life of the soul
(Tertullian, Erasmus, Neander)
but everything, in short, of a
material, religious, and ethical nature, which God, as sovereign
;

of the theocratic people, is entitled to exact from

By

them

as

we

are not

to understand merely the civil tax, but everything to

which

His due.

the ra Kalaapos, on the other hand,

Caesar was entitled in virtue of his legitimate rule over the
theocratic nation.

So with

this reply Jesus disposes of the

it immediately with decision and
and with that admirable tact which is only met with
where there is a moral insight into the whole domain of duty
in a quick and overpowering manner He disarmed His adversaries, and laid the foundation for the Christian doctrine which

ensnaring question, answering
clearness,
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21, 22.

was more fully developed afterwards (Rom. xiii 1 £f. 1 Tim.
ii. 1 f
1 Pet. ii. 1 3 f., 1 7), that it is the duty of the Christian
not to rebel against the existing rulers, but to conjoin obedience
At the same time,
to their authority with obedience to God.
there cannot be a doubt that, although, in accordance with
the question, Jesus chooses to direct His reply to the first and
not to the second of those two departments of duty (in answer
to Klostermann's note on Mark), the second is to be regarded
as the unconditional and absolute standard, not only for the
first of the duties here mentioned (comp. Acts v. 29), but for
Chrysostom observes that what is rendered to
every other.
Caesar must not be ryv ev<refieiav irapajSkairTovTa, otherwise
;

;

.

:

it

is

ov/ceri Kalcrapos,

Thus the second part

among our

collision

aXka rov

duties

might bring about (Eom.
Jesus,

in the

first

part

matter inquired about to

but treats

it

as

BiafioXov (popo?

zeal

reXo?.

any
which accidental circumstances

of the precept serves to dispose of

According to de Wette,
5).
His reply, does not refer the
the domain of conscience at all,

xiii.

of

belonging only to the

sphere of politics

(Luke xii. 14), and then adds in the second part: "You can
and ought to serve God, in the first place, with your moral
and religious dispositions, and should not mix up with His
service what belongs to the domain of civil authority."
But such a severance of the two is not in accordance
with the context; for the answer would in that case be
an answer to an alternative question based on the general
thought is it lawful to be subject to Caesar, or to God only ?
"Whereas the reply of Jesus is you ought to do both things,
you ought to be subject to God and to Caesar as well the
one duty is inseparable from the other
Thus our Lord rises
above the alternative, which was based on theocratic notions
of a one-sided and degenerate character, to the higher unity of
the true theocracy, which demands no revolutions of any kind,
and also looks upon the right moral conception of the existing
civil rule as necessarily part and parcel of itself (John xix. 11),
and consequently a simple yes or no in reply to the quesair oh ore] the
tion under consideration is quite impossible.
ordinary expression for paying what it is one's duty to pay,
:

:

;

!

—
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as in xx. 8, xxi.
" conspicuo modo

41; Rom.

— Ver.

7.

xiii.

22. edavfiacrav]

ob responsum tutum et verum," Bengel.

Ov/c

Euthy mius Zigabenus.
Ver. 23. Comp. Mark xii. 18 ff. Luke xx. 27 ff. Matthew
01 Xeyovres fir) elvat dvaa-r.^ who assert, etc.,
condenses.
On the
serving to account for the question which follows.
necessity of the article, inasmuch as the Sadducees do not
iiriarevaav

Be,

:

—

say to Jesus that there
regular confiteor
7.

13

;

Ver.

Mark
24 ff.

A

no resurrection, but because their

here quoted, comp. Kiihner ad Xen.

is

18

xii.

is

;

ii.

ofoives \eyova-i.

:

law respecting

free citation of the

levirate

marriage, Deut. xxv. 5, and that without following the Septuagint,

which in

this instance

characteristic eiriyafiftp.
issue, his brother

does not render

If a married

was required

to

man

by the

&3*.

died without male

marry the widow, and

to

register the first-born son of the marriage as the son of the

See Saalschiitz, M. R.

deceased husband.
Alterth. p.

As

276

;

p.

754

ff.

;

Ewald,

Benary, de Hebraeor. leviratu, Berl. 1835.

to other Oriental nations, see Rosenmuller, Morgenl. V. p. 81;

Bodenstedt,

—

ff.

d.

Volker des Kaukasus,

€Trvyafi/3peveiv,

Comp. Gen.

p.

82

Benary,

;

marry as brother-in-law

to

xxxviii. 8

;

Test. XII. patr. p.

p.

31

(levir.

599.

ff.

DT).

Differently

—

ew?
54; 1 Sam. xviii. 22.
T<3v eirrd] until the seven, i.e. and in the same manner they
continued to die until the whole seven were dead.
Comp.
xviii. 22
1 Mace. ii. 38.
xxnepov nravrav] later than all
iinyapLfSp. tivi in

1 Mace. x.

—

;

the husbands.
Ver. 28. Founding upon this alleged incident (which was
undoubtedly a silly invention got up for the occasion, Chrysostom), as being one strictly in accordance with the law, the

Sadducees now endeavour to make
of the resurrection

able to deny

sense

—

it,

—

appear that the doctrine

it

a doctrine which, for the purpose of being

they choose to apprehend in a gross material

is irreconcilable

with the law

;

while,

by

their fancied

acuteness, they try to involve Jesus Himself in the

dilemma

of having to give an answer either disadvantageous to the law
or favourable to their doctrine.

—

yvvrf\ Predicate.

Ver. 29. Jesus answers that, in founding

upon Deut. xxv. 5

—
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30.

the denial of the resurrection, which their question implies,

they are mistaken, and that in a twofold respect (1) they
do not understand the Scriptures, i.e. they fail to see how
:

that

actually

doctrine

many

underlies

a scriptural

utter-

ance; and (2) they do not sufficiently realize the extent of

power of God, inasmuch as their conceptions of the resurand because they cannot grasp
the thought of a higher corporeality to be evolved from the
material body by the divine power.
And then comes an
illustration of the latter point in ver. 30, and of the former
the

rection are purely material,

in ver. 31.
y

Ev yap

dvaarraaei] not: in t7ie resurrection
answer to Fritzsche),
life,
which will be signalized not by marrying or giving in marriage,
but by ushering in a state of things in which men will be
like the angels, therefore a higher form of existence, from
which the earthly conditions of life are eliminated, in which
human beings will be not indeed disembodied, but endowed
Ver. 30.

ttj

but, as in ver. 2 8 at the resurrection (in
:

The

with a glorified corporeality, 1 Cor. xv. 44.

human

propagation, not

sex (Tertullian, Origen, Hilary,

Volkmar),

essentially

is

to the bridegroom

angels of

dyyeXoc

to daughters

— a\V

God in

t.

deov,

in

Basil,

&><?

heaven,

who

Grotius,

the afydapcrla of

the

ya/xovacv] applies

yafii^ovrat (Apoll. de Synt. p.

;

on the other hand,
their parents.

Athanasius,

implied

Comp. Luke xx. 36.

spiritual body.

cessation of

the abolition of the distinction of

277,

1 3),

are given in marriage

by

ayyeXoi, ac.t.A.] but they are as the
ev ovpavw belongs not to elal, but to

because the partakers in the resurrection (and

the Messianic kingdom) are not understood to be in heaven
(xxv.

31

ff.

;

1 Cor. xv.

with 1 Thess.

1 7).

iv.

which the likeness
of the future body
as

mere

This

is

Comp.

spirits,

52

;

2 Pet.

iii.

It is obvious

13 not inconsistent
from our passage
in
;

—

to the angels has reference to the nature

—

that the angels are to be conceived of not
but as possessing a supramundane corporeality.

necessarily

1 Cor. xv.

40

presupposed in the language before
;

Phil.

ii.

us.

10 Hahn, Theol. d. N. T. I. p.
68 Kahnis, Dogm. I. p. 556.
;

267; Weiss, Bibl. Theol. p.
The Boga of the angels is essentially connected with
;

their cor-

:

90
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poreality (in opposition to Delitzsch, Psychol, p. 6 6).

existence
is also

"

is

met with

— While

body and the future

a similar idea of the future

mode

in Rabbinical writers (see Wetstein),

of
it

conjoined, however, with the gross materialistic view

Mulier

ilia,

restituitur in

Ver.

31

f.

quae

duobus

mundo

futuro,"

But with

indicated

is

hoc mundo,

in
f.

priori

xxiv. 96.

reference to the resurrection, set over

against the foregoing iv yap

address

nupsit

Sohar Gen.

by the

rfj

dvaar.

;

the sequence of the

prepositions,

should be taken along with ovk dviyvcore.

irepl

—

dvaar.

T779

vfilv] imparts

The

the vivacity of individuality to the words of Jesus.

from Ex. iii. 6.
His opponents had cited a
passage from the law with a passage from the law Jesus
confutes them, and thus combats them with their own
weapons.
It is wrong to refer to this in support of the view
that the Sadducees accepted only the Pentateuch as authoritative scripture (Tertullian, Origen, Jerome, Luther, Paulus,
Olshausen, Suskind in the Stud. u. Krit. 1830, p. 665). Yet
these aristocrats regarded the law, and the mere letter of the
law too, as possessing supreme authority.
ovk eariv 6 #eo?,
k.t.X.] This is the major proposition of a syllogism, in terms of
which we are warranted in recognising in the passage here
quoted a scriptural testimony in favour of the resurrection.
The Sadducees had failed to draw the inference thus shown
to be deducible from the words; hence ver. 29
firj elSore?
t<z9 ypacpds, a fact which Jesus has now confirmed by the
illustration before us.
The point of the argument does not
turn upon the present elfd (Chrysostom, and those who follow
him), but is to this effect: seeing that God calls Himself
the God of the patriarchs, and as He cannot sustain
such a relation toward the dead, i.e. those who are absolutely
dead, who have ceased to exist (ovk ovtcdv koX Kaddira^
d(pavLa6&>T(ov, Chrysostom), but only toward the living, it
quotation

is

;

—

:

follows that the deceased patriarchs

that

is,

must be

living,

—

living,

in Sheol, and living as dva<nr\vai p,eX\ovT€<; (Euthy-

mius Zigabenus).
in Menasse

f.

Isr.

Comp. Heb.
de Besurr.

i.

deduced from the passage before

xi.

16.

The

similar inference

10. 6, appears to have been
us.

Comp. Schoettgen,

p.

180.
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33-35.

airovrjpot

Euthymius

koX aSe/cao-roi,

Comp.
The following conversation respecting the great
commandment is given in Mark xii. 28 ff. with such characZigabenus.

vii.

28.

Ver. 34.

teristic detail, that

Matthew's account cannot

fail to

have the

appearance of being incomplete, and, considering the bias of
the incident (see note on ver. 35), to look as if it represented

In Luke x. 25 ff. there is a similar cona corrupt tradition.
versation, which, however, is not given as another version of

now

that

before

but as

us,

with

connected

incident that took place some time before.

—

a

different

ol Be $api(r.]

Comp. ver. 15. They had already been baffled, and had
withdrawn into the background (ver. 22); but the victory of
Jesus over the Sadducees provoked them to make one more
attempt, not to avenge the defeat of those Sadducees (Strauss),

nor to display their own superiority over them (Ebrard, Lange),
neither view being hinted at in the text, or favoured by any-

—

thing analogous elsewhere,

—

but, as

was the object in every

such challenge, to tempt Jesus, if that were at all possible, to
give such an answer as might be used against Him, see ver.
35.

—

aKov<ravTe<i]

multitude), or
their

whether

while

(among the
medium, perhaps, of
crvv^Orjaav e7rl to
present

absent, through the

cannot be determined.

spies,

avro]

when

—

the purpose of concerting measures for

for

new

a

Consequently the vofii/co? of ver. 35 had to be
put forward, and, while the conversation between Jesus and
him is going on, the parties who had deputed him gather
There is, accordingly, no
round the speakers, ver. 41.
reason to apprehend any discrepancy (Kostlin) between the
attack.

present

verse

and

41.

ver.

—

€7rl

to avro] locally, not
See on Acts i. 15

said with reference to their sentiments.
Ps.

ii.

;

2.

Ver. 35. Nofit/co?] the only instance in Matt.

;

met

it is

with in none of the other Gospels except that of Luke.
It
occurs, besides, in Tit. iii. 13.
The word is used to signify
one who

is

conversant with the law,

(Photius), riut. Sull:

54;

Epictet.

i.

36

;

Strabo,

13; Anthol.

xi.

xii.

iiriarq/icov
p.

382. 19.

539

;

rmv

vo/mov

Diog. L.

vi.

It is impossible to

;
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show that there is any essential difference of meaning
between this word and ypapparevs (see note on ii. 4) comp.
The term vofmcos is
on the contrary, Luke xi. 52, 53.
more specific (jurisconsultus), and more strictly Greek
ypa/AfiaTevs, on the other hand, is more general (literatus),
and more Hebrew in its character (" ?D). The latter is also
of more frequent occurrence in the Apocr. while the former
3.
In their character of
is met with only in 4 Mace. v.
;

—
1

;

Luke v. 17; Acts
7reipd£a>v avrov] different from Mark

teachers they are designated vo/juoBiBdaKaXot,

37;
xii 28
v.

1 Tim.

i.

7.

—

and indicating that the question was dictated by
(Augustine, Grotius).
The ensnaring
character of the question was to be found in the circumstance
that, if Jesus had specified any particular iroioTq*; of a great
commandment (see on ver. 36), His reply would have been
ff.,

a malicious intention

made use

of,

in accordance with the casuistical hair-splitting

for the purpose of assailing or defaming
on theological grounds.
He specifies, however, those
two commandments themselves, in which all the others are
essentially included, thereby giving His answer indirectly, as
though He had said: supreme love to God, and sincerest love
of our neighbour, constitute the irowrqs about which thou
inquirest.
This love must form the principle, spirit, life of

of the

schools,

Him

all

that

we

do.

f.
What hind of a commandment (qualitative,
comp. xix. 1 8) is great in the law ; what must be the nature
of a commandment in order to constitute it great ?
The com-

Ver. 36

mandment, then, which Jesus singles out as the great one kot
z%oyr\v, and which, as corresponding to the subsequent Bevrepa,
He places at the head of the whole series (^ fjueyakr) k. TrpcoTrj,
see the critical notes) in that of Deut. vi. 5, quoted somewhat
freely after the Sept.
/cvpiov top Oeov <rov] T<P$ n j n, n $,
in which regular designation top 6eov <rov is in apposition,

—

:

consequently not to be rendered
Fritzsche.

—Love

to

God must

inner sphere in which

all

:

fill

" utpote

tuum,"

the workings of the personal con-

sciousness originate (Delitzsch, Psychol, p.

de notionib. psych.

Dominum

the whole heart, the entire

248

ff.

;

Krumm,

Paul. § 12), the whole soul, the

whole

—
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39.

and the whole understanding, all
must determine their
operation.
We have thus an enumeration of the different
elements that go to make up rb Belv arfairav top 6eov 0X0^6^0)^,
faculty of feeling

and

desire,

the powers of thought and will, and

TOVTO

i(TTL

TO

hiCL

TTavTGUV TCOP T7/9

^f^?

fiepwv Kal hvV(ifieC0V

avru) Trpo<T€)(€iv (Theophylact), the complete harmonious self-

dedication of the entire inner

man

to

God, as to

its

highest

Comp. Weiss, Bill. Theol. p. 81, ed. 2.
Ver. 39. But a seeond is like unto it, of the same nature
and character, possessing to an equal extent the ttoiott)*; (oti

good.

1

avrt) i/ceivTjv 7rpooBo7roi,ei, Kal Trap

Chrysostom), which

is

avTr)<;

avyKporelrai ttuXlv,

the necessary condition of greatness,

and therefore no less radical and fundamental. Comp. 1 John
Euthymius Zigabenus:
16, 20, 21; Matt. xxv. 40, 45.
uWrfkoyovvraL k. <pepdWr)\oL elaiv at Bvo. We should not adopt
the reading Sfioia avrt), recommended by Griesbach, following
many Uncials and min. (but in opposition to the vss.) nor
The
again that of Fritzsche, ofioia avTjj, avrt) (conjecture).
former was presumed (comp. Mark xii. 31) to be a necessary
emendation, because from the commandment being immediately
added, the demonstrative seemed requisite by way of introMoreover, according to the context, there would
ducing it.
The combe no need for the dative in the case of o/ioios.
mandment is quoted from Lev. xix. 18, after the Sept.
aya7rrjo-ei<;] This, the inward, moral esteem, and the corresponding behaviour, may form the subject of a command,
though the same cannot be said of fyCkelv, which is love as a
matter of feeling. Comp. on v. 44, and see in general Tittmann,
The <pc\ia rod Koo-fiov (Jas. iv. 4), on the
Syn. p. 50 ff.
other hand, may be forbidden ; comp. Rom. viii. 7 the <pc\elv
of one's own ^rv^v (John xii. 25), and the fir) (piXelv tov Kvpiov
(1 Cor. xvi. 22), may be condemned, comp. also Matt. x. 37.
a>9 treauT.] as thou shouldst love thyself, so as to cherish
toward him no less than toward thyself that love which God
would have thee to feel, and to act toward him (by promoting his welfare, etc., comp. vii. 12) in such a manner that
your conduct may be in accordance with this loving spirit.
Love must do away with the distinction between I and Thou.
iv.

;

;

—
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Bengel

"

:

Qui

Deum

philautiam," Eph.

two commandments contain the funda-

Those

Ver. 40.

amat, se ipsum amabit ordinate, citra

28.

v.

mental principle of the whole of the commandments in the Old
Tavrais] with emphasis: these are the two
Testament.
Kpifiarat] depends thereon,
commandments on which, etc.
so that those commandments constitute the basis and essential condition of the moral character of all the others, Rom.

—

—

Comp. Plat. Legg. viii. p. 831 C: e£
8 f.; Gal. v. 14.
wv Kpe/juafievr] iraca "tyvyji) iroXirov. Pind. 01. vi. 125 Xen.
Kal oi
Symp. viii. 19; Gen. xliv. 30; Judith viii. 24.
vrpocprjTai] so far as the preceptive element in them is concerned.
Comp. on v. 17. Thus Jesus includes more in His
reply than was contemplated by the question (ver. 36) of the

xiii.

—

;

VOfllKO<i.

Mark

Ver. 41. Comp.
in His turn,

now

xii.

35

ff.

;

Luke

xx.

41

ff.

Jesus,

proceeds to put a question to the Pharisees

(who in the meantime have gathered round Him, see on
Matthew's view of the

ver. 34), for the purpose, according to

matter

(ver. 46), of

convincing them of their

own

theological

helplessness, and that in regard to the problem respecting the
title " Son of David," to which David himself bears testimony,

and with the view of thereby escaping any further molestation
According to de Wette, the object was
on their part.
to
awaken a higher idea of His (non-political) mission (Neander,
Baumgarten-Crusius, Bleek, Schenkel, Keim).
This view,
however, is not favoured by the context, which represents
Jesus as victor over His impudent and crafty foes, who are
silenced and then subjected to the castigation described in
:

ch. xxiii.

Ver.

43

f.

Uc3s] how

is it possible, that, etc.

— In His ques-

what was a universal assumption in
His day, viz. that David was the author of Ps. ex., which,
however, is impossible, the fact being that it was only composed
in the time of this monarch, and addressed to him (see Ewald
on this psalm). The fact that Jesus shared the opinion
referred to, and entertained no doubt as to the accuracy of the
tion Jesus starts with

title of

the psalm,

is

not to be questioned, though

it

should

;
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45, 46.

many

with Delitzsch and

others, for the

purpose of proving the Davidic authorship of the composition
for a historico-critical question of this sort could only belong
to the sphere of Christ's ordinary national development, which,
as a rule,

With

would necessarily bear the impress

His time.

of

€v Trvevfi. before us, the idea of accommodation or of a

play upon

not to be thought

logic is

of,

although Delitzsch

himself maintains that something of the kind

Among

unwarrantable

the

is

possible.

and evasive interpretations

certain expositors is that of Paulus,

who

of

thinks that the object

of the question of Jesus from beginning to end was the historicocritical

one of persuading His opponents that the psalm was

not composed

the Messiah. 1

by David, and that

— iv

not do so on His

contains no reference to

it

irvevfiaTi] meaning, perhaps, that

own

He

did

authority, but impulsu Spiritus Sancti

i.
21); Luke ii. 27; 1 Cor. xii. 3; Eom. viii. 15,
David was regarded as a prophet, Acts ii. 30, i. 16.
avrov] the Messiah; for the personage in the psalm is a

(2 Pet.
ix. 2.

—

prophetic type of the Messiah

him one

recognised in

as also the Eabbinical teachers

;

of the foremost of the Messianic pre-

and only at a later period
would they hear of any other reference (Delitzsch on Heb.
i.
ew9 av 0c5, at.t.A..] see on 1 Cor.
13, and on Ps. ex.).
dictions (Wetstein, Schoettgen),

—

xv. 25.

Ver.

45

El ovv Aavelh,

f.

the correlative terms tcvpiov and

k.tX] The emphasis
vZ6<;

this language of the psalm, David,

ing to your express confession,
to be reconciled
1

:

If,

whose son

still calls

with the fact that

He

is

rests on

then, as appears from

Him

He

Lord,

at the

is,

accord-

how

is this

same time the

For the correct view of this matter, see Diestel in the Jahrb.

f.

D.

Theol.

1863, p. 541 f. ; see also the pointed elucidation, as well as refutation of the
other interpretations, in Keim, III. p. 154 ff. ; comp. Gess, I. p. 128 f.
Then
it, and which
upon the currently received
view regarding Messiah's descent from David, and that He Himself was not
descended from David, a circumstance which is supposed to have undoubtedly

there
is

is

the explanation, frequently offered since Strauss suggested

to the effect that Jesus wished to cast discredit

—

stood in the

way

of His being recognised as the Messiah (Schenkel, Weisse,

Colani, Holtzmann); all

New Testament,
in adjecto.

which is decidedly at variance with the whole of the
where the idea of a non-Davidic Messiah would be a contradictio

;
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psalmist's son

Surely that styling of

?

Him as

incompatible with the fact of such sowship

might have been solved in
descent

He

David's son

is

;

this

way

:

Lord must seem

!

The

difficulty

according to His

but, according to

human

His divine origin

Son of God, from whom He is sprung, and by whom He
(xi. 27, xvii. 26; John i. 14, 18, vi. 46, vii 28 f.
Rom. i. 3 f.), in virtue of which relation He is superior to
David and all that is merely human, and, by His elevation to
as the

is

sent

—

the heavenly Soga (Acts

ii.

34), destined

divine administration of things in a

—He

to

share

in

the

manner in keeping with

by David, speaking under the inThe Pharisees
understood nothing of this twofold relation, and consequently
could not discern the true majesty and destiny of the Messiah,
so as to see in Him both David's Son and Lord.
Hence not
one of them was found capable of answering the question as
this

superiority,

fluence of the

Holy

is

Spirit, called his Lord.

e<ra. Observe that the question does not imply
though Jesus had asked, fir) wo? ainov ian ;
ovxeri] ".Nova dehinc quasi scena se pandit," BengeL

to the Trofc

a

.

.

negative, as

.

—
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CHAPTEE XXIIL
deleted by Fritzsche, Lachm. and
wanting in very important authorities.
gloss, for which certain authorities have iroiefi.
rqpsTre x. iroieTre] Lachm. iroiqaari x. rripetre.
So also Tisch.
This is the original reading (B L Z N** 124, Hilar.) for the
sake of uniformity, «ro/jj<ra« was changed into ironTrs (D, 1, 209,
Eus. Dam.) but the transposed order rqp. x. ir. is an ancient
logical correction (as old as Syr. Vulg. It.).
Ver. 4. For yap
Lachm. and Tisch. read be, following weighty attestation. Correctly; yap was meant to be more precise.
xai bvo(3aer.~\

Ver.

rnpih] after

3.

Tisch., following Mill.

up?v is

It is

—

A

:

;

;

—

—

deleted by Tisch. 8, following L N, vss. Ir.
But the evidence
in favour of the words is too strong, and their omission on
account of the two xa't's might so readily occur that they must
not be regarded as an interpolation from Luke xi. 46.
rp b'e]
Lachm. Tisch. 8 avro) be r$, following
and two min.
vss. and Fathers. Exegetical amplification after Luke xi. 46.
Ver. 5. For be after wXarvv. Lachm. Tisch. 8 have yap, in accordance with
min. vss. Chrys. Damasc. See on ver. 4.
ruv i/iar. aur.] deleted by Lachm. and Tisch., following B
K, 1, 22, vss.
Correctly ; an explanatory addition.
Ver. 6.
For <piX. n we should, with Lachm. and Tisch., read <pik. be, in
Ver. 7. Lachm. and Tisch. 8
accordance with decisive evidence.
have p a/3/3/ only once, following B L A S, min. vss. and Fathers.
But how easily may the reduplication have been overlooked,
both on its own account and in consequence of its not occurring
in the instance immediately following
Comp. on Mark xiv. 45.
Ver. 8. xadr\yriTr)g\ Fritzsche, Lachm., and Tisch., following
Grotius, Mill, and Bengel, read bibdexaXog, which Kinck also approves.
No doubt xadqyriT. has a very decided preponderance of
evidence in its favour (of the uncials only B
N** ? read btbdcx.);
but, owing to ver. 10, it is so utterly inappropriate in the
present instance, that it must be regarded as an old and clumsy
gloss inserted from ver. 10 (namely, xa&nyrirris 6 xpioroc, according
to the reading of Elz. Scholz).
By this it was merely intended
to intimate that it is Christ that is referred to here as well as

—

BDLs,

:

—

BDLk,

—

—

D

—

!

—

U

MATT.

II.

G
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10 below.

in ver.

— Ver.

10.

tTg

yap

\>puv

ktsriv

6

xadriy."]

on xa6riyrirrig vpuv isrh f7g. The latter is
the best attested reading that of the Eeceived text is to conIn the Textus receptus the two verses, 1
form with ver. 8 f
elasXdttv; (2)
and 14, stand in the following order: (1) oua/

Lachm. and Tisch.
.

:

—

;

.

oval

.

xpJJxa,

.

in opposition

.

.

toEFGHKMSUVrAn,

vss.

and Fathers. On this evidence Griesbach, Scholz, Fritzsche
xpT/ia (in Elz.
have adopted the transposed order. But oval
ver. 1 4) is wanting in B D L Z 8, min. vss. and Fathers (Origen
as well), and is correctly deleted by Lachm. and Tisch., although
defended by Einck and Keim. An interpolation from Mark
Ver. 17. rig yap [ni^uv] Lachm. ti yap
Luke xx. 47.
xii. 40
The vss.
fisttyv, but, undoubtedly, on the evidence of Z only.
ayid^uv] Lachm. and
(Vulg. It.) can have no weight here.
.

.

.

—

;

:

—

Tisch.

ayiaaag, following

:

The

BDZs, Cant.

;

Vulg. has sancti-

present participle is from ver. 1 9, where there is no
Ver. 19. fiupol xaf\ is wanting in
difference in the reading.
L Z K, 1, 209, and several vss., also Vulg. It. Bracketed by
Lachm., condemned by Einck, deleted by Tisch. and justly so,
because there was no motive for omitting the words, while their
Ver. 21.
insertion would be readily suggested by ver. 17.
For xaroixfaaiiTi Elz. Lachm. Tisch. 8 have xarotxovvn, following
min., the force of the aorist not being apprehended.
Ver. 23. Elz.: ravra ibu ; but Griesb., Fritzsche, Lachm.,
In both cases the eviTisch. 7 have adopted ravra ds ttu.

ficat.

—

D

;

—

BHS8,

—

dence is considerable but how readily might hi be omitted
before Ua through oversight on the part of the transcriber !
Ver. 25. !g] is wanting in C D, min. Chrys. Deleted by Lachm.
Elz. Lachm. Tisch.
It had been omitted as unnecessary.
read axpaeiag, instead of which Griesb. and Scholz have ahxiag.
The evidence is very much divided, being strong on both sides
axpaeias is to be preferred.
This word, the only other instance
of which in the N. T. is at 1 Cor. vii. 5, appeared to be inappropriate, and came to be represented by a variety of glosses
(uxadapoiag, it~Kion'ciag, ahixiag, <rovr,piag).
Ver. 26. aurwv]
Fritzsche, Lachm., Tisch.
airou, following B*
E* min. Aeth.
Verc. This alrou is bound up with the omission of xal rJjg
irapo-^. in D, min. Cant. Verc. Clem. Chrys. Ir. (deleted by

—

;

—

—

i

D

:

Those words, however, are evidently an insertion from
an insertion, moreover, which is inconsistent with avrov,
so that the words ought to be deleted and auroO preferred to
alrav.
Ver. 27. irapo/ioid^tTs] Lachm. bfiotaZiTi, only on the
evidence of B, 1. The preposition has been left out, probably
because the compound form is not found elsewhere in the N. T.

Tisch.).

ver. 25,

—

:

—
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1.

Ver. 30. fotta, instead of vim of the Received text, is supVer. 34. xai s% aur.] in the first
ported by decisive evidence.
A n R, min. codd. of It. Syr. Arm.
case xai is wanting in B
Or. (once). Deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. ; but how readily may
this xai have been omitted since the next clause opens with xai
Ver. 36. Before jjge/, Griesb., followed by Matth., Fritzsche,
Scholz, inserted on, which, however, Lachm. and Tisch. have
on has important evidence both for and against.
deleted again,
common interpolation. raZra iravra] The order vavra Tavra
(Lachm. Tisch. 7) is well attested, though there is a preponK, etc., Vulg. It.) for the reading of
derance of evidence (C
the Received text.
Ver. 37. voeeia savrqg] Lachm. has deleted
iavr., but only on the evidence of B, vss. Clem.(once) Or.(once)
Cypr. Hil., and notwithstanding the probable omission of the
pronoun as apparently superfluous. Had it been inserted from
Luke xiii. 34, it would have been placed between ra and voaaia.
For iavrrjg Tisch. reads aurJjs, following B** D, marg.
AR* 33,
Clem, (once) Eus. Cyr. Theodoret. The reflective might be easily
overlooked, as was often the case.
Ver. 38. epriuog is wanting in
B L Copt.* Corb. 2, Or. Deleted by Lachm.; to be maintained on
account of the preponderating evidence in its favour, though in
the case of Luke xiii. 35 it is inserted as a gloss from Matthew.

M

—

!

—
A

D

—

M

—

Ver.

now

1.

After the Pharisees have been thus silenced, there

follows the decisive and direct attack

upon the

hierarchs,

in a series of overwhelming denunciations extending to ver. 39,

and which, uttered as they are on the eve of His death, form
a kind of Messianic arj/xelov through which Jesus seeks to
testify against them.

this discourse in

Luke has

an order

inserted at ch.

different

has given in the present connection, like

few fragments, so

;

xii.,

but he
only a

considering the

and arrangement which charac-

grand utterances now before

must be accorded

Mark

made by Matthew, and

originality in respect of matter
terizes the

portions of

keeping in view that a collection of

that,

our Lord's sayings was

xi.

from the original

to the report furnished

us,

the preference

by

this apostle (in

answer to Schleiermacher, Schulz, Schneckenburger, Olshausen,
The entire discourse has so much the character of
Volkmar).
a living whole, that, although much that was spoken on other
occasions may perhaps be mixed up with it, it is scarcely
possible to disjoin such passages from those that are essentially
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Ewald thinks

original

that the discourse

is

made up

of

though uttered on
very different occasions; Holtzmann has recourse to the
hypothesis that the evangelist has derived his account from
a supposed special source, the same as that on which ch. v.
that

passages

were

probably original,

based; in answer to the latter, see Weiss, 1864, p. 114.
Observe that the o^X.01 are mentioned first, because the first
part of the discourse on to ver. 7 is directed to them, then the

is

8—12, whereupon in

fia0r)Tcd are addressed in vv.

we have
present,

the withering apostrophe to the Pharisees

and that

for the purpose of

the fiadrjTai to beware of them
passage, ver. 3 7

;

and

ver.

13

ff.

who were

warning the o%\oi and
concluding

finally, the

containing the pathetic exclamation over

ff.,

The glance, the gesture, the attitude, the matter
and the language, were such that there could be no doubt who
were immediately aimed at in the various sections of the discourse. We may imagine the scene in the temple to have been
as follows
in the foreground, Jesus with His disciples ; a little
farther off, the o%\oi more in the background, the Pharisees,
who in xxii. 46 are spoken of as having withdrawn.
" to sit in Moses' seat " (in the seat
Ver. 2. The phrase
which Moses had occupied as lawgiver), is borrowed not from
Jerusalem.

:

;

:

Ex.

xviii.

13, but refers to the later practice of having chairs

Acts

for teachers (comp.

tive

mode

xxii. 3),

and

intended as a figura-

is

of describing the functions of one

who

" acts as

a

public teacher of the Mosaic law," in discharging which functions

the teacher

may

be regarded as the representative and successor

Accordingly, in Eabbinical writers, one who sucof Moses.
ceeds a Eabbi as the representative of his school is described
See Vitringa, Synag. p. 165 f.
as tottfiTTg Wfl».
eKaOtaav]

—

have seated themselves, have assumed to themselves the duties
of this
fail to

office.

In the whole of

character of the Pharisees.

Ver.

this phraseology

one cannot

detect an allusion to the pretensions and self-seeking

3.

Ovv] inasmuch

Comp. 2 Thess.
as

interpreters of the Mosaic law.

of the sense, which

by the expression

lie

"

they speak

— irdvra
—

ii.

4.

as teachers

and

6<ra~\

Limitations

outside the point of view

marked out

Moses'

seat,"

.

.

.

as though Jesus had in

—
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4.

view only the moral part of the law (Chrysostom), or contemmerely what had reference to the theocratic polity
(Lange), or meant simply to speak comparatively (Bleek),
are in opposition to the text, and are of an arbitrary character,
all the more so that the multitude was assumed to possess
sufficient capacity for judging as to how much of the teaching
was binding upon them, and how much was not. The words
are addressed to the o^Xoi,, whom Jesus had neither the power
nor the wish to release from their obligations in respect to
the manifest teachings of the law.
But having a regard to
the glaring inconsistency between the teaching and the conduct
of their pharisaic instructors, and considering His own fundamental principle with regard to the obligatory character of the
law, ver. 18 f., He could not have spoken otherwise than He
did when He inculcated upon the people the duty of complying with the words while refusing to imitate the conduct of
This utterance was conservative, as befitted
those instructors.
the needs of the people, and unsparingly outspoken, as the
conduct of the Pharisees deserved but, in opposition to both
Pharisees and people, it guarded the holiness of the law.
plated

;

Observe that

He

is

here speaking of the Pharisees in their

special capacity as teachers of the Mosaic law (Augustine, Calvin,

Grotius, Bengel), so that His language

with

xvi. 6

is at

variance neither

nor with the axiom given in xv. 13

;

Acts

v.

29.

and present

—

do
See Kiihner, II. 1, p. 158 f.
and observe it constantly.
In Beafievovac Be (see critical
Ver. 4. Comp. Luke xi. 46.
notes), the Be introduces an instance of their Xeyovai /cal ov
The binding
TToiovcn of a peculiarly oppressive character.
(tying up into a bundle portions from the various elements,
comp. Judith viii. 3) of heavy burdens is an expression intended
•jrotTjaare k. TwpeiTe (see critical notes)
it,

:

aorist

:

—

—

to represent the connecting together of a

number

of require-

ments and precepts, so that, from their accumulation, they
rS Be Ba/crvXtp avrwv, k.tA.]
become difficult to fulfil.
but are themselves indisposed to move them even with their finger,
The emphasis
in the direction, that is, of their fulfilment.
they will not move the burdens with
rests on tg> Ba/crvka
their finger, far less would they bear them upon their shoulders.

—

;
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Vv. 5-7. Comp. Luke

43

xi.

f.

—

<f>v\a/cTijpia,

amulets,

parchment with passages of
Scripture, viz.Deut. xi. 13-22, vi. 4-10, Ex. xiii. 11-17,
1—11, written upon them.
They were enclosed in small
boxes, and, in accordance with Ex. xiii. 9, 16, Deut. vi. 8,
xi. 1 8, worn during prayer, some on the forehead, some on the
left arm next the heart.
They were intended to remind the
wearer that it was his duty to fulfil the law with head and
heart, and, at the same time, to serve the purpose of protecting
him from the influence of evil spirits. Joseph. Antt. iv. 8. 13
Lund, Jud. Heiligth., ed. Wolf, p. 898 ff.; Keil, Arch. I.
were

the P??n, the strips of

;

342

p.

f.

—

trXarvvovo-i] they broaden their <pvKaKTr^pta,

i.e.

they make them broader than those of others, in order that
they

may

to this is

on
i.e.

ix.

20.

thereby become duly conspicuous.
:

fieyaXvvovai, they enlarge.

—

rr)v TrpcoTO/cXco-lav]

according to

Luke

xiv.

8

ff.

On

Corresponding

the KpaaireBa, see

the foremost couch at table,

(Joseph. Antt. xv.

2.

4),

on the divan, which the Greeks also
regarded as the place of honour (Plut. Symp. p. 6 1 9 B). The
Persians and Romans, on the other hand, looked upon the
place in the middle as the most distinguished.
The term is
met with only in the synoptical Gospels and the Fathers.
the uppermost place

Suidas

TrpcoTo/c\i<rur

:

r)

KadeBpa.

irpatTi)

— pafifil,

paftftt]

John i. 39
with yod paragogic).
The
reduplication serves to show how profound the reverence is.
Comp. Mark xiv. 15
Matt. vii. 21 f.
For the view that
Rabbi (like our " Dr.") was the title used in addressing learned
^an, »yi

(BiBda/caXe,

;

;

teachers as early as the time of Jesus (especially since Hillel's

XII.
Ewald, Gesch. Chr. p. 305.
Vv. 8—12. T/iet9] with which the discourse is suddenly
turned to the disciples, is placed first 1 for sake of emphasis,
and forms a contrast to the Pharisees and scribes.
fir)
time),

471

p.

see Lightfoot, also Pressel in Herzog's Encykl.
;

—

1

In consequence of this address to the

impossibility.

disciples,

Holtzmann,

it

topics are varied so as to suit exactly the different groups of

was composed

p. 200, regards

has come down to us, as an historical
Observe, however, the impassioned and lively way in which the

the whole discourse, in the form in which

(see

on

ver. 1).

which the audience

—
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13.

Travres Be] so that
on the ground of his supical irarepa, k.t.\.~\ The word
posed superiority as a teacher.
irarepa, by being placed at the beginning, becomes emphatic,
and so also vfiwv, by being separated from irarepa to which
And you must not call any one father of you upon
it belongs
"
earth, i.e. you must not apply the teacher's title " our father
(2K, see Buxtorf, p. 10, 2175
Ewald as above) to any mere
Ver. 10. Neither
man.
Comp. Winer, p. 549 [E. T. 738].
are you to alloiv yourselves to he called leaders (in the scholastic
sense), for the leader of you is One (see critical notes), the Messiah.
For examples of the way in which Greek philosophers were
KXrjdrjre] neither wish nor allow

no one

may

it.

violate the fraternal tie

—

:

—

;

addressed by their disciples, see Wetstein.

—6

Be fiel^wv

But among you greatness is to be indicated quite
otherwise than by high-sounding titles the greater among you,
i.e.
he among you who would surpass the others in true
dignity, will be your servant.
Comp. ver. 12. This is a saying of which Jesus makes very frequent use (Luke xiv. 11,
xviii. 14).
Comp. xx. 26 f also the example of Jesus in
TaireivutO.
the washing of the disciples' feet, and Phil. ii. 6 f
v-yfrad.] that is, on the occasion of the setting up of my
vfiaiv, /c.t.\.]

:

;

.

.

.

.

—

.

kingdom.

—

Eemark. The prohibitions, ver. 8 ff., have reference to
the hierarchical meaning and usage which were at that time
The teacher's titles in
associated with the titles in question.
themselves are as legitimate and necessary as his functions ; but
the hierarchy, in the form which it assumed in the Catholic
church with the " holy father " at its head, was contrary to the
Apropos of ver. 11, Calvin approspirit and mind of Jesus.
" Hac clausula ostendit, se non sophistice
priately observes
litigasse de vocibus, sed rem potius spectasse."
:

Ver. 13. Here begins the direct and withering apostrophe

His adversaries themselves who are still present,
and extending
For the spurious ver. 14, Elz., concerning the
to ver. 36.
The
devouring of widows' houses, see the critical remarks.
characteristic feature in this torrent of woes is its intense
righteous indignation, such as we meet with in the prophets

of Jesus to

this paTt of the address consisting of seven woes,

—
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—

an indignation
Hab. ii. 6 ff.),
which abandons the objects of it as past all hope of amendment,
and cuts down every bridge behind them. To Celsus (in Origen,
ii 76) all this sounded as mere empty threat and scolding.
icKeUre, k.t.X.] The
on] assigns the reason of this oval.
approaching kingdom of the Messiah is conceived of under the
figure of a palace, the doors of which have been thrown open
of old (comp. Isa. v. 8, x. 1

;

—

—

men may

in order that

But such is the effect of the
by the scribes and Pharisees, that

enter.

opposition offered to Christ

men

withhold their belief from the Messiah

among them, and show themselves

who

has appeared

indifferent to the 8ucaio<rvvr),

kingdom from which
Comp. Luke xi. 52.
They
thus shut the door of the kingdom in men's faces.
vpeis yap,
k.t.X.'] explanatory reason.
tov? elo~ep%op,.] who are trying,
necessary in order to admission into the

they are consequently excluded.

—

—

who are endeavouring
p. 370 f.

obtain admission.

to

Ver. 15. Instead of helping

what

men

See Bernhardy,

into the Messiah's kingdom,

contemptible efforts to secure proselytes to their

of thinking

This representation of pharisaic zeal

!

less hyperbolical,

2. 4).

it is,

On Jewish

in Meuschen, N. T. ex Talm.

—
—

passage.

doubt-

is

same time, based upon
the purpose of making converts (Joseph.

though

actual journeyings for

Antt. xx.

own way

eva] a single.

at the

proselytism generally, see

ill.

649.

p.

— ko\ orav

Danz

Wetstein's note on this

ykvf]TaC\

sc.

Tcpoar)-

viov yeivvr}<i] one ft for Gehenna, condemned to
be punished in it.
Comp. on viii. 12; John xvii. 12.
\vro<i.

hnr\6repov vfi&v]
(Vulg.

is

commonly taken

duplo quam), a sense in which

in an adverbial sense

consequently to
be understood in the corresponding passage of Justin (c. Tr.

122)

:

:

vvv he htirXorepov viol

Coming
it,

ful

it

does after

are.
:

For the comparative

aKevT) SnrXorepa tovtcov.

whether hnrXorepov

adjective

is

to

:

avibs

elire,

yiveade.

more natural to regard
who is doubly more so than
is

itself,

But

comp. App. Hist, praef.
rendered doubt-

it is still

be taken in an adverbial or

by a passage from Justin
ov fiovov ov irvarevovcLV, aXXa

sense

frpoarjXvTOt

<yeevvr)<;, C09

viov, it

with Valla, as an adjective

you

10

as

it is

as

above

:

oi be

Zi/iiKorepov Vfiwv

CHAP. XXIII.

passage

This

fiXaafyniioixn.

likewise

is
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10.

unfavourable

to

Kypke's interpretation fallaciorem, which adjective would be
of a more specific character than the context would admit of.
But in how far was Jesus justifiable in using the words
SnrXorepov vfiwvl According to Chrysostom, Theodore of
Mopsuestia, Euthymius Zigabenus in consequence of the evil
example of him who made the convert, which was such that
" ex malo ethnico fit pejor Judaeus " (Erasmus)
according to
de Wette in consequence of the high estimate in which the
teachers are held by their disciples, and because superstition
and error usually appear with a twofold greater intensity in
the taught than in the teachers; according to Olshausen:
because the converted heathen had not the advantage of
enjoying the spiritual aid to be found in Mosaism
according
because it was common also to admit as converts
to Bleek
those who were influenced by mere external considerations.
According to the context {iroLetre) on account of the manner
in which the proselytes continued to be influenced and wrought
upon by those who converted them, in consequence of which
they were generally found to become more bigoted, more unloving, and more extreme than their instructors, and, of course,
necessarily more corrupt.
Ver. 16. A new point, and one so peculiarly heinous that
a somewhat larger portion of the denunciatory address is devoted to it.
iv tg> varn] as in the Mischna we frequently
meet with such expressions as per habitaculum hoc, nrn py»"T.
iv t<o ^pvaw rov vaov] by
See "Wetstein and Lightfoot.
the gold which belongs to the temple, the ornaments, the vessels,
perhaps also the gold in the sacred treasury (to which latter
Jerome, Maldonatus, refer).
"We nowhere meet with any
example of such swearing, and the subject of Corban (xv. 5)
is foreign to our passage (Lightfoot), inasmuch as there is no
question of vows in the present instance.
For iv with ofivveiv,
comp. on v. 34.
ouBev io-riv] it (the oath) is nothing, is
of no consequence.
It is not the person swearing who is the
subject, but 09 av ofioarj, k.t.X., form an absolute nominative, as
:

:

;

:

;

:

:

—

—
:

—

in

vii.

24, x. 14,

keep the oath.

xiii.

12.

—

6<pei\et,] is indebted,

bound

to

—
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17

Ver.

Tap]

ff.

Justifies

preceding

the

epithets.

—

and consequently more binding,
more sacred object by which to swear. The reason
the fiet&v lies in 6 aytdo-a? top %p v<r ° v according to which

fiei^<ov\ of greater consequence,

as being a

of

>

the consecrated relation

is

conceived of as one between the

temple and the gold, that has been brought about (otherwise if
ayid%(ov be read) by the connecting of the latter with the
former.

— to

altar, it

Sa>pov\ the offering

(v.

23), as laid

upon the

belongs to God.

because the
Vv. 20-22. Ovv] inference from ver. 19
from which the less (the accessorium), as being bound
up with it, derives its sanctity, necessarily includes that less.
;

greater,

—

6

ofAoaas

.

.

.

ofivvei]

The

aorist participle represents the

thing as already in the course of being done (Kiihner, II. 1,

134, ad Xen. Mem. i. 1. 18): he who has proceeded to
swear by the altar, swears {'present), according to the point
of view indicated by ovv, not merely by the altar, but at the

p.

same time by

all

that

longer dependent on ovv

is
;

upon

—

as well.

it

Ver.

21.

No

but two other examples of swearing

which

are adduced independently of the former, in each of

even the highest of all, God Himself, is understood to be inAccordingly we find the objects presented in a difcluded.
Formerly the greater included
ferent relation to one another.
the

less,

now

the converse

is

the case.

But though

differing

in this respect, there is in both instances a perfect agreement

kutoiand binding character of the oaths.
who made it his dwelling-place, took up his abode
in it (after it was built).
Comp. Jas. iv. 5 Luke ii. 49.
Ver. 22 lJ
Comp. on v. 34.
Ver. 23. Comp. Luke xi. 39 ff.
In accordance with ceras to the sacred

KrjaravTi]

—

;

—

tain traditional enactments {Babyl.

Joma,

f.

lxxxiii

2), the

Pharisees extended the legal prescriptions as to tithes (Lev.
xxvii. 3

;

to include

Num. xviii. 2 1 ; Deut. xii. 6 f., xiv. 2 2-2 7) so as
even the most insignificant vegetable products, such

1
The opposite of ver. 22 occurs in Schevuoth, f. xxxv. 2
Deum, coeli et terrae creatorem, datur etiam ipsum coelum et

esse debet,

quod

is,

qui per coelum et terrain jurat non per

creavit, sed per illas ipsas creaturaa."

:

" Quia

terra,

eum

praeter

indubium

juret, qui ilia

—
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and cumrnin.
See Lightfoot and Wetstein on
to, ftapvrepa tov
Ewald, Alterth. p. 399.
vofiov] the weightier things, i.e. the more important (graviora)
elements of the law (comp. Acts xxv. 7), not the things more
difficult of fulfilment (difficiliora, as Fritzsche), which interpretation is indeed grammatically admissible (1 John v. 3),
as mint, anise,

—

passage.

tliis

:

but must be rejected, because, according to the context (see
24), Jesus was comparing the important with the less
important, and most probably had in view the analogy of the
ver.

(wb\>) of the Jewish doctors
Kpiaiv] comp. Ps. xxxiii. 5

praecepta gravia (D"ni»n) et levia
(see Schoettgen, p. 183).

not

—

ttjv

;

righteousness (the usual interpretation), a sense in

:

the term

is

never used (comp. on

xii.

18), but judgment,

ness.
v.

22

—

The

;

rcpio-i? is

the practical manifestation of righteous-

tt]v ir i<TTLv\ faithfulness, Jer. v. 1

and see on Philem.
(Wisd.

perfidia

—

The opposite

5.

25, frequent

xiv.

Tavra] the fiapvrepa

i.e.

Comp. Bengel and

deciding for the right as against the wrong.

Paulus.

which

in

;

Eom.

iii.

3

;

Gal.

of this is anriaTw-,

classical

writers).

just mentioned, not the tithing of mint,

eBei] oportebat.
See Kiihner, II. 1, p. 176 f.
Those were the duties which had been neglected.
fit) a<f>iivai]
scarcely so strong as the positive iroirjaai,.
Observe the conWhat you have neglected you ought to have done, and at
trasts
the same time not have neglected what you are in the habit of
doing,
the former being of paramount importance the subordinate matter, viz. your painful attention to tithes, is not superseded by the higher duties, but only kept in its proper place.
Ver. 24. The Jews were in the habit of straining their wine

etc. (Bengel).

—

:

—

(8t,v\l%.,

;

Plut. Mor. p.

692 D),

in order that there might be no

any unclean animal, howComp.
the liquare vinum of the Greeks and Eomans Mitscherlich,
ad Ifor. Od. i. 11.7; Hermann, Privatalterth. § xxvi. 17.
Figurative representation of the painful scrupulosity with
which the law was observed.
tov Kcovooira'] a kind of attraction for percolando removentes muscam (that found in the wine,

possibility of their swallowing

ever minute (Lev.

xi.

42).

with

it

Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. p. 516.
;

—

rbv

k.),

just as in classical writers the phrase icadaipeiv ti is

often used to express the removing of anything by cleansing
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(Horn.
is

II.

not a

171,

xiv.

667

xvi.

worm found

Dio Cass, xxxvii.

;

52).

Kcovcoyjr

in sour wine (Bochart, Bleek), but, as

In its attempt to suck the wine, it falls in
rrjv Be tcdfirjX. Karairiv.'] proverbial expression,
amongst it.
ra fieyi<rra Be airapaTTjpriTWi afiapTdvovres, Euthymius Zigabenus. Observe at the same time that the camel is an unclean
always, a gnat.

—

animal, Lev.

xi. 4.

•

Ver. 25. But inwardly they (the cup and the plate) are
filled

from

extortion

and

excess

(a/cpa<rla<;,

see critical notes).

That with which they are filled, viz. the wine and the meat, has
Plunder (Heb. x.
"been obtained through extortion and excess.
34, common in classical writers) and exorbitance have contributed to fill them.
On yifiew e/c, see on John xii. 3. The
simple genitive (ver. 2 7) would only be equivalent to they
dtcpao-ia<;~\ a later form of a/cpaare full of plunder, etc.
reias.
See on 1 Cor. vii. 5.
Ver. 26. Kaddpurov Trpmrov, k.t.X.] i.e. let it be your
first care {irptaTov, as in vi. 33, vii. 5, and elsewhere), to see
that the wine in the cup is no longer procured by extortion
and exorbitance.
Xva yevyrai, k.t.X] not: " ut turn recte
etiam externae partes possint purgari," Fritzsche, but with
the emphasis on yeirqrai: in order that what you aim at
:

—

—

may

then

— in

be

effected, viz.

the purity of the outside as well,
the

order that, then,

outside

of

the cup also

may

not merely appear to be clean through your washing of

may

but
in

spite

actually become so,

your cleansing,

of all

from
with that which

it

contracts, as it were,

it

is

filled

conduct.

by losing

adheres to

it

(which

contents), simply because

procured through immoral

is

The external cleansing

necessary (de Wette), nor, again,
as

still

its

it,

that impurity which,

is

not declared to be un-

intended to be regarded

is it

the true one, which latter can only be brought about

after the purifying of the contents has
fitly

observes

mundities."
attended to in

:

" alias

That which
tJie

been

eniin ilia mundities
is

insisted

effected.

Bengel

externa non est

on with wpwrov

is to

be

first place.

Ver. 27 f. The graves were whitewashed with lime {icovla)
every year on the 15th of Adar (a custom which Rabbinical

;
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writers trace to Ezek. xxxix. 15), not for the purpose of
ornamenting them, but in order to render them so conspicuous
as to prevent any one defiling himself (Num. xix. 16) by
For the passages from
coming into contact with them.
Rabbinical writers, see Lightfoot, Schoettgen, and Wetstein.

A

kind of ornamental appearance was thus imparted to the
In Luke xi. 44, the illustration is of a totally difviroicpiar. k. avop,.~\ (immorality): both as
ferent character.
Thus, morally speaking, they
representing their disposition.
graves.

—

D. M. vi. 2.
The oltcoSofielv of the
Comp. Luke xi. 47 ff.
tombs of the prophets and the Koafjuelv of the sepulchres of the
righteous (the Old Testament saints, eomp. ver. 3 5, xiii. 1 7
Heb. xi. 2 3) this preserving and ornamenting of the sacred
tombs by those who pretended to be holy was accompanied

were rafyoi
Ver. 29

ep,tyv%oi, Lucian,

—

ff.

;

with the self-righteous declaration of

ver. 30.

On

the ancient

tombs of a more notable character, see, in general, Robinson,
"
Pal. II. p. 1 7 5 ff., and on the so-called " tombs of the prophets
still

existing, p.

194.

Tobler, Topogr.

we had

v.

Jems.

II. p.

227

—

ff.

but: if we were (comp.
on John xi. 21), if we were living in the time of our fathers,
(bare fiaprvpelre eat>Tot<?,
certainly we would not be, etc.
el ijueOa, k.t.X.] not: if

been,

—

Thus (inasmuch as you say

witness against yourselves (dative of reference, Jas. v. 3), that

you
you

From

rS>v

k.t.X.]

viol contains

are the sons, etc.
irarkp.

r\p,.,

in

tcop izarkptav rificov)

a twofold meaning.

which the Pharisees point

to their bodily descent,

Jesus likewise infers their kinship with their fathers in respect
of character
this

and

disposition.

pregnant force of

more impassioned.

"

viol,

There

is

a touch of sharpness in

the discourse becoming more and

When you thus speak of

yourselves thereby testify to your
derers of the prophets."

own

De Wette's

objection, that this inter-

pretation of viol would be incompatible with

way

your fathers, you

kinship with the mur-

what

is

said

by

of vindicating themselves at ver. 30, does not apply, because

Jesus feels convinced that their character entirely belies this
self-righteous utterance,

and because

He

wishes to

make them

sensible of this conviction through the sting of a penetration

that fearlessly searches their hearts and reads their thoughts,
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iv

tw

aifiaTi]

al/xa in the

For

i.e.

see on Gal.

iv,

Ver. 32. Quite
of this

the crime of shedding their blood.

On

sense of caedes, see Dorvill. ad Charit. p. 427.
vi.

6.

in

keeping with the deepening intensity

outburst of indignation

is

the bitter irony of the

imperative irXrjpcoaare (comp. xxv. 45), the mere permissive
sense of which (Grotius, Wetstein, Kuinoel)

is

too feeble.

1

This filling up of the measure (of the sins) of the fathers
was brought about by their sons (" haereditario jure," Calvin),

when they put Jesus Himself
death.

—

ye

v/^et?]

fcal

also.

as well as

The

sought in the fact that irXvpcoa-aTe,

His messengers to
/cat is to be

force of

k.t.X.,

is

intended to in-

and supplementing
that of the fathers, and in regard to which the sons also must
take care not to come short.
Yer. 33. U&>9 (frvyrjre] Conjunctive, with a deliberative
force : how are you, judging from your present character, to
Comp. xxvi. 54; Mark iv. 30
escape from (see on iii. 7), etc.
dicate a line of conduct corresponding to

j

150: ttw? Tt? tol Trpotypcov eirecrtv vreidrjTat
Ayai&v, The icplcris tt)? yeivv. means the pronouncing of the
The phrase judicium
sentence which condemns to Gehenna.
Horn.

II.

y

i.

—

also of very frequent

Gehennae

is

writers.

See

measure

is full.

Ver. 34.

Aia

Comp. 1 Thess. ii. 16.
must be of substantially the same

tot) to]

import as oVta? e\0r)

e<£'

that ye may not escape
behold, I send to you
.

.

v/ias in ver. 35.

Therefore, in order

the condemnation of hell (ver. 33),
and ye will, etc. ica\ e£ avrcov is
;

.

likewise dependent on Bia

divine decree.

occurrence in Rabbinical

The judgment comes when the

Wetstein.

tovto.

Awful unveiling

Others have interpreted as follows

TrXrjpwaat to fieTpov

Tr)<;

:

of the

Siotl /LieXAere

Katdas twv Trarepcov vpatv (Euthymius

Zigabenus, Fritzsche), thus arbitrarily disregarding what im-

mediately precedes

(ver. 33).

Moreover, without any hint what-

1
The readings WXnputrart (D H, min.) and *\npu<rin (B* min. vss.) are
nothing but traces of the difficulty felt in regard to the imperative. The
former is preferred, though at the same time erroneously interpreted by Wilke,
the latter, again, is adopted by Ewald, who regards *. ifuTt
Rhetor, p. 367
*\nfucxTi as also dependent on en.
;

—
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34.

Ill

ever in the text of Matthew, IZov, iyco airoa-reWco,

k.t.X., has
sometimes been taken for a quotation from some lost apocryphal
prophecy, e<jyr) 6 #eo?, or some such expression, being understood (van Hengel, Annotatio, p. 1 ff., and Paulus, Strauss,

—

a view borne out, least of all, by Luke
accounts for the unwarrantable interwhich
passage
49,
1
The correpretation into which Olshausen has been betrayed.

Ewald, Weizsacker),
xi.

sponding passage in Luke has the appearance of belonging to
a later date (in answer to Holtzmann and others).

Comp. on
iyco] is uttered not by God (Ewald, Scholten),
Luke xi. 49.
but by Jesus, and that under a powerful sense of His Messianic
dignity, and with a boldness still more emphatically manifested
by the use of IBov. Through this iycb airoaTeWay, k.t.X., Jesus

—

Himself who, in the future
and persecution on the
part of the Pharisees (comp. Acts ix. 5).
irpoj>riTa<i k.
o-o</>ou9 k. ypafifj,.] by whom He means His apostles and other
teachers (Eph. iv. 11), who, in respect of the Messianic
theocracy, would be what the Old Testament prophets were,
and the Eabbins ( Q,, P?n) and scribes of a later time ought to
have been, in the Jewish theocracy. For the last-mentioned
order, comp. xiii 52.
Olshausen is of opinion that the Old
Testament prophets themselves must also have been intended
to be included, and that cnroaTeXkxo (which represents the
near and certain future as already present) must indicate
" God's pure and eternal present."
The subsequent futures
gives

it to

be understood that

also, is still to

be the

object

it is

of hatred

1

"Jesus," he says, "is here speaking as the very impersonation of wisdom
his object was to represent
Jesus as the one from whom the words originally and directly emanate ; but the
original form of the passage is that in which it is found in Luke."
Strauss,
in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschr. 1863, p. 84 ff., also has recourse to the hypothesis of a
lost book, belonging, as he thinks, to a date subsequent to the destruction of
Jerusalem, and written by a Christian, and in which the messengers in question
are understood to be those whom God has been sending from the very earliest
times.
In this Strauss, following in the wake of Baur, is influenced by antiJohannine leanings. According to Ewald, a volume, written shortly after fhe
death of the prophet Zechariah in the fifth century before Christ, but which
is now lost, was entitled h <to$'ta. rau hod.
The a-ravpuo-irt, he thinks, was in;

Matthew has omitted the quotation formula, hecause

serted
his

by Matthew

himself.

Bleek, in the Stud. u. Krit. 1853, p. 334, and in

commentary, agrees in the main with Ewald.

—
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being put
ical ef
For ypa/xfi., comp. xiii. 52.
avratv] ov Trainee (Euthymius Zigabenus), but more emand from, their
phatic than if we had had rivd? besides

ought to have prevented any such construction

upon the

passage.

:

ranks ye will murder,
of absolutely (Winer,

etc.,

p.

so that the actions are conceived

552

[E.

T. 743]).

solemnly repeated immediately

are

after.

The same words
ical a rav pea-

—

ce re] and among other ways of putting them to death, will
crucify Hum, i.e. through the Eomans, for crucifixion was

As a historical case in point, one
a Roman punishment.
might quote (besides that of Peter) the crucifixion of Simeon,
a brother of Jesus, recorded by Eusebius, H. E. iii 32.
The meagreness, however, of the history of the apostolic
age must be taken into account, though it must not be
asserted that in aravpeoa-ere Jesus was referring to His own
(Grotius,

case

Fritzsche,

Olshausen, Lange).

He

certainly

speaks with reference to the third class of divine messengers,

whom He

the class

is

now sending

(Calov.),

but not from the

standpoint of His eternal, ideal existence (Olshausen), nor in
the

name

of

God

(Grotius),

and then, again, from the stand-

point of His personal manifestation

in time (Olshausen),
no foundation either in Luke xi 49
or in the text itself.
Jesus does not contemplate His own
execution in what is said at ver. 32.
ev rat? avva>ya)y.]
o7ro 7ro\e«os eh ttoXlv] x. 23. Comp. Xen. Anab.
x. 17.

which there

fancies for

is

—

—

v. 4.

31

Ver.

:

ei? ttjv
/

35/ 07T&)$

in order that
Joel

erepav

ite t/}?

eTepas 7roXet»9.

e\6rj, k.tX.] Teleology of the divine decree:

all the righteous

(innocent) blood (Jonah

Ps. xciv. 2 1 ; 1 Mace.
;
the punishment for shedding it.
iii.

19

i.

i.

14;

37) may come upon

you,

Comp. xxvii. 25. The
and Pharisees are regarded as the representatives of the
people, and for whom, as their leaders, they are held responsible.
alua] "ter hoc dicitur uno hoc versu, magna vi,"
BengeL And it is hUaiov, because it contains the life (see on
Acts xv. 20).
Comp. Delitzsch, Psych, p. 242.
eK^vvofievov] present, conceived of as a thing going on in the present,
Kiihner, II. 1, p. 116.
A vivid picture, in which we seem
to see the blood still actually flowing.
On the later form
i.e.

scribes

—

—
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i/c^vva for

itc^eco,

according

Y»7?]

see Lobeck,

the

to
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35.

ad Phryn.

canonical

p.

726.

narrative

(see

— eVi t^9
below). —

vlov Bapa%lov] refers to 2 Chron. xxiv. 20,
where Zechariah, son of Jehoiada, is said to have been stoned

Zaxapiov

by order of King Joash, iv av\f) oi/cov tcvpiov. Corap.
The detail contained in fiera^v, k.tX.,
Joseph. Antt. ix. 8. 3.
renders the narrative more precise, and serves to emphasize
to death

the atrocious character of a deed perpetrated, as this was, on
Since, according to the arrangement of the

so sacred a spot.

books in the Hebrew Canon, Genesis stood at the beginning
and 2 Chronicles at the end, and since the series here indicated opens with the case of Abel (Gen.

10; Heb.

iv.

so this (2 Chron. xxiv. 20) is regarded as the

xi. 4),

instance of

last

the murder of a prophet, although, chronologically, that of

Urijah (Jer. xxvi. 23) belongs to a more recent date.
The
writers likewise point to the murder of this

Rabbinical

Zacharias as one of a peculiarly deplorable nature

gum Lam.

ii.

20

;

Lightfoot

on our passage.

;

see Tar-

And how

admirably appropriate to the scope of this passage are the
words of the dying Zechariah &V& n VT **?"•> 2 Chron. xxiv. 22;
comp. with Gen. iv. 10
If this latter is the Zacharias referred
to in the text, then, inasmuch as the assumption that his
:

:

!

father

had two names

(scholion

in

Luther, Beza, Grotius, Eisner, Kanne,

Matthaei,

oiol.

Chrysostom,

Unters. II. p. 1 9 8

ff.)

than the supposition that vlov Bapa%. is
a gloss (Wassenbergh, Kuinoel), there must, in any case, be

is

no

less arbitrary

some mistake in

the quoting of the father's

Bleek, Baumgarten-Crusius).
self did not

mention the

name

It is probable that

father's

name

at all

(de Wette,

Jesus

(Luke

Him-

xi.

51),

and that it was introduced into the text from oral tradition,
into which an error had crept from confounding the person
here in question with the better known prophet of the same
name, and whose father was called Barachias (Zech. i. 1).
Comp. Holtzmann, p. 404. This tradition was followed by
Matthew but in the Gospel of the Hebrews the wrong name
was carefully avoided, and the correct one, viz. Jehoiada,
;

inserted instead (Hilgenfeld, N. T. extra can. IV. p. 17, 11).

According
MATT. IL

to

others,

the person referred to

is

that Zacharias
II

—

:
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who was murdered
and whose death

commencement

at the

is

of the Jewish war,

thus recorded by Joseph.

Bell. iv. 6.

hvo Be rcov ToXfirjporaTtop (^rjXtoTcov) nrpoaTreaovTes iv

4

p,eo~<j>

BuKpOeipovat tov Za^apCav viov tov Bapov%ovSo Hammond, Krebs, Hug, Credner, EM. I. p. 207, Gfrorer,

t«5 lep&

It is the opinion of

Baur, Iveim.

ing prophetically,

Matthew

made use

Hug

that Jesus, as speak-

of the future

tense, but

substituted a past tense instead, because

when

that
this

Gospel was written the murder had already been committed
Keim likewise finds in this
(after the conquest of Gamala).
But
a hint as to the date of the composition of Matthew.
apart from the fact that the names Barachias and Baruch are
not one and the same, and that the reading in the passage
just quoted from Josephus

is

doubtful (Var. Bapiaicaiov), the

idleged substitution of the aorist for the future

would be so

flagrantly preposterous, that a careful writer could

be expected to do anything of the

sort.

As

scarcely

against this whole

hypothesis, see besides Theile in Winer's neu. krit. Journ. II.

405

p.

Finally,

ff.,

Kuhn

we may

in

the

Jahrb.

d.

Theol.

I.

p.

350

ff.

mention, only for the sake of recording them,

the ancient opinions

(in

Chrysostom and Theophylact) that

the Zacharias referred to in our passage was either the minor

prophet of that name, or the father of the Baptist (see Prot-

The latter view is that of Origen, Basil,
23).
Gregory of Nyssa, Theophylact, and several others among the
and recently of Miiller
Fathers (see Thilo, Praef. p. lxiv. f.)
in the Stud. u. Krit. 1841, p. 673 ff.
fiera^v tov vaov,
c.t.X.] between the temple proper and the altar of burnt-

evang. Jac.

;

offerings in the priests' court.

Ver. 36. "Hijei] Put

first for

sake of emphasis

:

sliall

come,

come upon, etc. Comp. ix. 15, xxvii. 49.
irdvra ravra] according to the context: all this shedding
e7rt t. yeveav tuvt.]
of blood, i.e. the punishment for it.
See on xi. 16 upon this generation, which was destined to
be overtaken by the destruction of Jerusalem and the judgments connected with the second coming (ver. 38 f.), comp.
shall inevitably

—

—

;

on xxiv. 34.
Ver.

37

ff.

After denouncing

all

those woes against the

CHAP. XXIIL
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88, 39.

and Pharisees, the departing Eedeemer, looking with
which He
hastening to its destruction under the false guidance

scribes

sad eye into the future, sets the holy city also
sees

of those

leaders

—

in

—

a living connection with the tragic

but in such a way that his parting
no longer denunciations of woe, but the deep
wail of a heart wounded, because its love has been despised.
Thus ver. 37 ff. forms an appropriate conclusion to the whole
drama of the discourse. Luke xiii. 34 introduces the words

34

contents of ver.

ff.,

words are

in a historical connection entirely different.
of the

name

Zigabenus.

of Jerusalem is here

— airoKrelvovaa,

denote the usual conduct

—

7rpo<? avrrjv]

to

:

— The

repetition

ifi<pavTi/cb<; eAeo?,

Euthymius

The present

participles

k.t.X.]

the murderess, the killer with stones.

her; because the attributive participial

clause from being in the nominative places the subject addressed

under the point of view of the third person, and only then proreicva arov) with the vocative of address in
ceeds (jirocrdias
.

.

.

Comp. Luke

'IepovaaX^fi.

With Beza and

i.

45

Fritzsche, avrrjv

equivalent to aeavT^v

;

;

Job xviii. 4 Isa. xxii. 16.
might be read and taken as
;

but avrrjv is to be preferred, for this
no such special emphasis as to call

reason, that there is here

for the use of the reflective

—

pronoun (we should expect simply

in that case).
iroa-aKi^, /c.t.X.] The literal meaning
of which is " How often I have wished to take thy citizens
7T/30? are

:

under my loving protection as Messiah "
For the metaphor,
comp. Eurip. Here. Fur. 70 f., and the passages in Wetstein,
Schoettgen, p. 208 (Eabbinical writers speak of the Shechinah
as gathering the proselytes under its wings). Observe eavrr)<;
her own chickens.
Such was the love that I felt toward you.
On the form voaar. for veoaa., see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 206.
ovk edeXrjaare] sc. iTrtavva^Ofjvac, they refused (Nagelsbach
on //. iii. 289; Baeumlein, Partik. p. 278), namely, to have
!

:

faith in

him

as

the

rested with themselvco.

John

ix.

Messiah, and consequently the blame

This refusal was their actual

/cplfia,

39.

Ver. 38

'AfyCerai vfilv 6 ol/co? v/i."] your house is
your own disposal ; the time for divine help and
protection for your city is now gone by
For the meaning,

abandoned

f.

to

!
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Joseph. Antt. xx. 8. 5.
The present implies the
and decisive ultimatum.
The eprjfios, which is to be
retained on critical grounds (see critical notes), intimates
what is to be the final result of this abandonment, viz.
Luke
the destruction of Jerusalem (iptffMotrts, xxiv. 45
xxi. 20); on the proleptic use of the adjective, comp. on
xii. 13, and Kiihner, II. 1, p. 236.
According to the context,

comp.

tragic

;

6 dlicos vfiwv can only

which
large

mean

their children dwell

(de

Wette and

Ps. lxix. 25), nor the

;

'IepovaaXtf/j,, ver.

37

(Bleek), in

not the city and the country at

earlier expositors, in

whole tody of

the

accordance with

Jewish people (Keim),

nor the temple (Jerome, Theophylact, Euthymius Zigabenus,
Calvin, Olearius, Wolf, Michaelis, Kuinoel, Neander, Baumeister

67 f. Hofmann, Schriftbew. II. 2, p. 92
39 proceeds to account for this a^ierai v/uv,
k.t.X.
Were your city any longer to be shielded by the divine
protection, I would still linger, among you
but I now leave
you, and it is certain that henceforth (His presence among
them, as He knows, being about to cease with His death,
comp. xxvi. 64) you will not see me again until my second
coming (not in the destruction of Jerusalem, Wetstein), when
I shall appear in the glory of the Messiah, and when, at my
approach, you will have saluted (etV^re, dixeritis) me, whom
you have been rejecting, with the Messianic confession evXoyrjin Klaiber's Stud. II. p.

Ewald).

—

;

;

Ver.

;

:

fjievos,

k.t.X.

(xxi. 9).

This

is

not to be understood of the

xi.) in its development
coming (Bengel, Kostlin, Hofmann, Lange,
Schegg, Auberlen, Ewald)
for Jesus is addressing Jerusalem,
and threatening it with the withdrawal of God's superintending care, and that until the second appearing of Messiah (6
ip'xpjievof;), and hence He cannot have had in view an intervening fierdvoia and regeneration of the city.
No the
abandonment of the city on the part of God, which Jesus here
announces, is ultimately to lead to her destruction and then,
at His second appearing, which will follow immediately upon

conversion of Israel (Rom.

down

xi.

;

Rev.

to the second

;

;

;

the ruin of the city (xxiv. 29), His obstinate enemies will be
constrained to join in the loyal greeting with which the

Messiah will be welcomed

(xxi. 9), for

the manifestation of

CHAr. XXIII.

His glory will sweep away

all

force them at last to acknowledge

A

Deliverer.

address

in
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38, 39.

doubt and opposition, and
confess Him to be their

and

truly tragic feature at the close of this

which Jesus bids farewell

to

moving

Jerusalem,

not

but with the certainty of ultimate, though
sorrowful, victory. Euthymius Zigabenus very justly observes
teal rrore tovto elira>in connection with eax? av elirrjre, k.tX.
with

a

hope,

:

acv

€k6vt€<; fiev

;

ovheirore'

aKovres Be Kara, rov Kaipov

Bevrepa*}

avrov irapovGias, orav

•7roW?}?,

orav ovBev avro2<i

tf^ei fiera Bvvdp,ea><;

o<pe\o<;

t?}?

Theophylact, Calvin, Gerhard, Calovius.

TJ79

teal 86!;r]<;

iTrir/vcb(Tea)<;.

Comp.

Wieseler, p. 322,

making sense of the passage, has gone the length
some ancient reader of Matthew has
inserted it from Luke.
This view might seem, no doubt, to
be favoured by the use, in the present instance, of 'lepovaaXrjfi,
ver. 3 7, the form in which the word regularly appears in Luke,
and for which, on every other occasioD, Matthew has 'Iepoa-6Xv/xa but it might very easily happen that, in connection
with an utterance by Jesus of so remarkable and special a
despairing of

of maintaining that

;

name

nature, the form given to the

of the city in the fatal

words addressed to her would become so stereotyped in the
Greek version of the evangelic tradition, that here, in particular,
the Greek translator of Matthew would make a point of not
e
altering the form " Iepovaa\rjjM" which had come to acquire
so fixed a character as part of the utterance before us.

—

Eemark. It is fair to assume that Christ's exclamation over
Jerusalem presupposes that the capital had repeatedly been
the scene of His ministrations, which coincides with the visits
on festival occasions recorded by John. Comp. Acts x. 39,
Weizsacker, p. 310.
and see Holtzmann, p. 440 f
Those
.

who deny

;

(among them being Hilgenfeld, Keim) must
assume, with Eusebius in the Theophan. {Nova bill. patr.
iv. 127), that by the children of Jerusalem are meant the
Jews in general, inasmuch as the capital formed the centre of
the nation; comp. Gal. iv. 25. Baur himself (p. 127) cannot
this

help seeing the far-fetched character of this latter supposition,
and consequently has recourse to the unwarrantable view that
we have before us the words of a prophet speaking in the name
of God, words which were first put into the mouth of Jesus

—

;
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in their present form, so that, when they were uttered, mgdxig
would be intended to refer to the whole series of prophets and
messengers, who had come in God's name ; just as Origen had
already referred them to Moses and the prophets as well, in
whom Christ was supposed to have been substantially present

comp. Strauss in Hilgenfeld's

Zeitschr. 1863, p. 90.
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CHAPTEE XXIV.
we should

read, with Lachm. and Tisch.,
important evidence. The insertion of
the subject along with the participle led to the omission of the
ol fiXintre] Fritzsche: /3Xs<rgrs, following D L X, min.
latter.
Ancient (It. Vulg.) correction for sake of the
vss. and Fathers.
For -rdvra ruZra we should read,
sense, after Mark xiii. 2.
with Lachm. Fritzsche, Tisch. 8, ravra. ndi/ra, in accordance with
8 g oh p$, against
a preponderance of evidence.
05 00] Elz.
Mechanical repetition of the preceding oi
decisive evidence.
Ver. 3. r»js ffuvrsX.] The article is wanting in B C L 8,
iir\,
min. Cyr. (in the present instance), and has been correctly
deleted by Lachm. and Tisch.
Superfluous addition.
Ver. 6.
vdvra] is wanting, no doubt, in
min. vss., and has
been deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. 8, but it had been omitted
in conformity with Mark xiii. 7; while in some of the witnesses we find raZra, in accordance with Luke xxi. 9, and in

Ver.
o

d'e

2.

For

6 8i 'li\soZ$

amxpi&iig, following

—

—

—

:

—

—

BDLs,

some others, again, vdvra, ravra (Fritzsche toajtu -rdvra). The
various corrections were occasioned by the unlimited character
Ver. 7. xai Koi/ioi] is wanting in B
of irdvra.
E* K, min.
Cant. Ver. Verc. Corb. 2, Hilar. Arnob. Deleted by Lachm.
and Tisch. 8. Other witnesses reverse the order of the words,
which is strongly favoured by Luke. All the more are they to
Ver. 9. Elz. has
be regarded as inserted from Luke xxi. 11.
tdvuv.
But the reading ruv sdvuv has a decided preponderance of
evidence in its favour; and then how easily might ruv be
The omission of ruv Una in C, min.
overlooked after vdvruv
Chrys. was with a view to conformity with Mark and Luke.
Ver. 15. brwf] Fritzsche, Lachm. and Tisch. heros, following a preponderance of MS. authority (including B* x), and
The transcribers have contracted into ksrug what,
correctly.
strictly speaking, should be spelt haraog, though the spelling
also met with in classical writers.
Ver. 16. i«lj
'tarog is
Adopted from
A, min. Fathers.
Lachm.: slg, following B
Mark xiii. 14; Luke xxi. 21. Mark is likewise the source of
L Z N, min. Or. Caes. Isid.
the reading xura@dru, ver. 1 7, in B
:

—

D

—

!

—

:

—

D

D
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—

and which Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch. 8 have adopted.
For n
as in Elz., read, with Lachm. and Tisch., ra lx, folVer. 18. ra //tana] rb ipdriov, no
lowing decisive evidence.
doubt, has weighty evidence in its favour, and is approved by
Griesb. and adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. 8, but it is taken
from Mark xiii. 16.
Ver. 20. The simple era/3/3a™ (Elz.: h
Ver. 23. w/ffrsvsrirs]
(ra/3/3.) is supported by decisive evidence.
Lachm.: «wnusrt, following only B* Or. Taken from Mark
xiii. 21.
Ver. 24. For crXav^a/ Tisch. 8 has rrXavrjd^at, followThe
ing D K, codd. of It. Or. ""- and several other Fathers.
reading of the Eeceived text is, no doubt, supported by preponderating evidence but how readily might the active have
been substituted for the passive in conformity with w. 5,11!
Ver. 27. xai is, with Scholz, Lachm. Tisch., to be deleted
Chrys.,

ex,

—

—

—

—

1

;

—

Inserted in
with decisive evidence.
conformity with the usual mode of expression; in vv. 37, 39
we should likewise delete the xai, which Tisch. 8 retains in
ver. 39.
Ver. 28. yap] deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. 8, following
common
min. vss. and Fathers. Correctly.
insertion of the connecting particle. This is more probable than
the supposition that a fastidious logic took exception to the
kind of connection.
Ver. 30. rare xo^] The omission of rare
by Tisch. 8 is without adequate evidence, having among the
uncials only that of K*.
Had the words been inserted in
accordance with Mark xiii. 26, Luke xxL 27, they would have
been placed before '6-^ovrai.
Ver. 31. pwvJjc] is not found in
L A X, min. Copt. Syr. and several Fathers. Being awkward
and superfluous, it was in some cases omitted altogether, in
after Urai, in accordance

—

A

BDLs,

—

—

others (Syr. Jer Aeth., also Syr. * though with an asterisk at <puv.)
placed before <sa\ir., and sometimes it was conjoined with 6a\ir.
by inserting xai after this latter (D, min. Vulg. It. Hilar. Aug.
Jer.).
For the second axpw Lachm. has ruv dxp., following only
B, 1, 13, 69.
Ver. 34. After Xeya v/xTv, Lachm., in accordance
with B
F L, min. It. Vulg. Or., inserts on, which, however,
may readily have crept in from Mark xiii. 30 ; Luke xxi. 32.
Ver. 35. 1 Griesb. and the more recent editors (with the exception, however, of Matth. and Scholz) have adopted napeXevffirai in preference to the xapeXtvtsovrat of Elz., following B
L,
min. Fathers. The plural is taken from Mark xiii. 31 ; Luke
xxi. 33.
Ver. 36. Before upag Elz. has r$jc, which, though
defended by Schulz, is condemned by decisive evidence. Super-

—

—

D

—

D

—

1

The omission of this whole verse by N*, an omission sanctioned neither by
nor by later evidence, is simply an error of the transcriber.

earlier

:
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fluous addition.
After olpavuv Lachm. and
Comp. ver. 3.
X, min. codd. of
Tisch. 8 have obbe 6 v/6g, in accordance with B
lnt
Jer
It. Syr.
Hil. Ambr., etc. For a detailed
Aeth. Arm. Chrys. Or.
examination of the evidence, see Tisch. The words are an
ancient interpolation from Mark xiii. 32. Had it been the case

D

-

that they originally formed part of our passage, but were deleted
for dogmatic reasons, it is certain that, having regard to the
christological importance sometimes ascribed to them (" gaudet
Arius et Eunomius, quasi ignorantia magistri," Jerome), they
would have been expunged from Mark as well. The interpolation was all the more likely to take place in the case of Matthew,
from its serving to explain /j.6vo$ (which latter does not occur in
Mark).
Elz. Scholz, and Tisch. 7 have poo after aarrip.
Defended by Schulz, though deleted by Griesb. Lachm. Tisch. 8.
It is likewise adopted by Fritzsche, who, however, deletes the
following fiovog, which is wanting only in Sahid.
In deference
to the ordinary usage in Matthew (vii. 21, x. 32 f., etc.), fiov
should be restored. It is wanting, no doubt, in B
L A n S,
min. vss. and Fathers, but it may readily enough have been
omitted in consequence of the
immediately following it, all
the more that it is not found in Mark.
Ver. 37. he] Lachm.
yap, following B
I, vss. Fathers. An exegetical gloss.
Ver. 38.
raTg irp6\ is deleted by Fritzsche and Tisch. 7, in accordance
with some few, and these, too, inadequate witnesses (Origen,
however). Coming as it does after ver. 37, it had been mechanically omitted ; it can scarcely have been inserted as the result
Before raTg Lachm. has heivaig, following B
of reflection.
(which latter omits ra?g), codd. of It., a reading which ought to
be adopted, all the more because in itself it is not indispensable,
and because it was very apt to be omitted, in consequence of the
similarity in the termination of the words.
For sxya/Atfyvreg
with Tisch. 8, following
N, 33, Chrys.; comp.
read
Ver. 40. For 6 s7g Fritzsche, Lachm. and Tisch. have
on xxii. 30.
simply ifg in both instances, following B
I L 8, min. (a and
Chrys. leave out the article only in the first case). For sake of
uniformity with ver. 41.
Ver. 41. ^uXwv/] Lachm. and Tisch.
/ivXu), following preponderating evidence; the reading of the
Keceived text is intended to be more precise.
Ver. 42. upa]
Lachm. and Tisch. ij/uif qs. So B
I A X, min. Ir. Cyr. Ath.

—

D

MO

—

—

D

D

—

—

D

/^wng,

—

D

—

—

D

:

The reading of the Eeceived text is by
more definite. Comp. ver. 44.
Ver. 45. aurou
after xupiog is wanting in „ important witnesses (deleted by
Lachm. and Tisch. 8), but it must have been left out to
conform with Luke xii. 42.
de pave lag] Lachm. and Tisch.:
Hilar,

way

and

vss.

—

of being

—

;;
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ohtrtiag, following B I L A, min.
Correctly; from the word
not occurring elsewhere in the New Testament, it would be
explained by the gloss ohiag (K, min. Ephr. Bas. Chrys.), or at
other times by 6epav.
For the following fabliau read douvat, with
Griesb. Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch., in accordance with prepon-

—
evidence. — Ver.

derating
Tisch.

:

ovrug] Lachm. and
min. Vulg. It. Aeth.

iroioZvra

46.

outu; noiwvra, following

BCDIL

K,

The reading of the Received text is from Luke xii. 43.
The order /iov 6 xvpiog is favoured by a preponderance
of evidence, and, with Lachm. and Tisch., ought to be preferred.
Lachm. and Tisch. 8 omit sXdsTv, though on somewhat weaker
evidence IXdsTv is further confirmed by the reading %pyj<sbai in
min. Or. Bas., which is taken from Luke xii. 45. The infinitive not being indispensable (comp. xxv. 5), was passed over.
Ver. 49. abrov, which is wanting in Elz. (and Tisch. 7), has
been restored by Griesb. Lachm. and Tisch. 8, in accordance
Ir.

Hil.

— Ver.

48.

;

—

with preponderating evidence.
hi

%a)

Tiv7i

(for

evidence in
Ver.

1.

tsdhiv

8i

its favour,

On

Similarly with regard to foMt)
which has decisive
an altered form of Luke xii. 45.

xai m'miv in Elz.),

and

is

the following discourse generally, see

:

Dorner,

1844; R. Hofmann, Wiederkunft
u.
Zeichen
Menschensohnes,
Chr.
d.
1850 Hebart, d. zweite
sichtb. Zuh. Chr. 1850; Scherer in the Strassb. Beitr. 1851,
II. p. 83 ff.
E. J. Meyer, krit Comment, zu d. eschatolog.
Rede Matth. xxiv., xxv., I., 1857; Cremer, d. eschatolog.
Rede Matth. xxiv., xxv., 1860
Luthardt, Lehre v. d. letzten
Dingen, 1861 Hoelemann, Bibelstudien, 1861, II. p. 129 ff.
Chr.

de orat.

eschatologica,

;

;

;

;

Auberlen in the Stud. u. Krit. 1 8 6 2, p. 2 1 3 ff. Pfleiderer in
the Jahrb.f. D. Theol. 1868, p. 134 ff.
Kienlen, ibid. 1869,
and
ff.,
Commentaire
706
apocalypse,
sur
V
p.
1870, p. 1 ff.
;

;

Wittichen, Idee
bach,

d.

Reiches Gottes,

1872,

p.

219

Wiederkunfts-gedanke Jesu, 1873,
his Jesu in regno coel. dignitas, 1868, p. 79
d.

Christ

204

et

les

p.
ff.

ff.

69
;

"Weissenff,

comp.

Colani, Jdsus

croyances messian. de son temps, ed.

—The

;

2,

1864,

Mark xiii., Luke xxi.
Luke, however, in accordance with his own independent way
of treating his narrative, does not merely omit many particulars
and put somewhat differently many of those which he records

p.

ff.

parallel passages

with Mark), but he introduces not a
and that an earlier historical connection

(as is likewise the case

few in a

different,

are

CHAP. XXIV.

(ch.

But

17).

xii.

this
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1.

would not

justify

Luther,

as

us,

Schleiermacher, Neander, Hase suppose, in using Luke's narrative for correcting

rnann, p.
of our

200

ff.),

to

Matthew (Strauss, II. p. 337
whom, as the author of the

f.

;

Holtz-

collection

precedence in point of authority

Lord's sayings,

is

must be admitted, however, that it is precisely the
eschatological discourses, more than any others, in regard to
which it is impossible to determine how many modifications
due.

It

of their original form

ence of the ideas

may have

taken place 1 under the influ-

and expectations of the apostolic

although the shape in which they appeared
given to them, not by

Mark (Holtzmann,

other hand, Weiss), but by
sayings of our Lord.
hesitation.

At

This

Matthew
is

is

95

;

of all
see,

age,

was

on the

in his collection of the

to be conceded without

the same time, however,

allow that the discourse

p.

first

characterized

we must

by

all

any

as readily

the unity and

consecutiveness of a skilful piece of composition, and allow
all

it

the more that any attempt to distinguish accurately between

the original elements and those that are not original (Keim) only
leads to great uncertainty and diversity of opinion in detail.

But

the idea that portions of a Jewish (Weizsacker) or Judaeo-Christian (Pfleiderer, Colani, Keim, Weissenbach) apocalyptic writing
have been mixed up with the utterances of Jesus, appears not
only unwarrantable in itself, but irreconcilable with the early
date of the first two Gospels, especially in their relation to the
collection of our Lord's sayings (\oyia).
ef eXOcov] from the
eiropevero airo tov Upov] He went away
temple, xxi. 23.
from the temple, withdrew to some distance from it. Comp.
For this interpretation we require neither a hyperxxv. 41.
baton (Fritzsche, de Wette), according to which airo t. lepov

—

—

1

Although the contents of the discourse itself, as well as the earlier date of
two Gospels generally, decidedly forbid the supposition that it was not
composed till after the destruction of Jerusalem, and that, consequently, it
assumes this latter to have already taken place (Credner, Baur, Kostlin, HilgenIf this supposition were correct, the discourse would have to
feld, Volkmar).
be regarded as a late product of the apostolic age, and therefore as a vaticinium
the

first

post eventum.

Further, the eschatological views of the apostolical Epistles,

though they presuppose corresponding teaching on the part of Jesus, by no
means imply any knowledge of the specific discourses in ch. xxiv., xxv. (in
answer to E. J. Meyer, p. 50 ff. ).

;:
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would belong

to iZekdwv, nor the accentuation otto

in the Stud. u. Krit.

1843,

p.

108

f.).

— ras

(Bornemann
rov

olicoSofia*;

lepov] not merely tov vaov, but the whole of the buildings

connected with the temple,

and
Comp. on

of which, with the vao<;

all

the porches and the courts, constituted the lepov.
iv

The magnificent

5.

4. 6,

8

on John
did not

structures (Joseph. Bell. v. 5. 6,

21.

ii.

fail to

— Even

Chrysostom, Erasmus, and Bengel

perceive that

what

led the disciples to direct the

attention of Jesus to the temple-buildings

ment contained
exclusively

so, as

was the announce-

in xxiii. 38, which, though

it

did not refer

the temple, necessarily included the

to

fate

of

This the disciples could not but notice

this latter as well.

and

vi.

Tac. Hist. v. 8. 12) were not then finished as yet, see

;

they looked back and beheld the splendours of the

entire sacred edifice, they could not help asking Jesus further
to explain Himself,

in

xxiii.

He

does at once in ver. 2, and

He had announced

in

38.

Ver.

2.

does not
in

which

terms corresponding with what

Ou 2

mean

which case

/8\e7reTe
:

"

fit],

ravra irdvra
much at

do not gaze so
at least,

(see

critical notes)

all this " (Paulus),

would be required

;

nor

:

" are

you

not astonished at all this magnificence " (de Wette, following

Chrysostom)

?

which would be

to

import a different meaning

this, by which, of
mere temple-buildings in
themselves considered, but the doom which awaits all those
splendid edifices,
a doom which He at once proceeds to reveal.
Instead of having an eye to perceive all this, to them everything looked so magnificent; they were fikeTrovret ov /3\e7roi>Te? (xiii. 13), so that they were incapable of seeing the
it was hid from
true state of matters as regarded the temple
The more vividly Jesus Himself foresaw the
their eyes.

into the simple fiXeirere

;

but

:

ye see not all

course, Jesus does not intend the

—

;

1
This supposition, indeed, has likewise led to the transposition a.*o (Lachm.
U, following B) vav Ufou Wtpiviro (B D L a K, min. vss. Fathers), which order is
adopted by Tisch. 8.
a
Among modern critics, Kuinoel, Fritzsche, Baumgarten-Crusius, Ewald,
Bleek, have decided in favour of omitting eb, as approved by Griesbach and
Among those belonging to an earlier date, Casaubon says distinctly,
Schulz.
with regard to the negative " hie locum non potest habere."
:

:

;
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coming ruin

the more distinct the terms in which

;

just been pointing to

with

38

xxiii.

it,

He had

which

125

2.

;

He had

the deeper the emotion

taken that touching farewell of the

acquaintance which the
must have had with the prophecy in Dan. ix.
and the greater the perplexity with which, as the Lord was

temple

;

the fuller, moreover, the

disciples

aware, they continued to regard His utterance about the temple,

much

the more intelligible is this introducwhich Jesus seeks to withdraw their attention
from what presents itself to the mere outward vision, and open

xxiii.

38

;

so

tory passage, in

their eyes in order that as

firj

{3\iirovre<; ^Xiiraa-i

(John

ix.

39).

an
an interrogative sense, as is usually
done, because there is no preceding assertion on the part of
the disciples to which the question of surprise might be said

Further,

it

is

better to take this pregnant utterance in

affirmative rather than in

to correspond.

Grulich (de

loci

Matth. xxiv. 1, 2, interpret.,

1839) places the emphasis on irdvra " videtis quidem ravra,
sed non videtis ravra irdvra (nimirum templi desolationem,
etc.)."
So also Hoelemann.
This is improbable, if for no
:

other reason than the ordinary usage as regards ravra irdvra,

which has no such refinement of meaning anywhere else.
Jesus would simply have said ov irdvra fiXiirere.
Bornemann, as above, after other attempts at explanation, finds it
:

simplest to interpret as follows

:

ye see not

;

me, not one stone will remain upon another,

what Jesus meant

of all
etc.

this, believe

He

thinks

was ravra irdvra /caraXvdrjoerai, but that He interrupts Himself in order to introduce
the asseveration dfirjv Xiyw v/mv, and so breaks the construction.
That Jesus, however, would not merely have broken
the construction, but still more would have used the words
ov fir) dfaOfj without any logical reference to ravra irdvra,
is clearly indicated by a>8e, which therefore contradicts the
explanation just given.
o? ov KaraXvO.] For ov, see Winer,
Not
p. 448 [E. T. 604]; Buttmann, p. 305 [E. T. 355].
a stone will be left upon another without being thrown down

that

to say

:

—

Occurring as it does in a prophetical utterance, this hyperbolical
language should not be strained in the least, and certainly it
ought not to be made use of for the purpose of disproving
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the genuineness of the passage

Keim,

III.

190

p.

account of Eev.
Ver.

1

xi.

Kar

3.

ff.

ff.,

;

see, as

against this abuse,

162

ff.

comp. also Weizsacker,

p.

Weissenbach,

;

p.

And on
548

f.

IBiav] unaccompanied by any but such as

belonged to the number of the Twelve, because they were

Him

going to ask

Mark

Differently
of ver. 2.

—

to favour
xiii.

3.

them with a

— ravra]

secret revelation.

those disastrous events

ri to a^fxetov, k.t.X] The disciples assume,

ical

as matter of course, that immediately after the destruction in

question the Lord will appear, in accordance with what
xxiii.

is said

39, for the purpose of setting up His kingdom, and that

with this the current (the pre-Messianic) era of the world's
come to an end. Consequently they wish to
know, in the second place (for there are only two questions, not
history will

three,

as Grotius, Ebrard suppose),

what

to

be the sign

is to

precede this

is

which, after the destruction of the temple,

second coming and the end of the world, that by it they may
The above
be able to recognise the approach of those events.
assumption, on the part of the disciples, is founded on the
doctrine

respecting the

from Hos.

xiii.

Christol. p.

43

ff.

—

rv^Dn

"tan,

rr)? err)?

Messiae,

dolores

See Schoettgen,

1 3.

II. p.

550;

derived

Bertholdt,

irapovalas:] After his repeated

intimations of future suffering and death, the disciples could

not conceive of the advent of Jesus (1 Cor. xv. 23
1 Thess.
19 in the Gospels peculiar to Matthew) to set up His
;

ii.

;

kingdom and make a permanent stay in any other way than
as a solemn second coining.

After His resurrection they ex-

pected the Risen One straightway to set up His kingdom (Acts
i.

6),

— a very natural expectation when we

bear in

the resurrection was an unlooked-for event

;

mind

that

but, after the

ascension, their hopes were directed, in accordance with the

express

promises

of

Jesus,

to

the

coming from

heaven,

which they believed was going to take place ere long, Acts

20 f., al., and the numerous passages in the
Epistles.
Comp. Wittichen in the Jahrb. f.
Testament
New
Observe, too, the emDeutsche Theol. 1862, p. 354 ff.
xal
phatic 0-179 coming after the general expression ravra.
o-ui/tcX, rod al<opo<j] In the Gospels we find no trace of
i.

11, iU.

—

;
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4.

The tov

the millenarian ideas of the Apocalypse.

with the

article,

but not further defined,

is

alaivos,

to be understood

as referring to the existing, the then current age of the world,
to the aloav ovtos, which is brought to a close (avvTekeca)
with the second coming, inasmuch as, with this latter event,
The second
See on xiii. 39.
the ala>v fieXKcov begins.
coming, the resurrection and the last judgment, fall upon
i.e.

rjfiepa (John vi. 39, xi. 24), which, as it will
be the last day of the alebv outo? in general, so of the eVj^a-

the ia-^aTt]

rcov r)fiep<ov (Acts

2 Pet.
i.

ii.

17; 2 Tim.

iii.

1

;

Jas. v. 3

;

Heb.

i.

2

;

3) in particular, or of the icaipbs eaxaTos (1 Pet.

iii.

5), or of

the xpovos eo-^aro? (Jude 18

John likewise

calls

the ia^drT)

wpa

1 Pet.

;

(1

John

i.

ii.

20),

which

18).

concluding period, which terminates with the last day,

This
is

to

be characterized by abounding distress and wickedness (see

on Gal. L

4).

seeing that

Winer,

it

The

118 £

p.

Ver. 4.

The

article

was unnecessary before

<rvvTeKjela<t,

followed by the genitive of specification

is

[E. T. 155].

reply of Jesus

is

directed, in the first instance,

to the second question (rt rb arjpbelov, k.t.X.),

inasmuch as

He

indicates, as the discourse advances, the things that are to pre-

cede His second coming, till, in ver. 28, He reaches the point
which borders immediately upon the latter event (see ver. 29).
But this answer to the second question involves, at the same
time, an indirect answer to the first, in so far as it was possible
to give this latter at all (for see ver. 36), and in so far as it
was advisable to do so, if the watchfulness of the disciples was
to be maintained.

down

order

to ver.

The discourse proceeds in the following
28 first there is a warning with regard
:

to the appearing of false Messiahs (extending to ver. 5),

then

the announcement of the beginning and development of the
dolores Messiae

on to their termination

(vv.

6—14), and finally

the hint that these latter are to end with the destruction of
the

with
(vv.

and the accompanying disasters (vv. 15—22),
of the warning against false Messiahs
23—28). Ebrard (adv. erroneam nonnull. opinion., qua

temple
a

repetition

Christus Christique apost. existumasse perhibentur, fore ut univ.

indicium

ipsor.

aetate superveniret,

1842)

finds in vv.

4-14

;
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He

the reply of Jesus to the disciples' second question.
that in ver.

He

15 Jesus passes

to the

first,

and that in

thinks

ver.

29

back " ad avfieiov t?}<? eavrov -rrapovaia<i /car
This
efrxyv, i.e. ad secundae quaestionis partem priorem."
supposition is simply the result of an imperious dogmatic preconception, and cannot be justified on any fair exegetical
principle.
See below.
Dorner, who spiritualizes the discourse, understands vv. 4-14 as setting forth the nature of
the gospel and its necessary development, while he regards
what follows, from ver. 15 onward, as describing the historical
" decursum Christianae religionis " he thinks that Jesus
desired by this means to dispel the premature Messianic
hopes of the disciples, and make them reflect on what they
must bear and suffer "ut evangelium munere suo historico

comes

;

perfungi possit."

Vv.

4, 5.

In the

first

place

— and

how

appropriate and

necessary, considering the eagerness of the disciples for the

second coming
ver. 6

the

f.

!

—a

first,

warning against false Messiahs, and then

far

off,

prognostics of the second

indirect

advent, like the roll of the distant thunder.
fiov] on the strength of

upon the name
Comp. xviii. 5.

We

my

name, so that they

— inl

r.

6v6fi.

rest their

claims

which they arrogate to themselves.
The following Xeyovres, k.t.X is epexegetical.
possess no historical record of any false Messiahs having
of Messiah,

appeared previous

the destruction of Jerusalem

to

(Barcochba

make his appearance till the time of Hadrian) for
Simon Magus (Acts viii. 9), Theudas (Acts v. 36), the
Egyptian (Acts xxi. 38), Menander, Dositheus, who have been
did not

;

referred to as cases in point (Theophylact,

Euthymius Zigabenus,

Grotius, Calovius, Bengel), did not pretend to be the Messiah.

Comp. Joseph. Antt.

xx. 5. 1

;

8.

6

;

Bell, ii 13. 5.

Then

as

for the period subsequent to the destruction of the capital, it is

answer to Luthardt, Cremer, Lange)
consequently it cannot have been
to point to such personages as Manes, Mon-

not here in question

on

for see

ver.

intended, as yet,
tanus,

and

(in

29.

least of all

And

Mohammed.

Ae\ continuative but to turn now from this preliminary warning to your question itself
ye will hear, etc.
Ver.

6.

:

—
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6.

This reply to the disciples' question as to the events that

were to be the precursors of the destruction of the temple
(comp. 7TOT6, ver. 3), is so framed that the prophetic outlook is
the more general aspect of things (to what is
on the theatre of the world at large, vv. 6-8),
and then to what is of a more special nature (to what concerns the disciples and the community of Christians, vv. 9-14).
For the future fieXKrjcr. {you will have to), comp. 2 Pet. i. 1 2
directed

first to

to take place

Ep.

Plat.

vii.

326

p.

C.

—

;

TroXe/iou?

a/cod? iroXifAtov]

k.

and tumult
which are actually heard, and to wars at a distance, of which
nothing is known except from the reports that are brought
home.
opdre, fit) 6poela6e] take care, be not terrified.
For Opoelade, comp. 2 Thess. ii. 2 Song of Sol. v. 4 on
the two imperatives, as in viii. 4, 15, ix. 30, see Buttmann,
said with reference to wars near at hand, the din

of

—

;

;

209

Newt. Gr. p.

[E. T. 243].

they are not to be

—

Bel

yap

•jrdvra

yeveaQa^

terrified, because it is necessary that all that

The

should take place.

reflection that it is a

matter of necessity

in pursuance of the divine purpose (xxvi. 54),

is

referred to

and reassured frame of mind.
irdma is to be understood as meaning everything that is then
to happen, not specially (ra irdvra, ravra iravra, comp. critical
notes) the matters indicated by fieXXijcrere
iroXefi(av, but
rather that
nothing, which begins to take place, can stop
short of its full accomplishment. The emphasis, however, is on
Bel.
d XX' OV7T&) earl to t&Xos] however, this will not be as
yet the final consummation, so that you will require to preserve
your equanimity still further. Comp. Horn. //. ii. 122: TeXo?
as calculated to inspire a calm

:

.

.

.

:

—

6"

ov

ver.

iroii

tI 7re<fravTai.

to reXo<; cannot

mean

the avvreXeca,

3 (Chrysostom, Ebrard, Bleek, Lange, Cremer, Auberlen,

Hoelemann, Gess),
expression dpyrj

comp. with

but, as the context proves

coBlvwp,

ver.

ovv, ver. 15, the

consideration.

8,

end of

by the

and by to

correlative

TeXos, ver.

the troubles at present

14>

under

Inasmuch, then, as these troubles are to be

straightway followed by the world's last

crisis

and the signs

of the Messiah's advent (vv. 29, 30), to ri\o<i must be taken
as referring to the end of the dolores Messiae.
This end is the

laying waste of the temple and the unparalleled desolation of

MATT.

II.

I
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the land that

to

is

accompany

Ver.

it.

15

This

ff.

substantially equivalent to de Wette's interpretation

up

decisive winding

with

it

Ver.

"

the

of the present state of things (and along

the climax of trouble and affliction)."
7.

Tap]

not quite the end as yet

it is

;

for the situa-

more turbulent and distressing nation
against nation, and kingdom against kingdom, etc.
become

tion will

will rise

We

also

is
:

have here

still

:

depicted in colours borrowed from ancient

not only those risings, becoming more
and more frequent, which, after a long ferment, culminated in
the closing scene of the Jewish war and led to the destruction

prophecy

(Isa. xix. 2),

of Jerusalem, but also those convulsions in nature

by which,

That this prediction was fulfilled in
its general aspects is amply confirmed, above all, by the wellknown accounts of Josephus; but we are forbidden by the
very nature of genuine prophecy, which cannot and is not
meant to be restricted to isolated points, either to assume
or try to prove that such and such historical events are special
they were accompanied.

literal fulfilments

in concrete of the individual features in

the prophetic outlook before us,

—

although this has been

attempted very recently, by Kostlin in particular.

As

for the

Parthian wars and the risings that took place some ten years
after in Gaul and Spain, they had no connection whatever with
There is as little reason to refer (WetJerusalem or Judaea.
stein) the nro\€fiov<t of ver. 6 to the war waged by Asinaeus
and Alinaeus against the Parthians (Joseph. Antt. xviii. 9. 1),
and the aKoat iro\ifia>v to the Parthian declaration of war
against King Izates of Adiabene (Joseph. Antt. xx. 3. 3), or to

explain the latter (aicoas

iroXe/jbcov)

of the struggles for the

imperial throne that had broken out after the death of Nero
Jesus,

(Hilgenfeld).

who

Him

sees rising before

the horrors

of war and other calamities connected, ver. 1 5, with the coming

a picture of them to the
Comp. 4 Esdr. xiii. 2 1 Sohar Chadasch,

destruction of Jerusalem, presents

view of His
f.

viii.

erit

4

:

hearers.

mundo

contra gentem, et urbs contra

contra hostes

42

;

f Illo tempore bella in

f.,

41. 1

:

Israelitarum

"Si

urbem

excitabuntur
:

innovabuntur."

;

gens

angustiae multae
Beresch.

Babba,

videris regna contra se invicem insurgentia,
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8, 9.

—

Xifiol k. aeia-fioC]
tunc attende, et adspice pedem Messiae."
Nor, again, is this feature in the prediction
see critical notes.
to be restricted

some such

to

special famine as that

occurred during the reign of Claudius (Acts

xi.

which

28), too early

a date for our passage, and to one or two particular cases of

earthquake which happened in remote countries, and with which
history has

made us

familiar (such as that in the neighbour-

hood of Colossae, Oros.
that at Pompeii).
to aeca/xol, as in

(Bernhardy,

interpretation

:

Hist. vii. 7, Tacit.

kcltcl tottovs]

Mark

240

p.

from one

ling

—

xiii. 8,

is

which

Ann.
is

district to another.

in various

and

to be taken distributively

Kiihner, II. 1, p. 414)

;

xiv. 27,

applicable only

localities

:

locatim, travel-

The equally grammatical
here and there (Grotius,

Wetstein, Eaphel, Kypke, Baumgarten-Crusius, Kostlin, Bleek),
is

rather too feeble to suit the extraordinary character of the

In vv. 6, 7, Dorner finds merely an emto.
bodiment of the thought " evangelium gladii instar dissecabit
male conjuncta, ut vere jungat; naturae autem phaenomena
concomitantia quasi depingent motus et turbines in spirituevents referred

:

alibus orbibus orturos."

Ver. 8. But all this will be the beginning of woes (Euthymius
:
irpooifiia tcop avfupopoov), will stand in the same

Zigabenus

relation to

what

birth -pangs

about to follow, as the beginning of the

It is apparent

after.

The

is

does to

much

the

from

ver.

severer

pains which come

7 that co-rat

is

understood.

be traced to the popular
way of conceiving of the troubles that were to precede the
advent of the Messiah as rWDH "tan.
Comp. on ver. 3.
figure contained in wShxav is to

Ver.

9.

Jesus

now

beginning of woes in

and

the whole

rore]

then,

exhibits
its

the sequel of this universal

Christian community.

when what

upon the disciples
Comp. on x. 17 ff.

special bearing

is

said at ver.

—

7 will have begun.

Luke xxi. 12 (irpb Be tovtcov), where, though
not in any way further defined (Cremer), we have

Differently in

tot6 is

clearly a correction in order to adapt the expression to the

persecutions that in the evangelist's time had already begun.

Seeing that the expressions are distinctly different from each
other, it is not enough to appeal to the " elasticity " of the tot*

!
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—

(Hoelemann).

diroKrevova-iv v/za?] spoken generally, not

as intimating, nor even presupposing (Scholten), the death of
all of

them.

After 7rapaSaxT. v/nas the current of prophetic

utterance flows regularly on, leaving to the hearers themselves

make

to

—

the necessary distinctions.

fievoi] It is a mistake to suppose that

teal

eaea0e fiiaov-

we have

here a reference

Nero's persecution (proceeding upon an erroneous inter-

to

pretation of the well-known " odio

Ann.

humani

generis " in Tacit.

44, see Orelli on the passage), because

xv.

addressed

disciples that are

and

;

sentatives of Christians in general, or as

church (Cremer), would be arbitrary in the highest degree

become general in
vtto irdvTwv
13.

discourse does not
Coinp. 1 Cor.

iv.

—

"What a confirmation of

its
r.

character

idvdov] by all nations.

nished by the history of the apostles, so far as

us

!

But we are not

when we

the

;

ver. 1 0.

till

in all general respects,

this,

the

is

it

them as the reprethe sum total of the

to regard

it is

is

fur-

known

to

and especially

justified in saying more,

take into account the prophetic colouring given to

our discourse, must

we beware

of straining the irdvrcov in

order to favour the notion that the expression contains an
allusion to the vast

be made
(Dorner)

;

let

us repeat that

Comp.

question here.
Ver. 10.

and long- continued

Kal

x.

17

is

it
f.,

many

will receive

a

the apostles

would

the

world

who

are in

22.

Tore] and then,

will have broken out against you.

iro\\oi\

efforts that

disseminate the gospel throughout

to

shock,

when

those persecutions

— aKavhaXKrO-qaovrai
i.e.

many

be tempted to relapse into unbelief, see on

Christians will

xiii.

21.

For the

Conseaway: Kal aWrfXovs irapaZd>a."\ one
another, i.e. the Christian who has turned apostate, him who
What a climax the troubles have
has continued faithful.
reached, seeing that they are now springing up in the very
converse of offendenlur in this sense, see ver.

quence of

13.

this falling

heart of the Christian

community

itself

Ver. 11. Besides this ruinous apostasy in consequence of

persecution from without, there

is

the propagation of error

by

false Christian teachers living in the very bosom of the church
itself

(comp.

vii.

15).

These

latter

should

not

be

more

";
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12, 13.

;

extreme antinomian tendencies
adhere to Pauline views " comp.

also Weiss, Bill. Theol. p.

"

;

586,

ed.

The

2).

history of the

apostolic age has sufficiently confirmed this prediction, Acts

30

xx.

John

1

;

Ver. 12.

iv. 1.

And

in consequence of the growing prevalence of
what is mentioned in vv. 10, 11),

wickedness (as the result of

the love of the greater number will become cold; that predominance, of evil within the Christian community will

have the effect of cooling the brotherly love of the majority
The moral degeneracy within the pale of
of its members.
that community will bring about as its special result a pre-

want of

vailing

charity, that

1

John

iv.

For

2 0).

contrast

specific

(GaL

characteristic of the Christian life

v.

41,

with

7,

28

xxiii.

2 Cor.

;

vi.

comp. Lobeck, ad Phryn.

p.

318.

the true
1

xiii.

ff.

moral compliance

iii.

14; 2 Thess.

to

1 Cor.

;

dvofiia, the opposite of

with the law of God (= afxapria, 1 John
xiii.

6

4),

ii.

7.

— rwv

comp. vii 23,
For tyvyeiv

ttoW&v]

are

not the 7ro\\6i mentioned in ver. 10 (Fritzsche), whose love,
as that verse informs us, is already

changed into hatred, but

the multitude, the mass, the great body (Kiihner,

II. 1, p.

548

;

In the case of those
148) of Christians.
who were distinguished above the ordinary run of Christians,
no such cooling was to take place but yet, as compared with
According
the latter, they were only to be regarded as oXlyoc.
to Dorner, vv. 11, 12 apply not to the apostolic age, but
Ast, Lex. Plat. III. p.

;

But
numerous testimonies to
be met with in the Epistles, with the apprehensions and
expectations regarding impending events to which they give
expression.
Comp. on Gal. i. 4.
Ver. 13. 'O Be t>7ro/ieiW?] contrast to what in the <r/cavhaki<r9ri<r. ttoXKov of ver. 1
and the irkavrjar. iroWovs of ver.
12 is described as apostasy, partly from the faith generally,
and partly (ver. 12) from the true Christian faith and life.
Comp. x. 22. According to Fritzsche, it is only the perto

a subsequent stage in the history of the church.

such a view

severing

in

is

inconsistent with the

love

that

is

meant, so

reference merely to ^v^ija-erac, k.t.X.

that the

contrast

But according

has

to our

—
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interpretation,

suited

contrast

terms

the

to

is

the

of

more thorough and better
passage.

— eh

re'Xo?]

not

perpetuo (Fritzsche), which, as the connection shows (ver. 6),
is too indefinite
but unto the end, till the last, until the
;

:

come

troubles will have

the context

an end, which, as appears from
in point of fact, be coincident

to

(trcod^a-eraL), will,

Comp.

with the second advent.

vv. 30, 31, x. 22.

The con-

text forbids such interpretations as: unto death (Eisner, Kuinoel,

Ebrard), until the destruction of Jerusalem (Krebs, Rosenmuller,
E. Hofmann), o-coOijcreTai, being referred in the latter case to

the flight of the Christians to Pella (Eusebius, H. E.

Of course ver.

1 3 describes the *

sanam hominis

iii.

5).

Christiani dis-

positionem spiritualem ad eschatologiam pertinentem "(Dorner),

always on the understanding, however, that the second advent
is

and that the " homo Christianus " will live to see it.
Ver. 14. Having just uttered the words et? re\o<j, Christ

at hand,

now

reveals the prospect of a most encouraging state of matters

which

is immediately to precede and usher in the consummation indicated by this et? TeXo?, namely, the preaching of
the gospel throughout the whole world in spite of the hatred
and apostasy previously mentioned (w. 9, 10 ff.) otc ovSev rmv
;

rod

Seivcov TrepiyevrfaeTai

The

/crjpvyfiaTos,

Euthymius Zigabenus.

substantial fulfilment of this prediction is found in the

missionary labours of the apostles, above

comp. Acts

CoL

i.

i.

9

Eom.

;

23; Clem. 1

i.

14,

Cor. v.

x.

all in

18, xv. 19

— rovro

;

those of Paul

Matt, xxviii. 19

;

to evayy.] According

to de Wette, the author here (and xxvi. 13) so far forgets
himself as to allude to the gospel which he was then in the act

The rovro here may be accounted for by the fact
was there and then engaged in preaching the
the Messiah's kingdom, inasmuch as eschatological

of writing.

that Christ

gospel of

prediction undoubtedly constitutes an essential part of the

Consequently

gospel.

oXrj

ry

(Luke

ii.

olieovfi.]
1),

:

"

hoc evangelium, quod nuntio."

must not be limited

but should be taken quite generally

habitable globe, a sense

which

is

Boman

to the
:

— iv

empire

over the whole

alone in keeping with Jesus'

consciousness of His Messianic mission, and with the iraai
tois edveai

which

follows.

el? fiaprvpiov,

ac.t.X..]

in order that

CHAP. XXIV.

may

testimony

me and my

my

for

borne before all nations, namely, concerning

be

work, however

name's sake.
is
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15.

The

much they may have

:

eh

accordance with the

substantially in

therefore

hated you

interpretation of the Fathers

tk&fxpv,
context (ver. 9), though there was no need to import into the
passage the idea of the condemnation of the heathen, which

condemnation would follow as a consequence only in the case
There
of those who might he found to reject the testimony.
are other though arbitrary explanations, such as " ut nota illis
:

Judaeorum " (Grotius), or " ut gentes testipossint harum calamitatum et insignis pompae,

esset pertinacia

monium

dicere

:

qua Jesus Messias in has
or

" ita ut crisin

:

terras reverti

debeat" (Fritzsche),

aut vitae aut mortis adducat

" (Dorner).

—

Kal Tore] and then, when the announcement shall have been
to re\o<;] the end of the
made throughout the whole world.

—

troubles that are to precede the Messiah's advent, correlative
to apyv\, ver. 8.

Comp.

ver. 6

;

consequently not to be under-

stood in this instance either as referring to the end of the world
(Ebrard, Bleek, Dorner, Hofmann, Lange, Cremer), which latter
event,

however, will of course announce

its

approach by

catastrophes in nature (ver. 2 9) immediately after the termination of the dolores Messiac.

Ver. 15. See Wieselerin the Gutting. Vierteljahrschr. 1846,
p.

183

ff.

;

Hengstenberg, Christol. III.

—

information regarding this reXo9.

p.

116

ff.

More

precise

ovv] therefore, in conse-

quence of what has just been stated in the Kal rore ^/£et to
reXo?.
According to Ebrard and Hoelemann, ovv indicates a
resuming of the previous subject (Baeumlein,P«rta'&.p. 177; Winer,
p. 414 [E.T. 555]): "Jesus ad primam questionem revertitur^raemisso secundae quaestionis responso."
self

But even Ebrard him-

admits that Jesus has not as yet made any direct reference

he cannot
be supposed to recur to it with a mere ovv.
Wieseler also
takes a similar view of ovv.
He thinks that it is used by way
of resuming the thread of the conversation, which had been
interrupted by the preliminary warning inserted at vv. 4-14.
to the disciples' first question, ver. 3, accordingly

But

this conversation,

which the

in which, moreover, vv.

4-14

had introduced, and
by no means of the nature

disciples

are

;
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mere warning, has not been interrupted at all. According
marks the transition from the eschatological
principles contained in vv. 4—14 to the applicatio eorum historica s. prophetica, which view is based, however, on the
erroneous assumption that vv. 4—14 do not possess the
The prediccharacter of concrete eschatological prophecy.
tions before us respecting the Messianic woes become more
of a

to Dorner, ovv

threatening

just at this point they reach a climax.

till

(38e\vyfia tt)?

the

epr//z{uo"ea><?]

—

to

abomination of desolation

the genitive denotes that in which the fiSeXvyfia specifically

and manifests itself as such, so that the idea, " the
abominable desolation," is expressed by the use of another
consists

substantive instead of the adjective, in order to bring out the

attribute in question

characteristic

Hengstenberg
tion.

idea.

27

comp. Ecclus.

xlix.

2

;

But in Daniel also the eprjfiwo-i? is the leading
The Greek expression in our passage is not exactly

identical with the Septuagint
ix.

;

abomination, which produces the desola-

the

:

(xi.

prediction

31,
it

is

*

not to Antichrist,

2

i.

Dan.
In this

OBfefo CttpB',

rendering of

Comp. 1 Mace.

11).

xii.

54,

Thess.

vi. 7.

4 (Origen,

ii.

Luthardt, Klostermann, Ewald), that Jesus refers

;

nor, again,

the statue of Titus, which is supposed to have been
erected on the site of the temple after its destruction (Chry-

is it to

sostom, Theophylact,
Caligula,

which

is

Euthymius Zigabenus)

;

nor to that of

said (but see Krebs, p. 53) to have been

In the Hebrew of the passage referred to in Daniel the words are not intended
von Lengerke on Dan. ix. 27, Hengstenberg,
They are, moreover, very variously interpreted; von
Christol. III. p. 103 f.).
Lengerke (Hengstenberg), for example "the destroyer comes over the pinnacles
of abomination " Ewald (Auberlen): "and that on accountof the fearful height of
abominations ;" Wieseler "and that because of the destructive bird of abomination" (referring to the eagle of Jupiter Olymphis, to whom Epiphanes dedicated
the temple at Jerusalem, 2 Mace. vi. 2) Hofmann, Weissag. u. Erf. I. p. 309
"and that upon an offensive idol cover" (meaning the veil with which the
My interpretation of the words in the original
altar of the idol was covered).
1

to be taken together (Havernick,

:

;

:

;

(DlDBp D^pty
nations,

P)33

is

this

:

the destroyer {comes)

Comp.

Keil.

as a paraphrase for to hfii.

The

and that

takes f)33

?yi)

:

until,

etc.

on

the

wing of abomi-

Ewald on Matthew,

p.

412,

Sept. rendering is probably from

such passages as Ps. lvii. 2. For other explanations still, see Hengstenberg,
Christol. III. p. 123 ff.
Bleek in the Jahrb. f. D. Theol. 1860, p. 98 ff.
;

"
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up within the temple nor even to the equestrian statue
Hadrian (all which Jerome considers possible), which
references would imply a period too early in some instances,
and too late in others. It is better, on the whole, not to seek
for any more special reference (as also Eisner, Hug, Bleek,
set

;

of

who see an allusion to the sacrilegious
committed by the zealots in the temple, Joseph. Bell.
iv. 6. 3), but to be satisfied with what the words themselves
plainly intimate the abominable desolation on the temple square,
which was historically realized in the doings of the heathen
conquerors during and after the capture of the temple, though,
at the same time, no special stress is to be laid upon the
heathen standards detested by the Jews (Grotius, Bengel,
Wetstein, de Wette, Ebrard, Wieseler, Lange), to which the
words cannot refer. Fritzsche prefers to leave the ftSek. r. ip.
without any explanation whatever, in consequence of the o
avayivaxrtc. voeiTco, by which, as he thinks, Jesus meant to
indicate that the reader was to find out the prophet's meaning
for himself.
The above general interpretation, however, is
founded upon the text itself; nor are we warranted by Dan.
ix. 2 7 in supposing any reference of a very special kind to
underlie what is said.
The idea of a desecration of the
temple by the Jews themselves (Hengstenberg), or of the corrupt
Pfleiderer have done,
acts

:

state

170 f.),
Aav. r.
mentioned) by Daniel,

of the Jewish hierarchy (Weisse, Evangelienfr. p.
the whole connection.
to prjOev Bta

—

is foreign to

what has been said (expressly
which is an expression of the prophet Daniel
(Wieseler)
for the important poiut was not the prophetic

•7rpo(p.']

not

:

"

;

but

expression,

Comp.
I.

p.

xxii.

677.

31.

the thing itself

— On

— iv

indicated

by the

T07TG)

ayi(p]

prophet.

and Kiihner,

io-ros, see critical notes,

in the holy place;

i.e.

not

by the Eomans (so Hoelemann and
many older expositors, after Luke xxi. 20), but the place
of the temple which has been in question from the very
first (ver. 2), and which Daniel has in view in the passage referred to.
The designation selected forms a tragic
contrast to the ftBeXxjjfjia
comp. Mark xiii. 1 4 oirov ov Bet.
Others, and among them de Wette and Baumgarten-Crusius
the town

as invested

;

:

—

1
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(comp. Weiss on Mark), understand the words as referring
to

especially

Palestine,

to

(Schott, Wieseler), or to the
it

supposed that

is

the

neighbourhood of Jerusalem
Olives (Bengel), because

Mount of

would have been too

it

late to seek to

escape after the temple had been captured, and so the flight
Pella took place as soon as the war
The ground here urged, besides being an attempt to

Christians to

of the

began.

make use

of the special form of its historical fulfilment in

itself, as though this
had been of the nature of a special prediction, is irrelevant, for this reason, that in ver. 16 the words used are not
"in Jerusalem" but iv rrj 'IovSaia; see on ver. 16. Jesus
means to say When the abomination of desolation will have
marred and defaced the symbol of the divine guardianship of
the people, then everything is to be given up as lost, and
safety sought only by fleeing from Judaea to places of greater

order to correct the prophetic picture

latter

:

security
let

among the mountains.

the reader

tion

by the

understand

(Eph.

!

evangelist, to

6 avayivcoo-fccov voeirco]
iii.

4).

Parenthetical observa-

impress upon his " readers the precise

point of time indicated

by Jesus

at

which the

flight is to

take place upon the then impending (not already present,

Hug, Bleek) catastrophe.

Chrysostom, Euthymius Zigabenus,

Paulus, Eritzsche, Kaeuffer, Hengstenberg {Authent.

258

ff.),

d.

to Jesus,

from whose

lips,

elsewhere, an expression similar to that in
at least 6 clkovwv voeiTeo.

favoured by

irpoj>.

Mark

xiii.

being spurious,

it

We may

interprets

:

" he

15,

manner

xiii. 9,

or

add that our explanation

consequently the reader, not of
is

meant.

who has discernment,

(alluding to Dan.

xi.

14, where to pr)0ev viro Aav. rov
is

Daniel, but of the gospel, that

New

p.

however, one would have expected,

in the flow of living utterance, and according to His

is

Dan.

Baumgarten-Crusius, Ewald, ascribe the observation

Hoelemann incorrectly
him understand it "

let

1 1) ; avayivdxr/c. is never used in the
any other sense than that of to read.

xii.

Testament in

—

ol iv t. 'IovS.]
Ver. 16 ff. Apodosis down to ver. 18.
means those who may happen to be living in the country
of Judaea (John iii. 22), in contradistinction to Jerusalem
with its holy place, the abominations in which are to be

—
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19, 20.

Kara^aivero), k.t.X.] Some have
" ne per scalas interiores, sed
Bengel
(Grotius,
Wetstein) or let him
descendat,"
exteriores
lower
walls,
separating house from
(over
the
the
roofs
Jlee over
wall,
Michaelis, Kuinoel,
to
the
city
comes
till
he
house,
Both views may he
Fritzsche, Paulus, Winer, Kaeuffer).
ra etc 7779 oltctas
taken each according to circumstances.
avTov] common attraction for ra iv rfj oltcla Ik t?)<? oltclas.
See Kiihner, I. 474, and ad Xen. Mem. iii. 6. 11; Winer,
the signal for

flight.

/jltj

conceived the idea to be this

:

:

;

—

—

iv tg3 dypa>] where, being at work,
584 [E. T. 784].
People will have to
he has no upper garment with him.
flee to save their lives (ver. 22) ; not according to the idea
p.

imported by Hofmann

:

—

to escape the otherwise too powerful

temptation to deny the Lord.

by the

or believers

who

This again

is

decisively refuted

w. 16-19,

it is

not merely the disciples

are ordered to

flee,

but the summons to do

fact that, in

a general one. What is said with reference
does not assume an individualizing character till
Ver. 19. At fiev yap eyicvot ov BwrjcrovTat

so is

<fiopTi<p

rfj<i

ra

7t/?o?

out

;

Mark

xiv.

35; CoL

i.

1; Winer,

as in xii.

iv,

(pevyeiv,

t&>
tt)v

Theophylact.

command, and

Ver. 20. "Iva\ Object of the

purport

ver. 20.

at Be 6rj\d%ovaai Sea

yacrTpbs ^apvvofievat'

retcva avfnrddeiav,

to the flight

9.

p.

—

therefore its

firjBe aafifidra)] with-

205

[E. T.

274].

On

the

Sabbath the rest and the solemnities enjoined by the law, as
well as the short distance allowed for a Sabbath-day's journey

(2000
xxiv.

29 see Lightfoot on Luke
12; Schoettgen, p. 406), could not but

yards, according to Ex. xvi.

50; Acts

interfere

i.

;

with the necessary haste, unless one were prepared

in the circumstances to ignore all such enactments.

by themselves, the words

firjBe

Taken

aafi^dra) seem, no doubt, to

be inconsistent with Jesus' own liberal views regarding the
Sabbath (xii. Iff.; John v. 17, vii. 22); but he is speaking
from the standpoint of His disciples, such a standpoint as they

He addressed them, and which was destined
outgrown only in the course of a later development of
ideas (Eom. xiv. 5
Col. ii. 6).
As in the case of ^etyxoii/o?,
what is here said is simply with a view to everything being
occupied at the time

to be

;

140
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avoided calculated to interfere with their hasty
x.

flight.

Comp.

23.
Ver. 21. Those hindrances to flight are

all

the more to

be deprecated that the troubles are to be unparalleled, and

most urgent
rod vvv] usque ad hoc tempus, Eom. viii. 22.

therefore a rapid flight will be a matter of the
necessity.

Koo-fiov

—

is

See,

on the

Plat.

Farm.

not to be supplied here (Fritzsche).

other hand,
p. 1 5

ecus

Mark

2 C, Ep.

xiii.

xiii. p.

19;

3 6 1 E.

1

Mace.

On

ii.

33;

the threefold negative ovBe

ov /xrj, see Bornemann in the Stud. u. Krit. 1843, p. 109 f.
For the expression generally, Plat. Tim. p. 3 8 A ovBe yeveaStallbaum,
Qai 7tot€ ovBe ryejovevat, vvv ov& elaavOa eaeadai
:

;

ad Rep.

p.

492

E.

Ver. 22. And unless those days had been shortened, those,
This is to
namely, of the 6\tyi<; /xeydXr) (ver. 29), etc.
be understood of the reduction of the number of the days
over which, but for this shortening, the frktyis would have extended, not of the curtailing of the length of the day (Fritzsche),
a thought of which Lightfoot quotes an example from Bab-

—

binical literature (comp.

the converse of this, Josh. x. 13),

is a considerable number of days,
an element of a very extraordinary
character into the usual ideas connected with the acceleration
cf the advent (1 Cor. vii. 29).
Eather comp. the similar idea,
iacoOr)] used here
which in Barnab. iv. is ascribed to Enoch.
with reference to the saving of the life (viii. 25, xxvii. 40, 42,
49, and frequently); Euthymius Zigabenus: ovk av inre^eHofmann incorrectly explains saved from
<j>vye rbv Oavarov.
iraaa adpf;] every flesh, i.e. every mortal
denying the Lord.
man (see on Acts ii. 16), would not be rescued, i.e. would
have perished. Comp. for the position of the negative, Fritzsche,
The limitation of iracra act pi; to
Diss. II. on 2 Cor. p. 24f.
the Jews and Christians belonging to town or country who are
found in immediate contact with the theatre of war, is justified

which, seeing that there

would be

to introduce

—

—

:

The iicXeicToi are included, but it is not these
meant (Hofmann).
The aorist iicoXoft. conveys
the idea that the shortening was resolved upon in the counsels
of the divine compassion (Mark xiii. 20), and its relation to
by the
alone

context.

who

are

—

CHAP. XXIV.

the aorist iacodn in the apodosis

1-11

23-25.

is this

had the shortening of

.

the period over which the calamities were to extend not taken

would have involved the utter destruction of all
The future KoTwficoOrjo: again conveys the idea that
the actual shortening is being effected, and therefore that the
place, this

flesh.

case supposed, with the melancholy consequences involved in
it,

has been averted.

— Bia

Be tov9 i/cXefcrovsi] for sake of the

might
That in seeking to
save the righteous, God purposely adopts a course by which He
may save others at the same time, is evident from Gen. xviii.
13 ff. But the €m\€kto£ (see on xxii. 14) are those who, at
chosen (for the Messianic kingdom), in order that they

be preserved for the approaching advent.

the time of the destruction of the capital, are believers in
Christ,

and are found persevering in

(ver. 1 3)

;

their faith

Archiv. II. 1; Schott, Opusc. II. p.
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Augustine, Calovius), which latter view
€v0ea}<s

in

Him

not the future credituri as well (Jahn in Bengel's

of ver. 29.

—

There

is

ff.;

Lange, following

is

precluded by the

a certain solemnity in the repe-

same words Kokofi. al rjfiepai iiceipat. Ebrard
lays stress upon the fact, as he supposes, that our passage
describes a calamity " cui finis sit imponendus, et quae ab
aetate paulo saltern feliciore sit excipienda," and accordingly
infers that the idea of the immediate end of the world is
But the aetas paulo saltern, felicior, or the
thereby excluded.
supposition that there is any interval at all between the &\tyi<;
fieydkr) and ver. 29, is foreign to the text; but the end of the
above-mentioned disaster is to take place in order that what
is stated at ver. 29 may follow it at once.
Yer. 23 ff. Tore] then, when the desolation of the temple
and the great ffXfyis shall have arrived, false Messiahs, and

tition of the

such as falsely represent themselves to be prophets, will again
come forward and urge their claims with greater energy than
ever, nay, in the

most seductive ways

possible.

Those here

referred to are different from the pretenders of ver.

4

f.

The

excitement and longing that will be awakened in the midst of
such terrible distress will be taken advantage of by impostors

with pretensions to miracle-working, and then how dangerous
By such early expositors as Chrysostom and

they will prove

!

—
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who come

those

23 was supposed

after him, ver.

mark

to

transition to the subject of the advent, so that rore

the

would

pass over the whole period between the destruction of Jerusalem

and the second advent; while, according to Ebrard (comp.
Schott), the meaning intended by Jesus in vv. 23, 24 is, that
after the destruction of the capital, the condition of the church
and of the world, described in vv. 4-14, " in posterum quoque
mansurum esse." Such views would have been discarded if due
regard had been paid to the rore by which the point of time is
precisely defined, as well as to the circumstance that the allusion

here

merely to the coming forward of false Christs and false

is

Consequently

prophets.

we

should also beware of saying,

with Calovius, that at this point Christ passes to the subject
He is still speaking
of His adventus spiritualis per evangeliii/m.
of that period of distress, ver. 2 1 f., which is to be immediately
29, by the second advent.

followed, ver.

who

those

falsely claim to be

Messiah

regarding the historical fulfilment of
Bell.

vii.

11.

3)

and Barcochba

—

—

;

-^euSo^/no-Tofc]

nothing

is

(see

yfrevSoiTpotprjrai] according
a later period.
context, not Christian teachers (ver. 11), in the

at

instance, but such

spired

to

speak

as pretended to

known

Jonathan (Joseph.
on ver. 5) appeared

this.

be sent by

to

the

present

God, and in-

people in the season of their calamity,

to the

deceivers similar to those

who had

tried to

—

impose upon their

fellow-countrymen during the national misfortunes of earlier
times (Jer. xiv. 14,
Bell.

%yp,an

v.

13,

vi.

13,

viii.

13. 4: irXdvoi jap avOpamot,

ii.

Comp. Joseph.

10).
fcal

arraruivre<i

rrpoa-

0eiao~fiov veoorepio-pjovs teal pera/3o\a<; rrpajpurevopbevoL,

Others suppose that the

Baifx,ovav to TrXrjOos avkrruBov, K.r.X.

reference

is to

such as sought to pass for Elijah or some other

prophet risen from the dead (Kuinoel), which would scarcely
agree with the use of a term so general as the present;

who think

there are those also

Messiahs

who

it is

are intended (Grotius).

(Kypke, Krebs), but

:

give, so as to

the emissaries of the false
Bcoo-ovai'] not promise
:

suit the idea involved in

— On

Comp. xii. 39 Deut. xiii. 1.
between which there is no material
<rr] fiela.

xv. 19.

;

Miracles

may

also

arjp^la ical repara,

difference, see

on Eom.

be performed by Satanic agency,

—

CHAP. XXIV.

2 Thess.

ii.

— wore

9.

the very elect
possible

tamen

may

Bvvarov

(el

7r\avr)0f)vai (see critical notes)

:

si fieri possit ;

—

Ovv]

so that

Ver. 25. AutpbapTvperat, igao-cpaXt-

Comp. John

Euthymius Zigabenus.

Ver. 26.

:

1005) if
" conatus summus, seel

be led astray (Kiihner, II. 2, p.

irritus," Bengel).

£6/jLevo<;,
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2G-28.

xiv. 29.

according to the tenor of this

my prediction.

Ver. 2 6 does not stand to ver. 2 3 in the relation of a strange
reduplication (Weiss), but as a rhetorical amplification
is

which

brought to an emphatic close by a repetition of the

•7riarevar]T€ of ver. 23.

rape lots]

— iari]

the Messiah, ver. 23.

fit)

iv

be taken demonstratively,
while the plural denotes the inner rooms of a house. According to Fritzsche, we have here the categorical plural (see on
rot?

the article

is

to

20): "en, ibi est locorum, quae conclavia appellantur."
That would be too vague a pretence.
The phraseology here
made use of in the wilderness in the inner rooms of the house
" Ultra de deserto et peneis simply apocalyptic imagery.
tralibus quaerere non est sobrii interpretis," Maldonatus.
Ver. 27. Reason why they were not to listen to such assertions.
The advent of the Messiah will not be of such a nature
that you will require to be directed to look here or look there
but it will be as the lightning, which, as
in order to see him
soon as it appears, suddenly announces its presence everywhere;
ii.

—

:

—

;

ovTQ)<i ecrrai

f)

irapovaia

iiceivr),

opov iravrar^ov (paivopevrj Bia

Not as though the advent
were not to be connected with some locality or other upon
earth, or were to be invisible altogether (E. Hofmann)
but
what is meant is, that when it takes place, it will all of a
sudden openly display itself in a glorious fashion over the whole
world.
Ebrard (comp. Schott) is wrong in supposing that the
point of comparison lies only in the circumstance that the
event comes suddenly and without any premonition.
For
certainly this would not tend to show, as Jesus means to do,
that the assertion he is in the wilderness, etc., is an unwartt)v

eK\ap.^Lv

rfj<;

Sof^?, Chrysostom.

;

:

rantable pretence.

Ver. 28. Confirmation of the truth that the advent will
announce its presence everywhere, and that from the point of
view of the retributive punishment which the coming One

;
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upon everywhere to execute. The emphasis of
on oirov iau y and eicel " Wherever

will be called

this figurative adage is

the carcase

:

may happen

together,"

—on

gathering

fail,

to he, there will

the eagles be gathered

no spot where there is a carcase will this
when the Messiah shall have come,
He will reveal Himself everywhere in this aspect also (namely,
Such is the sense in which this saying was
as an avenger).
so that,

Luke

evidently understood as early as the time of

The
dead

xvii.

37.

carcase is a metaphorical expression denoting the spiritually

22

(viii.

;

Luke

24) who are doomed to the Messianic

xvi.

while the words

aTTcoXeia,

(namely, at

avva^drjaovrai,

the

advent) ol deroC convey the same idea as that expressed in
xiii.

41, and which

by the Messiah

is as

follows

avrov iravra rd a/cdv$a\(t,
tov

7rvp6<i,

teat

the angels,

:

for the purpose,

the only difference

that

being,

mode

are sent forth

e/c rrjt

fiaXovaiv avrov?

eh

/3ao~i\eia<i

rrju Kafxivov

in our passage

punishment is
and that for the simple reason
would not harmonize with the idea of the carcase

the prophetic imagery depicting the

not that of consuming by
that the latter

who

avWegovcnv

of

fire,

and the eagles (Bleek, Luthardt, Auberlen).
Others (Lightfoot, Hammond, Clericus, Wolf, Wetstein) have erroneously
supposed that the carcase alludes to Jerusalem or the Jews,
eagles are intended to denote the Eoman legions

and that the

with their standards (Xen. Anal.

But

it is

the advent that

i.

10. 12

in question

is

;

;

Plut.

Mar. 23).

while, according to

23-27, oirov iav y cannot be taken as referring to any
one particular locality, so that Hoelemann is also in error,
inasmuch as, though he interprets the eagles as representing

vv.

the Messiah and His angel-hosts, he nevertheless understands
the

carcase to

central

scene

mean Jerusalem
of

explain the latter

to form the
no less mistaken to
of " the corpses of Judaism " (Hilgenfeld),

the

on the ground that, as
represent Himself " as
physical

advent.

Keim

Him

the

intended

also supposes, Christ

who

and moral ruins of

the carcase denotes

as

It is

is to

win

Israel."

anti-Messianic

the spoils

means
amid

to
the

According to Cremer,
agitation

previously

which is destined to be suppressed and punished
by the imperial power (the eagles). This view is erroneous
described,

;

CHAP. XXIV.

according to ver.

for,

represent the irapovaia
p.

384: "ubi

27,
t.
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29.

a-wa^O.

the

aerol can

ol

only

Fritzsche and Fleck,

vlov t. avOp.

Messias, ibi homines, qui ejus potestatis futuri

sint " (ol i/c\e/cToL, ver. 31).

Similarly such early expositors as
Chrysostom (who thinks the angels and martyrs are intended
to be included), Jerome, Theophylact (wairep iirl veicpbv aw/ia
avvdyovrai o^ew? ol aerol, ovtco kol evda av e'lij 6 Xpiaros,

iXevaovrat Travres ol ayioi), Euthymius Zigabenus, Miinster,
Luther, Erasmus ("non deerunt capiti sua membra"), Beza,
Calvin, Clarius, Zeger, Calovius, Jansen.
priate

(who

and incongruous

it

conceived of as

is

benus) to the carcase

with Jerome, tttw/jm
death of Jesus

;

is

would be

But how inappro-

compare the Messiah

7rvevp.artKi],

rpo(pr)

which

to

is all

Euthymius Ziga-

the more offensive when,

supposed to contain a reference to the

— a view which Calvin

Wittichen in

rejected.

the Jahrb. f. D. Theol. 1862, p. 337, reverses the subjects
of comparison, and takes the carcase as representing the

and the eagles as representing the Messiah.
by the incongruity
that would result from the similitude of the carcase so suggestive of the domain of death, as well as by that universal
character of the advent to which the context bears testimony. With astonishing disregard of the context, KaeufTer
" pr) TriaTevarjre, sc. illis, nam ubi materies ad
observes
praedandum, ibi praedatores avidi, h. e. nam in fraudem
vestram erit."
On the question as to whether irr&iia without
a qualifying genitive be good Greek, see Lobeck, ad Phryn.
Israelitish

But

e/cA,e/croi,

this interpretation is likewise forbidden

:

p.

375.

—

ol aeroC] are the carrion-kites (vultur percnopterus,

Linnaeus) which the ancients regarded as belonging to the

See Plin. N. H.

eagle species.

similitude, comp.

Prov. xxx. 1 7

;

x.

Job xxxix. 30

;

3

;

For the
Hab. viii 1

Aristot. ix. 22.

Hos.

viii.

1

;

Ezek. xxxix. 1 7.

Ver. 29. Here follows the second portion of the reply of
Jesus, in which

He

intimates

what

events, following at once

on the destruction of Jerusalem, are immediately to precede
His second coming (vv. 29-33); mentioning at the same
time, that however near and certain this latter may be, yet
the day and hour of its occurrence cannot be determined, and
matt.

II.

K

;:
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upon the world (w. 34-41)
awaken men to watchfulness and preparedness (w. 42— 51), to which end the two parables, xxv.
1-30, are intended to contribute. The discourse then concludes with a description of the final judgment over which
that

it

will break unexpectedly

this should certainly

the coming one
t.

6\tyiv

those days,

roiv

is to

preside (xxv. 31-46).

rjfiep. i/c.]

immediately after the

last (to reXo?) of the

of Messianic woes described from ver.
first

of which is

the temple.
for

6\tyiv, ver.

falls to

to

For r&v

— evditos Be

/j,era

but immediately after the distress of
series

15 onwards, and the

be coincident with the destruction of
r/fiep. i/ceivwv, comp. vv. 19, 22; and
Ebrard's explanation of this

21.

passage

the ground with his erroneous interpretation of

w.

23, 24, that explanation being as follows: immediately after
the

unhappy condition of

which

is

to

the church

(w. 23—28), a condition

continue after the destruction of Jerusalem,

being assumed that the

ev0ea)<i

aliis intercedentibus indiciis"

involves the meaning
It

may be

:

—

it

" nidlis

observed generally,

that a whole host of strange and fanciful interpretations have

been given here, in consequence of its having been assumed
that Jesus could not possibly have intended to say that His
second advent was to follow immediately upon the destrucThis assumption, however,

tion of Jerusalem.
all exegetical rule,

is

contrary to

considering that Jesus repeatedly

makes

reference elsewhere (see also ver. 34) to His second coming as

Among those interpretations
an event that is near at hand.
may also be classed that of Schott (following such earlier
expositors as Hammond and others, who had already taken
evdeax; in the sense of suddenly), who says that Matthew had
written Dkns, subito, but that the translator (like the Sept.

in the case of Job
accurate "

by

v.

eu0«o?.

3) had rendered the expression "

This

is

minus

certainly a wonderful supposi-

DSDB itself would be a
wonderful expression to use if an interval of a thousand years
was to intervene. Bengel has contributed to promote this

tion, for the simple reason that the

view by his observation that: " Nondum erat tempus revelandi
totam seriem rerum futurarum a vastatione Hieros. usque ad
consummationem seculi," and by his paraphrase of the passage

CHAP. XXIV.
"

De

iis,
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29.

quae post pressuram dierum illorum, delendae urbis

Jerusalem, evenient proximum, quod in praesenti pro
ditione

commemorandum

venit,

hoc

quod

est,

et pro vestra capacitate

sol obscurabitur,"

Wetstein, for example,

Many

etc.

mea

con-

expectandum
others,

as

have been enabled to dispense with

gratuitous assumptions of this sort
to refer to the destruction

by understanding

ver. 2 9 ft

of Jerusalem, which is supposed to
the language of prophetic imagery

be described therein in
(Kuinoel), and they so understand the verse in spite of the

In

destruction already introduced at ver. 15.

this,

however,

they escape Scylla only to be drawn into Charybdis, and are
compelled to have recourse to expedients of a

which

is

depicted in language as clear as

tion of Jerusalem, and in such a

it

way

of the destruc-

make

that the prediction regarding the final advent

duced

till

But

ver. 35.

this

view

the fact that in ver. 35 o ovpavbs

k.

is
r\

And

sublime.

is

as to

more

literal advent,

29—34

yet E. J. Meyer again interprets vv.

still

1

hazardous kind in order to explain away the

is

it

appear

not intro-

by

at once precluded

yr\ TrapeXevo-erat

cannot

be regarded as the leading idea, the theme of what follows, but
only as a subsidiary thought (v. 18) by way of background
for the words oi Be Xoyot fiov ov firj irapeXO. immediately after
(observe, Christ does not say oi yap Xoyoi, k.t.X., but oi 8k
Xoyoi, k.t.X.).
Hoelemann, Cremer, Auberlen are right in
their interpretation

of

but wrong in regarding the

evOka?,

—

time of the culmination of the heathen power
an idea imported from Luke xxi. 24
as antecedent to the period indi-

—

by

cated

Just as there are those

ev0io)<i.

who

seek to dispose

of the historical difficulty connected with evdems

by twisting the
Luke xxi.

sense of what precedes, and by an importation from

24, so Dorner seeks
what comes after.

—

to dispose of it

by twisting the sense

of

aiconad., k.t.X.] Description of
the great catastrophe in the heavens which is to precede the
1

o rjAto?

Comp. the Old Testament prophecies respecting the day of the coming of

Jehovah,

Isa. xiii.

9

xxxiv.

ff.,

4,

xxiv. 21; Jer. iv. 23

3f., iv. 15; Zeph.

i 15; Hag.

f.;

Ezek. xxxii. 7f.

;

Hag.

21; Zech. xiv. 6, etc.,
and the passages from Rabbinical writers in Bertholdt, ChristoL § 12; Gfrorer,
ii.

6

f.

;

Joel

ii.

10,

Gesch. d. Urchrist.

iii.

I. 2,

pp. 195

ff.,

219

ff.

ii.

—
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second advent of the Messiah.

According to Dorner, our pas-

intended as a prophetical delineation of the fall of
heathenism, which would follow immediately upon the overthrow
sage

is

of Judaism; and, accordingly, he sees in the mention of the
sun, moon, and stars an allusion to the nature-vjorship of the
heathen world, an idea, however, which is refuted at once by
ver. 34; see E. J. Meyer, p. 125 ff.
Bleek, p. 356; Hof;

mann, p. 636; Gess, p. 136. Ewald correctly interprets:
" While the whole world is being convulsed (ver. 2 9, after
iii.
Isa. xxxiv. 4, xxiv. 21), the heaven-sent
3 f.
Messiah appears in His glory (according to Dan. vii. 13) to
ol ao-repes ireaovvrai,, k.t.X.] Comp. Isa.
judge," etc.
xxxiv. 4.
To be understood literally, but not as illustrative
of sad times (Hengstenberg on the Eevelation Gerlach, letzte
Dinge, p. 102); and yet not in the sense of falling-stars
(Fritzsche, Kuinoel), but as meaning
the vjhole of the stars

Joel

;

—

;

:

Similarly in the passage in Isaiah just referred

together.

to,

in accordance with the ancient idea that heaven was a firma-

ment

which the

in

(which

stars

were

the earth (Gen.

light to

is

set for the

14).

i.

The

purpose of giving

falling of the

not to be diluted, with Bengel,

stars

Paulus, Schott,

Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, Cremer, following the Greek
Fathers,

so as

to

mean

a mere obscuration) to the earth

which, in accordance with the cosmical views of the time,
the plain and natural sense of
is,

ei? rrjv rfyv (see

no doubt, impossible as an actual

fact,

but

Eev.

it

is

vi. 1 3)

need not sur-

prise us to see such an idea introduced into a prophetic picture

so grandly poetical as this
fair to

day.

—

explained
xxxiii. 6

of
;

coming as
duce

a

is,

—

a picture which

scarcely

it is

measure by the astronomical conceptions of our own
ai Bvvdp,ei<; rwv ovpavwv aa\ev6^\ is usually
the

Deut.
it

starry hosts
iv.

19

;

2

(Isa.

Kings

xxxiv. 4, xl.
xvii.

16,

26; Ps.
which,

etc.),

does after ol do-repe? ireaovvTai, would intro-

tautological

feature

into the picture.

The words

should therefore be taken in a general sense: the powers of the
heavens (the powers which uphold the heavens, which stretch

them

out,

them,

etc.)

and produce the phenomena which take place in
will

he so

shaken as to lose their usual

stability.

our.
Comp.

who

Job xxvi.
follows

11.

Jerome,

xxiv.

149

30.

The interpretation of Olshausen,
Euthymius Zigabenus,

Chrysostom,

supposing that the trembling in the world of angels is
referred to (Luke ii. 13), is inconsistent not merely with
in

aa\evdrj<T.,

but also with the whole connection which refers

domain

the

to

ovpavwv,

of physical

the plural

rwv

This convulsion in

the

For

things.

comp. Ecclus. xvi.

16.

—

heavens, previous to the Messiah's descent therefrom, is not as

yet to be regarded as the end of the world, but only as a preit ; the earth is not destroyed as yet by the celestial

lude to

commotion

The

referred to (ver. 30).

poetical character of

the picture does not justify us in regarding the thing so vividly
depicted as also belonging merely to the domain of poetry,

—

all

the

3

f.)

in the present case,

that,

less

revolutions (Isa.

xiii.

1 0, xxxiv.

that are in view, but the

4

;

new

it

is

not political

Ezek. xxxii. 7

f.

;

birth of the world,

Joel

iii.

and the

establishment of the Messiah's kingdom.
Ver. 30.

29

Kal

rore] and

—

when what

then,

is

intimated at

have arrived.
<f>aprjo-eTai] universally, and so
not visible merely to the elect (Cremer), which would not be
in keeping with what follows.
to arjfieiov rod vlov r.
av6p7\ accordingly the sign inquired about in ver. 3, that
ver.

shall

—

phenomenon, namely, which is immediately to precede the
coming Messiah, the Son of man of Dan. vii. 13, and which is
to indicate that His second advent is now on the point of
taking place, which is to be the signal of this latter event. As
Jesus does not say what this is to be, it should be left quite indefinite; only this much may be inferred from what is predicted
at ver. 29 about the darkening of the heavenly bodies, that it
must be of the nature of a manifestation of light, the dawning
of the Messianic Sofa which is perhaps to go on increasing in
brilliancy and splendour until the Messiah Himself steps forth
from the midst of it in the fulness of His glory. There is no
foundation

for

supposing, with

Cyril,

Hilary,

Chrysostom,

Augustine, Jerome, Erasmus, that the allusion is to a cross
appearing in the heavens ; with Hebart, that it is to the
rending of heaven. or the appearing of angels ; with Fleck and
Olshausen, that

it is to

the star of the Messiah (Num. xxiv. 1 7);

—
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similarly

Bleek, though rather more

by way

of conjecture.

Following the older expositors, Fritzsche, Ewald, Hengstenberg,

Hofmann understand the coming Messiah Himself: " miraculum, quod Jesus revertens Messias oculis objiciet " (accordingly, taking tov viov t. avflp. as a genitive of subject ; while
K.

Wolf, Storr, Weiss,

Bill. Theol. p. 56, ed. 2,

This view

genitive of apposition).

assume

to be a

it

inconsistent not only

is

with what follows, where the words kcu o-tyovrai rbv vlbv, k.tX.
evidently point to something still farther in the future, and

which the
reference

is to

introduce, but

serves to

<rr)fj,ehv

question of the disciples, ver.

R Hofmann

3.

with the

also

thinks that the

that apparition in the form of a

man which

is

alleged to have stood over the holy of holies for a whole night

A legendary

while the destruction of the capital was going on.

by Ben-Gorion) and it may be added that
what is said, vv, 29-31, certainly does not refer to the destruction of Jerusalem, after which event Hofmann supposes
our evangelist to have written. Lastly, some (Schott, Kuinoel)
are even of opinion that arjfietou does not point to any new
and special circumstance at all to anything beyond what is
contained in ver. 2 9
but the introduction of the sequel by Tore
story (chronicled

;

—

;

is

decidedly against this view.

brought forward
played.

what a

:

and

— Ko-tyovrai]

then,

rore] a new point
been dis-

teal

when

this anj/xelov has

Comp. Zech.

10; Kev.

xii.

totally different order of things are they

i.

7

;

with

now on

the

point of being confronted, what a breaking up and subversion
of all the previous relationships of

life,

what a separation of

elements hitherto mingled together, and what a deciding of
the final destinies of

ushering in of the
terror

men
new

and anguish, they

at the
alcov

will

judgment

of the old

and the

Hence, being seized with

!

mourn

(see

on

xi.

The

17).

sorrow of repentance (Dorner, Ewald) is not to be regarded as
There is no adequate reason
excluded from this mourning.
to suppose, with Ewald, that, in the collection of our Lord's

sayings (the \oyia), oyjrovrai probably occurred twice here, and
that

it

was reserved

make a play upon
ipftofievop,

ac.t.A*]

for the last redactor of those sayings to

the word by

as in

Dan.

vii.

substituting

13.

—

Ko^rovrai.

fiera Bvvdfi.

k.

—

Sof.

;
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81.

7toW.] This great power and majesty will

also

be displayed in

The iraaat, ai <j>v\al
" omnes familiae Judaeorum " (Kuinoel), as
tt}$ 7779 are not
those who explain ver. 29 ff. of the destruction of Jerusalem
must understand the words, but all the tribes of the earth.
Comp. Gen. xii. 3, xxviii. 14.
the accompanying angel-hosts, ver. 31.
:

:

Kal

Ver. 31.

diroareXet]

And He

will send forth,

—

i.e.

tov$
from the clouds of heaven, 1 Thess. iv. 16, 17.
ayyeXovs avTov] the angels specially employed in His
service.
fierd a-dXiriyyo^ (pcovrjs fi€<yd\.] with (having
The second
as an accompaniment) a trumpet of a loud sound.
genitive qualifies and is governed by the first ; see Buttmann,

—

Newt. Gr. p. 29 5 [E. T. 343]. The idea is not that the individual
angels blow trumpets, but what is meant (Isa. xxvii. 13) is

the last trumpet (1 Cor. xv. 52), the trumpet of God (1 Thess.
16), which is sounded while the Messiah is sending forth the

iv.

angels.

The

resurrection of believers is also to be understood

on the sound of this trumpet being heard
iiri,avvd^ovai\
above; 1 Thess. as above).
gather togetlier (xxiii. 27
2 Thess. ii. 1 ; 2 Mace. i. 27, ii. 18),
namely, toward the place where He is in the act of appearing
upon earth. This gathering together of the elect, which is to
be a gathering from every quarter (comp. Eev. i. 7), and from
the whole compass of the earth, is an act and accompaniment
as taking place
(1

Cor.

—

as

;

of the second advent (in answer to Cremer's distinction, see

Hoelemann,
the Lord as

p.

171).

But the dpird&adai eh

depa, to

meet

He

approaches (1 Thess. iv. 1 7), is to be regarded
as taking place after this gathering together has been effected.

— tov?

i/cXe/CT.

aiirov] the

elect

belonging to

Him

(chosen

by God for the Messianic kingdom, as in ver. 22). Comp.
Rom. i. 6.
dvb afcpcov ovpavi] ab extremitatibus coelorum
usque ad extremitates eorum, i.e. from one horizon to the other
(for ovpav&v without the article, see Winer, p. 115 [E. T.

—

150]), therefore from the whole earth (ver. 14), on which the
Deut. iv. 32, xxx. 4

extremities of the sky seem to rest.

—

As showing the exegetical abuses to which this
grand passage has been subjected, take the following, Light" emittet Alius homines ministros suos cum tuba evanfoot
Ps. xix. 7.

:
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gelica," etc.

Kuinoel (comp. Wetstein)

;

" in tanta calamitate

:

infligenda, ubivis

Christianae,

Judaeis, adversariis religionis

locorum Christi sectatores per dei providentiam illaesi servaOlshausen he will send out men armed with
buntur," etc.
the awakening power of the Spirit of God, for the purpose of
;

:

This

assembling believers at a place of safety.
the view of Tholuck also.
this passage forbids the

is

substantially

— It may be observed, moreover, that

view of Kostlin,

p.

2 6, that our Gospel

does not contain a specifically Christian, but merely an ethical

universalism (as contrasted with Jewish obduracy).
the

other hand, especially

viii.

11, xxii. 9

See,

on

31

ff.,

xxv.

f.,

xxviii. 19, etc.

32

Ver.

Cheering prospect for the disciples in the midst

f.

of those final convulsions

—a

prospect depicted by means of

The understanding of

a pleasing scene taken from nature.

depends on the correct interpretation (1) of to
Oepos, (2) of irdvra ravra, and also (3) on our taking care not
to supply anything we choose as the subject of €771;? ecrriv
Be is simply fxera^ariKov.
airb rrj<i o-w^]
iir\ Ovpais.
this passage

—

the article

that

referred

tude

—

xi.

From

29.

For the

conveys the idea of your simili-

article

Comp. on

rrapaBei^fia.

and puts forth

3.

xiii.

—

being

subject

(the

leaves

the

means simply a comparison,
/cal ra <pv\\a eK<^v-rf\
6

KkaBosi).

Matthaei, Fritzsche, Lachmann, Bleek, on the authority of

G H K
aorist,

i.e.

p. 9 3

f.).

M V
et

A, Vulg.

It.,

write

etcepvj},

taking

an
I.

But in that case what would be the meaning of

only by taking

definite

EF

as

it

folia edita fuerint (see, in general, Kiihner,

the allusion to the branches recovering their sap
it is

the
(7771/

intended for your instruction in the circumstances

is

to.

here, however, irapa^dkrj

;

on

generic; for airo, comp.

in the case of the fig-tree, see the parable

i.e.

fig-tree,
•rrap.)

is

element

is

k. r.

<f>.

brought out, namely

in the act of budding.

— rb

6 epos:]

sense of aestas, after the Vulgate.

and too

sufficiently near to accord

Further,

with

is

:

when

strictly

the arXaoo?

is

usually taken in the

But, according to the cor-

rect interpretation of irdvra ravra,

in the present instance,

?

eK^vy as present that the

summer would be

indefinite

;

too late

nor would

€771;? iarcv eVt Ovpais.

it

be

Hence
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32, 33.

better to understand the harvest (equivalent to depio-fio?,

Photius,

p.

86, 18) as referred

to,

as in Prov. xxvi. 1

;

Dera.

1253. 15, and frequently in classical writers; Jacobs, ad
Anthol. VIII. p. 357.
Comp. also Ebrard, Keim. It is not,
however, the Jig-harvest (which does not occur till August)
that is meant, but the fruit-haxvest, the formal commencement of which took place as early as the second day of the
Passover season.

—

For the preceding

ovrco

v fiel<i]

k.

so

understand ye

ywaxricere, expressed

indicative,

matter of common observation, and

so,

in a

way

also.

what was

corresponding

to the observation referred to, should (yivaxr/c. imperative) the

—

orav iBrjre
on their part understand, etc.
rrdvra ravra] when ye will have seen all this. It is usual
to seek for the reference of trdvra ravra in the part of
the passage before ver. 29, namely, in what Jesus has just
foretold as to all the things that were to precede the second
coming.
But arbitrary as this is, it is outdone by those
who go the length of merely picking out a few from the
disciples also

phenomena

in question, in order to restrict the reference of

rrdvra ravra to
tatis

them

(Ebrard), or

;

as, for

the

example, the incrementa maligni-

cooling

of love

among

believers,

the

and the overthrow of Jerusalem (Gess).
If we are to take the words in their plain and obvious meaning (ver. 8), rrdvra ravra can only be understood to refer to
what immediately precedes, therefore to what has been predicted,
from that epoch-making ver. 29 on to ver. 31, respecting the
<T7]fM€tov of the Son of man, and the plunomena that were to
accompany the second coming itself. When they shall have
seen all that has been announced, vv. 29—31, they are to
understand from it, etc.
on iyyvs iartv inl 0vpai<;~]
To supply a subject here is purely arbitrary the Son of man
has been supposed by some to be understood (Fritzsche, de
Wette, Hofmann, Bleek, Weiss, Gess) whereas the subject is
to 6epo<;, which, there being no reason to the contrary, may
preaching

to the Gentiles,

—

;

;

also be extended to ver. 33.

This 6ipo$ is neither the second
coming (Cremer), nor the judgment (Ebrard), nor the kingdom
of God generally (Olshausen, Auberlen), nor even the diffusion
of Christianity (Schott), but simply the harvest, understanding

"
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however, in the higher Messianic sense symbolized by the
2 Cor. ix. 6), namely, the recep-

natural harvest (Gal vi 9

;

tion in the Messianic kingdom of that eternal reward

which
That is the
joyful (Isa. ix. 2) and blessed consummation which the Lord
encourages His disciples to expect immediately after the
phenomena and convulsions that are to accompany His second
On iirl 6vpai<j without the article, see Bornemann,
advent.
ad Xen. Cyr. i 3. 2; and for the plural, see Kiihner, II. 1,
awaits all true workers and patient sufferers.

—

p. 17.

Ver. 34. Declaration to the effect that all this

place before the

generation then

The well-nigh absurd manner
to force into the

words

Jevnsh

nation

3 0), or

(Origen,

:

(Jansen,

" the

class

Chrysostom,

Clarius, Paulus,

the

:

Dorner, Hebart, Auberlen
xiii.

which

it

has been attempted

yevea avrrf such meanings as

rj

creation (Maldonatus), or

in

to take

is

should pass away.

living

human

Wolf,

Calovius,
;

see,

of

race

(Jerome), or

Heumann,

:

the

:

the,

Storr,

on the other hand, on Mark

men

consisting of

Theophylact,

my

Euthymius

believers

Zigabenus,

Lange), resembles the unreasonable

way

in

which Ebrard, following up his erroneous reference of iravra
ravTa (see on ver. 33), imports into the saying the idea: indeab
ipsorum (discipulorum) aetate omnibus

ecclesiae

temporibus inter-

futura, an imaginary view which passages like

x.

23, xvi. 28,

39, should have been sufficient to prevent.

This also in
opposition to the interpretation of Cremer: " the generation of the
" the (future)
elect now in question," and that of Klostermann

xxiii.

:

generation which

is to

foreign to the sense.
is

witness those events" both of

Comp.

xxiii.

36.

which are

— The iravra ravra

the same as that of ver. 33, and therefore denoting neither

the mere prognostics of the second
definite, " the taking

advent,

away of the kingdom from

to be more
Israel " (Gess),

or,

of Jerusalem (Schott, E. J.
Meyer, Hoelemann, Baumlein in Klaiber's Stud. I. 3, p. 41 ff.).
That the second advent itself is intended to be included, is
likewise evident from ver. 36, in which the subject of the day
and hour of the advent is introduced.
Ver. 35. With the preceding iravra ravra yevrjrai will

nor specially the destruction
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commence

the passing

now exists

(2 Pet.

away
7, 8)

iii.

;

of the fabric of the world as

it

but what I say (generally, though

with special reference to the prophetic utterances before us)
will certainly not pass away, will abide as imperishable truth
The utterance which fails of its accomplishment is
(v. 18).
conceived of as something that perishes (Addit. Esth. vii. 2),

Comp. itarfamat, Eom.

that ceases to exist.

The

Ver. 36.

affirmation of ver.

34,

ix. 6.

however, does

exclude the fact that no one knows the day and hour
the second advent, with

its

accompanying phenomena,

It is to occur during the

take place.

tion then existing, but

not

when
is

to

lifetime of the genera-

no one knows on what day or

at

what

Accordingly it is imhour within the period thus indicated.
possible to tell you anything more precise in regard to this

than what

is

—

stated at ver. 34.

el pr) 6 irar. p.ov fiovo^]

This reservation on the part of the Father excludes even the
incarnate Son

(Mark

xiii.

passage as regards the

The

32).

human

limitation implied in our

side of our Lord's nature is

viewed in the same light as that implied in xx. 23.
on Mark xiii. 32.
Vv. 37-39. But (Be, introducing an analogous case from

to be

See, besides,

an early period in sacred history) as regards the ignorance as
to the precise moment of its occurrence, it will be with the
rjaav ... Tpdoyovres]
second coming as it was with the flood.
not for the imperfect, but to make the predicate more
strongly prominent.
rpayyeiv means
Comp. on vii. 29.
simply to eat (John vi. 54—58, xiii. 18), not devouring like
a beast (Beza, Grotius, Cremer), inasmuch as such an
unfavourable construction is not warranted by any of the
matters afterwards mentioned.
yafMovvTe? k. i/c^ap,.]

—

—

matrimonium

uxores in
of a

mode

ducentes

descriptive

and without any foreboding
Kal ovk eyvaxrav] The "it"

of life without concern,

of an impending catastrophe.
(see Nagelsbach, Iliad, p.

eyvcoaav

et filias collocantes,

is

the flood that

interpretation

seeing

Noah

which

it

:

"

—

120,
is

ed.

quod debebant

build the ark),

may be

3) to be understood after

so near at hand.

is

intelligere "

arbitrary.

affirmed with certainty

Fritzsche's

(namely,

from

The time within
that the

second
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advent will suddenly burst upon the world, cannot be supposed to refer to that which intervenes between the destruction

and the advent, a view precluded by the evOka?
That period of worldly unconcern comes in just
before the final consummation, ver. 1 5 ff., whereupon the advent
This last and most
is immediately to follow (vv. 29—32).
distressing time of all, coupled with the advent immediately
following it, forms the terminus ante quern, and corresponds
to the irpo rod Kara/cXvo-fAov of the Old Testament analogy.
of Jerusalem

of ver. 29.

—

iv

rj/xepa

y] without

repeating

the

preposition

before

$

Comp. Xen. Anab. v. 7. 17, and Kuhner on
Stallbaum, ad
the passage; Winer, p. 393 [E. T. 524 f.]
Comp. ver. 50.
Plat. Apol. p. 27 D.
Vv. 40, 41. Tore] then, when the second advent will have
thus suddenly taken place.
TrapaXaixfiaveTai] is taken
away, namely, by the angels who are gathering the elect
The use of the present tense here pictogether, ver. 31.
tures what is future as though it were already taking place.
But had this referred to the being caught up in the clouds,
mentioned 1 Thess. iv. 17 (Theophylact, Euthymius Zigabenus, Jansen), avaXapfiaverai would have been used instead.
a^teTat] is left, expressing ov irapaXafi^dverai in its
Comp. xxiii. 38, xv. 14; Soph. 0. B. 599.
positive form.
away ! thou art not accepted. To
It is tantamount to saying
(John

iv.

54).

;

—

—

:

understand the terms as directly the opposite of each other
the one is taken captive, the other
in the following sense
:

allowed

wrong

to

go

free

(TrapaXafjifi.

equivalent to
receiving

bello

(Wetstein,
cannot,

Kuinoel),

when standing

capere, although it is

of places into

surrender,

in

is

grammatically

alone, be taken as

used to denote the
deditionem

accipere,

65. 6), and does violence
to the context to suit the exigencies of the erroneous reference

Polyb.

ii.

54.

12,

iv.

63. 4,

iv.

Rather compare John xiv. 3.
no doubt admissible to interpret the expression in the
hostile sense: the one is seized (Polyb. iii. 69. 2; similarly
to the destruction of Jerusalem.

It is

Baumgarten-Crusius) or carried off (iv. 5, 8 Num. xxiii. 27;
But the ordi1 Mace. iii. 37, iv. 1), namely, to be punished.
;

nary explanation harmonizes better with the reference to

ver.

—

—

42.
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31, as well as with the subsequent parable, ver. 45
the

7rt<rT09 SovXo<i is ^rs^

Bvo

introduced.

where

ff.,

a\i]0ovo-ai,ic.T.\.~\

For the conof two who grind at the mill, one will, etc.
struction, in which, by means of a fierafiaais airo okov els /^eprj,
the plural-subject

Horn.

corap.

3

6

6

8'

c'?

Tuibv ^A^aLcop

248 A,

al. ;

broken up into two separate persons,

is

II. vii.
fj't,

cor.

of

supplying eaovrai

p.

translate as follows

we were

If

f.

:

too 8e

:

ad Pind.

see Dissen,

237

de

f.

Bta/cpivdevre,

Tpuxov ofiaSov

from

ver.

two will

this supplying of eaovrat

is

be

01. viii.

37;

ad Bern,

also

we would

40,

require

grinding at the mill.

not at

necessary

all

;

the participle,

in this other case, ver. 41, just a different

— aXijdovaai]

fiev fiera

adopt the usual course

to

be gathered from the annexing of
the matter.

6

Plat. Phaedr. p.

kl€.

mode

to

But

as may
we have

of presenting

the hard work usually performed

by the lower order of female slaves (Ex. xi. 5 Isa. xlvii. 2
Job xxxi. 1
Eccles. xii. 3), and such as is still performed
in the East by women, either singly or by two working
together (Eosenmuller, Morgenl. on Ex. xi. 5
and on the
;

;

;

;

405

present passage, Eobinson, Palcist. II. p.
practice prevailed in ancient Greece,
§

24. 8.

Hermann,

Hemsterhuis, ad Lucian. Tim.
is

On

xxiii.

similar

Privatalterth.

ad Phryn.

classical aXrjdeiv (for akeiv), see Lobeck,

iv to) fivXai] which

A

f.).

the un-

p.

not to be confounded (see the

151.
critical

notes) with fivktovi (a mill-house), is the millstone (xviii. 6)

of the ordinary household hand-mill.

It

may

denote the lower

(Deut. xxiv. 6) as well as the upper stone (Isa.

which

xlvii

2),

would be more precisely designated by the term
(Deut. as above).
It is the upper that is intended

latter

iirifivXiov

in the present instance

;

the

women

sit

or kneel (Eobinson as

above), hold the handle of the upper millstone in their hands

(hence iv

t. ft.

:

with the millstone), and turn

it

round upon

the lower, which does not move.
Ver. 42. Moral inference from vv. 36-41.

— The

following

on

Comp. xxv. 13.
an emphatic

k.t.X {because ye, etc.) is

This exhortation
assumption that the second advent
epexegesis of obv.

lifetime of the disciples,

who

is

likewise based on the

is

to take place in the

are called

upon

to wait for it
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in an attitude of spiritual watchfulness (1 Cor. xvi. 13, 22).

The idea

of watchfulness, the opposite of security, coincides

with that implied in the constant
(Eph.

a

Comp.

vi. 15).

Comp.

late).

815

Iph. A.

;

ver. 44.

—

43; Eev.

ver.

eroifiaa-ia

rov evayye\tov

Trota] at what (an early or

3

iii

1

;

i 11; Eur.

Pet.

Aesch. Ag. 278.

Ver. 43. But (that I may show you by means of a warning
example how you may risk your salvation by allowing yourselves to be betrayed into a state of unpreparedness)
this,

that

whom

if,

etc.

—

6

—

the thief has anticipated.

know
one

the particular

olicoZe<nr6Tri$]

el jjSet... iypijyoprjo-ev

a v] if he had been aware at what watch in the night the thief
But
comes, to break into his house, he would have watched.
as he does not know the hour which the thief chooses (it
being different in different cases), he is found off his guard
The rendering
when the burglary is being committed.
vigilaret (Luther, Kuinoel, Bleek, after the Vulg.) is incorrect.

Eor the
2 Pet.

illustration

10

iii.

;

Eev.

comp. 1 Thess.

of the thief,

iii 3,

v. 2,

4;

xvi 15.

Ver. 44. A ia tovto] in order that, as regards your salvation,
your case may not be similar to the householder in question,
who ought to have watched, although he did not know the
<j)v\aicT] of the thief.
ko\ v pet's] as the householder would
eroifiot] spoken of their
have been had he watched.
spiritual readiness for the second advent, which would take

—

them by

surprise (xxv.

they were
Ver.

45

to
f.

—

10;

Tt<s

a pa,

k.t.X.']

necessity for preparedness
itself

is

Tit.

iii.

This preparedness

1).

acquire for themselves (ylveaOe).

who

thus

therefore, considering

indicated.

the

The inference

presented in the form of an allegory, the Bovko?

representing the disciples

whom

the Lord has appointed to be

the guides of His church, in which they are required to

show

themselves faithful (1 Cor. iv. 1 f.) and prudent, the former
by a disposition habitually determining their whole behaviour
and characterized by devotion to the will of the Lord, the latter
by the intelligent choice of ways and means, by talcing proper
advantage

of circumstances,

etc.

lent to eX rt? (Castalio, Grotius),

The
which

t/?
it

is

not

equiva-

never can be

;

but

—

:
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45 asks

ver.

:

who

contains the answer

them,

is
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47-51.

the faithful slave ?

and

ver.

46

the latter, however, being so framed that

;

of simply saying, in accordance with the terms of
" it is he, whom his lord, on his return," etc.,
question,
the

instead

prominence is given to the blessedness of the servant here in
According to Bengel, Fritzsche, Fleck, de Wette, our
view.
question touchingly conveys the idea of seeking for: guis
tandem, etc., " hunc scire pervelim" To this, however, there is
the logical objection, that the relative clause of ver.

45 would

in that case have to be regarded as expressing the characteristic

feature in the faithful and wise slave, whereas this

is first mentioned in the relative clause of ver. 46,
which clause therefore must contain the answer to the quesoltcereia, domestic
tion, t/? dpa iarlv 6 7rtcrTo<j 8. k. (}>p.
Strabo, xiv. p. 668.
Comp.
sewants, Lucian, Merc. cond. 15
Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 505.
oliceTia, Symmachus, Job i. 3
outw?] thus, in accordance with duty assigned him in ver.
45 the principal emphasis being on this word, it is put at
the end of the sentence.

feature

—

;

;

;

Ver.
ting

47.

He

will assign

him

him not merely over

o-vfifiaaiheveiv

a far higher position,
domestics, but, etc.

his

kingdom

in the Messiah's

is

set-

The

represented as

being in accordance with that principle of gradation on which

and prudence are usually rewarded in the case
Comp. xxv. 2 1 ff. Luke xix. 1 7 ff.
Vv. 48-51. 'Eav Be, /c.t.X-.] the emphasis is on 6 tcafcos

faithfulness

of ordinary servants.

;

as contrasting with o giurofa
6 airiaTO<i k. a<ppcov.

—

k.

e'/ce £1/09]

<f>p6vt,fio$,

refers

ver.

45, therefore

back to ov

fcareo-Trjaev,

and represents the sum of its contents. Hence
but suppose the worthless servant who has been put in that
position shall have said, etc.
To assume that we have
here a blending of two cases (the servant is either faithful or wicked), the second of which we are to regard as
presupposed and pointed to by e/ceti/09 (de Wette, Kaeuffer),
is to burden the passage with unnecessary confusion.
k.tX., ver. 45,

—

dp ^7] Tat]

will have begun, does not refer to the circumstance

that the lord

meanours

surprises

him

in

the

midst of his misde-

(Fritzsche), because in that case

what follows would

1G0
also
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have to be regarded as depending on apfyrai, but on

the contrary

brings out the fearless wickedness of the

it

man

and sensual gratifications.
iadir] Se k. 7i\] Before, we were told what his
conduct was toward his fellow-slaves over whom he had
been set; now, on the other hand, we are shown how he
behaved himself apart from his relation to the ol/ceTela.
Bi^orofj,t]aec avrov\ he will cut him in two (Plat. Polit. p.
302 F Polyb. vi. 28. 2 x 15. 5 Ex. xxix. 17), a form of
punishment according to which the criminal was sawn asunder,
2 Sam. xii. 3 1 1 Chron. xx. 3 Heb. xL 3 7. Comp. Sueton.
" medios serra dissecuit."
Calig. xvii.
Herod, vii. 3 7.
See,
in general, Wetstein and Kosenmuller, Morgenl., on our passage.
There is no force in the usual objection that, in
what follows, the slave is assumed to be still living; for,
in the words icai to fiepos avrov, k.t.X., which are immediately added, we have a statement of the thing itself,
which the similitude of that terrible punishment was
abandoning himself

—

to tyrannical behaviour

—

;

;

;

;

;

:

intended to
sistent

All

illustrate.

with the

such as

text,

other explanations
:

he will tear

incon-

are

him with

the scourge

(Heumann, Paulus, Kuinoel, Schott, de Wette, Olshausen),
he will cut him off from his service (Beza, Grotius, Jansen,
Maldonatus comp. Jerome, Euthymius Zigabenus), or he will
withdraw his spiritual gifts from him (Basil, Theophylact),
or

:

:

;

or

generally:

(Chrysostom).

he will punish

—

to

teal

him with

the

fiepo<; ai/Tov, k.tX.]

utmost severity

and

will assign

he will condemn
to have his fitting portion in common with the hypocrites,
Comp. on John
that thenceforth he may share their fate.
phrase iv fiipei twos Ti6eo~6ai.
xiii. 8, and the classical

him
him

his proper place

among

the hypocrites,

i.e.

Eabbinical writers likewise regard Gehenna as the portion
of

hypocrites

vTrotcpLT. is

;

see

made use

Schoettgen.

But the expression

tu>v

of here because the ica/cbs SovXos is a

hypocrite in the inmost depths of his moral nature, inasmuch
as he acts under the impression %p ov ''& 1 fl0V ° *vpio<;, though
he hopes that when his lord arrives he will be able to
assume the appearance of one who is still faithfully discharging his duty, just as he must have pretended to be

1G1
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good at the time when he received the trust which had been
committed to him but now he is suddenly unmasked.
eKec] namely, in hell, viii. 12, xiii. 42, 50, xxii. 13, xxv. 30.

—

;

Eemark

1.

—

It is exegetically certain that

ward Jesus announces His second advent,

from

after

ver.

29 on-

having spoken,

what precedes that verse, of the destruction of Jerusalem,
and of that, too, as an event that was to take place immediately
before His second coming.
All attempts to obtain, for the
tuOiu; of ver. 29, a different terminus a quo (see on ver. 29),
and therefore to find room enough before this eMsug for an
interval, the limits of which cannot as yet be assigned, or to fix
upon some different point in the discourse as that at which the
subject of the second advent is introduced (Chrysostom ver.
23; E. J. Meyer: ver. 35; Susskind: ver. 36; Kuinoel: ver.
in

:

43; Lightfoot, Wetstein, Flatt: not till xxv. 31 Hoelemann:
as early as xxiv. 19), are not the fruits of an objective interpretation of the text, but are based on the assumption that
;

every trifling detail must find its fulfilment, and lead to interpretations in which the meaning is explained away and twisted
in the most violent way possible.
The attempts of Ebrard,
Dorner, Cremer, Hoelemann, Gess, to show that the prediction
of Jesus is in absolute harmony with the course of history,
are refuted by the text itself, especially by ver. 29 above all
is it impossible to explain vv. 15-28 of some event which is
still in the womb of the future (in opposition to Hofmann,
Schriftbew. II. p. 630 ff.) nor again, in ver. 34, can we narrow
the SCOpe of the Kavra ruZra, or extend that of the yina, ulrr\,
or make ygwjra/ denote merely the dawning of the events in
question.
Eemark 2. It is true that the predictions, ver. 5 ff., regarding the events that were to precede the destruction of Jerusalem
were not fulfilled in so special and ample a way as to harmonize
with the synoptical representations of them ; still, that they were
so in all essential respects, is proved by what we learn from history respecting the impostors and magicians that appeared, the
wars that raged far and near, the numerous cases of famine and
earthquake that occurred, the persecutions of the Christians
that took place, the moral degeneracy that prevailed, and the'
way in which the gospel had been proclaimed throughout the
world, and all shortly before the destruction of Jerusalem (after
the Jews had begun to rise in rebellion against the Eoman
authority in the time of Gessius Floras, who became procurator of Judea in 64).
This prophecy, though in every
;

;

—

MATT.

II.

L

:
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respect a genuine prediction, is not without its imaginative
element, as may be seen from the poetical and pictorial form
Compare on ver. 7, Remark. But it
in which it is embodied.
is just this mode of representation which shows that a vaticinitcm post eventum (see on ver. 1) is not to be thought of.

Comp. Holtzmann, Weizsacker,

Remark

3.

— With regard

Pfleiderer.

to the difficulty arising out of the

fact that the second advent did not take place, as Jesus

had

predicted it would, immediately after the destruction of Jeruand as an explanation of which the assumption of a
salem,
blending of type and antitype (Luther) is arbitrary in itself,
and only leads to confusion,— let the following be remarked
(1) Jesus has spoken of His advent in a threefold sense ; for
He described as His second coming (a) that outpouring of
the Holy Spirit which was shortly to take place, and which
was actually fulfilled; see on John xiv. 18 f., xvi. 16, 20 ff.,
also on Eph. ii. 17; (b) that historical manifestation of His

—

majesty and power which would be seen, immediately after His
ascension to the Father, in the triumph of His cause upon the
earth, of which Matt. xxvi. 64 furnishes an undoubted example;
(c) His coming, in the strict eschatological sense, to raise the
dead, to hold the last judgment, and to set up His kingdom,
which is also distinctly intimated in such passages of John as
vi. 40, 54, v. 28, xiv. 3 (Weizel in the Stud. u. Krit. 1836, p.
626 ff.), and in connection with which it is to be observed that
in John the dbaffrs^ffw ahrhv lyu rfj s<r%ury fj/Mipcf, (vi. 39 f., 44, 54)
does not imply any such nearness of the thing as is implied
when the spiritual advent is in question but, on the contrary,
presupposes generally that believers will have to undergo death.
Again, in the parable contained in Matt. xxii. 1-14, the calling
;

of the Gentiles is represented as coming after the destruction of
;
so that (comp. on xxi. 40 f.) in any case a longer
interval is supposed to intervene between this latter event
and the second coming than would seem to correspond with the
tld'tug of xxiv. 29.
(2) But though Jesus Himself predicted His
second coming as an event close at hand, without understanding
it, however, in the literal sense of the words (see above, under a
and b) ; though, in doing so, He availed Himself to some extent
of such prophetical phraseology as had come to be the stereotyped language for describing the future establishment of the
literal kingdom of the Messiah (xxvi. 64), and in this way
made use of the notions connected with this literal kingdom
for the purpose of embodying his conceptions of the ideal advent,
—it is nevertheless highly conceivable that, in the minds of the

Jerusalem
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disciples, the sign of Christ's speedy entrance into the world
again came to be associated and ultimately identified with the
expectation of a literal kingdom. This is all the more conceivable when we consider how difficult it was for them to
realize anything so ideal as an invisible return, and how natural
it was for them to apprehend literally the figurative language
in which Jesus predicted this return, and how apt they were,
in consequence, to take everything He said about His second
coming, in the threefold sense above mentioned, as having
reference to the one great object of eager expectation, viz.
The
the glorious establishment of the Messiah's kingdom.
separating and sifting of the heterogeneous elements that were
thus blended together in their imagination, Jesus appears to
have left to the influence of future development, instead of
undertaking this task Himself, by directly confuting and correcting the errors to which this confusion gave rise (Acts i.
7, 8), although we must not overlook the fact that any utterances
of Jesus in this direction would be apt to be lost sight of all
the more, that they would not be likely to prove generally
acceptable.
It may likewise be observed, as bearing upon this
matter, that the spiritual character of the Gospel of John in
which the idea of the advent, though not altogether absent,
occupies a very secondary place as compared with the decided
prominence given to that of the coming again in a spiritual
sense is a phenomenon which presupposes further teaching on
the part of Jesus, differing materially from that recorded in
the synoptic traditions. (3) After the idea of imminence had
once got associated in the minds of the disciples with the expectation of the second advent and the establishment of the literal
kingdom, the next step, now that the resurrection of Jesus had
taken place, was to connect the hope of fulfilment with the promised baptism with the spirit which was understood to be near at
hand (Acts i. 6) and they further expected that the fulfilment
would take place, and that they would be witnesses of it before
they left Judea, an idea which is most distinctly reflected in
Matt; x. 23. Ex eventu the horizon of this hope came to be
gradually enlarged, without its extending, however, beyond the
lifetime of the existing generation.
It was during this interval
that, according to Jesus, the destruction of Jerusalem was to
take place. But if He at the same time saw, and in prophetic
symbolism announced, what He could not fail to be aware of,
viz. the connection that there would be between this catastrophe and the triumph of His ideal kingdom, then nothing was
more natural than to expect that, with Jerusalem still standing

—

—

—

;

—

—
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(differently in Luke xxi. 24), and the duration of the existing
generation drawing to a close, the second advent would take
place immediately after the destruction of the capital,
an expectation which would be strengthened by the well-known
descriptions furnished by the prophets of the triumphal entry
of Jehovah and the disasters that were to precede it (Strauss,
II. p. 348), as well as by that form of the doctrine of the dolores
Messiae to which the Eabbis had given currency (Langen,
Judenth. in Paldst. p. 494 f.). The form of the expectation involuntarily modified the form of the promise ; the ideal advent
and establishment of the kingdom came to be identified with the
eschatological, so that in men's minds and in the traditions alike
the former gradually disappeared, while the latter alone remained
as the object of earnest longing and expectation, surrounded
not merely with the gorgeous colouring of prophetic delineation, but also placed in the same relation to the destruction of
Jerusalem as that in which the ideal advent, announced in the
language of prophetic imagery, had originally stood. Comp.
Scherer in the Strassb. Beitr. II. 1851, p. 83 ff. Holtzmann,
Certain expositors have referred,
p. 409 f. ; Keim, III. p. 219 f.
in this connection, to the sentiment of the modern poet, who
says : " the world's history is the world's judgment," and have
represented the destruction of Jerusalem as the first act in this
judgment, which is supposed to be immediately followed (ver.
29) by a renovation of the world through the medium of Chrisa renovation which is to go on until the last revelatianity,
tion from heaven takes place (Kern, Dorner, Olshausen). But
this is only to commit the absurdity of importing into the
passage a poetical judgment, such as is quite foreign to the real
judgment of the New Testament. No less objectionable is
Bengel's idea, revived by Hengstenberg and Olshausen (comp.
also Kern, p. 56; Lange, II. p. 1258; Schmid, Bill. Theol. I.
p. 354), about the perspective nature of the prophetic vision,
an idea which could only have been vindicated from the
reproach of imputing a false vision, i.e. an optical delusion, to
Jesus if the latter had failed to specify a definite time by means
of a statement so very precise as that contained in the txj&iug of
ver. 29, or had not added the solemn declaration of ver. 34.
Dorner, Wittichen, rightly decide against this view. As a last
shift, Olshausen has recourse to the idea that some condition or
other is to be understood " All those things will happen, unless
men avert the anger of God by sincere repentance" a reservation
which, in a prediction of so extremely definite a character,
would most certainly have been expressly mentioned, even

—

—

;

—

:

—
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although no doubt can be said to exist as to the conditional
nature of the Old Testament prophecies (Bertheau in the
Jahrb. f. D. Theol. 1859, p. 335 ff.). If, as Olshausen thinks,
it was the wish of the Lord that His second advent should
always be looked upon as a possible, nay, as a probable thing,
and if it was for this reason that He spoke as Matthew represents Him to have done, then it would follow that He made
use of false means for the purpose of attaining a moral end,
a thing even more inconceivable in His case than theoretical
error, which latter Strauss does not hesitate to impute. According to this view, to which Wittichen also adheres, it is to the
ethical side of the ministry of Jesus that the chief importance
is to be attached.
But it is precisely this ethical side that, in
the case of Him who was the very depository of the intuitive
truth of God, would necessarily be compromised by such an
error as is here in view,
an error affecting a prediction so
intimately connected with His whole work, and of so much
importance in its moral consequences. Comp. John viii. 46.
Remark 4. The statement of ver. 29, to the effect that the
second advent would take place immediately after the destruction of Jerusalem, and that of ver. 34, to the effect that it would
occur during the lifetime of the generation then living, go to
decide the date of the composition of our Greek Matthew,
which must accordingly have been written at some time previous to the destruction of the capital. Baur, indeed {Evangelien, p. 605 Neut. Theol. p. 109), supposes the judgment that
was immediately to precede the second advent to be represented
by the Jewish war in the time of Hadrian, and detects the date
of the composition of our Gospel (namely, 130-134) in the
/Sfox. rSjs epnfj,u>o. of ver. 1 5, which he explains of the statue of
Jupiter which Hadrian had erected in the temple area (Dio
Cass. lxix. 12).
Such a view should have been felt to be
already precluded by vv. 1-3, where, even according to Baur
himself, it is only the first devastation under Titus that can be
meant, as well as by the parallel passages of the other Synoptists;
to say nothing, moreover, of the fact that a literal destruction of
Jerusalem in the time of Hadrian, which is mentioned for the
first time by Jerome in his comment on Ezek. v. l,is, according
to the older testimony of Justin, Ap. i. 47, and of Eusebius, iv. 6,
highly questionable (Holtzmann, p. 405). But as regards the
ysvtd, in whose lifetime the destruction of the capital and the
second advent were (ver. 34) to take place, Zeller (in the Theol.
Jahrb. 1852, p. 299 f.), following Baur and Hilgenield, ub. d. Ev.
Justin's, p. 367, has sought to make the duration of the period

—

—

—

—

;
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in question extend over a century and more, therefore to somewhere about the year 130 and even later, although the common
notion of a ymd was such that a century was understood to be
equal to something like three of them (Herod, ii. 142 Thuc.
;

The above, however,
1; Wesseling, ad Diod. i. 24).
is an erroneous view, which its authors have been constrained
to adopt simply to meet the exigencies of the case.
For, with
such passages before them as x. 23, xvi. 28, neither their critical
i.

14.

nor their dogmatical preconceptions should have allowed them
to doubt that anything else was meant than the ordinary lifetime of the existing generation, the generation living at the
time the discourse was being delivered (the ytviit
%ark rbv
irupCvra ynpovov, Dem. 1390, 25), and that, too, only the portion
of their lifetime that was still to run. Comp. Kahnis, Dogm.
I. p. 494; Holtzmann, p. 408; Keim, p. 206; also Kostlin, p;
114 ff.
jj

107

ciur. xxv.

CHAPTEE XXV.
Lachm. and Tisch. 8 far&trum, following B G
this been the original reading, it would also
have forced its way into ver. 6, in which latter, however, it is
found only in 157, Cyr.
Ver. 2. Lachm. and Tisch. 8 mhn
1

Ver.

I.

N, 1,

Method.

aTavrjjff/v]

:

Had

—

:

D

following B C
L Z X, min.
and vss. (also Vulg. It.). Considering what a preponderance of
evidence is here, and seeing how ready the transcribers would
be to place the wise first in order, the reading of the Keceived
Ver. 3.
text must be regarded as a subsequent transposition.
For alnvsg there are found the readings (glosses): a) hi in Z,
Vulg. codd. of the It. Lachm., and a) yap in B C L S, Tisch. 8 ;
Ver. 4. In witnesses of importance aurwv
likewise a) oh in D.
he 1%

uvrav

r\Sctv

fLupai xal vivri

<ppovi/j,ot,

—

—

with Lachm. and Tisch. 8, it
Ver.6. 'ipx^rai']
be deleted as a common interpolation.
L Z N, 102,
is wanting in such important witnesses (B C*
1
Copt. Sahid. Ar* Cant. Method. Ephr. Cyr.), and has so much
the look of a supplement, that, with Lachm. and Tisch. 8, it
should be erased. But the ocvtoZ after airavr., which Tisch. 8
Ver. 7. For
deletes, is wanting only in B K, 102, Meth. Cyr.
u-jruv it is better, with Lachm. and Tisch., to readsaurwv, following
B L Z 8. The reflective force of the pronoun had never been
noticed, especially with ver. 4 preceding it, in which verse iavrui
instead of aurm after "Kafiir. (so Tisch. 8) is supported only by the
Ver. 9. For oux, as in the Eeceived text,
evidence of B K.
there is a preponderance of evidence in favour of reading ou fifi,
which Griesb. has recommended, and which Lachm., Tisch. 7,
and also Scholz have adopted. The m, which Fritzsche and
Tisch. 8 have discarded, was omitted from its force not being
hi after vopiUefo (in Elz., Tisch. 7) would be just
understood.
as apt to be inserted as a connective particle, as it would
be ready to be omitted if vopivutfa, x.r.X. was taken as the
Accordingly, the matter must be decided by a
apodosis.
is

wanting

after dyys/oig, so that,

is to

—

D

.

—

A

—

—

1

The Codex Alex. (A)

ch. xxv.

joins the list of critical authorities for the first time at

It begins at ver. 6 with the

word t&f%u4t.

—
;;
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preponderance of evidence, and that is in favour of deleting
Ver. 11. xa/ a/] Lachm. has simply a), but against
the be.
and then think how readily xa/ might
decisive evidence
Ver. 13. After wpav
be dropped out between tai and AI
Elz. inserts h p 6 vtbg roZ avdpuiirov sp^erai, words which, in
accordance with a decided preponderance of evidence, are to be
Ver. 16. siroin<stv\ A** B C
regarded as a gloss (xxiv. 44).
L K** min. sxspbrjffev. Eecommended by Griesb. and Schulz,
The
adopted by Lachm. Gloss derived from what follows.
omission of the second rahavra, by Lachm. is without adequate
authority, nor had the transcribers any motive for inserting it
Ver. 17. xal uvrng] is wanting in important
comp. ver. 17.

—

;

!

—

—

D

—

:

—

witnesses, and is erased by Lachm. and Tisch. 8 ; but, owing
to the circumstance of uoavrus %ai having preceded, it may very
Ver. 18.
readily have been left out as superfluous and clumsy.
Lachm. inserts ruhavrov after h, only on the authority of A, It.

—

but 'ixpv^iv (Lachm. Tisch.) for &itixpu^iv is supported by such
a preponderance of evidence that it is unnecessary to regard
Ver. 19. It is better, with Lachm.
it as taken from ver. 25.
and Tisch., to adopt in both cases the order rro\vv xpovov and
Xoyov (itr alrZv, in accordance with preponderating evidence.
Ver. 20. !*' avroTg] is omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. 8, both
mm. and vss., while
here and in ver. 22, following
E G, min. read h alroTg but D, Vulg. It. Or. insert evsx'spbriffa

—

BDLs,

;

before the «r aWoTg. Later variants are interpretations of
the superfluous (and therefore sometimes omitted) lit avroTg
Ver. 21. d's, which Elz. inserts after 'iipri, has been deleted,
in accordance with preponderating evidence, as being an interpolation of the connective particle (so also Griesb., Scholz,
Ver. 22. \al3uv] is wanting in
Fritzsche, Lachm., Tisch.).
B C L A S, min. Syr. utr ; a few min. have liXycpwg. Deleted
Ver. 27.
by Lachm. and Tisch. Correctly; a supplement.
For rb apybp. fiou Tisch. 8 reads r<k dpyvpid pov, following B
Correctly ; the plural would be apt to be replaced
K*, Syr. p
by the singular (comp. Luke), because it is a question of one
Ver. 29. am-b bt
talent, and because of the rb s^6v following.

—

—

A

•

—

-

—

BDL

min. roZ b't. Approved by Griesb., adopted by
Fritzsche, Lachm., Tisch. the ordinary reading is by way of
Ver. 30. Ufiuksn for ix$6Xkin (in
helping the construction.
Ver. 31. Elz. Scholz
Elz.) is confirmed by decisive evidence.
L n* K, min. and
insert dyioi before ayyiXoi, in opposition to B
many vss. and Fathers. An adjective borrowed from the ordinary
ecclesiastical phraseology, and which, though it might readily
enough be inserted, would scarcely be likely to be omitted.
roD]

K,

:

;

—

—

D
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1, 2.

—

Ver. 40. ruv adtXpuv pou] wanting
5.
Fathers.
Bracketed by Lachra. But comp.
ver. 45.
Ver. 41. o/ xarripu(*.] Tisch. 8 has deleted the article,
and that correctly ; it is taken from
in accordance with

Comp. Zech.

only in

xiv.

B* and

—

BLs,

ver. 34.

1

Ver.

f.

An

additional

exhortation

watchfulness

to

in

consequence of the day and hour of the advent being un-

known, and embodied in the parable of the ten virgins, extending to ver. 13, which parable is peculiar to Matthew (having
been taken from the collection of our Lord's sayings) for it
;

is

not the echoes of the present narrative, but something essen-

tially different, that

we meet with

Luke

to re]

Mark xiii. 35-37 and
on the day on which the
master will return, and inflict condign punishment upon his
worthless slave.
Not
punishment
after inflicting this
(Fritzsche), for the parable is intended to portray the coming
but neither, again, is it to be taken as pointof the Messiah
ing back to ver. 37 and ver. 14 of the previous chapter
(Cremer), which would be an arbitrary interruption of the
xii.

35-38.

—

then,

in

i.e.

:

;

regular sequence of the discourse as indicated
ofioieodtfo-eTaL] will be

—

fj

fiaaiX.

made

twv ov pa v.]

like,

actually so

the Messianic

;

by

see on

rare.

—

vii.

26.

kingdom, in respect,

admission and exclusion that
kingdom comes to be set up.
if;f)\0ov els airdvT. tov vvfi(f>.] Here the marriage is not

that

is,

of the principle

will be followed

when

of

—

that

represented as taking place in the house of the bridegroom,
in accordance

49 9;

with the usual practice (Winer, Realw.

I. p.

Keil, Arch. § 1 09), but in that of the bride (Judg. xiv. 10),

from which the ten bridesmaids set out in the evening for the
purpose of meeting the expected bridegroom.
The reason why
the parable transfers the scene of the marriage to the home of
the bride, is to be found in the nature of the thing to be illustrated,

inasmuch

as, at

the time of His advent, Christ

is to

be

understood as coming to the earth and as setting up His
kingdom here below, and not in heaven. Comp. also the fol-

lowing parable,

ver. 14ff.

—

from the bride's house, which
(et? airdvTTjaiv

rod vvfuplov).

igfjXOov] they went
is

out,

namely,

self-evident from the context

Bornemann

in the Stvd. u. Krit.

—
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1843,

p.

112

—who,

like the majority of expositors, sup-

f.,

poses that what

is

here in view

conducting the bride from her

groom (but

see

on

ver. 10),

is

the ordinary practice of

own house

—and Ewald

of the setting out of the maids

from

to that of the bride-

understand i^rjXdov

own homes

to go
from the latter
for the purpose of meeting the bridegroom as he comes to
But the meaning of the terms forbids
fetch home his bride.
us to assume different starting - points for £%rj\6ov and eU
their

to the house of the bride, in order to start

(Acts

a7ravT7)civ

this

15);

xxviii.

is

further precluded by

the supposition, in itself improbable, that the foolish virgins

could not have obtained a fresh supply of

—Whether

oil

at the

house

was the usual number for bridesmaids cannot be determined but generally " numero denario
(as the base of their numeral system) gavisa plurimum est
Comp.
gens Judaica et in sacris et in civilibus," Lightfoot.
Luke xix. 13.
<ppovifj,oi] Comp. xxiv. 45, vii. 24, 26.
This second virtue belonging to a right eroi/xaala (see on
of the bride.

ten

;

—

xxiv. 55), viz. practical wisdom, is here intended to be

The idea

specially prominent.

and its opposite (Cremer) is quite foreign
Comp. Kopaaiov <pp6vt/xov, Tob. vi. 12.

AXnves

Ver. 3.

e\a/3ov] they

ficopal]

took,

1

besides the oil that

The

sc. r\crav,

fieB

to the

context.

quotquot erant stultae.

on setting out; not

(Erasmus, Vatablus).

made

of a contrast between chastity

for

—

the pluperfect

eavrtav] with themselves, namely,

was burning in
who,

their lamps.

have left the house of
Cremer
and
Lange, who suppose
the
i^fjXdov to contain a prolepsis), and therefore are no longer
there, have betaken themselves to some house on the way
Vv.

5, 6.

virgins,

ver. 1,

bride (in opposition to

by of
was delayed on till

(igepxeade, observe), in order there to await the passing

the bridegroom.

midnight

;

The coming

the maids

who

they nodded

(aorist),

and

Ps. xxi. 4.

Vulgate

:

—

"

of the latter

sat waiting

began to get wearied,

Comp. Isa. v. 27;
dormitaverunt omnes et dormierunt."
slept (imperfect).

WfKplos (without ep^erat, see critical remarks):
The cry of the people who see him
!
coming a little way off. They are made aware of his approach
18 ov 6

oeliold the

bridegroom

—
:
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from seeing the light of the torches or lamps carried by those
who accompanied him in the procession.
Ver. 7 f. 'E/coo-fiTjcrav] they put in proper order, namely,
by trimming the wick and such like, they dressed them.
eavrcov (see critical remarks) each one her own betokening

—

;

:

now

the individual preparation that was

going on.

—

afikv-

vvvrai] are just on the point of going out.
Ver. 9. MrjiroTe
vfilv] Since ob p,r\ is the correct reading (see critical remarks), and seeing that the apKeo-y following
cannot be regarded as dependent on firjirore, but only on ov pufj,
.

.

.

the punctuation should be as follows:
k.t.X.

:

never (shall

we

give you of our

p,7]7rore'

oil)

:

ov

apKeo-rj,

p,rj

there will certainly

and you ! For the absolute negative p-rj,
11 Matthiae, p. 1454 Kiihner, II. 2,
Correctly Bornemann, as above, p. 110
Bleek,
p. 1047.
Lange, Luthardt.
Comp. Winer, p. 556 [E. T. 632] Ellendt,
not he enough for us

comp. xxvi. 5

;

Ex.

x.

;

;

;

;

Lex. Soph. II. p. 107.

Ver. 10

While they were going away, came (not: advenerat,
fier avrov] namely, into the house
of the bride, whither the bridegroom was on his way, and to

Fritzsche).

f.

—

elo-rfXdov

which the maids were conducting him, with a view to the
The idea of the bridegroom's
celebration of the marriage.
house being that referred to (see on ver. 1) is precluded by
the correlation in which rj\6ev 6 vvp.(plo<; and eloifkdov /xer'

—

Kvpie, /cvpie] expressive of
avrov stand to each other.
most urgent and anxious entreaty. Comp. vii. 21.
Ver. 12 f. Ovk olBa vp,a<i\ because ye were not amongst

who welcomed me, ye

the bridesmaids
strangers

whom

no part in the marriage

!

out of the intercourse of
Gal.

iv.

9)

is

are to

me

as entire

I do not know, and who, therefore, can have

the

The knowledge of experience arising
23 1 Cor. viii. 3, xiii. 12

life (vii.

;

;

point intended to

be

thus

illustrated.

Besides, Jesus might also have said (in opposition to Cremer)

—

have not known you).
ovv\ because the
foolish virgins were shut out, and because something corresponding to this would happen to you unless you watch.
According to ver. 13, the teaching of the parable is: that the
ovk

eyi/tui/

vpi.

(I

moral preparedness that continues

to

maintain

itself

up

till
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moment of the advent, the day and hour of which do not
admit of being determined, will lead to participation in the

the

Messianic kingdom, wJoereas those in
not been maintained

sudden appearing of

till

the

end

whom

will,

this

preparedness has

when surprised by

the

the Lord, experience in themselves the irre-

parable consequences of their foolish neglect, and be shut out from
His kingdom. This latter is a negative expression of con~

demnation, not, as Olshausen supposes notwithstanding
iic\eia6r)

6vpa, merely a

r)

as is spoken of in 1 Cor.
tions

—

way
iii.

the

of designating such a salvation

15.

More

of the virgins, the lamps, the

oil,

specific interpreta-

the Kpavyr),

etc.

—

are

be found not only in Origen, Hilary, Cyrill, Chrysostom,

to

Theophylact, Euthymius Zigabenus, Augustine, Jerome (see

but also in Olshausen, von Meyer, Cremer,
In those interpretations subjective opinion
has, in most diverse and arbitrary fashion, exceeded the limits
Cremer,

p. 1 5 6

ff.),

Lange, Auberlen.

by Jesus in ver. 13. Calvin well remarks: "Multum
quidam in lucernis, in vasis, in oleo. Atqui simgenuina summa est, non sufficere alacre exigui temporis

indicated

se torquent

plex et

studium, nisi infatigabilis constantia simul accedat."

Neither

the falling asleep of the virgins intended to be specially

is

significant

for, as it

;

wise ones as well,

it

happened in the case of the exemplary

cannot represent any moral shortcoming.
1

Ver. 14. The parable of the talents, extending to ver. 30,
introduced as an additional ground for the jprryopelre,

is

and that by viewing it as a question of work and responsibility.
The parable in Luke xix. 1 2 ff., which, notwithstanding
the differences in regard to
the present in

its

individual features,

leading thoughts and

resembles

illustrations, is to

be regarded as a modification, arising in the course of the

Gospel tradition, of the more original and simpler one before
us (in opposition to Calvin, Olshausen, Neander, Holtzmann,

Volkmar), and which Luke also represents as having been spoken
1

In connection with this parable, compare the following traditional sayings
yUurh rpa-rtZ^ra.! Hxi/toi (Horn. Clem. ii. 51, iii. 50,
xviii. 20, etc.
Clement of Alexandria, Origen Apostolical Constitutions) ; and
attributed to Christ:
;

;

Tr. 47). Eusebius gives a
kindred parable from the Gospel of the Hebrews, and for which see Mai's Nova
patrum biblioth. IV. p. 155.
t» elt

«» i/tat KKTctXa^v,

«»

revrois xai xfttu (Justin, c.

—
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15.

In this latter
an independent parable
(that of the rebellious subjects) blended with that of the talents
(Strauss, I. p. 636 f Ewald, p. 419 f. ; Bleek, Keim, Weiss,
1864, p. 128 ff.). If it be maintained, as Kern, Lange, Cremer,
are disposed to do, that in Matthew and Luke we have two
distinct parables, spoken by Jesus on two different occasions,
then there is no alternative but either to accept the unnatural
at a different time; comp. "Weizsacker, p. 181.

we have what was

Gospel

originally

;

.

view that the simpler (Matthew's) is the later form, or to
suppose, in opposition to what is recorded, that Jesus spoke
the parable in Matthew, where, however, the connection is
perfectly apposite, somewhat earlier than that in Luke
The one view as well as the
(Schleiermacher, Neander).
other would be all the more questionable, that the interval
during which Christ " intentionally employs the same parabolic materials for the purpose of illustrating different sub-

(Auberlen)

jects"

Mark

xiii.

34

is

would thus

only a few days.

comprise

extracted from what

Matthew has taken

from the collection of our Lord's sayings.-

tacnrep,

Mark

a case of anantapodosis similar to that of

/c.t.A,]

xiii.

34,

what already appeared in the
collection of sayings from which the passage is taken. Comp.
Horn. v. 12.
Fritzsche on ver. 30.
At the outset of the
discourse it would be the intention to connect the whole
parable with wcnrep, and, at the conclusion, to annex an
apodosis by means of oi/to)? (probably ovrto fcal 6 v/09 t.
and doubtless

reproducing

dv6pdy7rov irovf)<ru, or ovtco? earat

real

irapovcria

rj

r.

viov

r.

somewhat lengthened character
of the parable, this had to be omitted.
dirohr]^ on the
point of going abroad (xxi. 33).
tovs ISiovs Bov\ov<;~\
not strangers, such as exchangers, but his own servants, of
whom, therefore, he had a right to expect that they would do
avdp.)

;

but, considering the

—

—

their best to lay out for his advantage the

money

entrusted to

them.
Ver. 15.
fore,

Kara

but according

rrjv
to

IZiav hvvap.iv] not

arbitrarily, there-

each one's peculiar capabilities

dentia et peritia," Beza) for

doing business.

charismatic gifts are bestowed in a

The

("

pru-

different

manner corresponding to

—

v
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the varying natural aptitudes
are

according

conferred

"Nemo

urgetur ultra

diately, therefore

quam

to

Those endowments

of men.

an

individualizing

potest," Bengel.

—

principle.

evdeax;] imme-

without making any further arrangements

money. Fritzsche, Einck, and Tisch. 8
and several codd. of the It. in connecting evdeao?
In that case it would be necessary either
with what follows.
for disposing of the

agree with

B

to insert the Be of ver. 1 6 before iropevO. («**), or, with Tisch.,
it altogether (N*).
However, the evidence in favour
view is quite inadequate.
And it is precisely in
connection with atreBrjixnaev that ev6ew<; is seen to have a
peculiar significance, that, namely, of showing that absolute
independence was allowed in regard to the way in which the
money was to be employed by those to whom it had been
entrusted, which is admirably in keeping with Kara rrjv IBlav

to delete

of this

Bvvajjuv.

— ra\avTa\

see

on

xviii.

25.

Elpydaard] traded with them (iv
Very common in classical writers

Ver. 16.
strumental).

avrots, in-

(especially

Demosthenes) with reference to commerce and matters of
exchange, though usually with the simple dative of the
instrument.

—

iirotr/aev] he acquired, gained; as in

German

Geld (he made money).
See instances in Wetstein
and Kypke.
So also the Latin facere.
Ver. 18. 'AvreXBdtv] he went away, removed to a distance.
How entirely different in the case of the two first, ver. 1 6
er machte

They

started

upon a journey

(7ropev6.).

— &pv%ev

!

iv

t.

777]

The reading yrjv,
i.e. he made a hole in the earth.
which Tisch. adopts, following B L N (C* rrjv yrjv), but from
which the vss. deviate, would mean: he dug up the earth (Plat.
to apyvp. rov Kvp. avr.] brings out
Euthyd. p. 288 E).
emphatically the idea of responsibility and dereliction of
he digged,

:

duty.

them; comp. on
The IBe points the master to what had been
Col. iil 14.
e£] is generally
gained the boldness of a good conscience.
this would
But
excellent
!
that
is
right
!
:
taken absolutely

20

Ver.

;

f.

'Eir'

a to 49] in addition

to

—

have required evye (Plat. Gorg. p. 494 C; Lach. p. 181 A;
Soph. Phil. 327), which reading (taken from Luke xix. 17,

——
::
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24, 25.

the original one) Fritzsche actually adopts, follow-

ing A*, Vulg.

Consequently we should connect

Or. (once).

It.

Thou wast admirably (probe) faithful in
For e£ when separated from the word to
regard to a little.
which it belongs, comp. Xen. Cyr. i. 6. 24 Mem. ii. 1. 33,
'AyaOe and iriare represent the genus
and Kiihner thereon.
and species of an upright character. The opposite of this
et? rrjv %apav tov Kvplov <rov\ %apa is not
ver. 26.
eti

with

»)s 7rto-To<?

:

;

—

be

to

understood

a feast

of

Wolf,

Schoettgen,

(Clericus,

Michelsen, Kuinoel, Schott), a sense in which the word
not used

(LXX.

meant

that the slave

17

is

an inaccurate rendering), and
which the context does not sanction any more than it
countenances the idea of a festival in honour of the master's
return (in opposition to de Wette and Lange); but what is
ness
rrjv

is

Esth.

ix.

which his master
iraaav

is
is

is

invited to participate in the happi*
enjoying

fjLa/capiGTrjra $ia

thought of Eom.

exhibiting the

expression e'laeXde

(Chrysostom

tov prffiaTO? tovtov
viii.

admirably

Set/cvu?),

The use

17.

thus

of the

in that case, to be regarded as due to

is,

the nature of the thing which the parable

is

meant

to illus-

trate (the Messianic kingdom).

p.

Ver.

24

581

[E. T. 781].

"Eyvcov

f.

of the perfect,
hid.

—What

o-e,

The

I know

on] well-known
aorist is not

thee (Kuinoel),

Winer,

attraction.

used here in the sense

but

:

i"

knew

thee,

and

follows characterizes, in proverbial language (by

a figure taken from farming), a man unconscionably hard to
a-wdycov
please, and demanding more than is reasonable.

—

oOev ov

Btea-Kopir.'] gathering (corn into the aTroOrj/crj)

from a

place where you have not threshed (with reference to the threshing-floor of another
to separate

from

man's farm).

Bca<rKop7ri^eiv, to scatter so as

each other (for the classical character of which

expression see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 213),

is expressly

used in

forms a better contrast to
avvaryaiv than XcK/xav (xxi. 44).
If it were to be taken
as equivalent to aveipeiv, the result would be a tautological

the present instance, because

it

parallelism (in opposition to Erasmus, Beza, de Wette).
entire excuse

—

is a false pretext

a pretext which

is

The

invented by moral indolence,

reduced ad absurdum in vv. 26, 27.
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namely, of losing the talent in business, or of not
to <tov] self-righteous.

<f>o(3r)0el<;]

being able to satisfy thee.
Ver. 26

(Rom.

The master

f.

—

chastises the worthless

own weapons.

11) servant with his

xii.

question of astonishment,

which

is

more

and indolent

— #Set9,

spirited

jc.t.X.]

and more in

keeping with the surprising nature of the excuse than to understand the words in a conceding sense (Kuinoel, de Wette), or
as an independent hypothesis (Bernhardy, p. 385), in which
case the ovv of the apodosis would be deprived of its force

Hartung, Partihell.

(see

718

f.).

— @a\elv

table

of

tlit

proceeding.
e'xei9

II.

p.

22

f. ;

Klotz,

ad Devar.

p.

rot? rparrre^.] flinging down upon the
money-changers, represents the indifference of the

—

.

.

iya>]

is

.

emphatic as related to the preceding

to aov, ver. 25.

To

it

likewise corresponds to

toe,

e/iov, to

is now added for sake of emphasis.
Vv. 28-30. Ovv] because his conduct was so inexcusable.

which, however, avv t6k<o

—Ver. 29.

Justification of this

mode

of proceeding,

by appeal-

ing to a principle founded on universal experience, and which

was
12.

to find its verification in the case before us.

— toO

Be

/irj

€-^ovTo<i'\ see critical remarks.

Comp. xiii.
The genitive,

first for sake of emphasis, might be regarded as
dependent on apO^aerai, (Fritzsche), in accordance, that is, with
the construction of verbs of depriving with tlvos tl (Kiihner,
Inasmuch, however, as the air avrov which
II. 1, p. 282).
follows would thus be superfluous and clumsy, it is better to
take the genitive as absolute: as for him who has not (the poor
man); comp. Thuc. v. 18. 8, and Kriiger thereon.
We thus
obtain "duobus membris factis ex uno oppositio nervosior"

here placed

ad Dem. de cor. p. 272). For 6 e^oav, the rich man,
55 and Benseler thereon.
For ver. 30,
viii. 12, xiii. 42, 50, xxii. 13, xxiv. 51.
The verse is
not here out of place, but acquires a certain solemnity from
(Dissen,

comp.
comp.
its

—

Isocr. vii.

resemblance to the conclusion of ch. xxiv. (in opposition

to Weiss,

1864,

p.

129).

Teaching of the parable.

—By

a faithful use, after

my

de-

endowments which I have bestowed on
according
each of you
to his special capacity, you are to do your
promote
my
cause.
utmost to
For when I return and reckon
parture, of those varied

;
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(ver. 19), then those who have exerted themselves in
a dutiful manner will receive a distinguished reward in the
kingdom of the Messiah but those who have allowed their

with you

;

however small, to lie unused, will be deprived of that
which has been entrusted to them, and be cast into Gehenna.
For more minute and specific interpretations, all of them of
a more or less arbitrary character, see Origen, Chrysostom,
The reference to all Christian endowments geneTheophylact.
rally (1 Cor. xii.), is to be regarded rather as an application
of the parable in a more comprehensive sense.
Ver. 31 ff. It is unnecessary to suppose that this utterance
about the judgment an utterance taken, like the preceding,
should be
from the collection of our Lord's sayings (\6yta)
immediately connected with xxiv. 30 f. (Fritzsche, de Wette)
or with xxiv. 51 (Ewald).
The coming of the Messiah and
His judicial dealing with His servants had been portrayed
immediately before, and now the prophetic glance extends
and takes in the judgment of all nations,
a judgment which
is to be presided over by the Lord when He returns in
His glory. This is the grand closing scene in which the
eschatological predictions are all to be realized, and depicted
too with a simplicity and beauty so original that there is
but the less reason for imagining that this discourse about
the judgment is the product of the apostolic period (Hilgenfeld, Volkmar, Scholten, Wittichen, Keim).
It is usual to
understand those who are being judged as representing men
generally, Christians and non-Christians alike (see, among
modern expositors, Kuinoel, Fritzsche, de Wette, Lange,
gifts,

—

—

—

—

Weizel, as above,

Hofmann,
that the

p.

603

Schriftbew.

Kaeuffer, de

;

p.

645),

evangelists have

originally referred only to

&V*

almv. not. p.

44

Bleek arbitrarily assuming

extended the application of
Christians.

On

what

the other hand,

ed. Goldh. p. 136 ff., and Anal. 1813,
and Olshausen, as well as Baumgarten-Crusius,
Georgii in Zeller's Jahrb. 1845, p. 18 f. Hilgenfeld, Weizsacker, Volkmar, Keim, "Wittichen, Auberlen, Cremer, understand all who are not Christians to be referred to, some of
But nonthem, however, expressly excluding the Jews.

Keil (in the Opusc.,
III.

177

ff.)

;

MATT.

II.

M

;
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Christians could not have been intended, because it would be
improper to say that the Messianic kingdom has been prepared
for such, to say nothing of the airo ^ara/3oX^9 fc6o~fiov, ver. 34,

in which the idea of the iieXeicTol

would be no

is

exclusively involved

improper to suppose,
without more ado, that non-Christians are intended by the
ol BUatoi of ver. 37, which latter we are not at liberty to
understand in a generalized sense, but only as equivalent to
further, because

it

less

again, because those things

which Jesus represents

the elect

;

(vv. 35,

36, 60) as manifestations of love toward Himself

cannot possibly be conceived of as done by those who, never-

remain outside the Christian community
sides of the
assemblage use such
language (vv. 37 ff., 44) as compels us to acknowledge their
Their
belief in the Judge before whom they now stand.
theless, continued to
finally,

because

language

is

both

the expression of a consciousness of their faith in

the Messiah, towards

whom, however, they have had no oppor-

tunity of displaying their love.

they

may have

were
which
would

If the Messianic felicity

here adjudged to pure heathens according to the

way

in

acted toward Christians (Hilgenfeld), this

be to suppose a " remarkable toleration " (Keim) altogether at
variance with the whole tenor of the New Testament, and

such as even Rev. xxi. 24 (see Diisterdieck on that passage)
a humanity which does not need
does not countenance,

—

faith,

because

(Volkmar,

p.

it

compensates for the want of

546).

If,

after

all

it

by

its

love

we cannot suppose
here meant, we may

this,

that a judgment of non-Christians is

and say that non-Christians are not
and
so
we must also reject the view usually
included at
and Augustine, that what is here
since
Chrysostom
adopted,
exhibited is a judgment of all men, believers and unbelievers
For, so far from the mention of the divine ixXoyij,
alike.
ver. 34, or the idea of the ZUaioi, ver. 37, or what Jesus
says at ver. 35, or the answer of those assembled before
the Judge, vv. 37 and 44, or the entire omission generally
of any distinction between belief and unbelief, harmonizing
with the notion of a mixed body consisting of Christians and
even go

still

further,

all,

non-Christians, they entirely exclude the latter.

We

should
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31-33.

therefore return to the very old view (Lactantius, Instit.

vii.

20; Jerome, Euthymius Zigabenus), which, though it had been
neglected in consequence of the prevalent eschatology, was
preserved by Grotius, the view, namely, that what Jesus is
here depicting

riavwv 8e
proves

this,

judgment of Christians : irepl rwv Xpio\6yo$ ivravOa, Euthymius Zigabenus, who

is the

fMovcov 6

above

from vv. 35, 36.

all,

All the points

previously adduced as arguments against the other explanaIt is confirmed by the
tions combine to favour this view.
whole fundamental idea on which the Judge's sentence turns
(the determining principle being the love manifested toward
Jesus), by the figure of the shepherd and his sheep, and
finally, and at the same time somewhat more definitely, by
the fact that those who are being judged are called nrdvra
ra ediftj. For the latter words are not intended to limit the
reference expressly to the Gentiles, but they are to be taken

as assuming the realization of the universality of Christianity

by the time
(edvrj,

of the advent

when

all

the nations of the earth

as expressing the idea of nation, does not exclude the

Jews; comp. xxviii. 19, xxiv. 9, and see on John xi. 50) will
have heard the gospel and (to a proportionable degree) reJesus, then, is here
ceived Christ (xxiv. 14; Rom. xi. 25).
describing the universal judgment of those who have believed
in Him, in whom, as they will be gathered around His
throne, His prophetic glance beholds all the nations of the
Comp., for the judgment of Christians,
world (xxviii. 19).
2 Cor. v. 10; Rom. xiv. 10. The judgment of unbelievers
comp. on xix. 28), who are not in
(1 Cor. xv. 23, vi. 2
;

question at present, forms a distinct scene in the

universal

and hence in the preceding parable also the reference
Neither here
is to His servants, therefore to believers.
judgment
in
the
passages
different
nor
from Paul do those

assize;

scenes presuppose anything in the shape of chiliastic ideas.

The Messianic judgment is one act consisting of two scenes, not
two acts with a chiliastic interval coming in between. See,
on the other hand, xiii. 37 ff.
Trdvres 01 ayyeXoi] " omnes
ra irpoangeli, omnes nationes quanta celebritas !" Bengel.
fiara dirb rcov ipL^xav] sheep and goats (Ecclus. xlvii. 3;

—

;

—

—
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Gen. xxxviii. 17) are here represented as liaving been pastured
together (comp. Gen. xxx. 33 ff.).
The wicked are conceived
of under the figure of the epicpot,, not on account of the
wantonness and stench of the latter (Grotius), or in consequence of their stubbornness (Lange), but generally because
those animals were considered to be comparatively worthless
(Luke xv. 29) and hence, in ver. 33, we have the diminutive
For the
ra eplfaa for the purpose of expressing contempt.

—

;

and left side (Eccles. x. 2),
Hermann,
see Schoettgen and Wetstein on our passage.
Gottesd. Alterth. § xxxviii. 9 f.
Comp. Plat. Rep. p. 614 C;

significance attached to the right

Virg. Aen.

542

vi.

f.

Ver. 34. 'O /3aert\eu<?] because Christ

understood to

is

have appeared iv rfj ftaaikeia avrov, xvi. 28, which fact is here
ol ev\o<yw pivot rov nrarpos
self-evident from ver. 31.
/jlov] the blessed of my Father (for "in Christo electi sumus,"
Bengel), now actually so (see on Eph. l 3) by being admitted
into the Messianic kingdom that has been prepared for them.
On the use of the participial substantive with a genitive,
see Lobeck, ad Aj. 358; Winer, p. 178 [E. T. 236].
f)Toifj,ao~fi4vr)v] not merely destined, but: put in readiness
comp. xx. 23
John xiv. 2. Kal ovtc elire'
1 Cor. ii. 9
;

;

dWd-

\dfieTe,

vfAerepa, <w? vplv

K\r)povofnjo-are,

avadev

vo/Aia is the fulfilment of the

xix.

29.

equivalent to irpo

k. k.,

when

ryfjv.

1 Pet.

ad Xen. Anab. iv. 2. 18.
Ver. 35 f. HvvijydyeTe
introduced me, that

members
Fritzsche

is,

"

a>?

This Kkripo-

promise of v. 5, Kknpovop.^oovai
airb icara^. ac.] xiii. 35, not

the election took place (Eph.

i.

4

;

/ze]

ye have taken

me

along with,

into your family circle along with the

of your family.
:

rrrarpata,

For the order of the words, comp. Kuhner,

20).

i.

a>?

oltceta,

Chrysostom.

—

Comp.

rrjv

&>?

6(peikop,eva,

This meaning, but not that of

simul convivio adhibuistis,"

involved in the

is

For avvdya), as used with reference to a
single individual who is gathered in along with others, comp.
Xen. Cyrop. v. 3. 11 LXX. Deut. xxii. 2 2 Sam. xi. 27;
Judg. xix. 18; Ecclus. xiii. 15.
For instances of Kabbinical
idea of

fei/o?.

;

;

promises of paradise in return for hospitality, see Schoettgen

—
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vidit,

nudum

yvftvSs]

"
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37-40.

Qui male vestitum

et

pannosum

Seneca, de bene/,

v.

3

se vidisse dicit,"

Jas.

;

ii.

Comp. on John xxi. 7 Acts xix. 16.
Yer. 37 ff. Not mere modesty (not even, according to
Olshausen, unconscious modesty), but an actual declining with
humility, on the ground that they have never rendered the
15.

;

loving services in question to Christ Himself; for they do not

venture to estimate the moral value of those services according to the lofty principle of Christ's unity with His people,
40.

xviii. 5, x.

means, ver. 40.

The Lord Himself then explains what He
Hence it does not follow from this passage

that these BUaioc " have not as yet been consciously leading

New

the

remarks

:

Testament

life "

" Fideles opera

(Auberlen, Cremer).

bona

perinde aestimant ut judex."
earnestly, honestly.

Eom.

see on

xi.

13.

—

f

i<f>

—

—

sua, impii

irore

ere

mala

Bengel well
ver.

oaov] in quantum, inasmuch as;

eirourjaare] ye have done

the things previously mentioned.
fiov tguv i\a%L<7Ta)v] to

44, non

etSofiev] three times,

a

—

it,

namely,

evl rovrtov tcov aBe\<f>(op

single one of these

that of the most insignificant of them.

my

brethren,

and

Those words, which are

by Keil, Olshausen, Georgii, Hilgenfeld, Keim (see
31 f.), to Christians in general ; by Cremer, to the
by Luthardt, to the Christian church in its distress;

referred

on

ver.

elect;

by Auberlen, to their poor miserable fellow-men (comp. de
Wette, Ullmann in the Stud. u. Krit. 1847, p. 164 ff.) ,— do
not admit of being also referred to the apostles (xxviii. 10
1 Cor. iv. 13), to whom, as surrounding His judgment-throne,
Christ is supposed to point for the amount of love shown
;

;

to the apostles cannot be taken as the universal standard of

judgment; and though the apostles themselves, appearing
here, as they do, in their relation to the rest of Christians,

may

well be called the brethren of Christ (xxviii. 10

xx. 1 7)

;

yet they would certainly not be described by

such brethren.

No;

;

John

Him

as

His earthly life Christ
is always surrounded by the obscure and despised (the poor,
the humble, publicans and sinners, and such like), who seek
their salvation through Him
so He also represents Himself
as still surrounded by such as these on the occasion of the
the

least of

;

as during
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judgment (comp. Ewald,
longing after Him, and of

their love for

salvation to be found in

Him

Tim.

avrov, 2

iv.

and to

;

(as rjyaTrrjtcoTes ttjv eirupdveuxv

they here come crowding around the

8),

throne of His glory

In consequence of their
Him, and the eternal

420).

p.

these

He now

They are

points.

the 9TTWYW, irevOovvTes, irpaels, BeStcayfievoi of the Sermon on

who

the Mount,

promised

are

now on

the

point of receiving

the

bliss.

Ver. 41.

Ol

Karr\pap,kvoi\

opposite

of

This consigning to everlasting destruction

oi

But the words rov

and the doing of God.

omitted this time, because the idea of

evXoyrjfiivoi.

also a reality,

is

irarp6<i jjlov are

Trarijp

accords only

with the loving act of blessing.
The divine /cardpa is
the effect of holy wrath and the consequence of human guilt.
to r/Toip.a(Tfxtvov] not this time diro KaTa(3o\i]<i koo-jaov;
The Eabbins are
this the hearer knew as matter of course.
not agreed as to whether Gehenna, any more than paradise

—

and the heavenly temple, came into existence before or
after the first day of creation.
See the passages in Wetstein.
From our passage nothing can be determined one way or
another, especially as

made use

Jesus does not follow up

but with
(Jude

6

T6>

supposes in
Theol.

d.

-qroifiaap,.

its

I.

introduction of sin

was

;

that,

with

in

v/jlcv,

because the

is

instance,

this

as in ver. 34,

fall of

the angels

4), which Scripture everywhere predoctrine of the devil and his kingdom (Hahn,

N. T.

so that it

however,

8m/36\&), k.t.X.

2 Pet.

;

not the aorist participle that

it is

Observe,

of.

ii.

p. 313 ff.), took place previous to the
among men (John viii. 44 2 Cor. xi. 3),
;

former in the

for the

first

instance that the

everlasting fire was prepared; comp. viii. 29.
But as men
became partakers in the guilt of demons, so now are they
also condemned to share in their punishment.
For ayyeXoi

rov

8ia{3.,

comp. 2 Cor.

xii.

7

Ver. 44. Self-justification,

unwarranted.

— ko\ avroC]

;

Rev.

by

xii.

7.

repelling

the accusation as

they too; for their

answer

exact correspondence with that of the righteous.

xal ov

Zir)Kovrj<T.

<roi]

out ministering to Thee

t

—

in

is

ttotc

.

..

when saw we Thee hungry, etc., withWhat was the occasion on which,
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46.

we saw Thee hungry, and did not
Such an occasion never occurred as we
have never seen Thee in such circumstances, so can we never
have refused Thee our good services. In this self-justification
it is assumed that if they had seen Him, they would have
shown their love toward Him.
The absolute idea of eternity,
Ver. 46. Comp. Dan. xii. 2.
in regard to the punishment of hell (comp. ver. 41), is not to
be got rid of either by a popular toning down of the force of
alcovios (Paulus), or by appealing (de Wette, Schleiermacher,
Oetinger) to the figurative character of the term fire and the
supposed incompatibility between the idea of eternity and
such a thing as evil and its punishment, any more than by
according to

Thy

give Thee food

accusation,

?

;

the theory that the whole representation

by way

is

of warning (according to which view

intended simply
it

is

not meant

thereby to throw light upon the eternal nature of things, but

only to portray the

iepi<n<;,

i.e.

the cessation of the conflict

between good and evil by the extinction of the latter) ; but is
to be regarded as exegetically established in the present
passage (comp. iii. 12, xviii. 8) by the opposed farjv alwviov,
which denotes the everlasting Messianic life (Kaeuffer, as
above, p. 21) comp. also Weizel in the Stud. u. Krit. 1836,
;

605

Schmid in theJahrb.fi D. Tlieol. 1870, p. 136 ff.
ol Be BUaioi] "hoc ipso judicio declarati," Bengel.
Comp. Eom. v. 19.
p.

—

ff.;

—

Remark. Because the judgment is a judgment of Christians
on ver. 31), faith is presupposed though not formally
mentioned.
The truth is, the Judge regulates His decision
according to the way in which faith has been evidenced by love
John xiii. 35), without which as its necessary
(1 Cor. xiii. 1 ff.
fruit faith does not save (Gal. v. 6).
Comp. Apol. Conf. A,
The manifestations of love, as forming the principle of
p. 138.
the Christian's life, accordingly constitute the irpafyg by which
he is to be judged (xvi. 27 2 Cor. v. 10). Comp. v. 7. But, in
so far as, according to this concrete view of the judgment, Jesus
bases His sentence upon the principle that love shown to or
withheld from the least of His brethren is the same as love
shown to or withheld from Himself, He does so in harmony
with the view contained in xviii. 5, x. 40. Comp. John xiii 20.
(see

;

;
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CHAPTER XXVI.
VER. 3. After ap^itptTg Elz. Scholz have xai 0/ ypa/ifiartTg,
which, in accordance with
B
L K, min. vss. Or. Aug.,
has been deleted as an interpolation from Mark xiv. 1, Luke

A

xxii. 2.

— Ver.

4.

The order

D

do'Xw xpar^ausi

—

(reversed in Elz.) is

Ver. 7. /3apur/>ow] Lachm.
supported by decisive evidence.
and Tisch. 8 m7<.vri[tov, which, though in accordance with
L
n N, min., is, nevertheless, taken from John xii. 3. Comp.
Mark xiv. 3. From this latter passage is derived the order iy«vm
min.).
dXa/3. pvpou (Lachm. and Tisch. 8, following
rr)v xt<paXr)v] Lachm. and Tisch. 8
rJjs xtfttkye, following B
N, min. Chrys.
But the genitive would be suggested to the
transcribers by a comparison with ver. 1 2, quite as readily as by
Ver. 8. auroO] is, with Lachm. and Tisch., to be
Mark xiv. 3.
deleted, both here and in ver. 45, as being a common interpoVer. 9. roDro]
lation; similarly with Tisch. after /?Xa<rp., ver. 65.
borrowed from
Elz. inserts rb pvpov, against decisive evidence
The article before «n»go%, which
Mark xiv. 5; John xii. 5.
may as readily have been omitted, in accordance with John
xii. 5, as inserted, in accordance with Mark xiv. 3, is, with Elz.
and Tisch. 8, to be left out. There is a good deal of evidence
on both sides but the insertion might easily take place out
Ver. 11. Tavrort yap rovg crrw^cug]
of regard to ver. 11.
rovg irru-^xtg yap xdvron.
r, min. Chrys.
RecomE F
mended by Griesb., adopted by Fritzsche. As this reading
may have been taken from John xii. 8 as readily as that of
the Received text from Mark xiv. 7, the matter must be determined simply by the balance of evidence, and this is in
Ver. 17. ero/^do-w,"*"] The evifavour of the Received text.
U, min. Or. in favour of the reading iroifidao/av
dence of
Ver. 20. Lachm. and Tisch. read
(Fritzsche) is inadequate.
L
A n N, min.
/xocdriruv after huifoxa, on the authority of
Correctly; the omission is due to Mark xiv. 17.
vss. Chrys.
For ixasrog avruv, ver. 22, it is better, with Lachm. and Tisch.,
to adopt tig haarog, in accordance with weighty evidence. Had
tig been derived from Mark xiv. 19, we should have had tig xutf

AD

:

M

BDLN,

M

—

—

—

;

HM

DK

—

;

—

:

—
—

—
D

:

A

M
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tTg
mtrt&t, again, was an interpolation of extremely common
Ver. 26. tvXoyfiaag] Scholz: tv^apicr^aag, followoccurrence.
min. vss. Fathers. Considering,
ing
however, the weight of evidence that still remains in favour of
tuXoy. (B C
L Z K), and having regard to the preponderating
influence of Luke and Paul (1 Cor. xi. 23 ff.) rather than
Mark, upon the ecclesiastical phraseology of the Lord's Supper,
For this reason we should also
it is better to retain thXoy.
retain tov before apro», though deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. 8,
G L Z K, min. Chrys. Theophyl. For
and not found in B C
edi'dov Lachm. reads 5ovg, omitting at the same time xa/ before ifct,
L Z N** min. Cant. Copt. Due to a
in accordance with B
desire to make the construction uniform with the preceding.
Had 3oig been changed to a tense in accordance with Mark and
Ver. 27. rh vorrjpiov] The
Luke, we should have had Uuxt.
article, which is deleted by Tisch., and is wanting in B E F
min., is due to the ecclesiastical phraseology to which
Ver. 28. rb rJjc] Lachm.
Luke and Paul have given currency.
L Z N, 33.
and Tisch. have simply rrjg, in accordance with B
xaivqg before hiad. is wanting
rb is an exegetical addition.
in B L Z K, 33, 102, Sahid. Cyr., and is a liturgical addition.
Had it been originally written, this is just the place of all
Ver. 31. diaaothers where it would not have been omitted.
X, min. Or. (once)
xopTiffdrjssrai]
B C H* I L
diaexop^isdrioovTai. So Lachm. and Tisch. The reading of the Eeceived
Ver. 33. Instead of u xai of
text is a grammatical correction.
the Eeceived text, there is decisive evidence for the simple
xai would be written in the margin from Mark xiv. 29,
ii.
but would not be inserted in the text as in the case of Mark.
i y w] The evidence in favour of inserting ds (which is adopted
by Griesb., Matth., Fritzsche) is inadequate. An addition for
the purpose of giving prominence to the contrast.
Ver. 35.
After ofioiug important witnesses read ds, which has been
adopted by Griesb., Matth., Scholz, Fritzsche. Taken from
Mark xiv. 31.
Ver. 36. tug ol] Lachm. lug ol av;
a,
min. tug av. The reading of Lachm., though resting only on the
authority of A, is nevertheless to be regarded as the original
ou av would be omitted in conformity with Mark xiv. 32
one.
N, min. have simply tug), and then there would come a
(C
restoration in some instances of ol only, and, in others, merely
of dv.
Ver. 38.
should not follow Griesb., Matth., Fritzsche,
Scholz, Tisch. 7, in adopting 6 'lr^eoZg after auroTg ; a reading
which, though attested by important witnesses, is nevertheless
contradicted by a preponderance of evidence (A B C*
J L

—

',

AEFHKMSUVrAn,
D

—

—

D

D

—

G

LZas,

—

D

—

A

G

—

M

:

—

—

—

—

:

D KL

:

M*

—

We

D

—
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K, and the majority of vss.), while, moreover, it would be inserted more readily and more frequently (in this instance probably in conformity with Mark xiv. 34) than it would be omitted.
Ver. 39. «/»iX#cS»] so B
n, It. Vulg. Hilar. Elz. Lachm.
and Tisch. 7. The preponderance of evidence is in favour of
vpogs\9wv, which, indeed, has been adopted by Matth., Scholz,
and Tisch. 8 but it is evidently a mechanical error on the part
of the transcriber npokpyiabau occurs nowhere else in Matth.
The fiou after nan? (deleted by Tisch. 8) is suspected of being
an addition from ver. 42 however, the evidence in favour of
K, etc.) is too weighty to admit of its being
deleting it (A B C
retained.
Ver. 42. rb iroTtipiov] is wanting in
L

—

M

;

;

;

D

—

A B CI

D

it comes be/ore rouro (as in
K, min. vss. and Fathers ; in
ver. 39) ; in 157, Arm., it comes before sdv, in which position it
Suspected
also occurs in A, though with a mark of erasure.

by

by

A

and Tisch.
supFurther, the an ipov following, though
L K, howthe evidence against it is not quite so strong (B
ever), and though it is defended by Fritzsche, and only bracketed
by Lachm., is to be condemned (with Griesb., Einck, Tisch.)
Ver. 43. ivp/axa abroiie
as an interpolation from ver. 39.
irdXiv] Lachm. and Tisch., with the approval of Griesb. also:
ird\iv ilptv aurovg, following B C
I L N, min. and the majority
of vss. while other important witnesses (such as
a) also
read slptv, but adhere to the order in the Eeceived text.
Accordingly, tip tv is decidedly to be adopted, while tbpiaxu is to
be regarded as derived from ver. 40; as for irdXiv, however,
there is so much diversity among the authorities with reference to its connection, and consequently with reference to its
position, that only the preponderance of evidence must decide,
In ver. 44, again,
and that is favourable to Lachm. and Tisch.
vakiv is variously placed but, with Lachm. and Tisch., it should
I L N, min.
be put before airek&w, in accordance with B C
Griesb., deleted

plement from

Fritzsche, Lachm.,

ver. 39.

D

—

D

AK

;

—

;

D

vss.

ex rpirov,

which Lachm. brackets,

is,

with Tisch., to be

maintained on the strength of preponderating evidence. Had
it been inserted in conformity with ver. 42, it would have been
placed after vd'kiv had it been from Mark xiv. 41, again, we
The omission may have been
should have had r6 rpkov.
readily occasioned by a fear lest it should be supposed that
Jesus prayed rbv avrbv \Lyw but once before. After ilvuiv
Tisch. 8 repeats the mdXiv (B L X, min. Copt.), which may easily
have been omitted as superfluous. However, the preponderance of evidence (especially that of the vss. also) is against
adopting it, so that there is reason to regard it rather as a
;

—

—
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— Ver. The reading
of
evidence. — Ver.
by
dToXoDvra/] FHKMSUVta, min.
and Fathers:
Approved by
opposition
the principal
which Sahid. must have read
— Ver.

mechanical repetition.
i<p

50.

as in Elz.) is attested

uj,

l<p

5

(instead

decisive

52.

vss.

Griesb. in

dmdavovvrai.

to

irtaoZvrai.
mss.; a gloss, for
53.
The placing of up n after itapaer. poi, by Tisch. 8, is in opposition
to a preponderance of evidence, and is of the nature of an emendation uhi is likewise inserted by some.
irXeiovs] Lachm. and
K*.
Tisch. irXtiu, after B
Correctly ; the reading of the
Eeceived text is an unskilled emendation.
For the same
reason the following %, which Lachm. brackets, should, with

—

;

D

:

Tisch., be deleted, in accordance with BDLK; though we should
An* K*)
not follow Tisch. 8 in reading Xtyiuvuv
for Xsysuvag, because the genitive is connected with the reading
irXihus.
Ver. 55. vpbg 1/j.ag] is, with Tisch., following
33, 102, Copt. Sahid. Cyr. Chrys., to be deleted as an interpolation from Mark xiv. 49.
Ver. 58. aicb paxpodiv] a-rd should be
deleted, with Tisch., in accordance with important evidence.
Taken from Mark xiv. 54.
Ver. 59. xai o/ irpicfivnpoi] id
wanting, no doubt, in B
L S, min. vss. and Fathers, but it was
omitted in conformity with Mark xiv. 55. Suspected by Griesb.,
deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. 8.
desire to conform with
Mark also serves to explain the fact that, in a few of the witduvarwduHtiv] davarudovffiv,
nesses, okov is placed before rb SMvibp.
as read by Lachm. and Tisch., is supported by decisive evidence,
and had been altered to the more usual subjunctive, auron should
likewise be put before duvar. (B C
X, min. Vulg. It.).
L
Ver. 60. The reading of the Eeceived text, which is attested by
the important evidence of
C** EF G, etc., and likewise maintained by Fritzsche and Scholz, is xai ofy slpov. Kai voXXuv -^tv-

(ACKL

—

BLk,

—

—

D

A

—

N

D

—

A

:

Griesb. xai ofy sbpov <xoKkuv ^ivd.
"rpossXd.
Lachm. and Tisch. xai oi/% iZpov a-oXX. irpoaikb. -^$vd., after
which Lachm. gives the second ofy tlpov in brackets. This second
bofLaprvpuv irpoffiXdovruv oup^ ebpov.

:

:

o\>x ilpov is

twice)

words

;

is

:

A C* L N* X, min. vss. and Fathers (Or.
A B L 0. N, min. Syr. Or. Cyr. the order of the

wanting in

while in
iroXX.

f

rp*a\t. <4*v&

Further, Syr. Arr. Pers. p Syr.j6r

though omitting the second o\>x tlpov, have retained xai
before iroXkuv; and this reading (accordingly: xai ou^ slpov xai
ffoXXwv vpodiXdovruv ^subou.aprijpuv) I agree with Einck, Lucubr.
crit. p. 282 f., regarding as the original one.
This xai, the force
of which was missed from its not being followed by a verb,
occasioned considerable embarrassment to the transcribers, who
disposed of the difficulty by adding a second ofy $lpo*, while
others got rid of the troublesome xai by simply omitting it.
BCo
Slav.,

;
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BLK, min. vss. (also Syr.) and Or.
Correctly ; ^vSo/uup r. is an addition,
which might seem all the more necessary since a saying
Ver. 65. on] is
of Christ's actually underlay the words.
wr anting before J/3Xa<rp^'/A. in such important witnesses, that
Lachm. and Tisch. are justified in deleting it as a common
interpolation.
Ver. 70. For avruv iruvruv read, with Tisch. 8,
following preponderating evidence, merely tomtom, to which
Ver. 71.
auTuv was added for sake of greater precision.
For roTg lxt7, which Tisch. 8 has restored, Scholz and Tisch.
Both readings are strongly attested; but
7 read alroTg i*.i7.
the latter is to be preferred, because the current ro?; UtJ
would involuntarily suggest itself and supersede the less
Ver. 74. xara4s/tar/£fj»] Elz.,
definite expression avroT; ix.iT.
Fritzsche xar«va^/iar/^/v, against decisive evidence.
cor^fjdofidpr.] Tisch., following

(once), reads

merely Mo,

—

—

—

—

A

:

rection.

1

form of transition, by which a marked
somewhat lengthened
7ravTa?] rediscourse, comp. vii. 28, xi. 1, xiii. 53, xix. 1.
ferring back, without any particular object in view (such as to
call attention to the fact that our Lord's functions as a teacher
were now ended, "Wichelhaus and the earlier expositors), to the
Ver. 1

pause

is

For

f.

this

indicated at the close of a

preceding discourse, consisting, as

it

—

does, of several sections

4-xxv. 46), not a parallel to LXX. Deut. xxxi. 1
(Delitzsch).
fiera Bvo rjfiepas] after the lapse of two days,
It would
i.e. the day after next the Passover commenced.
(xxiv.

—

therefore be Tuesday,

if,

ently in John, see on

as the Synoptists inform us (differ-

John

xviii.

28), the feast began

Thursday evening.

— to

ing over (Ex.

13), a Mosaic feast, in

xii.

on

7racr^a] nps Aram. N^ps, the pass;

commemoration

of

the sparing of the first-born in Egypt, began after sunset on

On its original
the 14th of Nisan, and lasted till the 21st.
meaning as a feast in connection with the consecration of the
first-fruits of

the spring harvest, see Ewald, Alterth.

Dillmann in Schenkel's Lex. IV.
a definite prediction of what was

— ko\

p.

387

to

happen

f.

to

p.

466

f

.

6 viot, k.t.\.]

Him

at the Pass-

1
See on ch. xxvi. f. (Mark xiv., Luke xxii.); Wichelhaus, ausfulirl. Kommentar uber die Gesch. desLeidens J. Chr., Halle 1855 Steinmeyer, d. Leiden*gesch. d. Herrn in Bezug av/d. neueste Krit., Berl. 1868.
;
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3-6.

something already known to the

dis-

and which, though forming part of the
contents of olZare, is at the same time introduced by a broken
construction (not as dependent on oti), in accordance with the
depth of His emotion.
Vv. 3-5. ToTe] i.e. at the time that Jesus was saying this
eZ? rrjv avXrjv rod
Fatal coincidence.
to His disciples.
understand
the
palace
of the high priest,
usua
l
to
&PX-] ^ * s
1
avXtj
in
New Testament
opposition
the
use
of
the
to
in direct
ciples (from xx. 19),

—

Luke

(not excluding

xi.

We

21).

should rather interpret

it

by the various buildings belonging to the
Winer, Bealw. under the word Hauser ; Friedlieb,

of the court enclosed

house (see

Archdol. d. Leidensgesch.

7

p.

f.),

such courts having been regu-

Comp. Vulg. (atrium), Erasmus,
This meeting is not to be
Castalio, Calvin, Maldonatus.
regarded as one of the public sittings of the Sanhedrim (on the
probable official meeting-place of this body at that time, the
so-called taverns, see Wieseler, Beitr. p. 209 ff.), but as a private
tov Xeyo/x. Kalafya] who bore
conference of its members.
Comp. ii. 23. This was a surname;
the name of Caiaphas.
the original name was Joseph (Joseph. Antt. xviii. 2. 2) but
the surname having become his ordinary and official designation, it was used for the name itself hence \&^o\ikvov, not eVtlarly used as meeting-places.

—

;

:

Caiaphas (either

/caXovfievov or iiriXejofievov.

=

**£)?, depressio,

or NS"3, rock) obtained his appointment through the procurator

Valerius Gratus, and, after enjoying his dignity for seventeen
years,

4.3.

was deposed by

Vitellius, Joseph. Antt.

— <Tvve@ov\evcravTO,
—
John

Xva\ they consulted

order tlmt they,

xi.

us arrest him, and put

53.

him
The

to

\ir]

xviii.

2.

2,

together,

in

iv ry eoprfj] namely:

death

I

For the absolute

let
fit],

comp. on GaL v. 13.
reference is to the entire period
over which the feast extended, not to the place where it was
celebrated
1

(Wieseler, Chronol.

Of course all*

is

Synops. p. 367).

used as equivalent to

/3«<r/Xna» (see,

It

is

true

for example, the pas-

sages from Polyb. in Schweighauser's Lex. p. 101), not only by later Greek
writers (Athen. Deipn. iv. p. 189
Herodian, i. 13. 16, frequently in the
;
Apocr.), but also by Homer (see Duncan, Lex., ed. Kost, p. 181), Pindar, and the

D

Tragedians,
in

John

etc.

xviii. 15,

Never, however,
«£x« rtv ifx tlf-

so used in the New Testament.
undoubtedly the court of the house.

is it

is

Even
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no scruple was felt, especially in urgent and important cases
(comp. on Acts xii. 3 f.), about having executions (Sanhedr.
f. 89. 1) during the feast days (although most probably never
on the first of them, on which, according to Mischna Jom tob
v. 2, the trial took place; comp. on John xviii. 28, and see,
above all, Bleek's Beitr. p. 136 ff.), and that with a view to
making the example more deterrent (Deut. xvii. 13). But the
members of the Sanhedrim dreaded an uprising among the
numerous sympathizers with Jesus both within and outside
the capital (a very natural apprehension, considering that this

was just the season when

so

many

strangers,

Galilaeans, were assembled in the city

and especially

comp. Joseph. Antt.
Bell. i. 4. 3), though, by and by, they overcame
xvii. 9. 3
this fear, and gladly availed themselves of the opportunity
which Judas afforded them (ver. 14). " Sic consilium divinum
To regard fir) iv rf} eoprf} as meaning:
successit," Bengel.
previous to the feast ! as though, during the feast itself, the
;

;

execution were to be considered as already a thing of the past

(Xeander,

p.

678

;

Hausrath), would be quite in keeping with

John's statement as to the day on which the crucifixion took

Mark xiv. 2) but it would not suit the confound
in Matthew and Mark, because, according to
nection as
place (comp. on

;

them, the consultation among the members of the Sanhedrim
had taken place so very shortly before the Passover (ver. 2)
that the greater part of the multitude, whose rising

was appre-

hended, must have been present by that time.
Ver. 6 ff. This anointing, which is also recorded in
xiv. 3

Luke

ff.

vii.

(followed

36

ff.,

by Matthew),

but

is

is

Mark

not the same as that of

so essentially different from

it,

not only

and person, but as to the
connection and import, that even

as to the time, place, circumstances,

whole

historical

and ethical

the peculiar character of the incident is not sufficient to warrant the assumption that each case is but another version of

one and the same story (in opposition to Chrysostom, Grotius,
Schleiermacher, Schr. d. Luk. p. 110 ff. Strauss, Weisse, Hug,
;

.Ewald, Bleek, Baur,Hilgenfeld, Schenkel,Keim).

This, however,

is not a different incident (in opposition to Origen, Chrysostom,

Jerome, Theophylact, Euthymius Zigabenus, Osiander, Lightfoot,

;;
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Wolf) from that recorded in John
in John's account of the affair
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6.

xii.

1

1
ff.

The deviations

— to the effect that the anointing

took place not two, but six days before the feast that Martha
was the entertainer, no mention being made of Simon that it
;

;

was not the head, but the feet of Jesus that were anointed
and that the carping about extravagance is specially ascribed
are not to be disposed of by arbitrarily assuming
to Judas
that the accounts of the different evangelists were intended

—

supplement each other (Ebrard, Wichelhaus, Lange), but

to

John alone
Matthew and Mark) we have the narrative of an eyeThe incident, as given in Matthew and Mark,
witness.
appears to be an episode taken from a tradition which had
are to be taken as justifying the inference that in

(not in

and purity, and inserted without exact hison the whole, in its right order,

lost its freshness

torical connection, although,
if

with

less regard to precision as to the

Hence the

loose place

it

time of

its

occurrence.

occupies in the pragmatism of the

which one might imagine it removed altogether,
without the connection being injured in the slightest degree.

passage, from

on which the narrative of Matthew and Mark
its purity from getting
mixed up with certain disturbing elements from the first
version of the story of the anointing in Luke vii., among which

The

tradition

based had evidently suffered in

is

elements

we may

entertainer

Ver.

2 Tim.

6.
i.

include the statement that the

name

of the

was Simon.
revofi. iv Brjdav."]

17

;

John

comp. on Phil.

ii.

vi.

7.

i.e.

having come to Bethany,

25, and frequently in classical writers

To remove

this visit back to a point

of time previous to that indicated at ver. 2, with the effect of

simply destroying the sequence (Ebrard, Lange),
1

On the controversy in which

is to

do such

Fabcr Stapul. has been involved in consequence
three different Marys, see Graf in
Niedner's Zeitschr. f. histor. Theol. 1852, I. p. 54 ff. This distinguishing of
three Marys (which was also adopted by so early an expositor as Euthymius Zigabenus, and by n»is, to whom Theophylact refers) is, in fact, rather too much at
variance with the tradition that the sister of Lazarus is identical with the woman
who was a sinner, Luke vii., and was no other than Mary Magdalene. Yet in
none of the three accounts of anointing is this latter to be understood as the Mary
of his theory that Jesus

referred to.

had been anointed by
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Matthew and
14 should have been sufficient to

harmonistic violence to the order observed in

Mark

as the rore of ver.

—H

avert.

tov Xeirpov] In a way no

ificovos

been a

leper,

and who,

had continued

less

unwarrant-

who had

able has the person here referred to (a person

formerly-

after his healing, effected probably

known by

by

been associated with the family of Bethany he has been supposed to have
been the deceased father of this family (Theophylact, Ewald,
Jesus,

to

be

this epithet)

;

Gesch. Chr. p. 481), or some other relative or friend (Grotius,
Kuinoel, Ebrard, Lange, Bleek), or the owner of the house.

Of the person who, according

to

Matthew and Mark, provided

this entertainment, nothing further is

ing
of

to

known

;

whereas, accord-

John, the entertainment was given by the family

which Lazarus was a member; the latter is the correct
is based upon the similar incident recorded in

view, the former

Luke

vii.

Ver.

7.

Tvvr)~\

(3a<rrpov]

According to John,

Among

does not occur except in the plural
T/jo?

is

it

was Mary.

— a\d-

the neuter of this word

classical writers
;

in the singular aXdfiaa-

masculine, as also in 2 Kings xxi. 13, and feminine.

"

Unguenta optime servantur in alabastris," Plin. 2f. H. iii. 3
iii. 20; Theocr. Id. xv. 114; Anth. Pal. ix. 153. 3;
eVt r. k. avrov] A diverJacobs, ad Anthol. XL p. 92.
;

Herod,

gence from

—

John's account, not

to

be

reconciled

in

the

manner in which Calvin and Ebrard have attempted,
as though the oil had been so unsparingly poured on that it
ran down and was used for the feet as well (comp. Morison).
Matthew narrates an anointing of the head ; John, of the feet.
The practice of anointing the heads of guests by way of
showing them respect is well known (comp. Plat. Rep.
Seeing, however, that
p. 398 A, and Stallbaum thereon).
the anointing of the feet was unusual (in opposition to
Ebrard), and betokened a special and extraordinary amount
of respect (as is, in fact, apparent from Luke vii. 46), our
passage would have been all the less likely to " omit " it
avatcei(Lange), had it really formed part of the tradition.
fxevov] while He was reclining at table, a circumstance qualifyarbitrary

—

ing the avrov.

8-12.
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feature peculiar to John,

and having an essen-
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Ver. 8.
tial

The

bearing upon the character of his narrative, to the effect

that it was Judas who censured the proceeding, had come to
be obliterated in the tradition represented by our present
passage.
Our narrative, then, is certainly not contradictory of
Arbitrary attempts have
that of John, but only less precise.

been made to explain our passage by saying either that, in
Matthew, the narrative is to be regarded as sylleptical (Jerome,
Beza, Maldonatus), or that Judas simply gave utterance to an
observation in which the others have innocently concurred
(Augustine, Calvin, Grotius, Kuinoel, Paulus, Wichelhaus), or

murmuring (Lange).
making such a use of an

that several of them betrayed symptoms of

—

f)

airmXeta

expensive oiL

avrt)'] this loss, in

New

This word never occurs in the

Testament

in a transitive sense (as in Polyb. vi. 59. 5).

Ver. 9. JToWoO] put more precisely in Mark xiv. 5
John xii. 5. On the expensiveness of spikenard, a pound of
which is alleged to have cost even upwards of 400 denarii,
;

see Plin.

N. H.

26,

xii.

xiii. 4.

(the equivalent in

money, had

from the context

(TrpaOrjvat

p.

30

—

teal Sodrjvai] the subject

been sold) may be inferred
iroXkov).
See Kiihner, II. 1,
it

f.

10. Tvov<s] Comp. xvi. 8.

Ver.

precedes to have been spoken

murmuring

tone.

cause

annoyance.

ttovov

irape^eiv

yap, k.t.X]

—

may

"We

among

kottov? irapi^etv,
See

Kypke,

Obss.

imagine what

the disciples in a low
to
I.

give
p.

trouble,

130.

—

to

Comp.
epyov

177), and such like.
Justification of the disapproval implied in the
(Herod,

foregoing question.

i.

tca\6v,

when used with

epyov,

is,

accord-

ing to ordinary usage, to be taken in an ethical sense ; thus
(comp. v. 16): an excellent deed, one that is morally beautiful,

and not a piece of waste, as ye are niggardly enough to
suppose.
The disciples had allowed their estimate of the
action to be determined by the principle of mere utility, and
not by that of moral propriety, especially of love to Christ.
Ver. 11 f. Justification of the kclKov on the ground of the
peculiar circumstances under which the anointing took place.
Jesus was on the very threshold of death they would always
;

MATT.

II.

N

—
;
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have opportunities of showing kindness to the poor, but "by
and by it would be no longer in their power to do a loving

Him

service to

in person

upon earth

Accordingly there

!

is

a moral propriety in making the special manifestation of love,

which was possible only now, take precedence of that general
ov rravTore c^ctc] a
one which was always possible.

—

sorrowful

involving the idea

litotes

:

but

I loill

by death, to which idea the yap of ver. 12

inasmuch as

me

(Gen.

1.

2).

— fiaXovaa]

poured
she has done it (this outpouring)
though I were already a corpse) of embalming

she has

with the view (as

soon be removed

refers.

.

The

.

.

aorist participle represents the act as

iiroirjaav.
Comp. xxvii. 4
Hermann, ad Viger. p. 774; Muller in the
For the rest, it may be said
1872, p. 631 ff.

finished contemporaneously with

Eph.

i.

9, al. ;

Luther. Zeitsehr.

under the influence of grateful emotion, Jesus ascribes a
woman, though she herself simply meant
Such feelings, intensified as
to testify her love and reverence.
they were by the thought of the approaching death of the
beloved Master, and struggling to express themselves in this
particular form, could not but receive the highest consecration.
Ver. 13. To evayy. tovto] comp. on xxiv. 14.
In
this instance, however, the emphasis is not on tovto (as in
this message of redemption,
xxiv. 14), but on to evayyekiov
where tovto points to the subject of the message just hinted
at, vv. 11, 12, viz. the death of Jesus; and although the
allusion may be but slight, still it is an allusion in living
connection with the thoughts of death that filled His soul, and
one that naturally springs from the sorrowful emotion of His
heart. The thing to which tovto refers is, when put in explicit

that,

special motive to the

:

terms, identical with' to evayy.
24), to evayy.

7779

a-coTrjpia<i

elprjvrp (Eph. vi. 15),

iv oXqt tg> Koa-fjuw^
(Fritzsche,

9

;

t?}?

v/j,.

o Xoyos tov
is

%dptTOS

(Eph.

i.

t.

deov (Acts xx.

13), to evayy. Trj?

aTavpov (1 Cor.

i.

18).

not to be connected with XoXtjO,

Kuinoel), but with Krjpv^jdy.

Comp. Mark

xiv.

o7rov denotes the locality in its special, ev oXa> tg> Koo-p,q> in

—

et? p,vr)p,oo: ai>T.] belongs to
most comprehensive sense.
XaXyd.
actually
been remembered, and her memory
She has
its

is blessed.

a
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ciur. xxvi. 14-ie.

—

On 'IovSa?

'Ic/cap., see on x. 4.
totc]
but not because he had been so much
offended, nay, embittered (Wichelhaus, Schenkel, following the

Vv. 14-16.

after this

repast,

older expositors),

John

7

xii.

tenderness

f.),

by the reply of Jesus,

ver.

10

ff.

(comp.

— a view scarcely in keeping with the mournful
which, moreover, according to

of that reply in

Matthew, the name of Judas was not once mentioned.
According to John xiii. 27, the devil, after selecting Judas
as

his

instrument

(xiii.

Master, not, however,

2),

impelled

the occasion

till

him

of the

to

betray

last supper,

his

—

divergence from the synoptical narrative which ought, with
it becomes very marked
compared with John xiii. 27.
e?9 ra>v
Bel) 8 etc a] tragic contrast; found in all the evangelists, even in
John xii. 4; Acts i. 17. In ver. 15 the mark of interrogation
should not be inserted after Bovvai (Lachmann), but allowed
Expressed syntactically, the
to remain after irapaZ. avibv.
question would run "What will ye give me, if I deliver Him to
you ? In the eagerness of his haste the traitor falls into a
broken construction (Kiihner, II. 2, p. 782 f.): What will ye
Here ical is the explicative atque,
give me, and I will, etc.
meaning and so; on iy<o, again, there is an emphasis expressive

Strauss, to be recognised, especially as

when Luke xxii.

3

—

is

—

:

:

—

earrja-av] they weigJied for him, according to the
of holdness.
ancient custom, and comp. Zech. xi. 12.
No doubt coined
shekels (Otto, Spicil.

p.

6

ff.

Evvald in the Nachr.

;

v. d. Gesellsch.

1855, p. 109 ff.) were in circulation since the
time of Simon the Maccabee (143 B.C.), but weighing appears
to have been still practised, especially when considerable sums
were paid out of the temple treasury it is, in any case, unwarrantable to understand the earnaav merely in the sense of;
For larrj/xt, to weigh, see "Wetstein on our passage;
they paid.
Schleusner, Thes. III. p. 122
Yalckenaer, ad Eurip. Fragm. p;
The interpretation of certain expositors: they arranged
288.
d.

Wiss., Gott.

;

;

with him, they promised him (Vulg. Theophylact,

Castalioj

Grotius, Eisner, Fritzsche, Kauffer, Wichelhaus, Lange), is in

opposition not only to xxvii. 3, where the words ra apyvpia

back to the shekels already paid,h\it also to the terms of
theprophecy,Zech.xi.l2 (comp. Matt, xxvii. 9).
rpiaK. apy.]

refer

—

—
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dpyvpta, shekels, only in Matthew, not in the

Zech.

—

xi.

12,

has rpid/covra dpyvpov?

They were

Jer. xxxii. 9.

(sc.

LXX.,

"which, in

<r'uc\ov<i);

comp.

shekels of the sanctuary (Knpn /\>$),

which, as containing the standard weight, were heavier than
iii. 8. 2, they
were equivalent to four Attic drachmae, though, according to
Jerome (on Mic. iii. 10), whose estimate, besides being more
precise, is found to tally with existing specimens of this coin,
they were equal to twenty oboli, or to 3^- drachmae i.e. to
something like 26 to 27 silbergroschen (2s. 6d.).
See Bertheau, Gesch. d. Isr. pp. 34, 39; Keil, Arch. II. p. 146.
i^rjTet evicaipiav, iva] he sought a good opportunity (Cic. de
Such a ev/caipia as he wanted
off. i. 40) for the purpose of, etc.
would present itself whenever he saw that <TvXkr)<\>6evro<s ovk
€fi€\\e dopvfios yeviaOai, Euthymius Zigabenus ; comp. ver. 5.

the ordinary shekels; according to Joseph. Antt.

Eemark

1.

—As the statement regarding the

thirty pieces of

Matthew, and as one so avaricious as Judas
was would hardly have been contented with so moderate a sum,
it is probable that, from its not being known exactly how much
the traitor had received, the Gospel traditions came ultimately to
fix upon such a definite amount as was suggested by Zech. xi. 12.
silver is peculiar to

Then, as tending further to impugn the historical accuracy of
Matthew's statement, it is of importance to notice that it has
been adopted neither by the earlier Gospel of Mark, nor the
later one of Luke, nor by John.
Comp. Strauss, Ewald,
Scholten.

—

Eemakk 2. As regards the idea, that what prompted Judas to
act as he did, was a desire to bring about a rising of the people
at the time of the feast, and to constrain " the dilatory Messiah
to establish His kingdom by means of popular violence " (Paulus,
Goldhorn in Tzschirn. Memor. i. 2; Winer, Theile, Hase, Schollmeyer, Jesus u. Judas, 1836 ; Weisse, I. p. 450), the traitor
himself being now doubtful, according to Neander and Ewald, as
it may be affirmed
to whether Jesus was the Messiah or not,
that it has no foundation whatever in the Gospel record,
although it may be excused as a well-meant effort to render a
mysterious character somewhat more comprehensible, and to
make so strange a choice on the part of Jesus a little less
puzzling. According to John especially, the subjective motive
which, in conjunction with Satanic agency (Luke xxii. 3;

—

—

John

xiii 2, 27), led to the betrayal

was simply

avarice, not

CHAP. XXVI.

wounded ambition
and such

on

as well, see
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17.

ver. 14;

nor

like (Sehenkel); nor shipwrecked faith

love

of revenge

on the occasion

anointing of Christ (Klostermann); nor melancholy,
irritation against Jesus because the kingdom He
sought to establish was not a kingdom of this world (Lange).
Naturally passionate at any rate (Pressens^), and destitute
of clearness of head as well as force of character (in opposition
to Weisse), he was now so carried away by his own dark and
confused ideas, that though betraying Jesus he did not anticipate that he would be condemned to death (xxvii. 3), and only
began to realize what he had done when the consequences of
his act stared him in the face.
Those, accordingly, go too far
in combating the attempts that have been made to palliate the
deed in question, who seek to trace it to fierce anger against
Jesus, and the profoundest wickedness (Ebrard), and who represent
Judas as having been from the first even at the time he was
chosen the most consummate scoundrel to be found among men
(Daub, Judas Ischar. 1816). That fundamental vice of Judas,
TrXwsfya, became doubtless, in the abnormal development which
his moral nature underwent through intercourse with Jesus, the
power which completely darkened and overmastered his inner
life, culminating at last in betrayal and suicide.
Moreover, in
considering the crime of Judas, Scripture requires us to keep in
view the divine teleology, Peter already speaking of Jesus (Acts
ii. 23) as ry upio/Alvri /3ouX»j xai npoyvwea rod 8soZ 'ixdorov, in a way
corresponding very much to the view taken of the conduct of
Herod and Pilate in Acts iv. 28. Judas is thus the tragic
instrument and organ of the divine ei/uccpfiivri, though not in
such a sense as to extenuate in the least the enormity and
of the

combined with

—

—

culpability of his offence, ver. 24.
i.

25; and

see, further,

Ty

on John

Comp. John

vi. 70,

t&v

Eemark

xvii. 12;

Acts

1.

on the first dag of
day of the feast, the
day on which the unleavened bread (mv»n) is eaten. The day
referred to is the 14th of Nisan (Thursday, according to
Ver. 17.

the unleavened

he 7rpa>TT]

bread,

on the

i.e.

a^v/j,.']

first

the synoptic evangelists), which, following the loose popular

mode

of reckoning, to

conforms when he
eight days,

which Josephus {Antt.

represents

was counted

the

feast

ii.

as one of the feast days, although

the Passover did not begin

till

Num.

(Otto, Spicil. p. 70).

xxviii.

16

;

Ex.

15. 1) also

as extending over

xii.

18

the

evening of that day,

—

irov\ in
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—

vol] " Jesus
what house.
familiam,"
Bengel.
lorum

est ut paterfamilias inter discipu-

— to

irda^a] the Passover lamb,

to be eaten on the evening of the 14th of Nisan.

John

See on

This lamb was slain (not by the priests) in

28.

xviii.

the fore-court of the temple in the afternoon before sunset
(•Q-iyn pa^ see Hupfeld, de primitive/, festor.
1 2).

I. p.

—

may seem

It

ap

Hebr. ratione,

strange that, at a season

presence of such multitudes of strangers

when

in the city

the

was

accommodation (Joseph. Bell.
Jesus should have put off
His arrangements for celebrating the feast till now. This,
however, may be accounted for by the fact that He must have
had certain friends in the town, such as the one referred to
in ver. 18, whose houses were so much at His disposal at all
times that it was unnecessary to make any earlier preparation.
certain to create a scarcity of
1. 3, vi. 9.

ii.

3

;

Antt. xvii.

9. 3),

—

Eemaek. According to John's account, the last meal of which
Jesus partook was not that of the Passover while His death is
represented as having taken place on the day before the feast,
the day which Matthew here calls the vpuirri rZv aXJ^w. On
this great and irreconcilable discrepancy, which even the most
recent exhaustive inquiry, viz. that of "Wieseler (Beitr.f). 230 ff.),
has failed to dispose of, see on John xviii. 28.
;

Ver. 18.

El?

rrjv ttoXiv] to Jerusalem.

—

According to

ver.

rbv Belvd] as we say
when we either cannot or will not mention the name of the
person intended to so and so.
See Wetstein and Hermann,
ad Vig. p. 704. But it was not Jesus Himself who omitted to
mention the name ("ut discipulus ex diuturna consuetudine
6

ff.,

they were

still

at Bethany.

7r/)09

:

notissimum," Fritzsche),
Ver. 1 7,

who

it

He

for, after

could not assume that

was that He

referred to

;

the question of the disciples,
it

was quite well understood
it has been omitted by

but

the evangelist in his narrative (comp. even Augustine, de

cons,

had not been preserved as part of
the tradition, or for some other reason, to us unknown.
o StSa<r/c.] the Teacher tear' i^o^v.
Doubtless the unknown
person here referred to was also a believer.
Comp. xxi. 3.
ev.

6

ii.

80), either because

/caipos [iov]

for

my

i.e.

it

the time of

—
—

my

death (John

observing the Passover (Kuinoel),

xiii. 1),

not:

which would rendei

CHAP. XXVI.
the words singularly meaningless

;
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18.

for this time was, in fact,

nothing whatever to justify the
very old hypothesis, invented with a view to reconcile the
synoptic writers with John, that Jesus partook of His last
Passover meal a day earlier than that on which it was wont
the same for

to he eaten

There

all.

is

See on John

by the Jews.

xviii.

Further, this

28.

preliminary preparation implies a pious regard for Jesus on the
part of the Belva,

who was

thus singled out

;

this Passover ob-

servance, for which preparations are being made,
in fact, to be a farewell feast
fiov

when

denotes the time

was

destined,

According to Ewald, 6

!

/caipos

the Messianic phenomena would

appear in the heavens (comp. xxiv. 34), which, however,
variance with the text, where the death of Jesus

pervading thought (see vv.
rj

&pa, John xvii.

1.

—

2, 4,

7rotw]

is

11

f.,

is

is

at

the all-

Comp. i\rjkv9ev

21).

not the Attic future (Fritzsche,

Bleek), but the present, representing

what

is

future as

now

going on, and suited to the idea of a distinct friendly arrange-

ment beforehand
Ex. xii 48 Josh.
:

at thy house

10

I observe

the Passover.

Deut. xv. 1 ; 3 Esdr. i.
classical writers frequently use iroielv in the
;

observe

a

feast.

v.

;

— Matthew's

Comp.

Similarly

6.

sense of to

account presupposes

nothing

miraculous here, as Theophylact and Calvin would have us

an arrangement, of which nothing further
known, which Jesus had come to with the person in question, and in consequence of which this latter not only understood what was meant by the 6 /eaipo? fiov, but was also
keeping a room in reserve for Jesus in which to celebrate the
Passover.
It is probable that Jesus, during His stay in
Jerusalem after the triumphal entry, had come to some under-

believe, but simply
is

standing or other with him, so that

all that

be done was to complete the preparations.

now

required to

was reserved
for the later tradition, embodied in Mark and Luke, to
ascribe a miraculous character to these preparations, in which
respect they seem to have shared the fate of the incident
mentioned at xxi. 2 f. This being the case, the claim of
originality must be decided in favour of what is still the very
simple narrative of Matthew (Strauss, Bleek, Keim), in preference to that of Mark and Luke (Schulz, Schleiermacher,
It
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As

Weisse, Ewald, Weiss).

represented, therefore,

by Matthew

(who, according to Ebrard and Holtzmann, seems to have

man

regarded the circumstance about the

"an unnecessary

bearing a pitcher

and whose narrative here is, according to Ewald, " somewhat winnowed "),
this incident is a natural one, though the same cannot be
said of the account given by Mark and Luke (in opposition to
Olshausen and Neander).
Who that unknown person above
referred to might be, is a point which cannot be determined.
Ver. 20. 'Ave/cetTo] for the enactment (Ex. xii. 11)
requiring the Passover lamb to be eaten standing, staff in
hand, and in travelling attire, had been subsequently superSee Hieros Pesachim
seded by the necessity of reclining.
" Mos servorum est, ut edant stantes, at nunc comef. 3 7. 2
of water as only

detail,"

—

:

dant recumbentes, ut dignoscatur, exisse eos e servitute in liberSee Usteri, Comment. Joh.

tatem."
ff.

genuin. esse. 1823, p. 26
no Passover party should

ev.

— It was considered desirable that

ever consist of fewer than ten guests (Joseph.
for the

lamb had

to be entirely

consumed (Ex.

Bell.

vi. 9. 3),

xii. 4,

43

ff.)

Ver. 21. 'E(t6i6vtg>v avrCov\ whilst they were eating, but
previous to the institution of the supper, ver. 26, which is at

variance with

matter

is

Luke

xxii.

The

21.

correct

version of the

unquestionably that of Matthew, with

whom John

he represents the announcement of the
betrayer as having taken place immediately after the feetwashing and the accompanying discourse, xiii. 21 ff.
also agrees in so far as

Ver.

22.

"Hp^avro]

portrays the

after another in the incident.

unfolding of one scene
Jesus did not answer till this

question had been addressed to

Him by

fiijri eya> el pi] surely it is not

negative.

purgari

quam
in

;

before

Cum

all of

them

22

ff.

freti,

libere testari volunt,

The account

does not exclude, but supplements that

us, particularly

because

retired before the supper

Ver. 23. 'O

—

scelus exhorreant, cupiunt ab ejus suspicione

bona tamen conscientia
xiii.

in turn.

presupposes a reply in the

procul remoti sint a tanto scelere," Calvin.

John

had

"

I?

ifi^d^as,

it

was

k.t.X.']

also

mentions that Judas

instituted.

he

who has dipped

dipping, Luther, following the Vulgate).

(not: is

We have here no such

—

CHAP. XXVI.

made

to Judas.

John

as

allusion

definite

For

26 represents Jesus to have
not probable that the dipping in

xiii.

is

it
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21.

question took place subsequent to the intimation by Jesus in
ver.

21 and the commotion

calculated to interrupt for a

of ver. 22,
little

—two

circumstances

the progress of the meal,

but rather before them, when there may have been others
besides Judas dipping into the dish from which Jesus was
The allusion can be said to point specially to Judas
eating.
only in so far as, happening to recline near to Jesus, he must
have been eating out of the same dish with Him (for there
would be several of such dishes standing on the table).
Comp. Grotius. The iix^airro^ievo^ of Mark xiv. 20 (see on
the passage)

is

not a substantial variation;

been misunderstood by Matthew
the Stud.

u. Krit.

1861,

p.

53

neither has

(in opposition to

it

Weiss in

and converted by him into

f.),

The contents of
made out of dates, figs,

a special means of recognition (Holtzmann).
the dish were the broth
etc.,

of

it

and

cJiaroset (riDTin),

remind those who partook
ad Pesach. vii. 11).

of the colour of brick (to

of the bricks of Egypt, Maimonides,

See Buxtorf, Lex. Talm.

p.

831.

— iv rm Tpv/3\l<p] has dipped

in the dish, into which he has put his hand, holding a piece of

Horn. Od.

bread.

24

xxxiii.

Ver.

;

Euth

24.

392; Aesch. Prom. 863; LXX. Dent,

ix.
ii.

14.

'Tirdyet^

fierafiaivei

Euthymius Zigabenus.
Jesus

is

Comp.

airb

t^?

olyzaQai,

ivravOa

conscious that His death will be a going

Father (John

vii.

33,

viii.

22).

—

£&>???,

airepxeaOai,

away

^?n.

to the

icaXov, k.t.X.] well would

it

he would not have
existed at all, and so would not have been exposed to the
severe punishment (of Gehenna) which now awaits him.
Comp. Ecclus. xxiii. 14 Job iii. 1 ff. Jer. xx. 14 ff., and the
passages from Eabbinical writers in Wetstein. The expression
is a popular one, and not to be urged with logical rigour,
which it will not admit of. The fundamental idea embodied
in it is " multo melius est non subsistere quam male subsistere," Jerome.
Observe, further, the tragic emphasis with
which 6 avdpcoiros eicelvos is repeated ; but for koXov rjv without av, see Buttmann, Neut. Gr. pp. 188, 195 [E. T. 217,

have been for him,

etc.

for in that case

;

;

:

;

;
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22G]; and on ov as a negative, where there

is

299

Buttmann,

p.

observes

ov Sioti irpodopiaTO,

:

[E. T. 347].

only one idea

2, p. 748
Euthymius Zigabenus aptly
Bia tovto irapkhtoKev ak\a

contained in the negation, consult Kulmer,

II.

;

Btori irapeScoKe, Bia tovto irpocopiaTo, tov deov 7rpoei$OTo<; to
7rdvT(o<; a7ro(3r]o-6p,evov' e/xeXXe

Ik

^>ucre&)9,

a\V

e'/e

yap 6Wg>? a"Ko$r\vai toiovtqs ov

TTpoaipko-ews.

Ver. 25. This final direct intimation regarding the betrayer

and addressed to this latter himself, is at
xiii. 26 ff., where ver. 29 presupposes that
it had not been given.
Ver. 25 is an outgrowth of tradition,
the absence of which from the older narrative of Mark is
(o

TrapahiZovs),

variance with John

—

arv ei7ra9] a Rabbinical formula by
which an emphatic affirmation is made, as in ver. 64. See
Schoettgen.
There is no such usage in the Old Testament or

unquestionably correct.

among

classical writers.

At

this point

in the narrative of

Matthew, just after this declaration on the part of Jesus, we
must suppose the withdrawal (mentioned at John xiii. 30) of
Judas (who, notwithstanding the statement at Luke xxii. 21,
was not present at the celebration of the last supper see on
John xiii. 38, Eemark) to have taken place. Matthew likewise, at ver. 47, presupposes the withdrawal of the betrayer,
though he does not expressly mention it so that his account
The objection, that it was not
of the matter is less precise.
allowable to leave before the Passover lamb was eaten, is
;

;

sufficiently disposed of

by the extraordinary nature

of the cir-

cumstances in which Judas found himself; but see on ver. 26.
1
having been, naturally enough, interVer. 26. The meal

—

—

would now be
resumed hence the repetition of the ierdiovrcov avTcov of ver.
21 with the continuative Be, which latter is so often used in
a similar way after parentheses and other digressions, especially
rupted by the discussion regarding Judas
;

see Ebrard (Dogma vom Jieil.
mentions the earlier literature of
the subject ; see besides, the controversy between Strobel and Rodatz in the
Luther. Zeitschr. 1842 ff. ; Riickert, d. Abendm., Lpz. 1856, p. 58 ff. Keim in
the Jahrb. f. D. Theol. 1859, p. 63 ff. of modern dogmatic writers, consult, in
Comp. on Mark xiv. 22 f. ; Luke xxii. 19
particular, Kahnis and PhilippL
1 Cor. xi. 24 f.
1

On

ver.

Abendm.

I.

26

ff.

p. 97

and the

ff.),

who

parallel passages,

also (II. p. 751

ff.)

;

;

i".

CHAP. XXVI.

where previous expressions are repeated; comp. on
\a/3a>v 6 'I^cr. t. apTov] Accord8; Eph. ii. 4.
order
of the Passover meal was as
Rabbis,
the
the

in cases

2 Cor.

ing to

203

26.

—

v.

follows (see Tr. Pesach.

474

10; Otho,

c.

Lex. Ball, p.

448

if.;

Lund, Jud. Heiligth., ed. Wolf, p. 1125
Lightfoot, p.
if.; Wichelhaus, p. 248 if.; Vaihinger in Herzog's Encykl. XL
(1) It began with drinking wine, before partakp. 141 if.)
ing of which, however, the head of the family offered up thanks
for the wine and the return of that sacred day (according
to the school of Sammai, for the day and for the wine).
:

"

Poculum

lavat,"

if.

;

—

ebibit, et postea benedicit

Maimonides.

(2)

Then

de lotione

bitter herbs

manuum,

et

(D^TnD, intended

to represent the bitter life of their forefathers in Egypt)

were
which being dipped in a sour or
brinish liquid, were eaten amid thanksgivings.
(3) The unleavened bread, the broth charoset (see on ver. 23), the lamb
and the flesh of the chagiga (see on John xviii. 28), were now
presented.
(4) Thereupon the head of the family, after a
" Benedictus, qui creavit fructum terrae," took as much of the
bitter herbs as might be equal to the size of an olive, dipped
it in the broth charoset, and then ate it, all the ether guests
following his example.
(5) The second cup of wine was now
mixed, and at this stage the father, at the request of his son,
or whether requested by him or not, was expected to explain
put upon the

to

him the

table,

some

peculiarities

of

of the

(6) This did not take place

till

put a second time upon the table
the

first

several parts of this meal.

the Passover viands had been
;

part of the Rallel (Ps.

then came the singing of

cxiii.,

cxiv.),

another short

thanksgiving by the father, and the drinking of the second
cup.

(7)

The

father then

washed

his hands, took

two pieces

of bread, broke one of them, laid the broken pieces upon that
which remained whole, repeated the " Benedictus sit Me, qui

panem

e terra," rolled a piece of the broken bread in
dipped this into the broth charoset, and ate, after
having given thanks he then took some of the chagiga, after

producit

bitter herbs,

;

another thanksgiving, and so also with regard to the lamb.
(8)

they

The

feast

was now continued by the guests partaking as

felt inclined,

concluding, however, with the father eating

;
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the last bit of the lamb, which was not to be less than an

which no one was at liberty to eat anything
now washed his hands, and, praise having
the third cup (naian soa) was drunk. Then came

olive in size, after

more.

been

The
offered,

father

the singing of the second part of the Hallel (Ps.

cxv— cxviii.)

and the drinking of the fourth cup, which was, in some instances, followed by a fifth, with the final singing of Ps. cxx.—
cxxxvii. (Bartolocc. Bill. Rabb. II. p.

736

ff.).

—

Seeing that,

according to this order, the feasting, strictly speaking, did not

begin

till

2sTo.

preceded had the character of a

8, for all that

ceremonial introduction to

it

;

seeing, further, that it is in itself

improbable that Jesus would interrupt or alter the peculiarly
ceremonial part of the feast by an act or utterance in any

way

and considering, in the last place, that when Judas
retired, which he did immediately after he was announced as
the betrayer, and therefore previous to the institution of the
the Passover meal had already extended pretty far
last supper,
on into the night (John xiii. 30), we must assume that the
iaOiovTtov avT&v of ver. 21, as well as the similar expression
in ver. 26, should come in after No. 7, and that the eating under
No. 8 is the stage at which the Lord's supper was instituted
so that the bread which Jesus took and brake would not be
that mentioned under No. 7 (Fritzsche), but the aprov (with

foreign to

it;

—

the

article, see

—

the critical remarks), the particular bread with

He had just instituted the supper. He
would have violated the Passover itself if He had proclaimed
any new and peculiar symbolism in connection with the bread
which, as they all knew,

before conforming, in the

first

place, to the popular ceremonial

and before the less formal and peculiarly
festive part of the proceedings was reached.
Again, had the
breaking and distributing of the bread been that referred to
under No. 7, one cannot see why he should not have availed
Himself of the bitter herbs as well, furnishing, as they would
have done, so appropriate a symbol of the suffering inseparable
Kal ev\oyr}<ra<;~\ after having repeated a
from His death.
whether the " Benedictus ille, qui producit panem, e
blessing
terra " (comp. No. 7 above), or some other more appropriate to
the particular act about to be performed, it is impossible to
observed at this

—

feast,

—

CHAP. XXVI.
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28.

The latter, however, is the more probable, as it would be
more in accordance with the very special nature of Christ's
Now that the meal
feelings and intention on this occasion.
was drawing to a close (before the second part of the Hallel
was sung, ver. 30), He felt a desire to introduce at the end a
say.

special repast of significance so profound as never to be forgotten.

The idea that His

evXoyeiv, as being the expression

of His omnipotent will (Philippi, p.

467

ff.),

possessed creative

power, so that the body and blood became realized in the
giving of bread and wine,

may no

doubt accord with the

orthodox view of the sacrament, but can be as

little justified,

on exegetical grounds, as that orthodox view itself even in
1 Cor. x. 16 nothing more is implied than a eucharistical
consecration prayer for the purpose of setting apart bread and
It is, further, impossible to determine
wine to a sacred use.
whether by ical eSiSov T049 ixadrjr. we are to understand the
handing of the bread piece by piece, or simply the presenting
Considering, however, that the
of it all at once upon a plate.
guests were reclining, the latter is the more probable view, and
This Xafiere denotes
is quite in keeping with the Xafieje.
simply a taking with the hand, which then conveys to the
;

—

mouth the thing
sense

(Ebrard).

words before

us,

so taken, not also a taking in a spiritual

Further,

of the bread which
of

it.

must not be

it

inferred from the

nor from our Lord's interpretation {my body)

He

presents, that

See on ver. 29.

He

having done so before handing
uttering the following words.

He Himself'had not

eaten

must, however, be regarded as
it

to the disciples,

— rovro

eo~ri ro

and before

o~ojjj,d fiov~\

There can be no doubt that rovro is the subject, and (avoiding
the Lutheran synecdoche) can only refer to the bread tlud was
being handed to them, and not to the living body of Christ
(Carlstadt), nor to the predicate which first follows (Strbbel),
while it is equally certain that no emphasis of any kind is
to be laid upon the enclitic fiov (in opposition to Olshausen
But seeing, moreover, that the body of Jesus
and Stier).

was

still

unbroken

(still

living),

and

that,

as

yet,

His

blood had not been shed, none of the guests can have sup-

posed what, on the occasion of the

first

celebration

of

the

—
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supper, was, accordingly, a plain impossibility,

were in

of the Lord,

1

viz.,

that they

and drinking the very body and blood

reality eating

and seeing

also that, for the reason just stated,

Jesus Himself could not have intended His simple words to be
understood in a sense which they did not then admit
for to suppose

any

essential difference

every subsequent observance of the

Theol

I. p.

341

;

between the
supper

Thomasius, Chr. Pers. u.

16 7)

of,

first

and

(Schmid, Bill.

Werh, III.

2, p.

have recourse to an expedient
that is not only unwarrantable, but extremely questionable
(see, on the other hand, Tholuck in the Stud. u. Krit. 1869,
p. 126 f.), and because, so long as the idea of the icpea<; is
not taken into account, any substantial partaking of the <ra)/j,a
alone and by itself, without the atya, appears utterly incon2
ceivable
for here, again, the idea of a spiritual body, which
it is supposed Jesus might even then have communicated
(Olshausen; Eodatz in the Luther. Zeitschr. 1843, 3, p. 56
Kahnis, Abendm. p. 453 Hofmann; Schoeberlein, fib. d. heil.
Abendm. 1869, p. 66), belongs entirely to the region of nonexegetical and docetic fancies, for which even the transfiguration furnishes no support whatever (see on 1 Cor. x. 16), and
is inconsistent with the al/xa (1 Cor. xv. 50; Phil. iii. 21):
62

;

Stier

;

Gess,

I. p.

is to

;

;

;

1

Wetstein well observes

:

" Non quaerebant utrum

panis, quern videbant,

panis esset, vel utrum aliud corpus inconspicuum in interstitiis, panis delitesceret,
sed quid haec actio significaret, cujus rei esset repraesentatio aut rnemoriale."
p. 61, finds no other way of disposing of the
but by maintaining that this giving of Himself
Comp. Hofmann,
on the part of the Lord was of the nature of a miracle.
Schrifibew. II. 2, p. 215, also Philippi, p. 433 f., who is at the same time disposed to assume that the Spirit illuminated the minds of the disciples as with
lightning flash.
The supposition of a miracle is certainly the last resort, and
this on exegetical grounds is wholly unjustifiable in a case in which neither
the narrative itself nor the thing narrated implies a miracle.
2
In reply to the question why Jesus distributes the body and blood separately,
Thomasius, p. 68, has no answer but this " I do not know." We are accordingly met on the one hand with the assertion of a miracle, on the other with
This is the way difficulties are supposed to be got over, but they
a non liquet.
remain, and continue to assert themselves all the same. There ought to be no
hesitation in conceding that the separate participation, namely, of the body
without the blood, and then of the blood by itself, is not to be understood asan
actual eating and drinking of them, but as due to the symbolism based upon
the circumstance of the body being put to death and the blood shed.

Thomasius, however, as above,

simple impossibility referred

to,

:

:

CHAP. XXVI.

fellows that

it

of

ecm

is
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neither more nor less than the copula
1
" This, which ye are to take and.

symbolic statement

tlie

2

broken bread, is, symbolically speaking, my body"
the body, namely, which is on the point of being put
The symto death as a \urpov avrl iroXkwv (xx. 28).
bolical interpretation has also been correctly adhered to
eat,

—

this

by David Schulz, de "Wette, Julius Miiller, Bleek, Eiickert,
Keim, Weizsacker comp. Ewald, Morison, Weiss on Mark,
;

According to Matthew, as also according to
and others.
Paul (1 Cor. xi. 24, where K\a>fievov is spurious), Jesus
an omission,
omits entirely the tertium comparationis,
however, which in itself is more in keeping with the
vivid symbolism of the passage and the deep emotion of our
The symbolical act of breaking, which cannot possibly
Lord.
have anything to do with the glorified body, but which refers
solely to that which was about to be put to death, was
sufficient to enable us to perceive in this breaking what the
for the breaking of the bread and
point of comparison was
the putting to death of the body resemble each other in so

—

;

In the case of Luke and Paul, the necessity of adopting the symbolical
\<rri shows itself above all (1) in the words used with reference to the cup (h xaivh SW»i*>j). The new covenant has been made in and
This blood, inasmuch as it has been
through the actual blood of Christ.
shed, is the essential objective causa effectiva of the covenant.
It is so in
virtue of the historical fact of the shedding, while it is this same fact that
The wine poured
justifies its being designated a new covenant (John xi. 25).
into the cup can be said to be the blood of Christ as it actually was after being
shed on the cross, only in so far as it represents that real covenant- blood as
it was previous to its being shed, and with the near prospect of its shedding
it is this blood, but only in the sense warranted by a profound
fully in view
vivid symbolism.
(2) It is on the strength of this symbolical interpretation
that Luke and Paul would appear to have added the expression §1$ r. i^Jjv
See on Luke xxii. 19 f.
uvaftvriiriv to the words of the institution.
The
atafitfifis denotes a realizing of tliat as present which is no longer so in bodily
1

interpretation of

;

form.
2

Not

:

:

that which

(the synecdoche of
Christ's

hand to you in the form of bread (the Catholic
hand to you in, with, and under the covenant
Lutheran orthodoxy). The doctrine of the omnipresence of

that which I here

view), nor

I

here

body is inconsistent with the

was pointed out
" Cavendum enim

essential idea of a body, as

as early as the time oi the Fathers, especially

by Augustine

:

ne ita divinitatem adstruamus hominis, ut veritatem corporis auferamus,"
Augustine, ep. 57, ad Dardan. ; they understood the body of Christ to be in
heaven, where it always remained.

est,
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whole is violently destroyed, so
can no longer be said to be
when put to death to be any

far as the connection of the

bread

that the

longer a

on the

body

nor the

bread,

the

in fragments

being.

other hand,

appropriation,

1

The eating (and the drinking),
symbol of the reception and
in saving faith (John vi. 51 ff.), of the

living

a

is

atoning and redeeming virtue inherent in the death of the

body (Paul

as above

the blood of Jesus

;

to imep vfi&p) and in the shedding of

:

so that the aet of receiving the elements

in the consciousness of this, establishes a tcoivcovia with the

and active, and
and real (see on
a fellowship in which the believing communi1 Cor. x. 16),
cant realizes in his inward experience that the divine-human
life of the crucified Eedeemer is being imparted to him with
saving efficacy, and in which he acquires a full assurance of
eternal life.
With regard to the divers views that have
prevailed upon this point in the church, and of which the
two held by Protestants do not admit of being harmonized

body and blood that

is

spiritually

living

therefore, in all ethical respects, genuine

—

without sacrificing their distinctive peculiarities (in opposition
to Ebrard, Lange), it

and Lutherans are

pretation of the itrrl
it

may

be said that those of the Catholics

exegetically at
is

as the copula of actual being

a more precise dogmatic

one in so far as their inter-

concerned, for they agree in regarding
;

it is

only

when they attempt

mode of
show itself.

definition of the

being that the divergence begins to

this actual

Similarly,

no difference of an exegctical nature (Rodatz in Eudelbach's Zcitschr. 1843, 4, p. 11) between the interpretation
of Zwingli (and Oecolampadius) and that of Calvin (" externum
signuni dicitur id esse, quod figurat," Calvin).
On the relathere

1

is

wrong in refusing to admit that the point of comThe s*x«« is the circumstance above all which
the whole four evangelists agree in recording, making it appear, too, from
the terms they employ, that it was regarded as a special act. Moreover, the
fact that at a very early period the spurious uk£fu*» of 1 Cor. xi. 24 had
come to be extensively adopted, may be regarded as affording evidence in
Philippi, p. 422

ff.,

is

parison lies in the breaking.

favour of the correctness of the church's interpretation of this symbolical
act.
The same view is implied in the reading tfUTviftnn comp. Const'M.
;

Ap.

viii. 12. 16.

:
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27.

tion of Luther's doctrine to that of Calvin, see Julius Muller's

For iari (which, however, Jesus
dogmat. Abh. p. 404 if.
would not express in Aramaic, His words probably being
tDBfel

Kn) a s a copula of symbolical or allegorical being, comp.

38 f. Luke xii. 1 John x. 6, xiv. 6 GaL iv. 24 Heb.
x. 20
Eev. i. 20. That Jesus might also have used cra/jf
instead of o-oofia (comp. John vi.) is clear; in that case prominence would have been given to the material of which the
Comp. Riickert, p. 69.
creofia is composed (comp. Col. i. 22).
But it would not have been proper to use tcpia? (dead flesh,
the flesh of what has been slain, Eom. xiv. 21
1 Cor. viii.
13 see Schulz, Abendm. p. 94).
Ver. 27. Matthew says indefinitely: a cup, for to before
TroTTjp. is
spurious.
Luke and Paul are somewhat more
precise, inasmuch as they speak of the cup as having been the
Accordingly, the
one which was presented fiera to Benrvrjo-ai.
xiii.

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

cup in question here

is

usually understood to have been the

Inoculum benediclionis, referred to above under No. 8, the third
cup.
But in that case what becomes of the fourth one, over
which the second part of the Hallel was sung ? As it is
not likely that this latter would be omitted as it is no less
improbable that Jesus, after investing the cup now under consideration with the symbolism of His blood, would have sent
round another after it with which no such symbolical significance was associated
as ver. 2 9 expressly forbids the supposition of another cup having followed
and as, in the last
place, mention is made of the Hallel (the second portion of it)
as coming immediately after the drinking of this one,
we are
bound to suppose that it is the fourth cup that is here meant,
and in regard to which Maimonides (as quoted by Lightfoot)
" Deinde miscet pocidum quartum, et super illud
observes
perjicit Hallel, additque insurer benedictionem cantici ("Wn 0312),
quod est : Laudent te, Domine, omnia opera tua, etc., et dicit
Benedictus sit, qui creavit fructum vitis,
et postea non quicquam gustat ista node." Paul, no doubt, expressly calls the cup
;

;

;

—

:

—

used at the supper to

TroTrjpiov

t^? evXoylas (1 Cor.

which corresponds with the name of the third cup

x.

16),

(see

on

26) but, as the epexegetical b ev\oyovp.ev shows, this
MATT. IL
O

ver.

;
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designation
ritual,

but

fact, to

not a terminus technicus taken from the Jewish
to be traced to the Christian standpoint, in

is

See on 1 Cor. x.

the Christian act of consecration.

— For

16.

is
it

the size of the Passover cups, and what

is

said

about the wine being red and mixed with water, consult
Grotius and Lightfoot.
Christ Himself

is

In the Constitt. Ap. viii. 12. 16,
even spoken of as to Trorrjpiov tcepd<ra<; e£
ev^a/no-T.] is substantially the same as

—

otvov koX vharo<;.

which

evXoy., ver. 2 6,

Acts xxvii. 35

;

has reference to the phraseology of

latter

the prayer (benedictus,

etc.),

1 Tim.

3

iv.

comp.
f.

;

xiv. 1 9

;

Luke xxiv. 3
The nana was
;

Matt. xv. 36.

Comp. on 1 Cor. xiv. 16.
The death-symbolism is now applied to that which
contains the life (Gen. ix. 4 ff., and comp. on Acts xv.), viz.

a thanksgiving prayer.
Ver. 28.

the blood, which

is

described as sacrificial blood that
•

is

to

be shed in order to make atonement. Neither here nor anywhere else in the New Testament (Heb. xii. 24 not excepted)
can there be any question of the glorified blood of Christ.
Comp. on ver. 26, and on 1 Cor. x. 16. According to New

Testament

much

ideas, glorified blood is as

a contradictio in

This also in opposition to Hofmann,

adjecto as glorified flesh.

—

TovTci] this, which ye are about to drink, the wine
220.
which is in this cup. Although this wine was red, it must not
be supposed that the point of the symbolism lay in the colour

p.

(Wetstein, Paulus), but in the circumstance of its being poured out
(see below: to
is

it.

7ro\\. iK'xyvo/j,.) into the

cup

;.

the outpouring

the symbolical correlative to the breaking in the case of the

—

TravTes, on the ground
7«/>] justifies the irtere
of the interpretation given to that which is about to be drunk.

bread.

—
is

.

ea-rC] as in ver. 26.

the preferable reading

blood of the covenant"

—
;

.

.

to alfid fiov

tt}? Zt,adr)icr)<i\

see the critical remarks.

my covenant

This

" This is

my

blood (*TJSfl tn, Ex. xxiv. 8),

my
is

This
blood which serves to ratify the covenant with God.
Hofmann).
blood
(in
opposition
to
conceived of as sacrificial

In a similar way Moses ratified
See Delitzsch on Heb. ix. 20.
of the sacrificial blood of an
by
means
with
God
covenant
the
double
genitive with only one
ff.
On
the
xxiv.
6
animal, Ex.
noun, see Fritzsche, Quaest. Luc.

p.

Ill

f.;

Lobeck, ad Aj. 309;

;
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28.

For the arrangement of the words,
ry re airoickriau fiov r<Sv ttvX&v.
The
connecting of the fiov with alfia corresponds to the to o~a>fid
fxov of ver. 26, as well as to the amplified form of our Lord's
Winer,

p.

180

[E. T. 239].

conip. Thuc. iv. 85. 2

:

words as given by Luke and Paul consequently we must not,
with Kiickert, connect the pronoun with t. SiaOqKr)? (the blood
The covenant which Jesus has in view is
of my covenant).
that of grace, in accordance with Jer. xxxi. 3 1 ff., hence called
the new one (by Paul and Luke) in contradistinction to the
to ire pi
old one under the law.
See on 1 Cor. xi. 26.
;

—

7roW<ov

eic^yv. els a<peo~iv dfiapridov] Epexegesis of to

by way of indicating who are

alfid /xov tt)9 hia6r,Ki)<i >

ticipate

covenant

in the

conferred upon them
which the covenant is

(et?

to par-

iroWwv), the divine benefit

(irepl

dfiapr.),

a<peo-.

ratified (eV^wo//,.)

pressing as present what, though future,

and the means by
which

:

shed (ex-

is

near and certain)

is

for the benefit of many, inasmuch as it becomes instrumental
in procuring the forgiveness of sins. The last part of this state-

ment, and consequently what

is

implied in

it,

viz.

the atoning

purpose contemplated by the shedding of blood (comp. Lev.
xvii. 11), is to

be understood as setting forth more precisely

the idea expressed by
ever, that vTrep,

essentially different

from

it

It

irepl.

which

is

must not be supposed, how-

used by Luke instead of

from the

latter;

but

is

rrepi,

is

to be distinguished

only in respect of the different moral basis on which

the idea contained in

it rests (like

so that both the prepositions are

the

German

um

and

uber),

often interchanged in cases

where they have exactly one and the same reference, as
in Demosthenes especially.
See generally, on Gal. i. 4
1 Cor. i. 1 3, xv. 3.
The shedding of the blood is the objective medium of the forgiveness of sins
the subjective medium,

—

;

viz.

faith, is contained by implication in

this instance, as in xx.

28

(see

the use

on the passage), of

—

made

in

-iroWcov,

as well as in the symbolic reference of the irlere.
It is to
be observed, further, that the genuineness of the words eh
d(j>eo-. dfiapT. is put beyond all suspicion by the unexceptionable
evidence in their favour (in opposition to David Schulz),
although, from their being omitted in every other record of the

;;
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institution of the supper (also in Justin,

Ap.

i.

66,

Tr. 70),

e.

they should not be regarded as having been originally spoken
by Christ, but as an explanatory addition introduced into the
tradition,

and put into the mouth of Jesus.

Eemark

1.

—That Jesus meant

to be similarly observed

to institute a regular ordinance

by His church in

all time coming, is not
apparent certainly from the narrative in Matthew and Mark
but it is doubtless to be inferred from 1 Cor. xi. 24-26, no less
than from the practice of the apostolic church, that the apostles
were convinced that such was the intention of our Lord, so
much so, that to the words of the institution themselves was
added that express injunction to repeat the observance tig n
As bearing
Ifinv avd{iv7}<riv which Paul and Luke have recorded.

upon

this matter, Paul's declaration: napiXal3ov airh roD xupiov, ver.

23, is of such decisive importance that there can no longer be
any doubt (Ruckert, p. 124 ff.) as to whether Jesus intended to

an ordinance for future observance. We cannot, thereendorse the view that the repetition of the observance was
due to the impression made upon the minds of the grateful
disciples by the first celebration of the supper (Paulus, comp.
also Weisse, Evangelienfr. p. 195).
Eemark 2. The two most recent and exhaustive Protestant
monographs treating of the Lord's supper on the lines of the Confessions, but also discussing the subject exegetically, are Ebrard,
das Dogma vom heil. Abendm., Frankf. 1 845 f., as representing the
Reformed view, and Kahnis, d. Lehre vom Abendm., Lpz. 1851,
Euckert, on the other hand, d.
as representing the Lutheran.
Abendm., s. Wesen u. s. Gesch. (Lpz. 1856), ignores the Confessions
altogether, and proceeds on purely excgetical principles.
The
result at which Ebrard arrives, p. 110 (comp. what he says,
Olshausen's Leidensgesch. 1862, p. 103), is as follows: "The
breaking of the bread is a memorial of the death of Jesus the
eating of the bread thus broken is a symbolical act denoting
that this death is appropriated by the believer through his
But inasmuch as Jesus
fellowship with the life of Christ.
gives the bread to be eaten and the wine to be drunk, and
inasmuch as He declares those substances to be pledges of the
new covenant in His blood, the bread and the wine are, therefore, not mere symbols, but they assume that he who partakes
of them is an actual sharer in the atonement brought about
by the death of Christ. And since such a fellowship with
Christ's death cannot exist apart from fellowship with His life
institute

fore,

—

:

;
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new covenant "consists in an actual
it follows that partaking of the Lord's
connection and union,
supper involves as its result a true, personal central union
The result at which
and fellowship of life with Christ."
Kahnis arrives in his above-cited work published in 1851 x is
the orthodox Lutheran view, and is as follows " The body which
since, in other words," the

—

:

Christ gives us to feed upon in the supper is the same that was
broken for us on the cross, just as its substratum, the bread,
was broken, with a view to its being eaten. The blood which
Christ gives us to drink in the supper is the same that was
shed for us on the cross, just as its substratum, the wine, was
poured out, with a view to its being drunk" (p. 104). He
comes back to Luther's synecdoche in regard to roZro, which
latter he takes as representing the concrete union of two
substances, the one of which, viz. the bread, constitutes the
embodiment and medium of the other (the body) the former
he understands to be, logically speaking, only accidental in
its nature, the essential substance being brought out in the
predicate.
As for the second element, he considers that it
expresses the identity of the communion blood with the blood
of the atoning sacrifice, and that not in respect of the function,
but of the thing itself (for he regards it as an arbitrary distinction to say that the former blood ratifies, and that the latter

—

—

—

—

;

1
In his Dogmati!:, however (1861), I. pp. 516, 616 ff., II. p. 657 ff., Kahnis
candidly acknowledges the shortcomings of the Lutheran view, and the necessity

and manifests, at the same time, a decided leaning in the
Reformed doctrine.
The supper, he says, "is the medium
of imparting to the believing communicant, in bread and wine, the atoning
efficacy oj the body and blood of Christ that have been sacrificed for us, which
atoning efficacy places him to whom it is imparted in mysterious fellowship with
the body of Christ. "
Kahnis now rejects, in particular, the Lutheran synecdoche,
and approves of the symbolical interpretation in so far as bread and wine, being
symbols of Christ's body and blood, constitute, in virtue of the act of institution, that sacramental word concerning our Lord's body and blood which
when emitted by Christ has the effect of conveying the benefits of His death.
He expresses himself more clearly in II. p. 557, where he says: "The Lord's
supper is the sacrament of the altar which, in the form of bread and wine, the
symbols of the body and blood of Christ, which have been sacrificed for us, imparts to the believing communicant the sin-forgiving efficacy of Christ's death."
Those divinely-appointed symbols he regards as the visible word concerning
Christ's body and blood, which word, as the terms of the institution indicate, is
the medium through which the atoning power of His death, i.e. the forgiveness
From the bread and wine Christ is supposed to
of sins, is communicated.
create a eucharistic corporeality, which He employs as the medium for the comof correcting them,

direction of the

munication of Himself.
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and that, accordingly, the reality in point of efficacy which, in the words of the institution, is ascribed to the
latter necessarily implies a corresponding efficacy in regard to
the former.
By adopting the kind of. exegesis that has been
employed in establishing the strictly Lutheran view, it would
not be difficult to make out a case in favour of that doctrine of
transtibstantiation and the mass which is still keenly but
awkwardly maintained by Schegg, and which finds an abler
but no less arbitrary and mistaken advocate in Dollinger
(Christenth. u. Kirche, pp. 37 ff., 248 ff., ed. 2), because in both
cases the results are based upon the application of the exegetiThen, in the last place,
cal method to dogmatic premises.
Euckert arrives at the conclusion that, as far as Matthew and
Mark are concerned, the whole stress is intended to be laid
upon the actions, that these are to be understood symbolically,
and that the words spoken serve only as hints to enable us to
He thinks that the idea of an
interpret the actions aright.
actual eating of the body or drinking of the blood never crossed
the mind either of Jesus or of the disciples that it was Paul
who, in speculating as to the meaning of the material substances,
began to attach to them a higher importance, and to entertain
the view that in the supper worthy and unworthy alike were
partakers of the body and, blood of Christ in the supersensual
and heavenly form in which he conceived them to exist subseIn this way, according to
quent to the Lord's ascension.
Euckert, Paul entered upon a line of interpretation for which
sufficient justification cannot be found either in what was done
or in what was spoken by our Lord, so that his view has furnished the germs of a version of the matter which, so far at least
as its beneficial results are concerned, does not tell in his favour
In answer to Euckert in reference to Paul, see on
(p. 242).

propitiates)

;

—

—

;

1 Cor. x. 16.

Eemark

3.

— As

for the different versions of the words of the
met with in the four evangelists, that

institution that are to be

of Mark is the most concise (Matthew's coming next), and, considering the situation (for when the mind is full and deeply
moved the words are few) and the connection of this evangelist
with Peter, it is to be regarded as the most original. Yet the
supplementary statements furnished by the others are serviceable in the way of exposition, for they let us see what
view was taken of the nature of the Lord's supper in the
apostolic age, as is pre-eminently the case with regard to the
toZro ironTrt iig r. i(ir,v avd/ivrjeiv of Paul and Luke. Comp. on Luke
xxii. 19. According to Gess, I. p. 147, the variations in question

—
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29.

are to be accounted for by supposing that, while the elements
were circulating, Jesus Himself made use of a variety of expressions.
But there can be no doubt that on an occasion of such
painful emotion He would utter the few thoughtful words He
made use of only once for all. This is the only view that can
be said to be in keeping with the sad and sacred nature of the
situation, especially as the texts do not lead us to suppose that
there was any further speaking; comp., in particular, Mark
xiv. 23, 24.

The certainty and nearness of His death, which
been expressed in the symbolism of the wine, impel

Ver. 29.
Jiad just

Jesus to

add a sorrowful but yet comforting

(introducing
Trttw]

that

it

I

with the continuative autem).
will

certainly

not

—

assurance

oil ov

According

drink.

to

p,r,

the

synoptic conception of the meal as being the one in connection
with the Passover, this presupposes that the cup mentioned at
ver. 27 f. was the last one of the meal (the fourth), and not
For it may be held as certain that,
the one before the last.
at this feast above all, and considering His present frame of

mind,

He would

take care not to give offence by omitting the

and what reason, it may be asked, would
?
The cup in question was the
He
concluding one, during the drinking of which the second portion
aTrdpri] from this present
of the Hallel was sung (ver. 30).
occasion, on which I have just drunk of it.
To suppose that
Jesus Himself did not also partake of the cup (Olshausen, de
Wette, Ptiickert, Weiss) is a gratuitous assumption, incompatible with the ordinary Passover usage.
"We are to understand the drinking on the part of Jesus as having taken place
after the evxapto-Tijo-as, ver. 27, before He handed the cup to
the disciples, and announced to them the symbolical significance that was to be attached to it.
Comp. Chrysostom.
Matthew does not mention this circumstance, because he did

fourth Passover-cup

have had

;

for doing so

—

not regard

it

as forming part of the symbolism here in view.

Euthymius Zigabenus correctly observes el Be rod TroTqplov
fieT€0")(e, fiereXafiev dpa koX tov aprov.
Comp. on ver. 26.
ex tovtov rov yevvtfp,. t. a/A7r.] rovrov is emphatic, and
points to the Passover - wine.
Mark and Luke are less
:

—
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From this it must not be
not having rovrov.
assumed that Jesus never drank any wine after His resurrecFor yivvrjfia as used
tion.
Acts x. 41 Ignat. Smym. 3.
by later Greek writers (likewise the LXX.) in the sense of
For the reasons for
KapTTos, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 286.
rejecting the reading yevq/jLaros (Lachmann, Tischendorf), not-

precise,

;

withstanding the far greater number of

testimonies in

its

Mark, p. 6 1 9 f. The use of this term
instead of 0*1/09 has something solemn about it, containing,
as it does, an allusion to the form of thanksgiving for the
" benedictus sit, qui creavit fructum vitis."
Passover wine
kclivov] novum, different
Comp. Lightfoot on ver. 27.
in respect of quality; "novitatem dicit plane singularem,"
This conception of the new Passover
Bengel not recens, viov.
wine, which is to be the product of the coming aeon and of the
glorified fcrlais, is connected with the idea of the renewal of
the world in view of the Messianic kingdom. Luke xxii. 1 6,
favour, see Fritzsche on

:

;

To understand the new celebration of the
comp. ver. 30.
Passover in the perfected kingdom only in a figurative sense,
corresponding somewhat to the feasts of the patriarchs, alluded
to at

viii.

1 1 (" vos aliquando

mecum

in coelo

summa

laetitia

et felicitate perfruemini," Kuinoel, Neander), would, in presence

of such a characteristic allusion to the Passover, be as arbitrary

on the one hand as the referring of the expression (Chrysostom, Euthymius Zigabenus, Miinster, Clarius) to the period
subsequent to the resurrection of Jesus (Acts x. 41) would be
erroneous on the other, and that on account of the toutov and
the words iv rfj fiacrtX. r. ir. /*., which can only be intended
It is wrong to take
to designate the "kingdom of Messiah.
Kawbv, as Kuinoel and Fritzsche have done, in the sense of
iterum, for

it is

a characteristic predicate of the wine that

here in question

;

besides,

had

it

been otherwise,

we

it is

should

have had anew, etc /caivrjq, Thuc. iii. 92. 5, or the ordinary
iraKw of the New Testament.
Ver. 30. fTppy<ravT6?\ namely, the second portion of the
Hallel (Ps. cxv.-cxviii.).
See Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. p. 613 f.
Jesus also took part in the singing. Comp. Justin, c. Tr. 106.
igrjXdov, /e.T.A,] The regulation (comp. Ex. xii. 22), which

—

—

;
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21 7

required that this night should be spent in the city (Lightfoot,

564), appears not to have been universally complied with.
See Tosapht in Pesach. 8 in Lightfoot, minister, templi, p. 727.
Ver. 31. Tore] whilst they were going out, ver. 36.

p.

7rai>T65] put

Comp. on

first

xi.

so as to be highly emphatic.

In

6.

this

by me

instance

it

— o-/cavSa\.]

means

:

instead

of

ye will be cowardly
enough to run away and leave me to my fate, and thus show
that your faith has not been able to bear the brunt of the
standing faithfully

Comp. John

struggle.

painful

the

till

last,

ciples, sincerely conscious as

With what

See ver. 56.

xvi. 32.

astonishment these words must have

filled

the dis-

they were of their faithful de-

Accordingly this announcement is followed up with quoting the prediction in which the tragic event
The passage here introduced with yeyp. yap is
is foretold.
In the shepfrom Zech. xiii. 7 (quoted with great freedom).
herd who, according to this passage, is to be smitten, Jesus sees
a typical representation of Himself as devoted to death by God,
so that the words cannot have had reference (Ewald, Hitzig)
to the foolish shepherd (ch. xi. 15 ff.), but only to the one
appointed by God Himself (Hofmann), whose antitype is
Jesus, and His disciples the scattered sheep; comp. Hengstenberg, Christol. III. 1, p. 528.
Ver. 32 f. Ilpoenrwv ra, XvTrrjpa, irpokeycl teal ra irapafivThey were again to gather
Oovfieva, Euthymius Zigabenus.
around Him in Galilee, the native scene of His ministry.
Comp. xxviii. 10. The authenticity of these words in their
present form may be called in question, in so far as Christ
cannot have predicted His resurrection in such explicit terms.
See on xvi. 21.
The answer of Peter, given in the bold

votion to their Master

!

—

self-confidence of his love, savours

somewhat

of self-exaltation

consequently the impression

made upon him by

ence of his shortcomings was

all

34

Uplv akifCTopa

the experi-

the deeper.

(payvfjo-at] he/ore a cock crows,
day begins to dawn.
Cock-crowing
occurs in the third of the four night watches (see on xiv.
24), which watch lasted from midnight till about three o'clock,
and is called akeKTopocjxovia in Mark xiii. 3 5. For the opposite

Ver.

therefore

f.

before

the
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Symp.

of the irp\v ak. <pwv., see Plat.
ake/crpvovcov ahovroiv

r)hr)

;

p.

Lucian, Ocyp.

223 C: 7rpo? rj^epav
G70 eirel 8' aXeKTcop
:

For a later modification of the expression in conformity with the repeated
denials, see Mark xiv. 30.
On the question as to whether
or not aXeKTcop can be considered good Greek, consult Lobeck,
adPhryn. p. 228 f. This prediction as to the time was subsequently confirmed by the actual crowing of a cock, ver. 74.
aTrapvrjGr) fie] thou wilt deny me, deny that I am thy
Comp. Celsus in Origen, ii. 45 ovre
Lord and Master.
f)p,ipav ia-aXiria-ev

;

Horace, Sat.

i.

1.

10.

—

:

avvaireOavov ovre vTrepaireOavov avrov, ovBe tcoXdcrecov Karatypovelv eireiadncrav,

avv aol

future after ov
p.

471

[E. T.

f.

p.r\

(see

635])

teal

John

is

rjpvjjcravro
xi.

16.

elvai fiaOvral.

—a

Kapvr\<Top.aC]

f

Ka\ Travres,

For
The

p. 157; Winer,
more expressive of a confident

Hartung, Partikell.
rather

than the subjunctive, the reading of

assertion
6p.oia)<$

aWa

atroO., comp.

AE

G,

etc.

—

Considering the sincere but as

/e.r.X,]

is not an improbable statement,
found only in Matthew and Mark.

yet untried love of each, this

though

it is

Ver. 36. TeOavfiavr]

or,

according to a

form, TeOcrn^avei (Lachmann,

the Greek equivalent of the

was a plot of ground

still

better attested

Tischendorf), is

Hebrew \o&
John

an

ri3
}

most likely
oil-vress.

It

Acts i. 18, iv.
34, v. 3, xxviii. 7), perhaps a small estate with a garden
according to Keim, an olive-yard where
(John xviii. 1)
nobody lived. If the place was not public property, Jesus,
according to John xix. 2, must have been on friendly terms
(^coplov,

iv.

5

;

;

with the owner.
On the place (the present Dschesmanije),
which subsequent tradition has fixed upon as the site of the
Tobler,
ancient Gethsemane, see Eobinson, Pal. I. p. 389
avrov] here; the only
d. Siloahquelle u. d. Oelberg, 1852.
other instances in the New Testament are found in Acts xv.
;

—

34,

xviii.

19, xxi. 4;

of frequent

occurrence in classical

writers.

—

eicel] pointing toward the place.

Ver.

37

f.

Him, He

Anticipating the inward struggle that awaited

retired farther into the garden, taking with

Him none

—

rjpgaro]
(xvii. 1) but the three most intimate disciples.
indicating the first symptoms of the condition in question.

—

;

CHAP. XXVL

\vjre7adai
as meaning
p.

135

f.

;

Suidas explains aZvpov.

aSrj/j-ovetv] Climax.

k.

AeL

V.

H.

xiii.

3

Phil.

;

Buttmann,

See

Xiav XxmelaOat,.

:
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39.

26.

ii.

—

Lexilog. II.

7reoiXi/7ro?] very

Isocr. p. 11 B;
71 f
The opposite of this is
rj -yfrv^v p>ov] Comp. John xii. 27
Xen. Hell.
irepi-)(aprj<i.
dBrj/xovfjaat rat i/rir^aV
The soul, the intermediate
iv. 4. 3
element through which the spirit (to Trvevfia, ver. 41) is connected with the body in the unity of the individual (see
Beck, Bibl. Seelenl. p. 11), is the seat of pleasure and pain.
e«a?
Comp. Stirm in the Tilb. Zeitschr. 1834, 3, p. 25 ff.
davarov] defining the extent of the irepi\xrrro<i unto death,
so as almost to cause death, so that I am nearly dead from
Jonah iv. 9
Isa. xxxviii. 1
and see on
very grief
Phil. ii. 2 7.
The idea of the mors infernalis (Calovius), as
though Christ had been experiencing the pains of hell, is here
Euthymius Zigabenus correctly
exegetically unwarrantable.

sorrowful, Ps.

xliii.

Aristot. Eth. iv. 3

—

3 Esdr.

5;

Diog. L.

;

viii.

.

;

9 7.

vii.

;

:

—

:

;

observes

:

;

;

<pavepd)Tepov i^ayopevec

a>5 avOpayrros.

—

p.eiva,T€

.

.

aaOeveiav

rrjv

i/xov]

.

t?}?

"In magnis

cpvo-eoos

tentationi-

bus juvat solitudo, sed tamen, ut in propinquo sint amici,"
Bengel.

Ver. 39. Mi/cpov] belongs to irpoeK0a>v: after

forward a
2.

6

For

short distance.
iropevdivTCi)

(jiiKpov

—
;

Hist.

He had

gone

comp. Xen. Cyrop.

p.iicp6v

Gr.

vii.

2,

13

iv.

(p.i/cpbv

iirl it poawirov avroii] The
7rpo7rep,yfravT€<i).
was not necessary before Trpoaooir. (in opposition to
Fritzsche, who takes avrov as meaning there).
Comp. xi. 10,
xvii. 6, and elsewhere.
Winer, p. 116 [E. T. 152], Bengel
" in faciem, non modo in genua
appropriately observes
S'

avTovs

article

summa

demissio."

—

:

hvvarov eari\

el

according to the divine purpose.
pression iravra

Sward

tovto~]

Comp.

human

He

i.e.

possibility

aoi is to be understood, according to

the sense in which Jesus uses
condition of

ethical

Similarly the popular ex-

it,

as implying the necessary

—

harmony with the divine

will.
to TroTrjpiov
and death immediately before me.
ov%, k.t.X] The wish, to which in His

this suffering

xx. 22.

—

ir\r)v

dread of suffering

He

gave utterance, that,

should not be called upon to endure

it

if possible,

(e8«£e to apOpatirtvop,
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TIIE

Chrysostom), at once gives place to absolute submission, John
v.

30,

The word

38.

vi.

yevrfo-erai, or ecrrat,

determination.

utterance

It

For

is

identical with the
h.

not

observe),

fiij,

in which the petitioner expresses his final

may

—

Horn.

(#tX.et<?) is

be observed further, that the broken

in keeping with the deep emotion of our Lord.

is

a>?,

to be understood after <rv

corresponding with the ov% (not

yeveo-dco, but, as

which, so far as the essential meaning
relative pronoun, comp.

is

concerned,

Hermann, ad

in Cer. 172.

The

and that

these

did so in circumstances such as the present,

and

Ver. 40.
disciples

fact that the disciples slept,

that all three gave way,

and that

of so overpowering a character,

planation that

it

was

is,

their

sleep proved to be

notwithstanding Luke's ex-

airo ttjs Xinrr,? (xxii. 45), a psychologi-

cal mystery, although, after utterances of Jesus so manifestly

authentic as those of vv.

did sleep

is

40 and 45, the statement

not to be regarded as unhistorical, but

that they

is to

be taken

had spent a considerable time in prayer,
and that the disciples, in consequence of their deep mental
exhaustion, found it impossible to keep awake.
/cat] three
times the narrative is characterized by a simple pathos.
tw UcT/Dw] to him He addressed words that were equally applicable to them all ; but then it was he who a little ago had
surpassed all the others in so boldly declaring how much he was

as implying that Jesus

—

—

;

prepared to do for his Master, vv. 33, 35.
thus,

uttered with painful surprise,

is

—

ovtcos]

siccine,

to be taken in con-

nection with what follows, without inserting a separate
of interrogation (in opposition to
Beza).

Comp. 1

mark

Euthymius Zigabenus and

Cor. vi. 5.

f/

Ver. 41. Jj/a] indicating, not the object of the irpotrev^eade,

—

eltrekd^re
but purpose, and that of the watching and praying.
eh iretpaa-fiov] in order that ye may not be betrayed into
circumstances in which ye might be led to show yourselves
unfaithful to

By

me

(into the <r/eavSa\i£e<Tdat of ver. 31).

Comp.

watching and praying, as a means of maintaining
clearness of judgment, freedom, and a determination to adhere
to Christ, they were to avoid getting into such outward circumstances as might prove dangerous to their moral wellbeing.

vi.

13.

—

—
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The watching here

is no doubt of a physical nature (ver. 40),
but the irpoa-evxecdac has the effect of imparting to it the
character and sacredness belonging to spiritual watchfulness

(Col. iv. 2).

— to

fiev irvev/xa, k.t.X]

the more telling that

(all

it

a general proposition

not introduced with a

is

'yap),

by way of warning, to the circumstances
in which the disciples were placed, as though it had been
said
ye are no doubt, so far as the principle of your ethical
life in its general aim and tendency is concerned, willing
but on the individual
and ready to remain true to me
side of your nature, where the influence of sense is so strong,
you are incapable of resisting the temptations to unfaithfulComp. on John iii. 6. Euthyness by which you are beset.
mius Zigabenus rj Be crap%, aadevr)? ovcra, vrroaTeXkeTat ical
intended to

refer,

:

;

:

In order, therefore, to avoid getting into a predicament in which, owing to the weakness in question, you
would not be able to withstand the overmastering power of
influences fatal to your salvation without the special protection
ovk

evrovel.

and help of God that are to be obtained through vigilance and
prayerfulness, watch and pray !
Ver. 42 ff. TIdXiv e'/c BevTepov] a well-known pleonasm.
John xxi. 15 Acts x. 15.
Comp. Bevrepov iraXw, Plat. Polit.
We somep. 260 D, avOt? irakiv (p. 282 C), and such like.
times find even a threefold form af>6i<; av izakw, Soph. Phil.
el] not quandoquidem (Grotius), but: if.
940, 0. C. 1421.;
;

:

The

actual feelings of Jesus are expressed in all their reality

in the form of acquiescence in that condition of impossibility
(ov Bvvarai) as regards the divine purpose which prevents the

thing from being otherwise.
(see the critical

— iav

firj

pass from

remarks)

avrb

:

— tovto]

this,

ttiw] without

me unless it is drunk.

which 1

without to

irorriptov

am called upon to drink.

my Jiaving

drunlc

cannot

it ; if it

yeprjdijTa) to deXrjfid

crov~\

BavaTov aTavpov, Phil. ii. 8 Eom.
Observe in this second prayer the climax of resignation
v. 19.
and submission; His own will, as mentioned in ver. 39, is
this is the vrraKorj pe^pl

completely silenced.
Ver. 43. rjaav yap,

heavy (weighed

down

Mark's account

;

—

is here less precise.
for their eyes (see on viii. 3) were
with drowsiness). Comp. Eur. Ale. 385.

/c.t.X,.]

";
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ck rpirov] belongs to

Ver. 44.

—

xii. 8.

avr. X07.] as

r.

45. The

Ver.

40

is

Comp. 2

irpoarjv^.

Cor.

given at ver. 42.

annoyance

finding the disciples

at

now deepens

asleep

an inon now, and have out your rest
(the emphasis is not on to Xoiirov, but on icadevBere k. avair.)
He had previously addressed them with a ypifyopelre, but to how
little purpose
and, accordingly, He now turns to them with
the sadly ironical abandonment of one who has no further
hope, and tells them to do quite the reverse sleep on, etc.
Comp. Euthymius Zigabenus, Beza, Miinster, Erasmus, Calvin,
Er. Schmid, Maldonatus, Bengel, Jan sen, Michaelis, Eritzsche,
Keim, Ewald. On Xonrov and to Xovjtov, for the rest of the time,
in the sense ofjam (Vulgate), henceforward (Plat. Trot. p. 32 1 C),
see Schaefer, ad Long. p. 400
Jacobs, ad Philostr. p. 663.
Comp. on Acts xxvii. 20. To object, as is frequently done,
that the ironical view does not accord with the frame
of mind in which Jesus must have been, is to fail to
(ver.

:

ovrax; ovie Icr^ya-are, k.t.X.)

tensely painful irony

:

into

" sleep

!

I

:

;

appreciate aright the nature of the situation.

Irony

is

not

inconsistent even with the deepest anguish of soul, especially
in cases where such anguish is also accompanied with such

judgment as we find in the present instance
and consider what it was for Jesus to see such an overpowering tendency to sleep on the part of His disciples, and
to find everything so different from what He needed, and
might reasonably have expected
Winer, p. 292 [E. T. 391],
clearness of

!

following Chrysostom, Theophylact (who, however, admits the
plausibility of the ironical view),

and Grotius, excludes the

idea of irony, and interprets thus

" sleep on, then, as

:

you are

to be
spoken permissively in accordance with the calm, mild, resigned
spirit produced by the prayers in which He had just been
This is also substantially the view of Kuinoel,
engaged.
de Wette, Morison, Weiss on Mark ; and see even Augustine,

doing,

who

and

says

:

take your rest,"

which words are supposed

" verba indulgentis

idea that any such indulgence

eis

was

jam somnum."

be incompatible with the danger referred to at

which

He knew was

But the
would
41, and

seriously intended,
ver.

threatening even the disciples themselves.

;

CHAP. XXVI.

There are
of

who

others, again,

interrogatively, thus

:

are ye

223

46.

are disposed to take the words
still

asleep

Such

?

Henry Stephens, Heumaim, Kypke, Krebs,
with regard to

usage

ordinary

to

is

the view

in spite of the

Xovkov,

understand

to

which in the sense of " henceforth " (Bleek, Volkmar) would
be entirely out of keeping with the use of the present here.
If, however, the mark of interrogation be inserted after icadevZere, and to \onrbv /cat dvairaveaOe be then taken imperatively (Klostermann), in that case ical would have the intensive force of even ; but its logical position would have to be
before to Xovttov, not before dvairavecrOe, where it could be
rendered admissible at all only by an artificial twisting of the
sense

("

choose ").
k.t.X.,

now you may

—While

He

henceforth

Jesus

is

as long as you

rest on, even

in the act of uttering

His

observes the hostile band approaching

irony changes to a painful earnestness, and

abrupt and disjointed words

:

He

ISov, tfyy ticev, k.t.X.

;

icaOev&eTe,

the painful
continues in

The

rj

&pa

The
should be taken absolutely: hora fatalis, John xvii. 1.
next clause describes in detail the character of that hour.

— els %€tpa<; d/MapT.]
members of

the

into sinners' hands.

He refers to the
He would be

Sanhedrim, at whose disposal

placed by means of His apprehension, and not to the

Romans

(Maldonatus, Grotius, Hilgenfeld), nor to both of these together
(Lange).
The Trapa&iSovs is not God, but Judas, acting,
however, in pursuance of the divine purpose, Acts ii. 23.
Ver. 46. Observe the air of quick despatch about the words
iyeipecrde,

dyco/xev,

l$ov.

—

dyco fi€v\

is

not

a

summons

to

take to flight, in consequence perhaps of a momentary return
of the former shrinking from suffering (which would be incon-

with the fact of the victory that had been achieved,
He had that 6 vlbs
t. d. TrapaBlSoTai, k.t.X. ver. 45), but: to go to meet the
betrayer, with a view to the fulfilling of the irapahihoTaL of
which He had just been speaking.
KdvTevdev eSeigev, otc

sistent

and with the clear consciousness which

eKcov dirodaveiTai,

Euthymius Zigabenus.

—

Kemark. On the agony in the garden (see, in general,
Ullmann, Siindlos., ed. 7, p. 127 ff. Dettinger in the Tiib.
Zcitschr. 1837, 4, 1838, 1 ; Hofmann, Schriftbew. II. l,p. 306 ff.
;
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the following points may be noted (1)
regard it simply as bodily
suffering (Thiess, Paulus), nor as consisting in sorrow on
account of the disciples and the Jews (Jerome), nor as pain
caused by seeing His hopes disappointed ( Wolfenbuttel Fragments), nor as grief at the thought of parting from His friends
(Schuster in Eichhorn's Bill. IX. p. 1012 ff.) ; but, as the prayer
vv. 39, 42 proves, as consisting in fear and dread of the cruel
suffering and death that were so near at hand, the prospect of
which affected Christ whose sensibilities were purely human,
and not of the nature of a philosophical abstraction, like the
imperturbability of Socrates or the apathy of the Stoic
(Celsus, in Origen, ii. 24, charges Him with cowardice)
all the
more powerfully in proportion to the greater purity, and depth,
and genuineness of His feelings, and the increasing distinctness
with which He foresaw the approach of the painful and,
according to the counsel of the Father, inevitable issue. For
having been victorious hitherto over every hostile power,
because His hour had not yet come (John vii. 30, viii. 20), He
realized, now that it was come (ver. 45), the whole intensity of
horror implied in being thus inevitably abandoned, in pursuance
of God's redemptive purpose, to the disposal of such powers, with
the immediate prospect before Him of a most dreadful death,
a death in which He was expected, and in which He Himself
desired, to manifest His perfect obedience to the Father's will.
The momentary disturbing of the complete harmony of His
will with that of God, which took place in Gethsemane, is to
be ascribed to the human aefevsia incidental'to His state of
humiliation (comp. 2 Cor. xiii. 4 ; Heb. v. 7), and should be
regarded simply as a natural shrinking from suffering and
death, a shrinking entirely free from sin (comp. Dorner, Jesu
Neither was it in any way
siindlose Vollkommenh. p. 6 f.).
due to the conviction, unwarrantably ascribed to Him by
Schenkel, that His death was not absolutely necessary for the
redemption of the world. That touch of human weakness
should not even be described as sin in embryo, sin not yet
developed (Keim), because the absolute resignation to the
Father's will which immediately manifests itself anew preTo suppose,
cludes the idea of any taint of sin whatever.
however, that this agony must be regarded (Olshausen, Gess) as
an actual abandonment by God. i.e. as a withdrawing of the
presence of the higher powers from Jesus, is to contradict the
testimony of Heb. v. 7, and to suppose what is inconsistent
with the very idea of the Son of God (Strauss, II. p. 441) ; and

Keim,

As

III. p.

306

ff.),

to the nature of

it,

:

we must not

—

—
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chap. xxvi.

to explain it on the ground of the vicarious character of the
suffering (Olshausen, Ebrard, Steinmeyer, following Luther,
Melanchthon, Calvin, Beza, and the dogmatic writers of the

orthodox school), as though it were to be regarded as "a
concrete bearing of the whole concentrated force of a world's
sin" (Ebrard), and of the wrath of God in all its fulness
(comp. Thomasius, III. 1, p. 69 f. ; Weber, v. Zorne Gottes,-p.
266 ff.), is erroneously to take a materialistic and quantitative
view of the /'Xa<rr^/ov of Jesus whereas Scripture estimates His
atoning death according to its qualitative value, that is to say,
it regards the painful death to which the sinless Son of God
subjected Himself in obedience to the lather's will as constituting the efficient cause of the atonement, and that not
because He required to undergo such an amount of suffering
as might be equivalent in quantity and intensity to the whole
sum of the punishment due to mankind, but because the
vicarious Xvrpov on behalf of humanity consisted in the voluntary surrender of His own life.
Comp. ver. 27 f., xx. 28 ; John
i. 29
1 Tim. ii. 6
1 John ii. 2, iii. 5
2 Cor. v. 21
Gal. iii.
13.
But it would be unwarrantable, on the other hand, to
ascribe the dread which Jesus felt merely to the thought of
death as a divine judgment, and the agonies of which He was
supposed to be already enduring by anticipation (Kostlin in
the Jahrb. /. D. Theol. III. p. 125). Those who adopt this
view lay great stress upon the sinlessness of our Lord as
tending to intensify this painful anticipation of death (Dettinger, comp. Ullmann, Neander).
(2) John, notwithstanding
the fact that he was both an eye and ear witness of the
agony in Gethsemane, makes no mention of it whatever,
although he records something analogous to it as having
taken place somewhat earlier, xii. 27.
With the view of
accounting for this silence, it is not enough to suppose that
John had omitted this incident because it had been sufficiently recorded by the other evangelists, for a mere external
reason such as this would accord neither with the spirit of
his Gospel nor with the principle of selection according
to which it was composed (in opposition to Liicke, Tholuck,
Olshausen, Ebrard). We should rather seek the explanation of
the matter in the greater freedom which characterizes the com;

;

;

—

;

;

position of this Gospel, and therefore in the peculiarities of style
and form which are due to this work of John being an independent reproduction of our Lord's life. After the prayer of
Jesus, which he records in ch. xvii., John felt that the agony could
not well find a place in his Gospel, and that, after xii. 23 ff., there

MATT.

II.

P
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was no reason why

it should be inserted any more than the cry
of anguish on the cross. Comp. Evvald, Gesch. Chr. p. 557 f. In
John, too, ch. xviii., the transition from acting to suffering is
somewhat abrupt (in opposition to Hofmann) ; but after the highpriestly prayer, the suffering appears as one series of victories
culminating in the triumphant issue of xix. 30 ; in fact, when
Jesus offered up that prayer, He did so as though He were
It is quite unfair to make use of
already victorious (xvi. 33).
John's silence either for the purpose of throwing discredit
upon the synoptic narrative (Goldhorn in Tzschirner's Magaz.
Schleiermacher, L. J. p. 422 f.), or as
f. chr. Pred. 1, 2, p. 1 ff.
telling against John (Bretschneider, Probab. p. 33 ff. Weisse, II.
p. 268 ; Baur, Keim ; likewise Theile in Winer's Journ. II. p.
353 ff., comp. however, his Biogr. Jesu, p. 62), or with a view to
impugn the historical character of both narratives (Strauss,
Bruno Bauer). The accounts of the two earliest evangelists
bear the impress of living reality to such an extent that their
character is the very reverse of that which one expects to find
in a legend (in opposition to Gfrorer, Heil. Sage, p. 337 ; Usteri
in the Stud. u. Krit. 1829, p. 465); nor is there any reason why,
even after the high-priestly prayer, such an agony as that in
question should not find a place in the Gospel narrative for
who shall presume to say what changes of feeling, what elevation and depression of spirit, may not have taken place on the
eve of such a catastrophe in a heart so noble, so susceptible,
and so full of the healthiest sensibilities, and that not in consequence of any moral weakness, but owing to the struggle that
had to be waged with the natural human will (comp. Gess, p.
;

;

;

175

;

Weizsacker,

p.

563)

?

Comp. John, remark

after ch. xvii.

The report

of Jesus' prayer should not be (unpsychologically)
supposed to have been communicated by the Lord Himself to
His disciples, but ought rather to be regarded as derived from
the testimony of those who, before sleep had overpowered them,
were still in a position to hear at least the first words of it.
(3)

Ver. 47.

Els

rtov BcoSe/co] precisely as in ver. 14, and

all three evangelists.
In the
and written tradition this tragic designation (/rar^yop/a,
Euthymius Zigabenus) had come to be so stereotyped that it
would be unconsciously inserted without there being any
The same holds true with
further occasion for doing so.

repeated on both occasions in
oral

7roA,y?]

Matthew makes no

reference to the

—

o^Xo?
3.
Eoman cohort, John

regard to 6 irapahi&ovs avrov, ver. 48, xxvii.

;

CHAP. XXVI.

xviii.

3
exclude
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48-50.

his account, however, does not, at the

;

it,

Luke

as it is simply less precise.

same time,
52 like-

xxii.

wise represents the high priests and elders as appearing at
this early stage among the throng but this is an unwarrant;

— gvXcov]

able amplification of the tradition; see on Luke.

Herod, ii. 63, iv. 180 Polyb. vi.
airo tojv, k.t.X.] belongs
Wetstein on the passage.
to rjkOe; see on GaL ii. 12.
Ver. 48. It is usual, though unwarrantable (see on John
cudgels, fustibus (Vulgate).

—

36. 3.

take ehwicev in the sense of

24), to

xviii.

;

the pluperfect

Mark xiv. 44), in which case it is necessary, with
Ewald, to make ver. 48 a parenthesis.
The Vulgate correctly
(comp.

renders by

:

tJwy were

on

inserts

a

He

dedit.

way.

the

colon

after

communicated the signal to them while
ov &v <j>i\rj<TG), k.tX.] Fritzsche

—

fyCkrjcra),

words to be understood est
be given more simply thus
He it is (just He, no other
:

and supposes the following

vobis comprehendendus.

It

may

Whomsoever I shall have kissed,
is the one in question)
This
clvtos serves to single out the person intended, from those
Hermann, ad Viger. p. 733.
about Him.
Ver. 49. EvOicos] is not to be taken with e*7re (Fritzsche),
but with vpoaeXOcav immediately, as soon as he had given
them this signal, he stepped up, etc. No sooner said than
:

!

:

done.

—

Ka,Te<f)L\r}crev\

embraced and kissed Him, kissed

Him

Xen. Mem. ii. 6. 33 a><? tov<; /xev Ka\ovs
8' ayadov? KaratyCkrjaavTos
rov?
fiov,
Tob. vii. 6 ;
(friXtfaavTos
Ecclus. xxix. 6
3 Mace. v. 49; Test. XII. pair. p. 730.
It
is not the case, as de Wette imagines (see Luke vii. 38, 45
Acts xx. 37), that in the New Testament (and the LXX.)
the compound has lost the force here ascribed to it but it
is to be insisted on in our present passage as much as in

most endearingly.

:

;

;

;

classical Greek.
kiss ; the signal

embraces,

of Judas,

The

signal, as arranged,

actually given

was

was

to be simply

a

kissing accompanied with

which was entirely in keeping with the excitement
and the desire he felt that there should be no mistake

as to the person intended.

Ver. 50. 'Eraipe] as in xx. 13.

—

i<f>*

o 7rdpet]

relative 69 is never used in a direct (see Lobeck,

As the

ad Fhryn.

p.

;
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57), but only in an indirect question (Kiihner, II. 2, p.
Ellendt, Lex. Soph. II. p. 372),

must be wrong; and that

interrogative interpretation

(Winer,

157

p.

[E. T.

207

f.])

942

follows that the ordinary

it

we have

that

to

suppose

here one of those

corrupt usages peculiar to the Greek of a less classical age,
so far as

o<?

is

is,

concerned, without any foundation whatever.

Eritzsche, followed

by Buttmann, Neut.

Gr. p.

217

[E. T. 253],
ad qualem rem
perpetrandam ades !" But even then, Greek usage would have
required that it should have been put in an interrogative form
and expressed by r(, or failing this we might have had the

understands the expression as an exclamation

words

ifi

olov instead

:

"

300

(Ellendt, as above, p.

The

f.).

language, as might be expected from the urgent nature of the

somewhat abrupt in its character Friend, mind
With these words He
what you are here for ! attend to that.
spurns the kisses with which the traitor was overwhelming Him.
This suits the connection better than the supplying of elire
(Morison).
Instead of this hypocritical kissing, Jesus would
prefer that Judas should at once proceed with the dark deed he
had in view, and deliver Him to the catchpolls. John xviii.
3 ff., it is true, makes no mention whatever of the kissing but
situation, is

:

—

;

this is not to be taken as indicating the legendary character of

the incident, especially as there

supposing that
riva fyreire,

may have

John

Ver. 51. It

tioned the

it

is

name

xviii.

4

;

is

nothing to prevent us from

taken place just before the question
see on this latter passage.

strange that the Synoptists have not

men-

of Peter here (John xviii. 10, where the

of the high priest's servant is also given).
It may be
with a view to prevent the apostle from getting into
trouble with the authorities, his name was suppressed from

name
that,

the very

first,

and

that, accordingly, the incident

came

to be

incorporated in the primitive gospel traditions without any

having been reserved for John
avrov to wtiov] his
On aarcov, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 211.
ear (see on viii. 3).
He missed the head at which the stroke was aimed.
Ver. 52. Put back thy sword into its place {OrjKrjv, John xviii.

names being mentioned,

it

ultimately to supply this omission.

11;

KoXeov, 1

Chron. xxi 27).

—

A

pictorial representation;

;

CHAP. XXVI.
the sword was uplifted.

—
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53, 54.

7rdvre<; yap, k.t.X] All,

taken a sword, will 'perish by the sword,

— an

who have

ordinary axiom

law (Eev. xiii. 10) adduced for the purpose of enforcing
His disapproval of the unwarrantable conduct of Peter, not a

in

irpo^>r}Teia

tt}?

8ui<p6opa<>

iTrekdovTtov

rcov

avrqi 'lovSaitoy

(Euthymius Zigabenus, comp. Grotius), nor " an ideal sentence
all such interpreof death " (Lange) pronounced upon Peter

—

Luther, however, fitly
tations being foreign to our passage.
" Those take the sword who use it without proper
observes
:

authority."

"H]

Ver. 53.

or,

in case this should not be sufficient to

induce thee to thrust back thy sword.

See on GaL

i.

10.

as far as pov, in
ficance,

—The interrogation

which case

it

— a pre]

this instant.

does not extend merely

would

lose

much

of its signi-

while the language would be rendered too abrupt, but

on to dyyekoov yet not as though mcU (for that, on) introduced
a broken construction, but thus Thinkest thou that I am not
;

:

able

.

.

and He

.

will

my

(not) place at

-

side,

I can thus dispense entirely with thy protection

etc.
!

of the negative runs through the whole sentence.
S(i>Seica

\e<yea>va<:

dyyeXcov

?

so that

The

—

-

force

ir\el(o

a

(see the critical remarks) is

genuine Attic usage, according to which it is permissible to
have the neuter wT^lov or 7rXeto) without a change of conLobeck, ad Phryn. p.
17 D; Kiihner, II. 2,
The number twelve corresponds to the number of
p. 847.
the apostles, because of these only one had shown a disposistruction, or

410

f.;

even without inserting

Stallbaum, ad Plat. Apol.

rj.

p.

tion to defend him.

U<m9 ovv] How, in that case, coidd it be, if, that
by thee or angel hosts, how could
possible that, etc.
In his comment on ovv, Euthymius

Ver. 54.
is,

I were to be defended

it

be

Zigabenus aptly analyses it as follows el prj o£5to)<? avaipeOaJ.
For 7rc3?, comp. on xxiii. 33.
ori] states the purport of the
:

—

<ypacpai, so

aai

may

that to complete the sense a \eyovo~ai or ypdepovbe understood (Fritzsche, Quaest. Luc. p. 58 f

Maetzner, ad Antiph.

.

215) how shall the Scriptures be
fulfilled which say that it must happen thus, and not otherwise ?
Jesus here alludes to the fact of His arrest, which, according
p.

:

—

;
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to Scripture, is a necessary part of the destiny assigned

comp. Acts

iv.

what

to find

is

in particular ;

28; Luke xxiv. 25

We

f.

Him

;

must not expect

here referred to in any passages of Scripture
suffice

to

it

know, that all the predictions
Messiah find their necessary

relating to the sufferings of the

fulfilment in the historical events of our Lord's
itself

Comp.

not excluded.

ver.

31.

—The

life,

the arrest

healing

the

of

wounded servant is peculiar to Luke xxii. 51. It probably
came to be engrafted upon the tradition at a later period for
;

this act of healing, in virtue of the peculiarity of its alleged

occasion and character, as well as in virtue of its being the last
which Jesus performed, would otherwise scarcely have been
omitted by all the other evangelists see also on Luke as above.
Ver. 55. 'Ev i zee Ivy ry u>pa] in that hour, in which that
was going on which is recorded between ver. 47 and the
;

present
Peter,
x. 19.

passage,

subsequently, however, to the scene with

and while the

— to*?

arrest

was taking

place.

Comp.

xviii. 1,

ox\ot<;'] not to the high priests, etc., as

Luke

would have us suppose. What is meant is the crowds
of which the 6xKo<; 7ro\v? of ver. 47 was composed.

xxii. 5 2

Ver. 56.
speaks, and

Mark

Tovro
who with
.

.

.

7rpo<f>r)Tcov]

It

is

still

Jesus

who

Comp.
a somewhat

these words closes His address.

In Luke xxii. 53 we find
Erasmus, Jansen, Bengel, Fritzsche,
de Wette, Schegg, Bleek, Weiss, Holtzmann, Hilgenfeld, regard
the words in question as a remark by the evangelist (comp.
but if that were so, we should have expected
i. 22, xxi. 4)
some specific quotation instead of such a general expression as
at ypa<f>al t. irp., and what is more, our Lord's words would thus
be deprived of their proper conclusion, of that which contains
the very point of His remarks. For the gist of the whole matter
lay in this avowal of His conviction as the God-man that all
that was now taking place was a carrying out of the divine
purpose with regard to the fulfilling of the Scriptures, and
Tore oi /laOrjrai,
thus the mystery of ver. 55 is solved.
Not one of them stood his ground.
/c.T.X.] Observe the irdvres.
Here was the verification of the words of Jesus, ver. 31
also

xiv. 19.

different conclusion given.

;

—

comp. John xvi. 32.

;
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Ver. 57f. The Synoptists make no mention of the judicial
examination before Annas (John xviii. 13) their narrative is
for this reason incomplete, though it does not exclude such
;

As for the trial before the
examination (Luke xxii. 66).
members of the Sanhedrim, which took place at the house of
John merely

Caiaphas,

alludes to

it,

24, where, how-

xviii.

—

be taken as a pluperfect.
airo
fiatcpodev] a well-known pleonasm: in later Greek the airo
Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 93.
Bengel appropriately
is dropped.
observes " medius inter animositatem ver. 5 1 et timorem ver.
ever, aircareiXev is not to

70."

—

:

av\rj<i] not the palace but the court, as in ver. 3.
elaeXdcbv eo-o>] see Lobeck, ad Aj. 741 Paralip. p. 538.
to reXo?] exitum rei ; 3 Mace. iii. 14, common in classical
"
Luther renders admirably " wo es hinaus wollte
writers.
(what the upshot would be).
Ver. 59 f. Kal to avveSpiov o\ov] and the whole Sanhedrim generally. This is a legitimate enough use of the
words, even although certain individual members (Nicodemus
and Joseph of Arimathea) did not concur in this proceeding.
tyevSofxapTvptav] so called from the historian's own
Euthymius Zigabenus well remarks to? fiev
point of view.

—
—

rrj<i

;

:

—

:

e/cetVot?

—

c86k€i,

paprvpiav,

a>?

Se

ttj

aXrjOeia, -^revSo/jiapTvptav.

07T&)<? Oavar. avr.'] with a view to putting Him to death,
which could only be effected by their pronouncing in the first
instance a capital sentence, and then having it ratified by the
Kal ov% evpov Kal
authority of the imperial procurator.

—

7ro\\(bv irpocreXdovroav ^evZop.apTvpwv (see the
remarks)

:

and

many false
who presented
yet the

critical

found no means of doing so, even though
witnesses had come forward.
There were many
they

themselves to

bear witness against Jesus

Sanhedrim did not find what

doubtless because of the lack

it

wanted to

find,

of that agreement between

which the law required (Num.
See what imme15).
diately follows: varepov Be TrpoaekO. hvo, and comp. Mark
xiv. 56.
Though there was a show of complying with the
ordinary forms of judicial process, they were nevertheless

two of the witnesses at
xxxv. 30; Deut. xvii.

least
6,

xix.

shamefully violated (in opposition to Salvador, Saalschutz),

":
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20

f.)

was never

19, which

Jesus had

in that exculpatory evidence (John xviii.
called for.

Ver. 61.

made use

The expression John

ii.

of with reference to His

by those

own

was not

body,

only-

but also misrepresented
(John \va-are) whether wilfully or not, cannot be determined.
But in any case the testimony was objectively fatee, and even

misunderstood

:

:

in the case of the two
subjectively so.

not

:

witnesses,

who

agreed

Comp. Acts

after three days (Gal.

13

vi.
ii.

1),

was in

it
f.

—

but

all

probability

Bia rpiwv rjpep.]
during three days.

:

The work of building was to extend over this short period, and
would then be complete. See on Gal. ii. 1.
Ver. 62. With the sublime calm of one who is conscious
of his own superior worth, Jesus meekly abstains from uttering
a single word before this contemptible tribunal in the way of
airoKpivelrai

self-vindication, elSax; Be koX, ore fjuaTrjv

Euthymius Zigabenus
and that with considerable

toiovtois,
finds,

;

of being a Messianic pretender is

Trapa

whereas the high priest

who

gratification, that the charge

now fully substantiated by the

language of Jesus just deponed to (see ver. 63), quite forgets
The breaking up of
himself, and breaks out into a passion.

—

the following utterance into two questions

what
is,

(i.e.

how

heinous a matter) do

:

answerest thou not

?

these witness against thee ?

so far as the latter question is concerned, neither feeble (de

Wette) nor unnatural (Weiss), but entirely in keeping with
the passionate haste of the speaker.

This being the case, the

two clauses should not be run into one.
on the one hand, following Erasmus, with
the sense of cur, or (ad Marc.

p.

We

should neither,

Fritzsche, take ii in

650) the whole sentence as

equivalent to rl tovto ioTiv, o oirroi gov KaTapaprvpovaiv

;

on the other, with the Vulgate, Luther, de Wette,
Ewald, Bleek, Keim, Weiss, should we adopt the rendering
" nihil respondes ad ea, quae isti adversum te testificantur ?
This latter, however, would not be inconsistent with the
strict meaning of the terms employed, for it is quite pernor,

missible to use diTOKpivea-Oal tl in the sense of: to reply to

anything (see Ast, Lex. Plat.
equivalent

to

o/rt

I.

(Buttmann,

p.

239), and to take tC as

Neut.

Gr.

p.
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63, 64.

supposes " horend" (hearing)

to

be understood

before W).

Ver. 63.

The high

priest answers

this second refusal to

speak by repeating a formal oath, in which Jesus is adjured
For this conto declare whether He be the Messiah or not.

would determine how far they would be justified in
pronouncing a capital sentence, and such as the Koman proi^opKL^co] means, like
curator would not fail to confirm.
fession

—

the earlier form i^opKoco

1265,6;
JftMSfy

Polyb.

/

61. 10,

iii.

Gen. xxiv.

:

call

upon
21.

vi.

To give an

3, al.

formula was to take the

full

Christi de jurejur.

1847,

p.

to

swear,

31. 5.

Dem.
Comp.

affirmative answer to this

oath usually administered in any

Michaelis, Mos. R. §

court of law.

thee

1, xvi.

8

;

302

;

Matthaei, doctr.

The

Keil, Arch. II. p. 256.

been denied, though without
any reason whatever, by Wuttke, Dbllinger, Steinmeyer.
Kara, rov deov, k.t.X.] by the living God.
Comp. 1 Kings
fact that Jesus took the oath has

12 common in Greek authors, see Kuhner,
The living
Heb. vi. 13, and Bleek thereon.
God as such would not fail to punish the perjured, Heb. x. 31.
It was the uniform practice in courts of law to swear by God.
6 iu'09 rov deov] ordinary,
See Saalschutz, M. R. p. 614.

iii.

24; Judith

I. 1, p.

434

;

i.

;

also

recognised designation of the Messiah, into which, naturally

enough,

the metaphysical

conception does not

enter

here,

however much it may have been present to the mind of Christ
Himself in making the affirmation which follows.
Ver. 64. 21/ elira<i] see on ver. 25.
Mark xiv. 62
e<ya> el/u.
A distinguished confession on the part of the Son
in presence of the Father, and before the highest tribunal of
the theocratic nation.

quin

—

ir\rjv\

not profecto (Olshausen), nor

(comp. Kiotz, ad Devar.
725) apart from what I have just affirmed, ye shall henceforward have reason to be satisfied, from actual observation,
that I am the Messiah who was seen by Daniel in his vision
(Kuinoel), but:

however,

i.e.

p.

—

(Dan. vii. 13).
airdpri] is not to be taken with \ijco vfiiv
(Schulz in 3d ed. of Griesbach), but
since in any other connection it would lose its force
with oyjreaOe ; nor is it to be

—

—

understood in any other sense than that of henceforth,

i.e.
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my

impending death, through which I am
But seeing that dirapTi forbids us
to understand oyfreade as denoting only a single momentary
glance (comp. on the contrary, John i. 51), we are bound
to suppose that Jesus used it somewhat loosely to express

from the time of
to enter into

my

Z6%a.

the idea of coming to perceive in the course of experience (as
in the passage of John just referred to) the fact of His

God

being seated at the right hand of
ex. 1),

and that

He

(in

allusion to Ps.

did not intend ip^o/xevov, k.tX. to refer to

the second advent, but (Beza, Neander, Holtzmann, Schenkel,
Gess, Weissenbach) to a coming in the figurative sense of

the word, namely, in the
which,

—

from His

shape of those mighty influences

place in heaven,

He

will shed

upon

the earth,

manifestations, all of them, of His sovereign sway.

"We
view by the fact that the sitting
cannot possibly be regarded as an object of actual sight, and
that dirdpri otyeaOe can only be said of something that,
beginning now, is continued henceforth.
t^9 Svvdfi.~\ The
Mighty One is conceived of as power (the abstract for the conSimilarly in the Talmud nntosn, Buxtorf, Lex. Talm.
crete).
Such abstract terms (as for instance our: majesty)
p. 385.
have somewhat of an imposing character.
Comp. 2 Pet. i
are

shut

up

to

this

—

17.
Ver. 65.

As may be

seen from 2 Kings

of the garments as an indication

xviii.

17, the rending

of unusual vexation

was

on hearing any utterance of a blasphemous nature. See Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. p. 2146; Schoettgen,
Wetstein on our passage.
Maimonides, quoted by
p. 234
Buxtorf as above, thus describes the usual mode of proceeding
" Laceratio fit stando, a collo anterius, non
in such cases
posterius, non ad latus neque ad fimbrias inferiores vestis.
Longitudo rapturae palmus est.
Laceratio non fit in interula
indulged in above

all

;

:

seu indusio linteo, nee in pallio exteriori
corpori accommodatis omnibus

last-mentioned particular

fit,

may

:

in reliquis vestibus

etiamsi decern fuerint."

The

serve to account for the use of

ii. 14).
That part of the law
which forbade the high priest to rend his garments (Lev. x. 6,
xxi. 10) had reference merely to ordinary mourning for the

the plural ra ifidna (1 Mace.

—

CHAP. XXVI.

Comp.

dead.

71; Joseph. Bell. ii. 15. 4.
by falsely pretending to be the
God, and by further arrogating to Him-

Mace.

1

i(3\ao-<f>ij/jt,r]<Te]
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66, 67.

xi.

in so far as

Messiah, the Son of

self participation in divine honour and authority, ver. G4, He
had been guilty of insulting the majesty of God comp.
John v. 18, x. 33. The pain of the high priest no doubt
represented the genuine vexation of one who was most deeply
moved but the judgment which he formed regarding Jesus
was based upon the gratuitous assumption that He was not the
Messiah, and indicates a predisposition to find Him guilty of
For ri eri %p. €%. fiapr.,
the capital charge (Lev. xxiv. 16).
;

;

comp.
Yer.

Plat. Rep. p.

66.

At

340 A.

this

point the high priest, notwithstanding

the precipitancy with which the trial

is

being hurried through,

and notwithstanding the candid confession just made by the
accused, calls for a formal vote, the result of which is a verdict
of guilty, and that of an offence deserving to be punished by
death.
The next thing that had to be considered was the course
It
to be adopted with a view to the carrying out of the sentence.
was this that formed the subject of deliberation at that conclave to which reference is made at xxvii. 1.
Ver. 67. Those to whom Matthew here refers are the
members of the Sanhedrim (as are also the rives of Mark xiv.
Mera jap rrjv aZucov /caraSUwv o>9 ari/Mov riva ical
65).
Tpico/3o\i/xatov \d(3ovre<j, k.t.X., Euthymius Zigabenus.
Coarse
outburst of passion on the verdict being announced.
A
somewhat different form of the tradition is adopted by Luke
(xxii. 63), who, moreover, represents the maltreatment here
referred to as having taken place before the trial
The way
in which harmonists have cut and carved upon the individual

The account
22 has no connection with that now before
to an incident in the house of Annas, which

features of the narrative is altogether arbitrary.

in

John

us,

but refers

xviii.

the Synoptists have entirely omitted.

—

e/eo\a<£.] buffetings,

—

Comp. the Attic expression kov&vXos.
eppdirT.] slaps in the face with the palm of the hand;
Be to rrralew Kara rod wpoo-ooTrov, Euthymius
pa7ri<Tpb<i
Zigabenus; comp. v. 39; Hos. xi. 5; Isa. L 6; Dem. 787,

blows with the

fist.
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Meteor, ii. 8. 9
3 Esdr. iv. 30; Lobeck, ad
It is in this
176; Becker, Anecd. p. 300.
the word is usually taken.
But Beza, Bengel,

Aristot.

Phryn.

p.

sense that

;

Ewald, Bleek, Lange, maintain that it is a blow with a rod
that is meant (Herod, viii. 59
Anacr. vii. 2
Plut. Them.
xi), the sense in which the word is commonly used by Greek
authors, and which ought to be preferred here, because oi Be
(see on xxviii. 16) introduces the mention of a different kind
of maltreatment, and because in Mark xiv. 65 the pairi^eLv is
imputed to the officers of the Sanhedrim, which, however,
would not warrant us in identifying with the latter the oi Be
of Matthew.
;

;

Mark

Ver. 68. Upo<pr)Tevaov rjfilv] Differently in
65.

But

Luke
mode

of accounting for this

it to

so far as the

64

xxii.

irpocpijr.,

rk

agrees with Matthew, although the favourite

would seem

to be that of tracing

the obscuring influence of a later tradition

however,

is

xiv.

concerned,

icrTiv, k.t.X. is

this theory to be

applied

to

;

in no case,

the exposition of

Matthew, for it would involve a point of essential consequence.
According to Matthew, the sport lay in the demand that
Jesus as Messiah, and consequently as a propliet (xxi. 1 1),
tell who it was that had struck Him, though He had
no natural means of knowing. This conduct, of course, proceeds on the assumption that the Messiah possessed that higher
knowledge which is derived from divine revelation hence also
the scoffing way in which they address Him by the title of
Fritzsche thinks that the prominent idea here is
Xpurros.

sJwuld

;

that of /^retelling, as being calculated,

when thus

conjoined

But
with the preterite iraiaas, to form an acerha irrisio.
that would be more likely to result in an dbsurda irrisio,
unmarked by the slightest touch of humour.
Ver. 69. "Egoo] with reference to the interior of the particular building in which the trial of Jesus had been conIn ver. 58 ea-co is used because in that instance
ducted.
Peter

went from the

iraiBiaKT}] /Mia
below.
ffv)

is

Comp. on

Peter

among

street

into

the

court -yard.

— fiLa

here used in view of the aWrj of ver. 71

viii.

19.

Both of them

may have

seen (fjada,

the followers of Jesus somewhere in Jeru-

—

:
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salem, and

may have

appearance.

preserved a distinct recollection of his
in the sense of a female slave, corre-

Traihiaicr),

sponds exactly to our (German) Mddchen ; see Lobeck, ad
ical <rv rjaOa, k.t.X.] categorical accusation,
p. 239.

—

Phryn.

71, 73, and not a question (Klostermann).

as in vv.

TaXtX.] which

specific

designation

applied to the Prisoner.

The other

more

specific,

inasmuch as she

calls

slave (ver.

Him

— rov

may have

she

6

71)

heard
is still

Nafapaiot.

Ver. 70. "Ep.irpoadev ttclvtodv (see the critical remarks)
before all vjJio were present.

denial
to

:

— ovk

so little have I been with

know what

is

meant by

olSa rl \e7et9]

Him, that

I

am

evasive

at a loss

this imputation of thine.

Ver. 71. 'Ege\66vTa~\ from the court-yard to the porch,

which, passing through some part of the buildings that stood
round the four sides of the former, conducted into the anterior
court outside (irpoavXiov; according to

Mark

was
Comp.

xiv. 68, it

in this latter that the present denial took place).

Hermann, Privatalterth. § 19. 9 ff. In spite of the plain
meaning of ttvXwv, door, doorway (see Luke xvi. 20 Acts
;

x.

1 7,

that

xii.

it is

13

f.,

xiv. 1 3

;

Rev.

xxi.), it

is

usually supposed

the outer court in front of the house, the irpoavXiov

(see Poll.

i.

belongs to

77,

16), that

ix.

Xeryet,

is

meant.

avrots

itcet]

i/cel

while avrols, in accordance with a loose

usage of frequent occurrence (Winer, p. 137 f. [E. T. 181]),
meant to refer to the people generally whom she happened

is

to

meet with.

It

would be wrong

ovtos (Matthaei, Scholz), because

to connect e*et with teal

in such a connection

it

would be meaningless.
Ver. 72. Observe the climax in the terms of the threefold

—

p,e6* op/cov] is peculiar to Matthew, and is here
rbv avOpcnrov] the man
used in the sense of an oath.
Alas, such is the language, cold and distant,
(in question).
which Peter uses with reference to his Master! What a
contrast to xvi. 16
"Ecce, columna firmissima ad unius

denial.

—

!

aurae impulsum tota contremuit," Augustine.
Ver. 73.

The answer

course of which his

of Peter given at ver. 72,

and in the

Galilaean dialect was recognised, gave

occasion to those standing by (that they were exactly Sanhedrim
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Kuinoel,

apparitores,

officers,

does

Paulus,

follow from the use of ea-nwTe?) to step
little

while,

and

maid-servant.

up

not

necessarily

to Peter after a

to corroborate (akrjdu,?) the assertion of the

— e£
—

uvtcop] of those

ica\ 'yap]

Jesus, ver. 71.

for

who were

even, apart

along with
from circumstances

—

by which thou hast been already identified.
17 \a\id aov]
thy speech (see on John viii. 43), namely, through the coarse
provincial accent.
The natives of Galilee were unable to
distinguish especially the gutturals properly, pronounced the

Ccntur.

Lightfoot,

passage; Keim,
Ver. 74.

Chorogr.

I. p.

Tore

p. 435, 2417;
Wetstein on our

See Buxtorf, Lex. Talm.

like a n, etc.

letter

151

p.

ff.

;

310.

had not resorted
had contented himself with
optcov).
Whereas before he

ijpgaro'] for previously he

as yet to the Karadefxari^eiv, but
1

the simple 6/j.vvew (ver. 72, fieff
had only sworn, he now takes to cursing as well.

"

Xunc

gubernaculum animae plane amisit," BengeL The imprecations were intended to fall upon himself (should he be found,
that is, to be telling an untruth). For the word KajaOepurl^a),
which was in all probability a vulgar corruption, comp. Rev.
xxii.
xxiii.

3

;

Iren. Lfaer.

12.

—

i.

13. 2, 16. 3; Oecolampadius,

ort] rccitantis, as in ver. 72.

ad Act.

— aXe/crap]

acock.

There are Rabbinical statements (see the passages in "Wetstein)
to the effect that it was not allowable to keep animals of this sort
in Jerusalem but as there are other Rabbinical passages again
which assert the opposite of this (see Lightfoot, p. 483), it is
unnecessary to have recourse (Reland, Wolf) to the supposition that the bird in question may have belonged to a Gentile,
may even have been about Pilate's house, or some house out;

side the city.

Ver. 75. *E!;e\d. efw] namely, from the porch (ver. 71) in
which the second and third denial had taken place. Finding he
could no longer repress the feeling of sorrowful penitence that
filled his heart, the apostle must go outside to be all alone with
his remorse and shame. The fear of being detected (Chrysostom)
had by this time undoubtedly become to him a very secondary
dpiy/coro?
consideration; he was now himself again.
avrai] who had said to him (ver. 34), in itself a superfluous

—
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75.

expression, and yet "grande participiura,"

—

BengeL
iriKpoi<f\
and the passages in
Wetstein. How totally different was it with Judas ! " Lacrymarum physica amaritudo (comp. Horn. Od. iv. 153) aut
lie

wept

Comp.

Utterly.

Isa.

xxii.

4,

dulcedo (comp. yXv/cvSaicpvs, Meleag. 45), congruit
animi,"

cum

affectu

BengeL

—

Eemakk Seeing that the whole four evangelists concur in
representing Peter as having denied Jesus three times, we are
bound to regard the threefold repetition of the denial as one
of the essential features of the incident (in opposition to Paulus,
who, in the discrepancies that occur in the various accounts,
no less than eight different denials). The information regarding this circumstance can only have been derived
from Peter himself comp. also John xxi. 1 ff. As for the rest,
however, it must be acknowledged (1) that John (and Luke
too, see on Luke xxii. 54 ff.) represents the three denials as
having taken place in a different locality altogether, namely, in
the court of the house in which Annas lived, and not in that of
Caiaphas; while to try to account for this by supposing that those
two persons occupied one and the same dwelling (Euthymius
Zigabenus, Ebrard, Lange, Lichtenstein, Eiggenbach, Pressense',
Steinmeyer, Keim), is a harmonistic expedient that is far from
according with the clear view of the matter presented in the
fourth Gospel; see on John xviii. 16, 25.
(2) That the Synoptists agree neither with John nor with one another as to
certain points of detail connected with the three different scenes
in question, and more particularly with reference to the localities
in which they are alleged to have taken place, and the persons
by whom the apostle was interrogated as to his connection with
Jesus; while to say, in attempting to dispose of this, that
Abnegatio ad plures plurium interrogationes facta uno paroxysmo, pro una numeratur" (Bengel), is to make a mere assertion,
against which all the accounts of this incident without exception enter, so to speak, an emphatic protest.
(3) It is better,
on the whole, to allow the discrepancies to remain just as they
stand, and to look upon them as sufficiently accounted for by
the diverse forms which the primitive tradition assumed in
regard to details. This tradition has for its basis of fact the
threefold denial, not merely a denial several times repeated,
and, as Strauss alleges, reduced to the number three to agree
with the prediction of Jesus. It is to the narrative of John,
however, as being that of the only evangelist who was an
finds traces of

;

—
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eye-witness, that we ought to trust for the most correct
representation of this matter. Olshausen, however, gives to the
synoptic narratives with the one hand so much of the merit
in this respect as he takes from the Johannine with the other,
and thus lays himself open to the charge of arbitrarily con-

founding them alL
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CHAPTEE XXVIL
Vee. 2. alrov] after vapid, has very important evidence both
and against it, being just as liable to be inserted as a verycommon supplement as to be omitted on account of its superfluous character, a character likely to be ascribed to it all the
more that it is wanting also in Mark xv. 1. Deleted by Lachm.
and Tisch. 8.
Ilor/y ri/X.] B L X, 33, 102, vss. Or. have
simply YiiXarq but the full form of the name is to be preferred all the more that the parallel passages have only ri/Xar.
Ver. 3. irapadido-j;] Lachm. vapahovg, following only B L 33,
for

—
;

—

:

The

would more readily occur to the transcribers, since the betrayal had already taken place.
Ver. 4.
dt)&ov] d/xaiov, although recommended by Griesb. and Schulz,
has too little evidence in its favour, and should be regarded as
an early exegetical correction with a view to render the expression more forcible comp. xxiii. 35.
o^ei] Scholz, Lachm.,
259, vss.

(?).

aorist

;

—

—

—

o^y, in accordance with decisive evidence.
Ver. 5.
Instead of h r& vati, Tisch. 8 has slg rbv *aoY Exegetical emendation, against which there is a preponderance of evidence.
Ver. 9. 'ispsfiiou] The omission of the prophet's name in 33,
157, Syr. Pers/ and Codd. in Aug., as well as the reading
pZay^apio-j in 22, Syr.
in the margin, is due to the fact that the
quotation is not found in Jeremiah.
Ver. 11. effTtj] B C L
K, 1, 33, Or.: ieradn.
So Lachm. and Tisch. 8. Exegetical
emendation with a view to greater precision.
Vv. 16, 17.
Bapa/3/3S/] Fritzsche: 'ijjffoSi/ Bapai3(3av.
So Origentat several
min. Aram. Syr.*' , and early scholiasts. Advocated above all
by Fritzsche in the Litt. Blatt z. allgem. Kirchenzeit. 1843, p.
538 f., in opposition to Lachm. ed. maj. p. xxxvii. f., with which
latter critic Tisch. agrees.
For my own part, I look upon the
reading 'iricouv Bapufifiav as the original one, for I am utterly
at a loss to see how 'ir\<so\Jv should have found its way into the
text (in answer to Holtzmann, who supposes that it was from
Acts iv. 36 through a blunder of the transcriber, and in answer
to Tisch. 8, who with Tregelles traces it to an abbreviation of
the name inaoZv (in), in which case it is supposed that tminIn
Tisch.

:

—

—

—

-

MATT.

II.

Q

—

;
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came to be substituted for tmin) and because to take away
the sacred name from the robber would seem very natural and
all the more justifiable that it is likewise omitted in vv. 20 f.,
26, and by the other evangelists, not to mention that, from a
similar feeling of reverence, it would seem to have been suppressed in the tradition current in the apostolic age. Comp.
also Einck, Zucubr. crit. p. 285, de Wette, Ewald, Bleek, Keim,
Weizsacker. The view that 'lnaoZv has been adopted from the
Gospel of the Hebrews (Tisch.) is a very questionable inference
from the statement of Jerome, that instead of Ba?a/3/3. that
Gospel had substituted jUium magistri eorum. It would be
just as warrantable to quote the same authority in favour of
the originality of the reading 'Ijj<toDv Bapa/3/3.
Ver. 22. air a
(Elz., Scholz) after "kiyova has been deleted in accordance
with preponderating evidence.
Ver. 24. The reading imiitmm
(Lachm.) is supported only by the insufficient evidence of
B D; comp. xxi. 2. rov tiixaiou Toirou] The words row
dixafov are wanting in B
102, Cant. Ver. Verc. Mm. Chrys.
int
Or.
They are placed after rourov in A, while A reads roy
to-jtou 5/xa/ow.
Lachm. inserts them after rovrov, but in brackets
Tisch. deletes them, and that correctly.
They are to be regarded as a gloss (suggested by the reading dixawv, ver. 4),
written on the margin at first, and afterwards, when incorporated in the text, conjoined in some instances with roD ai/xaros
(as in ver. 4) and in others with rovrov; hence so many
different ways of arranging the words.
Ver. 28. ixbixsavng]
B
K** 157, Cant. Ver. Verc. Colb. Corb. 2, Lachm: M&.
ouvreg.
Correctly hdvt. was not understood, and was accordingly altered. 1 Comp. on 2 Cor. v. 3. In what follows we
should, with Lachm. and Tisch., restore the arrangement j^Xa/i.
xoxx. rrtpiiO. aurp, in accordance with important evidence.
Ver. 29. sirl r^v 8i%idv] As the reading h rJj dtfyd' (approved
by Griesb., adopted by Eritzsche, Lachm., Tisch.) has such
important evidence as that of
K, min. vss.
B
L
Fathers in its favour, and the one in the Received text might
so easily originate in a mechanical conforming with Ivi ryv xe<p.
(for which Tisch., in opposition to a preponderance of MS.
evidence, substitutes i*l rr,g xspaXrjg), we cannot but regard b
rr) hi^ia. as having the best claim to originality.
Ver. 33. Elz.
has og ten }.ey6/j,svog xpaviov roirog. So also Scholz. There is a
Eritzsche, Rinck (comp. also
multiplicity of readings here.
;

—

—

—

D

—

D

;

A

D

N

—

1

Lachm. adopts the reading Ulirxrrtf in accordance with his fundamental
upon it as an error of early date. See his

principles of criticism, still he looks

Pratf. ed. maj.

II. p. 6.
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Griesb.) have simply 5 fori xpaviov rfaofc while Lachm. and Tisch.
read 5 fonv xpaviov roirot XtyofjLfvo;. The balance of evidence is
decidedly in favour of regarding the neuter 5 as genuine; it
was changed to the masculine to suit rmov and rowog. Further,
Xsyo/itvoe is wanting only in D, min. Copt. Sahid. Arm. Vulg.
It., where its omission may probably have been resorted to as
a means of getting rid of a difficult construction, while the

readings ktytjuvw, f/mfapfuinvifMm,

xaXovptw (Luke

fitdspfirivsuofitvov

(Mark

xv. 22),

be regarded as exegetical
variations.
ought therefore to retain the "htyoptvog, and in
the order in which it is taken by Lachm. and Tisch., on the
authority of B L K, min. Ath. Its earlier position in Elz. is
probably due to fori Xtyofi. (comp. fori ptdtpt*., Mark xv. 22)
being sometimes taken together.
Ver. 34. o^oj] Lachm. and
Tisch. 8: oTvov, which is supported by evidence so important,
viz. B
min. vss. and Fathers, that we must regard
'6%og as derived from Ps. lxviii. 22.
The word oho* was allowed
to remain in Mark xv. 23 because the gall did not happen to
be mentioned there; and this being the case, the alteration,
in conformity with Ps. lxviii. as above, would not so readily
suggest itself.
Ver. 35. After xXfyov Elz. inserts: ha *Xnpu6ri
rb pqftv uffo tou tfpoipfiTov' AiSfitpto~ttvro ra )tiu.Tia. /iou tavroTg, xui ivl
rbv ipuriffpov /aou tXafiov xXypov.
Against decisive evidence supplement from John xix. 24.
Ver. 40. xaraftri&t] Lachm. and
" Cant. Ver. Verc.
N, min. Syr.1
Tisch. 8: xai -/.ard^., following
Colp. Clar. Cyr. The xai has been added for the purpose of
connecting the two clauses together.
Ver. 41. After tpisxxiii. 33), are also to

We

—

DKLn*K,

—

;

—

AD

-

—

Matth., Fritzsche insert xai tyapusaiw, for which there
is important though not preponderant evidence.
Those chief
adversaries of Jesus were by way of gloss mentioned on the
margin, but subsequently the words crept into the text, being
sometimes found along with, and sometimes substituted for,
vrptafivrspuv (as in D, min. Cant. Ver. Verc. Colb. Clar.,Corb. 2,
Gat. Cassiod.).
Ver. 42. t! jSa<r/X.] Fritzsche and Tisch. read
simply /3<x<r/X., following
tl is
33, 102, Sahid. Correctly
a supplementary addition from ver. 40, its insertion in D, min.
vss. Eus. before vivafov below being likewise traceable to the
itiart-jsoptv] Lachm.
same source.
men-jofitv, only in accordtot
ance, with A, Vulg. Ver. Verc. Colb. Or.
but correctly notwithstanding.
By way of gloss the present was replaced
sometimes by the future (Elz.) and sometimes by the subsV aurf>]
junctive niGrtheufitv.
Tisch. 8 adopts the latter.
The witnesses are divided between abru> (Elz., Lachm.),
aurtf) (Griesb., Tisch. 7), and «r' abriv (Fritzsche, Tisch. 8).
fiurepav,

—

BDLK,

—

;

:

,

—

W

—
:
;
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(EFGHKMSUVaii,

The reading

i*\ ulrp
mm.) should
he preferred, inasmuch as this expression not only occurs
nowhere else in Matthew, hut is a somewhat rare one generally.
Ver. 44. For avrov, Elz. has avrifj, against decisive MS.
authority.
Emendation in conformity with the construction
Ver. 46. The mss. present very considerable
tm&%tn rivi ti.
variety as regards the spelling of the Hebrew words. Lachm.

—

—

'H>./

The

ri\i

'ivv^iv

it

ffaj3ax6avi.

"kriiAu

Tisch. 8: 'HXel 'HXe/ Xifia eaftayjavi.

latter is the best attested.

avrov

rrjv

BCLU

be by

—

Ver. 49. aXkog hi Xa.Swv Xoyyyv
s^XSsv vfiwp xai aT/u-a, supported though
r S, min. vss. Chrys., is clearly an irrelevant

i:\ivpav, xai

interpolation (after avrov) borrowed from John xix. 34.
Yet this
interpolation occasioned the error condemned by Clem. v. 1311,
that Christ's side was pierced before He expired.
Ver. 52.
L N, min. Or. Eus. riy'spdwav. So Fritzsche,
iiyip9ri\ B
Lachm., Tisch. But how readily would the whole surroundings of
the passage suggest the plural to the mechanical transcribers
Ver. 54. yevoptva] Lachm. and Tisch.: yho/xsvu, following B D,
min. Vulg. It. Or. (who, however, has yivd^iva as well). The aorist
might have originated as readily in a failure to appreciate the
difference of meaning as in a comparison of the present passage
with Luke xxiii. 47 f.
Ver. 56. Eor 'iwffJj, Tisch. 8 has 'iwo^p,
following D* L N, vss. Or. Eus. Emendation suggested by the
assumption that the mother of Jesus must have been intended

—

DG

:

!

—

—

(comp. on
Map. i] rov

xiii.

55)

;

hence K* enumerates the three Marys thus

—

Map. r\ 'luffrjtp xai q Map. jj ruv v'iuiv Zi/3.
r\
Ver. 57. s/ia^reuffs] Lachm. and Tisch. 8
s^aQn^h, following
and two min. Altered in accordance with xiii. 52.
Ver. 64. Elz. inserts vvxrog after avrov, against decisive evidence
'iaxuifiou

xa!

:

CDs

borrowed from
s<pt],

is

ver.

xxviii. 1 3.

65, is

The

an interpolation

again,

he

which Elz. has

for sake of connection,

wanting in very important witnesses

(not,

after

and

however, in

ACDs).
Ver.

1.

By

the time the Sanhedrim met, as

it

now

did, in

full sederunt (jravres, comp. xxvi. 59), for the purpose of consulting as to
xxvi. 66,
xxvi. 74).

on

xxii.

it

how they were now to give effect to the verdict of
was well on in the morning (after cock-crowing,

— wcttc] they consulted before going further (comp.

15) as to what the consequence might be (comp. on

xxiv. 24) if they carried out their intention of putting

Him

were likewise to give
2i/o^o? Oavdrov i&ri
to the verdict already agreed upon

effect

to

death, in other words, if they

:
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2.

The shackles which had been put upon
His
arrest (xxvi. 50, comp. with John
time
of
Jesus at the
Ver. 2. Arjcavres']

and which He still wore when He was led away
from Annas to Caiaphas (John xviii. 24), would seem, from
what is here stated, to have been either wholly or partially
removed during the trial. With the view of His being
securely conducted to the residence of the procurator, they
take the precaution to put their prisoner in chains again. It
is not expressly affirmed, either by Matthew or Mark, that the
aTnjyayov was the work of the members of the Sanhedrim in
pleno (as generally supposed, Weiss and Keim also sharing in
the opinion) ; and, indeed, it is scarcely probable that they
would have so far incurred the risk of a popular tumult
(comp. xxvi. 5).
The statement in Luke xxiii. 1 is unquesxviii. 1 2),

As

tionably the product of a later tradition.

Matthew

for

and Mark, they seem to assume that merely a deputation
accompanied the prisoner, though doubtless it would be large
enough to be in keeping with the importance of the occavrapeS(OKav avrbv Hovritp,
sion.
Comp. also on ver. 3.
k.tX.] For after Judaea became a Eoman province (from
the time that King Archelaus was dethroned, 759 U.C.), the
Sanhedrim had lost the jus gladii. Comp. on John xviii.

—

31.

On

Pontius Pilate, the

was successor
office for

to

Rome

fifth

procurator of Judaea,

ten years (from A.D.

who

and w ho, after holding
26 onwards), was summoned
T

Gratus,

at the instance of Vitellius,

then governor of Syria,

made

against him, and then

to answer to

certain

charges

banished to Vienne, where he
said to have committed suicide, see Ewald, Gesck. Chr. p.

(according to
is

to Valerius

Euseb.

ii.

7)

87 ff. Leyrer in Herzog's Encykl. XI. p. 663 ff Gerlach,
Rom. Statthalter in Syr. u. Jud. p. 53 ff. Hausrath, Zeitgesch. I. p. 312 ff.
For certain Christian legends regarding
His death, consult Tischendorf's Evang. Apocr. p. 426 ff.
;

;

.

d.

;

Caesarea was the place where the procurators usually resided
(Acts xxiii. 23 f., xxiv. 27, xxv. 1); but, as it was
Passover season, Pilate was in Jerusalem (to be ready, in

any disturbance that might
where he lived in the praetorium
to quell

arise,

(see

the
fact,

comp. on xxvi. 5),
on ver. 27).
rg)

—
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The more

rjyefiopt] principi.

have been
xviii.

1

3.

JT iXdros 8e 6

:

designation would
Comp. Joseph. Antt.

precise

iirnpoTrw, procuratori.

tg>

'Iov8ala<;

-n}?

comprehensive sense in which

is

rj<yefj,cov

On

rjjefKov.

the

frequently used, see

61 ff.
Tore] as Jesus was being led away to the procurator.
From this Judas saw that his Master had been condemned (xxvi. Q6), for otherwise He would not have been
o TrapaSiSov? avrov] His bethus taken before Pilate.

Krebs,

Obss. p.

Ver.

3.

—

—

ac.t.X..]
cannot be said
view that Judas was animated by a good intention (see on xxvi. 16, Eemark 2), though it no doubt serves
to show he neither contemplated nor expected so serious

trayer, xxvi. 25, 48.

fjL€rafji,e\T]del<;,

to favour the

a result.

It

is

possible

that,

looking to the innocence of

and remembering how often before He had succeeded
in disarming His enemies, the traitor may have cherished
the hope that the issue would prove harmless. Now : " vellet,
Such was his
si posset, factum infectum reddere," BengeL
repentance, but it was not of a godly nature (2 Cor. vii. 9 f.),
Jesus,

for it led to despair.

52

;

Thuc.

75,

v.

—

aTrearpeyjre] he returned them, (xxvi.

viii.

108

Xen. Anab.

;

ii.

6. 3, al), i.e.

he

13; Jer. xxviii. 3),
rot? «p%. k. t. 7rpea-/3.] from which it is to be
Heb. S^n.
inferred that Matthew did not look upon this as a full meeting
of the Sanhedrim (ver. 2).
at/xa
Ver. 4:."H fiaprov irapahov<i\ see on xxvi 12.
took them bach (Gen.

—

21

xliii.

;

Judg.

xi.

—

a6a>ov]
xxvii.

€4?

25

1 Mace.

—
;

to xydrjvai, Euthymius. Zigabenus

1.37

;

2 Mace.

i.

8

;

;

Phalar. ep.

comp. Deut.

40

;

Heliod.

what is it as regards
us ? i.e. what matters it to us ? we are in no way called upon
Comp.
to concern ourselves about what thou hast done.
John xxi. 22 f the words are also frequently used in this
<rv oyfry] Thou wilt see to it thyself,
sense by Greek authors.
thou wilt have to consider for thyself what is now to be
1 Sam. xxv. 17
done by thee comp. ver. 24 Acts xviii. 15
4 Mace. ix. 1. "Impii in facto consortes, post factum
viii.

10.

Tt 7rpo5 ^7/ia?]

;

.

sc.

ea-rv

;

—

;

;

;

;

deserunt," Bengel.

Ver.

5.

'Ev

rat

va$]

is to

be taken neither in the sense

;
:

CHAP. XXVII.

temple (Kypke), nor as referring

of near the
Gasith, in
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5.

which the Sanhedrim held

its

to the room,

sittings (Grotius),

nor as equivalent to iv rat lepat (Fritzsche, Olshausen, Bleek)
but, in accordance with the regular use of vao$ (see on iv. 5)
and the only possible meaning of iv, we must interpret thus

he flung down the money in the temple proper, i.e. in the holy
Judas in his despair
had ventured within that place which none but priests were

place where the priests were to be found.

permitted to enter.

230

Od. xix.
vii.

13

reason

;

—

Herod,

;

.

232 Xen. Cyrop.
400; Ael. V. H. v.

vii.

Aesch. Suppl.

why

Horn.

air tfyZa to~] he strangled himself
;

the statement in Acts

i.

iii.

1.

14

;

Hier.
is

no

18 should compel us

to

There

3.

take airay%op,at, as denoting, in a figurative sense, an awakening

of the conscience (Grotius, Perizonius, Hammond, Heinsius), for
although ayxetv is sometimes so used by classical authors

(Dem. 406, 5 and see the expositors, ad Thorn. Mag. p. 8},
such a meaning would be inadmissible here, where we have no
;

qualifying term, and where the style
torical narrative (comp. 2

a view to reconcile what

is

Sam.

xvii.

is

23

;

that of a plain his-

Tob.

here said with Acts

iii.
i.

1 0).

18,

it is

With
usual

assume that the traitor first hanged himself, and then fell
down headlong, Matthew being supposed to furnish the first,
and Luke the second half of the statement (Kuinoel, Fritzsche,
to

Olshausen, Kaeuffer, Paulus, Ebrard,

But such a way

Baumgarten

-

Crusius).

of parcelling out this statement, besides being

itself, is quite inadmissible, all the more so that it
by no means clear from Acts i. 1 8 that suicide had been committed.
Now as suicide was regarded by the Jews with the
utmost abhorrence, it would for that very reason have occupied
a prominent place in the narrative instead of being passed
over in silence. It has been attempted to account for the
absence of any express mention of suicide, by supposing that the
But
historian assumed his readers to be familiar with the fact.
if one thing forbids such an explanation more than another, it

arbitrary in

is

is

the highly rhetorical character of the passage in the Acts just
it be, records, for example,

referred to, which, rhetorical though

the circumstance of the purchase of the field with all the
historical fidelity of Matthew himself, the only difference being
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that Luke's

mode

of representing the matter

is

almost poetical

in its character (in opposition to Strauss, Zeller, de Wette,

Ewald, Bleek, Pressens^, Paret, Keim, all of whom concur
with Paulus in assuming, in opposition to Matthew, that
Judas bought the field himself).
Comp. on Acts i. 18. In
Matt, xxvii. 5 and Acts

i.

18,

we have two

different

accounts

of the fate of the betrayer, from which nothing further

be gathered by

way

of historical fact than that he

came

is

to

a
In the course of subsequent tradition, however,
this violent death came to be represented sometimes as suicide
by means of hanging (Matthew, Ignatius, ad Philipp. interpol 4),
at a later stage again as a fall resulting in the bursting of the
bowels, or at a later period still as the consequence of his
having been crushed by a carriage when the body was in a
fearfully swollen condition (Papias as quoted by Oecumenius,
ad Act. I.e., and by Apollinaris in Routh's reliquiae sacr. p. 9,
23 ff. also in Cramer's Catena, p. 231 Overbeck in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschr.
Anger, Synops. p. 233).
1867, p. 39 ff.
There is no other way of accounting for so many diverse
traditions regarding this matter, but by supposing that nothing
to

violent end.

;

;

;

was known as to how the death actually took place. Be
this as it may, we cannot entertain the view that Judas
sunk into obscurity, and so disappeared from history, but that
meanwhile the Christian legends regarding him were elaborated out of certain predictions and typical characters (Strauss,
Keim, Scholten) found in Scripture (in such passages as Ps.
cix. 8, lxix. 25); such a view bein^ inadmissible, because it
takes no account of what is common to all the New Testament
accounts, the fact, namely, that Judas died a violent death, and
that very soon after the betrayal and further, because the supposed predictions (Ps. lxix., cix., xx.) and typical characters (such
as Ahithophel, 2 Sam. xv. 30 ff., xvii. 23; Antiochus, 2 Mace,
;

ix.

5

ff.)

did not help to create such stories regarding the

would be nearer the truth to say that
taken advantage of by critics to
account for the stories after they had originated.
Ver. 6. Ovk efeort] " argumento ducto ex Deut. xxiii.
18, Sanhedr. £ 112," Wetstein.
Tifirj a?fia7o<s] the price
traitor's death,

they were

but

it

subsequently

—

;

CHAP. XXVII. 7-10.
of Hood, which
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supposed to have been shed.

is

— Kop/3.]

iepbv dr)<ravp6v, KaXelrai Be Kop$ava<i, Josephus, Bell.

ii.

rbv

9. 4.

H

yo p a era v\ It is not said that they did so
Ver. 7 f.
immediately; but the purchase took place shortly after, according
to Actsi. 18.

the

field

potter.

— rbv aypbv

rou icepap,.] the field of the potter,

which had previously belonged to some well-known
Whether the latter had used the field for the purpose

of digging clay,

it is

impossible to determine.

—

et? rafyrjv

a burying place for the strangers, namely,
such foreign Jews (proselytes included) as happened to die
when on a visit to Jerusalem not Gentiles (Paulus), who,
had they been intended, would have been indicated more
specifically.
Bio] because it had been bought with the
aypbs a'tfiaTosf] KCT ?pn, Acts
rifirj aifiaTo? above (ver. 6).
as

gevoisi]

t.

-

;

—

—

18, where, however, the

i.

On

name

is

traced to a different origin.

the place which in accordance with tradition

out as the

field

here referred

to,

is still

see Robinson, II. p.

pointed

178

ff.

Tobler, Topogr.

Ver. 9

Tore] when they bought this field for the thirty
The passage here quoted is a very free

f.

pieces of money.

—

1
xi. 12, 13, 'lepepuiov being simply a slip
(comp. Augustine, de cons. ev. iii. 8, and recently

adaptation of Zech.
of the

memory

Keil himself, following Calvin and the Fathers), such, however,
as might readily
xviii. 2.

enough occur through a reminiscence of

Considering that in the original

Hebrew

blance of this latter passage to Zechariah, as above,
ciently close to warrant the typical

(Credner, Beitr. II. p.

somewhat
1

152

f.),

it is

uncritical fashion

If the evangelist

had meant

to

of

mode

Jer.

the resemis

suffi-

of interpretation

arbitrary to maintain, in the

Rupert, Lyra,

Maldonatus,

combine two different predictions (Hofmann,

Weissag. u. Erf. II. p. 128 f. ; Haupt, alttest. Citate, p. 286 ff.), then, according
to the analogy of ii. 23, we should have expected the words ?<« <ruv tr/mfn'rut to

be used.
But, in short, our quotation belongs so exclusively to Zechariah,
that candour forbids the idea of a combination with Jer. xviii., as well as the
view adopted by Hengstenberg (comp. Grotius), that Zechariah reproduces the
prediction of Jeremiah.
For a detailed enumeration of the various attempts
that have been made to deal with the inaccurate use of 'Uptpiov, consult Morison,
who follows Clericus in holding that there must have been a transcriber's error
in the very earliest copy of our Gospel.

;
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Jansen, Clericus, Friedlieb, that 'Iepepiov

is

spurious

or,

;

on

the other hand, to resort, as Origen, Euthymius Zigabenus,

Kuinoel, Ewald have done, to the idea of some

lost

produc-

some oral utterance that had never

tion of Jeremiah's, or of

been committed to writing (see, above all, Calovius, who in
support of this view lays great stress on prjdev).
As for the
statement of Jerome, that he had seen the passage in a copy
of Jeremiah belonging to some person at Nazareth, there can
be no doubt that what he saw was an interpolation, for he
also

one of those who ascribe the citation in question to

is

No

Zechariah.

less arbitrary is the conjecture of Eusebius,

Dem. ev. x. 4, that the Jews may have deleted the passage
from Jeremiah for though it reappears again in a certain
Arabic work (Bengel, Appar. crit. p. 142), and in a Sahidic
and a Coptic lectionary (see Michaelis, Bill. IV. p. 208 ff
Einleit. I. p. 264), it does so simply
Briefweeks. III. pp. 63, 89
as an interpolation from our present passage.
See Paulus,
exeget. Handb. III. p. 615 ff.
According to the historical
;

.

;

—

sense of Zechariah, as above, the prophet, acting in Jehovah's

name, resigns his office of shepherd over Ephraim to Ephraim's
own ruin; and having requested his wages, consisting of 30
shekels of silver, to be paid him, he casts the money, as being
" And they
God's property, into the treasury of the temple.
weighed for my wages thirty pieces of silver. Then Jehovah

me

it into the treasury, that handsome (ironiwhich they have thought me worthy
So I
took the thirty pieces of silver, and cast them into the treasury
that was in God's house," Ewald, JProph. ; Bleek in the Stud. u.
For we ought to read T**H*, into the
Krit. 1852, p. 279 ff.
treasury (equivalent, as Kimchi explains, to "lYisn ?k, and as is
actually the reading of two mss. in Kennicott), and not T8ti*fr?|J,
to the potter, as Matthew, in fact, also read and understood the
words, though such a meaning is entirely foreign to the conComp. Hitzig, Id. Proph. p. 374. The
text in Zechariah.

said to
cally)

sum

:

Cast

of

expositors of Zechariah,

!

who

take

"itfvn

in the sense of

'potter,

have had recourse to many an unfounded and sometimes
singular hypothesis. For specimens of these, see also Hengstenberg's

Christol. III. 1, p.

457

ff.;

Hofmann, Weissag.

u. Erf,

CHAP. XXVII.

II. p.

128

Haupt,

LXX.

f.

Lange, L. J.

;

alttest. Citate,

is

p.

1494

II. p.

272

ff.
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9, 10.

f.

Steinmeyer,

;

— eXaftov]

the first person singular, here

The

it

p.

105 f.;
and

in Zechariah

is

the third person

with the terms of the quotation
may be supposed to be warranted by the concluding words
/cada avverage pot, 6 Kvpios. Neither the original Hebrew nor
the LXX. countenances the supposition that the evangelist
erroneously took e\a{3ov to be third person plural, like eSatcav
immediately following (in opposition to Hilgenfeld).
ra.
plural.

liberty thus used

:

—

rpiaKovra

apyvp.~] meaning, according to the typical refer-

ence in Matthew, the thirty shekels brought back by Judas.

—

rrjv rtfiTjv, k.tX.] In apposition with- rd rpid/c. dpy.
The
words correspond more with the Hebrew than with the LXX.,
though in this instance too a slight liberty is taken with them,
inasmuch as for WlgJ "IK>K we have once more (comp. on
ekafiov) the third person plural ov irc^aavTo, and for S'l'byo

vmv ^la-parjk.
And they

the explanatory rendering dirb

then

is

to be rendered as follows

pieces of silver

they

put

their

sons of Israel,

—

:

the value of the highly valued

own
i.e.

price (middle,

erip.j'ja-avro)

The passage
took the thirty

One, on

the price of the priceless One, whose

value they fixed for themselves upon

whom

at the instance of

market

an occasion furnished by

sons

The expression vleov 'Io-parjX is the plural of cateof Israel.
gory (ii. 20), and is regarded as finding its historical antitype
in Judas, who, xxvi.

14

f.,

undertakes and carries through the

shameful transaction there referred

to,

—he

a son of Israel

negotiates the sale of the Messiah of the people of Israel.

addition to

what has

just been observed,

tion to the following details

:

—

we would

In

direct atten-

(1) row rerip.np.evov is intended

Hebrew word "^n (pretii) but the evangelist
has evidently read i^n (cari, acstumaii), which he refers to
Jesus as being the highly valued One xar e^oyfjv nor must
to represent the

;

;

we

fail to

notice here the remarkable collocation
rrjv cdvtjv

i.e.

benus

comp. Theophylact, also Ewald.

;

:

pretium

rov iravripov "Kpiarov, Euthymius Ziga-

pretiosi,

That distinguished

personage, whose worth as such cannot in fact be estimated

any mere money, standard
{eriprjaavro)

at

(riprj),

thirty shekels

!

by

they have actually valued
To take the rov renpyrjp..
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merely in the sense of bv

(of the valued one,

irifirjcr.

him whom

they have valued), as the majority of expositors do (including

even yet de "Wette, Lange, and Hofmann, Weissag.

u. Erf. II. p.

130), instead of expressing the idea in a more forcible manner,
would simply produce, especially after r. n/x^v, a tautological

redundancy.

(2)

The

in^cravro

subject of

that of ekafiov, namely, the high priests ; nor

is
is

the same as

the verb to be

taken in the sense of estimating highly, as in the case of
rerifirjfi., but in that of valuing, putting a price upon, the sense
in which it is used in Isa. lv. 2, and very frequently by
classical writers, and in which the Hebrew Wig) is intended to

be understood.

diro vlcov 'Icrp.,

(3)

which

is

a more definite

rendering of the DJTTJJD of the original, must necessarily be
its corresponding Hebrew expression, with
and not with eXafiov (Fritzsche, Hilgenfeld), nor
with rov reTi^fx. (which de Wette considers possible), and be

connected, like
eTtfirjaavro,

understood as denoting origin,

i.e.

as denoting, in our present

passage, the occasion brought about

by some one (comp.

also

Bleek) in connection with which the irifirjaavro took place;
" diro de eo ponitur,

quod praebet occasionem vel opportuniStallbaum, ad Plat. Rep. p. 549 A;
comp. Kuhner, II. 1, p. 396; similarly xi. 19; see also
They were indebted to the sons
Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 194.
of Israel (Judas, see above) for that which suggested and led
We cannot approve of the course which
to the iTifirjaavTo.
some adopt of supplying r«/e? equivalent to oi 'laparfklrai
(Euthymius Zigabenus), or " qui sunt ex filiis Israel " (Beza,
Grotius, Maldonatus, Paulus, Kuinoel, Ewald, de Wette, Grimm,
Anger), thus making diro vlcov 'lap. the subject of irip,^cr. In
that case, the ordinary e'/c (comp. Buttmann, JVeut. Gr. p.
138 [E. T. 158]) would have been used (as in xxiii. 34;
John xvi. 17, al.) and instead of vlcov we should have
had rcov vlcov, inasmuch as the whole community would be
Comp.
intended to which the rives are supposed to belong.

tatem, ut aliquid

fieri possit,"

:

f

also 1 Mace.

vii.

33, 3 Mace.

preposition used, the article
following.

The absence

is

i.

8,

where, though diro

is

the

conjoined with the substantive

of the article here is likewise un-

favourable to the views of Hofmann, Weissag. u. Erf.

II. p.

:

CHAP. XXVIL
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10.

9,

131, who, taking airo to mean on the part of, interprets thus
Caiaphas and Judas did (eTijirjaavTo), was done
To explain airo as otliers have
indirectly by the whole nation."
purchase
the
idea
of
in connection with it
done, by assuming
"
quem
licitati
emerunt
ab
Israelitis,"
comp. Eras(Castalio
mus, Luther, Vatablus, Jansen, Lange), is not only arbitrary,
inasmuch as the idea involved in erifuj&avTo does not justify
the supposed pregnant force of airo (Buttmann, p. 276 [E. T.

"What

:

322]), but

is

No

incompatible with the byn of the original.

with the original is the explanation of Baum" whom they had valued from among the
garten-Crusius
children of Israel" that is to say, " which they had
less inconsistent
:

In that

fixed as the price of one of the children of Israel."

we

case, again,

vlwv

should have required the article along with

what a poor designation of the Messiah
an interpretation
With an

and, besides,

;

would be the

result of such

!

equal disregard of the terms of the passage, Linder maintains, in the

valent to
slave)
p.

;

nva

and

Stud. u. Krit. 1859, p. 513, that airo
e'/c

as

:

to the

an

same

Israelite

(whom they

effect is the explanation of

107: whom they have valued in

the

equi-

Steinmeyer,

name of

Neither the simple airo nor the anarthrous

is

treated like a

vmv

the nation.

admits

'lap.

of being so understood, although Hilgenfeld is also of opinion

meant

that our passage

for which

the whole

Ver.

responsible.

tov
But,

Kepafi.]

purchase

of

10.

Zech.,

inasmuch

as

the

to

Kal

above, "tttw

the

important

potter's

act

be held

to

eSw/cav avra ei? top dypcv

as

entirely out of view, takes

an

describe the betrayal as

body of the Jewish people was

field,
"itf 1

%

njnj n*a

matter

Matthew

yw

inia

here

?i.

was the

HW

leaves

JY2

in the sense of potter (see,

on the other hand, on ver. 9 above), and, in order that
"^*0 ** may fully harmonize with a typical and prophetic
view of the passage, he paraphrases the words thus el? tov
dypov tov tcepafiicos, where et? is intended to express the
:

destined object of the thing: for the purpose of acquiring

the

field

belonging to the potter.

— xada

avvkTa^k

fiot

Kvpto$] corresponds to Zechariah's vK nin^ "iON»l, ver. 13, the
words employed by the prophet when he asserts that in
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casting the shekels into the treasury of the temple he did so
in obedience to the

command

of God.

In accordance with

the typical reference ascribed to the passage by Matthew, the

words " according

which the Lord commanded me

to that

"

are

so applied as to express the idea that the using of the traitor's

reward for the purpose of buying the potter's field was simply
giving effect to the decree of Him from whom the prophet
had received the command in question. That which God had
commissioned the prophet (fioi) to do with the thirty pieces
of silver is done in the antitypical fulfilment of the prophecy
by the high priests, who thus carry out the divine decree above
Kada, just as (Xen. Mem. iv. 6. 5 ; Polyb. iii.
referred to.
107. 10; Lucian, Cont. 24; Diod. Sic. i 36 in classical
Greek KaOcnrep is usually employed), occurs nowhere else in
;

the

New

Testament.

It is quite possible that the

used in the Hebrew original of Matthew were

rm

words

*i|n *ik ; K3

or

which in the LXX. are likewise rendered by Kada.
Ex. ix. 12, xl. 25 Num. viii. 3.

"HS%t3,

a-vvira^e,

;

Ver. 1 1

3—1 0, of
The accusation preferred

Continuation, after the episode in vv.

f.

the narrative introduced at ver.

2.

by the Jews, though not expressly mentioned, may readily be
See Luke xxiii 2.

inferred from the procurator's question.

In appearing before.

Pilate,

they craftily give prominence to

the political aspect of the Messianic pretensions of Jesus.

av

—

There is nothing ambiguous in such a reply
(which was not so framed that it might be taken either as
an affirmative or as equivalent to i<ya> fiev tovto ov \eyco, av
Xe'7et<?]

Be Xeyei?, Theophylact), but such a decided affirmative as the

Art thou, etc., were calculated to
ovBev aire/cp^]
John xviii. 37.
Comp. xxvi. 64.
Comp. on xxvi 62. The calm and dignified silence of the

terms of the question

—

:

elicit,

true king.

Ver. 14. 2T/D09 ovBe ev
expression

:

inquisitorial

12,

to

a

pr\p.a~\

intensifying the force of the

single word,

interrogative.

14 comes

—

not even

The

i.e.

silence

even a single
mentioned in vv.

to not

in after the examination reported in

John

axrre davfid^eiv] convinced as he was of the
innocence of Jesus, he was all the more at a loss to underxviii.

37.

:
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stand the forbearance with which
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15, 16.

He

maintained such sublime

silence.

Kara

Ver. 15.

eopTrjv] on the occasion of the feast, i.e.
412 ; "Winer, p. 374

during the feast-time (Kiihner, II. 1, p.

T. 500]); that the Passover is here meant is evident
As there is no allusion to this custom
from the context.
anywhere else (for an account of which, however, see
Bynaeus, de morte Chr. III. p. 97 ff.), nothing whatever is
known as to when it originated. But whether we date the
[E.

—

custom back to the Maccabaean age or
still

(Ewald, Gesch. Chr.

introduced

1

for

the

p.

first

to

570), or regard
time by the

an

earlier period

as having

it

Romans

been

(Grotius,

Schleiermacher, Friedlieb) for the purpose of conciliating the

Jews,

we cannot

fail to see in

it

a reference to that which

is

intended to be set forth by the Passover {sparing mercy), and

14th of Nisan (comp. on

applicable most probably to the

John

xviii.

24, 39).

Elxov] The

Ver. 16.

ver. 15, that is to

subject

is

to be found in o yye/i&w,

say: the procurator and his soldiers;

like Jesus, Barabbas

had

for,

be examined before Pilate

also to

before his case could be finally disposed

He was

of.

lying in

the prison in the praetorium awaiting execution, after having

—

Concerning this robber and
murderer Jesus Barabbas (see the critical remarks), nothing
further is known.
The name Barabbas occurs very frequently
even in the Talmud; Lightfoot, p. 489.
There is the less
reason, therefore, for thinking, with Olshausen, that the
characteristic significance of the name N2K ">?, father's son (i.e.
received sentence of death.

probably the son of a Rahbi, xxiii. 9), in close proximity
with the person of Jesus, is an illustration of the saying
" Ludit in
1 It

humanis divina potcntia

may be mentioned

rebus."

Still it is possible

as tending to favour this supposition, that while

met with

no

is

something to a

certain modified extent analogous to it in the practice observed

by the Eomans

trace of such a

custom

is

in the

Talmud, there

Schoettgen detects an allusion to
though this is very doubtful. Then, as

at the feast of the hciisternia (Liv. v. 14).

some such origin in Pesachim

f.

91, 1,

for the statement of Josephus, Antt. xx.

9.

3,

which

is

cannot be said to imply the existence of any practice, and
case in which ten persons were liberated.

quoted by Keim,
it refers

it

besides to a
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that the accidental similarity in the

remarks)

may have

name

Jesus (see the critical

helped to suggest to Pilate the release of

Barabbas as an alternative, though, after all, the circumstance
that the latter was a most notorious criminal undoubtedly

swayed him most. For the baser the criminal, the less would
" But they would
Pilate expect them to demand his release.
sooner have asked the devil himself to be liberated," Luther's
gloss.

Ver. 17.

Ovv\ In accordance with the custom

referred

to,

happened that at that moment there lay under
sentence of death (w. 15, 16) a noted criminal called Jesus
Barabbas, Pilate got the multitude that was collected outside
gathered together, and then asked them to choose between
Jesus Barabbas and Jesus who was called the Messiah.

and

as

it

so

—

avrwv]
the

refers not to the

b'x^o<;, ver.

15.

members

of the Sanhedrim, but to

See ver. 20.

Tap] Had he not been

aware, etc., he would not
irapkhave thus attempted to effect the release of Jesus.
8(o Kav] The subject of the verb is, of course, the members
of tlce Sanhedrim (ver. 2), whose dominant selfishness was
too conspicuous in itself, as well as from the animus that
characterized their behaviour, to escape his notice. They were
Bid denotes
jealous of the importance and influence of Jesus
the motive which animated them
because of envy ; see Winer,
This was the causa remotior.
p. 372 [E. T. 497].
Ver. 19. Before, Pilate had submitted the question of ver.
17 to the consideration of the people by way of sounding
Now, he seats himself upon the tribunal (upon the
them.
\i66aTpcoTov, John xix. 13) for the purpose of hearing the
decision of the multitude, and of thereafter pronouncing
But while he is sitting on the tribunal, and
sentence.
before he had time again to address his question to the
Ver. 18.

—

;

:

multitude, his wife sends,
to

etc.

This particular

Matthew; whereas the sending

to

is

peculiar

Herod, and that

the proposal about the release, occurs only in Luke
6

ff.)

;

and as

for John,

before
(xxiii.

he omits both those circumstances

altogether, though, on the whole, his account of the trial

before Pilate is

much more

detailed than the concise narra-

:

CHAP. XXVII.

and that without any want of harmonyt) jwrj
avrov]
since the time of Augustus it was customary for Eoman
of Matthew,

tive

being found between the two evangelists.
for
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20, 21.

—

governors to take their wives with them into the provinces^
iii.
33 f. According to tradition, the name of
was Procla, or Claudia Procula (see Evang. Nicod.
Thilo, p. 522 ff.).
In the Greek church
ii., and thereon
\e<yov<ra] through her messenshe has been canonised.
gers, xxii. 16, .xi. 2.
firjBev <roi k. t. Blk. cac.] comp.
viii. 29
John ii. 4. She was afraid that a judgment from
the gods would be the consequence if he had anything to
7ro\\a jap eiraOov, k.tX.]
do with the death of Jesus.
This alarming dream is to be accounted for on the understanding that the governor's wife, who in the Evang. Nicod.
is described, and it may be correctly, as deoaefir}*; and lovBaifrvaa (see Tischendorf, Pilati circa Christum judic. etc. ex actis
Pilot. 1855, p. 16 f.), may have heard of Jesus, may even
have seen Him and felt a lively interest in Him, and may
have been informed of His arrest as well as of the jeopardy
There is nothing to show
in which His life was placed.

Tacit.

Ann.

Pilate's wife

—

—

;

—

that

Matthew intended us

it to

to regard this incident as a special

There

divine interposition.

Keim).

—

o-TJ/xepov]

to the current day.
terrible

the less reason for relegating

during the part of the night belonging

—

ovap] see on

tear

i.

20.

It

was a

morning-dream.

Ver. 20.

The question of

sideration of the assembled

mounted the tribunal
is

is

the domain of legend (Strauss, Ewald, Scholten, Volkmar,

ver.

crowd

;

17 is still under the conand while Pilate, who had

for the purpose of hearing their decision,

occupied with the messengers from his wife, the members

of the Sanhedrim take advantage of this interruption to per-

suade the people,

etc.

—

iva] purpose of hreiaav.

likewise used with ireideiv

adPlut. Cleom.

p.

by Greek

authors.

"Oir(o<i is

See Schoem.

192.

The governor, having
from his tribunal overheard this parleying of the members of
the Sanhedrim with the people, now replies to it by once
more demanding of the latter, with a view to a final decision
Ver. 21. 'AirotcpiOels Be, k.tA.]

matt, il

R

—
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etc.
He thus put3 a stop to the officious
conduct of the hierarchs, and resumes his attitude of waiting
for the answer of the crowd.

which of the two,

Ti ovv

Ver. 22.

abbas

dispose of
iroielv,

irotrjo-oy

to be released),

is

him

On

?

'Irjaovv

am I

to

What, then

;]

do with Jesus,

II.

1,

p.

any

to

avrov,

etSo? rod

277; Wunder, ad Soph. Phil. 684.
aWa, aravpcodiJTQJ,

ticular

davdrov Kaicovpyov

Euthymius Zigabenus.

instigation

of the

with

one, comp.

ffTavpatOijTa)] ov \eyovar (povev 0j]tco,
/cal

Bar-

shall I

this use of the double accusative

in the sense of doing good or evil to

Kuhner,

(if

how

(as

Doubtless

hierarchs that they

iva

a rebel) airihAyyjg

it was also at the
demanded this par-

form of punishment.

Ti yap] does not presuppose a " non faciam" or
some such phrase (Grotius, Maldonatus, Fritzsche), but yap
denotes an inference from the existing state of matters, and
throws the whole emphasis upon ri: quid ergo.
See on
John ix. 30 and 1 Cor. xi. 22.
Chrysostom appropriately
Ver. 23.

—

points out

how dvavhpas

koX ccpo&pa /xaAa/ews Pilate behaved.

Ver. 24. The circumstance of Pilate's washing his hands,
which Strauss and Keim regard as legendary, is also peculiar
ore ovSev axpeXei] that it was all of no
to Matthew.
avail, John xii. 19.
"Desperatum est hoc praejudicium
practicum," BengeL
a\\a fidWov 66pv/3o<; ylverai] that
direvtyaTO ra<i
the tumult is only aggravated thereby.
^elpa<i] he washed his hands, to show that he was no
This ceremony
party to the execution thus insisted upon.
was a piece of Jewish symbolism (Deut. xxi. 6 f. Joseph.
and as Pilate understood its
Antt. iv. 8. 16; Sota viii. 6)
significance, he would hope by having recourse to it to make
It is possible that
himself the more intelligible to Jews.
what led the governor to conform to this Jewish custom
was the analogy between it and similar practices observed by
Gentiles after a murder has been committed (Herod, i. 35
Soph. Aj. 654, and Schneidewin
Virg. Aen. ii. 719 f.
thereon Wetstein on our passage), more particularly as it was

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

for Gentile judges before pronouncing sentence to protest, and that " irpos top ijXiov " {Constitt. Ap. ii.

also customary

CHAP. XXVII.

52. 1

;

Evang. Nicod.

ix.),
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25, 26.

that they were innocent of the blood

of the person about to be condemned; see Thilo, ad Cod.

573

Heberle in the Stud. u. Krit. 1856,
f.;
rov aXfiaroq] a Greek author would have
The
used the genitive merely (Maetzner, ad Lycurg. 79).
construction with airo is a Hebraism (DID *pJ, 2 Sam. iii. 27),
Comp. Hist.
founded on the idea of removing to a distance.
vp,el<t o^|r.] See
Susann. 46, and KaOapbs diro, Acts xx. 26.
on ver. 4.
Ver. 25. '£</>' r}fia<;, k.tX] Defiant and vindictive cry, in
the hurry of which (roiavrri yap rj opfirj k. rj •jrovrjpa iirtdufxia,
Ohrysostom) the verb is left to be understood (xxiii. 35).
Comp. 2 Sam. i. 16, and see on Acts xviii. 6. From what

Apocr.
p.

859

I.

ff.

p.

—

air 6

—

we know

of such wild outbursts of popular fanaticism, there

comp. also Keim,
no ground for supposing (Strauss
represents the
Volkmar)
language
only
Scholten,
that the
Christians,
by whom the
matter as seen from the standpoint of
regarded
as a judgdestruction of the Jews had come to be
And
for
their
wicked
putting
death.
as
ment for
Jesus to
imprecations on their own heads, they were only in accordance
with the decrees of the divine nemesis, and therefore are to be

is

;

regarded in the light of unconscious prophecy.

a late word adopted from the
and used for fiao-rcyovv.
see
Comp. John ii. 15
Wetstein.
It was the practice among the Eomans to scourge
Ver. 26. $payeWa>cra<;]

Latin,

;

the culprit (with cords or thongs of leather) before crucifying

him

vii. 11. 28; Valer. Max. i. 7,
Heyne, Opusc. III. p. 184 f. Keim,
III. p. 390 f.).
According to the more detailed narrative of
John xix. 1 ff., Pilate, after this scourging was over, and while
the soldiers were mocking Him, made a final attempt to have
Jesus set at liberty. According to Luke xxiii. 16, the governor
contemplated ultimate scourging immediately after the examination before Herod,
a circumstance which neither prevents
us from supposing that he subsequently carried out his inten-

(Liv.

Joseph.

xxxiii.

Bell. v.

36

11. 1,

;

Curt.

al. ;

;

—

tion (in opposition to Strauss), nor justifies the interpretation

of our passage

given by Paulus:

whom He had

scourged (with a view to His being liberated).

—

previously

irapeZaicev]

—
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namely, to the

Roman

These

soldiers, ver. 27.

latter

were

entrusted with the task of seeing the execution carried out.

Els to irpairdopiov]

Ver. 27.

It

would appear, then, that

the scourging had taken place outside, in front of the praetorium, beside the tribunal.

This coincides with

Mark

xv.

t%

au\%, which merely defines the locality more
The irpanutpiov was the official residence, the palace
precisely.
of the governor, it being commonly supposed (so also Ewald,
Gesch. Chr. p. 53, and Keim, III. p. 359 ff.) that Herod's
palace, situated in the higher part of the city, was used for
But, inasmuch as this latter building would
this purpose.
have to be reserved for the accommodation of Herod himself
whenever he had occasion to go to Jerusalem, and with what
is said at Luke xxiii. 7 before us, it is more likely that the
palace in question was a different and special one connected
with fort Antonia, in which the trireipa (comp. Acts xxi. 31—
Comp. also Weiss on Mark xv. 16.
33) was quartered.
ol arpartwrai rov 'qye/x.'] who were on duty as the procueV avrov] about Him ; comp. Mark v. 21,
rator's orderlies.
not adversus eum (Fritzsche, de Wette) for they were merely
rrjv airelpav] the cohort, which was
to make sport of Him.
16, earn

—

;

—

quartered at Jerusalem in the garrison of the praetorium (in

Comp. on John
The expression the whole cohort, is to be understood
the arparioiin its popular, and not in a strictly literal sense
rai, to whose charge Jesus had been committed, and who
Caesarea there were five cohorts stationed).
xviii. 3.

:

;

only formed part of the cohort, invited
join

them who happened

all

their comrades to

to be in barracks at the time.

Ver. 28. 'Ev&vo-avres (see the critical remarks)

is

explained by the fact that previous to the scourging
clothes

had been pulled

596).

They accordingly put on His under garments

off (Acts xvi.

and instead of the upper robes
arrayed
Sert.

Him

14;

(to,

22

;

[paria,

to be

all

His

Dionys. Hal.
ver.

ix.

again,

31) they

in a red sagum, the ordinary military cloak (Plut.

Philop. 9, 11), for the purpose, however, of ridicul-

ing His pretensions to the dignity of king; for kings and
emperors likewise wore the ^Xa/xv?, the only difference being
that in their case the garment was longer and of a finer

;
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Plut. Demetr.

texture.

military
see

Hermann,

f.

Mor.

;

first

Privatalterth.

§

was

this occasion

186

p.

C,

On

al.

this

used by the Macedonians,

xxi.

20;

118.

Friedlieb, p.

made use of
purple colour but Matthew would
Num. iv. 8
Eev. xvii. 3
19

other evangelists, the cloak

According to the

on

41

which was

cloak,

of a

intend scarlet (Heb.

ix.

;

;

;

;

Plut. Fab. xv.) to be taken as at least conveying the idea of

purple.
f.
\Ef aicavOwv] belongs to ifkeZavres. What is
something made by twisting together young flexible

Ver. 29

meant

is

thorns so as to represent the royal diadem.

The

not to produce suffering, but to excite ridicule

we

;

object

was

so that while

cannot altogether dissociate the idea of something painful

from

this

crown of thorns, we must not conceive of

it

as

covered with prickles which were intentionally thrust into the
flesh.

Michaelis adopts the rendering Barenklau (a/cavOos);

but this

is

Mark xv. 17,
never used with reference to the plant just

incompatible with the anavOivov of

which adjective

is

was a plant that was highly
was often used for ornamental
purposes in pieces of sculpture and on the capitals of Corinthian pillars), and therefore would be but ill suited for a
caricature.
It is impossible to determine what species of thorn
it was (possibly the so-called spina Christi?; see Tobler,

mentioned.
'prized

(for

Besides, this latter

which reason

it

—

ical ledXafiov] edrjtcav being underwith kirkQ^Kav is zeugmatic.
Observe
the imperfects evkiraityv and ervirrov as indicating the con-

DenJcbl. pp.

113, 179).

—

stood, the connection

tinuous character of the proceeding.
Ver. 31. Kal iveBvaav avrov ra tfidr. avrov\ His
upper garments, for which they had substituted the sagum.
This is in no way at variance with ivhvaavr^, ver. 28. We
are to understand that as the crown of thorns had now served
its purpose, it was also taken off at the same time.
Ver. 32. 'E^ep^ofievot] because the law required that all

—

executions should take place outside the
1

Kings

xxi.

—

13

;

Acts

vii.

58

;

city.

Num.

xv. 3 5

f.

Lightfoot and Grotius on our

On the question as to whether this Simon of Cyrene,
a place in Libya Pentapolitana, thickly peopled with Jews,

passage.

:
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was only there
on a visit (Acts ii. 10), see below. It was usual to compel the
person who was to be executed to carry his own cross (see on
1
x. 38, and Keim, p. 397 f.)
to this the case of Jesus was no
exception, John xix. 17.
This statement of John does not
exclude what is here said with regard to Simon and the cross,
nor does it pretend to deny it (Keim), but it simply passes it
over in silence, recording merely the main point in question,
the fact, namely, that Jesus had to carry His own cross
resided statedly in Jerusalem (Acts

vi.

19), or

j

—

is nothing to prevent the supposition that He
broken down under the burden before reaching the
That with such a large crowd
scene of the crucifixion).
following (Luke xxiii. 27) they should notwithstanding compel
a foreigner who happened to be going toward the city (Mark,

(though there

may have

—

Luke) to carry the cross the
1

That

verse

is

rest of the

to say, the post, the upright

beam was not attached

till

beam

way,

is

a circumstance
which the

of the cross, to

trans-

the scene of the execution was reached, where

the instrument of torture was duly put together and then set up with the crimiHence (because travpii originally meant a. post) we find Greek
nal nailed to it.

authors making use of such expressions as eruvpli $ipu*, ixtpipuv, (i*a-<ra%nr,
>.a«,3avs/v, a'ptiv, comp. trretupa^opun ; Latin writers, however, with rather more
regard for precision, distinguish between the upright beam which the criminal
was called upon to carry, and the crux as it appeared when completed and set

vp

at the place of execution.

The upright beam which the

cruciarius

was

compelled to drag after him was called patibulum ; hence we never meet with
the phrase crucemferre, but always patibulum (the upright post) ferre, which
patibulum was placed upon the poor criminal's back, and with his outstretched
hands securely tied to it, he had to balance it the best way he could upon his
neck and shoulders. It is this distinction between crux and patibulum that
" Patienables us adequately to explain the well-known passages of Plautus
bulum ferat per urbem, deinde affigatur cruci " (ap. Non. Marcell. 221), and
" Dispensis manibus quom patibulum habebis " (Mil. glor. ii. 4. 7), and similarly with regard to expressions referring to the cross (as completed and set up):
in crucem tollere, in crucem agere (Cicero and others), etc. ; the comic expression
crucisalus (Plaut. Bacch. ii. 3. 128)
as also the passage in Tacit. Ann. xiv.
33, where the different modes of punishing by death are enumerated, beginning
with those of a general nature and ending with the more specific " Caedes, patibula (beams for penal purposes generally), ignes, cruces." From this it is manifest at once that it would be incorrect to suppose, with Keim, that all that Christ
had to carry was the cross-beam. Such a view is at variance both with the language of our text : t«» vraupli a'put, and with the Latin phrase patibulum ferre.
So much is the patibulum regarded as the main portion of the cross, that in poetry
:

;

:

:

it is

sometimes used as equivalent to crux, as in Prudent. Peristeph.
ilia nostra est, nos patibulum ascendimus."

"Crux

ix.

641

—
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2G3

33.

by the infamy that attached to that
Simon was a slave. To suppose that
followers, and that for this reason he had

sufficiently accounted for

Possibly

odious thing.

he was one of Jesus'
been pressed into the service (Grotius, Kuinoel), is altogether
arbitrary, for, according to the text, the determining circumstance lies in the fact that he was avOpwirov Kvpnjvaiov.
A
foreigner coming from Cyrene would not be considered too
respectable a person to be employed in such degrading work.
That Simon, however, became a Christian, and that perhaps in
consequence of his thus carrying the cross and being present
at the crucifixion, is a legitimate inference from Mark xv. 21
compared with Eom. xvi. 13.
ruydp.] See on v. 41.
i pa] mentions the object for which this was done.
Ver. 33. To\yo6a, Chald. Nrwpa, Heb. "$& meaning asJcull.
Jerome and most other expositors (including Luther, Fritzsche,
Strauss, Tholuck, Friedlieb) derive the name from the circum-

—

stance that, as this was a place for executing criminals, it
abounded with skulls (which, however, are not to be conceived
of as lying unburied)

while Cyrill, Jerome, Calovius, Eeland,

;

Ewald, Bleek, Volkmar,
Keim, Weiss, on the other hand, trace the name to the shape
1
The latter view, which is also that of Thenius
of the hill.
(in Ilgen's Zeitschr. f Theol. 1842, 4, p. 1 ff.) and Purer (in
Bengel, Paulus, Lucke, de Wette,

Schenkel's Lex.

II. p.

506), ought to be preferred, because the

name means nothing more than simply a
skulls, valley of skulls,

(skulls)

had been

and such

used).

A

like,

similar

places, according to their shape, such

skull

(not hill of

as though the plural
practice

of giving

to

names, as Kopf, Scheitel

(comp. the hills called Ke<pa\ai in Strabo, xvii. 3, p. 835),
and the like, is not uncommon among ourselves

Stirn,
1

In trying to account

for the origin of the

name, the Fathers, from Tertullian

and Origen down to Euthymius Zigabenus, make reference to the tradition that
Adam was buried in the place of a skull. This Judaeo-Christian legend is very
old and very widely diffused (see Dillmann, " zum christl. Adambuch," in Ewald's
Jahrb. V. p. 142) but we are not warranted in confidently assuming that it was
of pre-Christian origin (Dillmann) simply because Athanasius, Epiphanius, and
others have characterized it as Jewish it would naturally find much favour,
;

;

as being well calculated to serve the interests of Christian typology (Augustine

"guia

ibi erectua sit

medicus, ubi jacebat aegrotus,"

etc.).

:

;
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—

(Germans).
o iarc icpavlov tottos \ey6fi€vo<i] which, i.e.
which Aramaic term denotes (icrri) a so-called (Xeyofi., Klihner,
quod calvariae quern
II. 1, p. 232) place of a skull, Lat.
dicunt locum signifkat. It was probably a round, bare hill.
But where it stood it is utterly impossible to determine,
although it may be regarded as certain (in opposition to Eaumer,
Schubert, Krafft, Lange, Purer) that it was not the place
within the city (the so-called Mount Calvary), which subsequently to the time of Constantine had been excavated under
a point, however, which Eitter,
the impression that it was so,
See
Erdk. XVI. 1, p. 427 ff., leaves somewhat doubtful.
Eobinson, Paldst. II. p. 270 ff., and his neuere Forsch. 1857,
In answer to Eobinson, consult Schaffter, d. dchte
p. 332 ff.
But see in general, Tobler, GolLage d. heil. Grades, 1849.
:

—

gotha, seine Kirchen
d. Baier.

p. 1 1

8

Keim,

ff.,

und

1851

Kldster,

;

Fallmerayer in the

Akad. 1852, VI. p. 641 ff. Ewald, Jahrb.
VI. p. 84 ff. Arnold in Herzog's Encykl V. p. 3 7

Abh.

III. p.

Ver. 34.

;

;

404

II.
ff.

ff.

The Jews were

in the habit of giving the criminal

a stupefying drink before nailing

him to

the cross.

Sanhedr.

vi.

See Wetstein, ad Marc. xv. 23 Doughtaeus, Anal. II. p. 42.
This drink consisted of wine (see the critical remarks) mixed
;

with gall, according to Matthew with myrrh, according to
Mark.
%okri admits of no other meaning than that of gall,
and on no account must it be made to bear the sense of
myrrh or wormwood 1 (Beza, Grotius, Paulus, Langen, SteinThe tradition about the gall, which unquesmeyer, Keim).
;

tionably belongs to a later period, originated in the

No

LXX.

doubt the LXX. translate njV?, wormwood, by #oX») (Prov. v. 4 ;
15); but in those passages they took it as meaning literal "gall,"
just as in the case of Ps. lxix. 22, which regulates the sense of our present
passage, they also understood gall to be meant, although the word in the original
Comp. Jer. viii. 14; Deut. xxix. 17. A usage so entirely
is K>&n (poison).
foreign to the Greek tongue certainly cannot be justified on the ground of one
or two passages, like these from the Septuagint.
Had "bitter spiced wine"
(Steinmeyer) been what Matthew intended, he would have had do more difficulty
But the idea he wished to convey was
in expressing this than Mark himself.
that of wine along with gall, in fact mixed with it, and this idea he expresses
as plain as words can speak it.
Comp. Barnab. 7
cravfuitii i*<>ri%tre tin
1

Lam.

ill.

:

xai X<>\y,

chap. xxvn. 85

rendering of Ps. Ixix. 22

2C5

mate

people wished to

;

out that

was maltreatment in the very drink that was
yevadfjLevos] According to Matthew, then, Jesus

there

—

the potion because the taste of gall

made

it

offered.

rejected

undrinkable.

A

view than that embodied in Mark xv. 23, from which
passage it would appear that Jesus does not even taste the
drink, but declines it altogether, because He has no desire
later

be stupefied before death.

to

Ver.

35.

"Xravp(o<ravT€<i\

The

cross

beam

consisted

of

the

by Justin and
antenna), the former usually projecting some disTertullian
tance beyond the latter (as was also the case, according to

upright post and the horizontal

(called

:

the tradition of the early church, with the cross of Jesus,

130 ff Langen, p. 321 ff.). As a rule, it
was first of all set up, and then the person to be crucified
was hoisted on to it with his body resting upon a peg
(irrfffia) that passed between his legs (e<f a> iiro^ovvrai ol
aravpov/xevoi, Justin, c. Tryph. 91
Iren. Haer. ii. 24. 4), after
which the hands were nailed to the cross-beam. Paulus (see
his Komment., exeg. Handb., and Skizzen aus m. Bildungsgesch.
1839, p. 146 ff.), following Clericus on John xx. 27 and
Dathe on Ps. xxii. 7, firmly maintains that the feet were not
1
nailed as well; an opinion which is likewise held more or
decidedly
less
by Liicke, Fritzsche, Ammon, Baumgartensee Friedlieb, p.

.

;

;

Crusius, "Winer, de

pedum

in cruce

affixione,

1845

;

Schleier-

In answer to Paulus, see Hug in the
p. 447.
Freib. Zeitschr. III. p. 167 ff., and V. p. 102 ff., VII. p. 153 ff.
Gutacht. II. p. 174; and especially Bahr in Heydenreich and

macher, L. J.

;

Hiiffell's
liter.

see

Zeitschr.

Am.

Tholuck's

312

1830,

1835, Nos. 1—6.
liter.

Am.

308 ff., and in Tholuck's
p.
For the history of this dispute,
1834, Nos. 53-55, and Langen,
were usually nailed, and that the
2,

That the feet
p.
case of Jesus was no exception to the general rule, may be
regarded as beyond doubt, and that for the following reasons
(1) Because nothing can be more evident than that Plautus,
ff.

:

1

This question possesses an interest not merely antiquarian ; it is of
judge of the view held by Dr. Paulus,
that the death of Jesus was only apparent and not real.
essential importance in enabling us to
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ii.
1. 13 ("ego dabo ei talentum, primus qui in
crucem excucurrerit, sed ea lege, ut offigantur bis pedes, bis

Mostell.

brachia

"),

presupposes that to nail the feet as well as the

hands was the ordinary practice, and that he intends the bis
to point to something of an exceptional character
(2) because
;

Tryph. 97, expressly maintains (comp. Apol. I. 35),
and that in a polemical treatise, at a time when crucifixion

Justin,

was

c.

still

nails,

and

in vogue, that the feet of Jesus were pierced with
treats the circumstance as a fulfilment of Ps. xxii.

17, without the slightest hint that in this there was any

departure from the

Marc.

(c.

iii.

19), in

usual

sally practised (Constantine
it),

custom

whose day

;

(3)

because Tertullian

also crucifixion

having been the

was univer-

first

to abolish

agrees with Justin in seeing Ps. xxii. 1 7 verified in Christ,

and would hardly have said, with reference to the piercing of
our Lord's hands and feet " quae proprie atrocitas crucis est,"
unless it had been generally understood that the feet were
nailed as well
(4) because Lucian, Prometh. 2 (where, moreover, it is not crucifying in the proper sense of the word that
is alluded to), and Lucan, Phars. vi. 547 (" insertum manibus
chalybem"), furnish nothing but arguments a silentio, which
have the less weight that these passages do not pretend to
give a full account of the matter; (5) because we nowhere
find in ancient literature any distinct mention of a case in
which the feet hung loose or were merely tied to the cross, for
Xen. Eph. iv. 2 merely informs us that the binding of the
hands and the feet was a practice peculiar to the Egyptians ;
(6) and lastly, because in Luke xxiv. 39 f. itself the piercing
of the feet is taken for granted, for only by means of the
pierced hands and feet was Christ to be identified (His corporeality was also to be proved, but that was to be done
by the handling which followed). It is probable that each
1
The most plausible arguments
foot was nailed separately.
:

;

1

borne out not only by the simple fact that it would be someto pierce both the feet wlien lying one above the other (as
they usually appear in pictures, and as they are already represented by Nonnus,
John xx. 19), because in order to secure the necessary firmness, the nail would

This view

is

what impracticable

require to be so long

and thick that there would be a danger of

dislocating, if
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in

addition

were

to

nailed

IL

above

the

are:

(1)

against

what

is

the

said in

view that the

John

xx.

25

feet
(see

798), where, however, the absence of any
mention of the feet on the part of Thomas entirely accord

Liicke,

p.

with his natural sense of propriety.
He assumes the Lord,
who had been seen by his fellow-disciples, to be standing
before him ; and so, with a view to identification, he wishes
to feel the prints of the nails in his

His

side,

hands and the wound in

those being the marks that could then be most con-

; and that is enough.
To have stooped down
examine the feet as well would have been going rather far,
would have seemed somewhat indecent, somewhat undignified,
nay, we should say that the introduction of such a feature into
the narrative would have had an apocryphal air; (2) the
fact that while Socrates, H. E. i. 17, speaks of the Empress
Helena, who found the cross, as having also discovered row;
rjXovs ot ral<i X eP <Tt T0 ^ Xpia-Tov Kara, rbv aravpbv iveirayrjarav, he makes no mention of the nails for the feet.
But,
according to the context, the nails for the hands are to be
understood as forming merely a part of what was discovered
along with the cross, as forming a portion, that is, of what the
empress gave as a present to her son. This passage, however,
has all the less force as an argument against the supposition
that the feet were nailed, that Ambrose, Or. de obitu Theodos.
§ 47, while also stating that two nails belonging to the
cross that was discovered were presented to Constantine,
clearly indicates at the same time that they were the nails for
the feet (" ferro pedum ").
It would appear, then, that two
nails were presented to Constantine, but opinion was divided
as to whether they were those for the feet or those for the

veniently got at
to

'

hands, there being also a third view, to the effect that the

two pairs were presented together

(Kufinus,

H. E.

ii.

8

;

not of shattering the feet, but it is still further confirmed by the ancient tradition respecting the two pairs of nails that were used to fasten Jesus to the cross.
See below under No. 2. And how is it possible to understand aright what Plautus
says about feet twice-n&ilei, if we are to conceive of them as lying one upon the
Probably they were placed alongside of each other, and then nailed
other
with the soles flat upon the upright beam of the cross. A board for the feet
(suppedaneum) was not used, being unnecessary.
!
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Theodoret, H. E.

however, a

i.

17).

This diversity of opinion bears,

united testimony,

not against,

but in favour

of the practice of nailing the feet, and that a testimony
belonging to a time when there were many still living who

had a vivid recollection of the days when crucifixion was
quite common.
htefiepiaavro ra Ifidria avrov] The
criminal when affixed to the cross was absolutely naked
Lipsius, de cruce, ii. 7), and his clothes fell,
(Artemid. ii. 58
perquisite,
to
the executioners (Wetstein on our passage).
as a
The supposition that there was a cloth for covering the loins
has at least no early testimony to support it.
See Thilo, ad
Evang. Nicod. x. p. 582 f.
fSaWovrei; K\r)pov\ more
precisely in John xix. 2$ f.
Whether this was done by
means of dice or by putting the lots into something or other
(a helmet) and then shaking them out (comp. on Acts i. 26),

—
;

—

it is

impossible to say.

Whether it was customary to have a tablet (<ravk)
put over the cross containing a statement of the crime (rrjv
alrvav avrov) for which the offender was being executed, we
have no means of knowing. According to Dio Cass. liv. 8,
it might be seen hanging round the neck of the criminal
even when he was passing through the city to the place of
execution.
Comp. also Sueton. Domit. 10 ; Calig. 32
iiredriicav] It was undoubtedly affixed
Euseb. v. 1. 19.
to the part of the cross that projected above the horizontal
But it is inadmissible, in deference to the hypothesis
beam.
that the "title" (John xix. 19) was affixed to the cross
Ver. 37.

—

before it

was

text (w.

set up,

;

either to transpose the

verses in the

33, 34, 37, 38, 35, 36, 39, so Wassenbergh in

Valckenaer, Schol.

II. p. 31), or to

take

iiredrjicav

(Kuinoel) in

the sense of the pluperfect, or to assume some inaccuracy in
the narrative,

by supposing,

for

example, that the various

and that the
from
a desire to include at once all that was done (de Wette,
Eleek) by the soldiers (who, however, are understood to have
According to Matthew's
nailed up the " title " as well !).
statement, it would appear that when the soldiers had finished
details are

not given in chronological

mention of the watch being

order,

set is introduced too soon,
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38-40.

work of crucifixion, and had cast lots for the clothes, and
had mounted guard over the body, they proceed, by way of
"
supplementing what had been already done, to affix the " title
The terms of the inscription are
to the top of the cross.
given with diplomatic precision in John xix. 20, though
others, including Keim, prefer the shortest version, being that
the

found in Mark.
Yer.

of Jesus was
spoken with reference to

38. Tore] then, after the

thus disposed

of.

crucifixion

— aravpovvrat]

another band of soldiers which takes the place of

icaOrjfievoc

The whole statement

is merely
and summary nature.
Ver. 39. 01 Se irapwrrop.'] That what is here said seems
to imply, what would ill accord with the synoptic statement
as to the day on which our Lord was crucified, that this
took place on a working dag (Fritzsche, de Wette), is not to be
Mark xv. 21), though it
denied (comp. on John xviii. 28
cannot be assumed with certainty that such was the case.
But there can be no doubt that the place of execution was
tcivovvre? ras /ce(p. avr.]
close to a public thoroughfare.
The shaking of the head here is not to be regarded as thct
which expresses refusal or passion (Horn. II. xvii. 200, 442;

irrjpovv avrbv

iiceX,

ver. 36.

of a cursory

;

—

Od.

285, 376), but, according to Ps.

v.

xxii. 8, as indicating

Comp. Job

such lofty pretensions, ver. 40.

25

;

Lam.

Talm.

p.

ii.

15

2039

;

;

22

Isa. xxxvii.

Justin,

Ap.

I.

;

16

;

;

Ps. cix.

Buxt. Lex.

38.
1

We

4

xvi.

Jer. xviii.

Ver. 40. "EXe^/ov Be ra rotavra Kto/xaBovvre ;

Euthymius Zigabenus.

should not

fail

a>?

Tlrevcmjv,

to notice the

parallelism in both the clauses (in opposition to Fritzsche,

comma merely

a

who had made

malicious jeering at the helplessness of one

who

and supposes that in both
instances the imperative is conditioned by el vlos el rod 6eov),
6 /caraXvcov, k.t.X. being parallel to el vios el r. 0., and awaov
puts a

after aeavrov,

—

aeavrop to Kard^rjOc curb rov aravpov.
6 fcaraXvcov, ac.t.X.]
an allusion to xxvi. 61. For the use of the present participle in a characterizing sense {the destroyer, etc.), comp.

is

xxiii.

37.

The

allegation of the witnesses, xxvi. 61,

to be a matter of public talk,

which

is

scarcely to be

had come
wondered

;
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at considering the extraordinary nature of

emphasis

over, that here the
ver.

43

on

it is

Ver.

is

on

u/09

—

Observe, moreiv. 3),

while in

Oeov.

42. Parallelism similar to

marevoitev

it.

(comp.

that

of ver.

the critical remarks) eir

(see

40.

—

ical

avrw: and we

on Him (at once), that is, as actually being the Messiah.
with the dative (Luke xxiv. 25) conveys the idea that the
faith would rest upon Him.
So also Eom. ix. 33, x. 11
1 Tim L 16; 1 Pet. ii. 6.
Ver. 43. In the mouth of the members of Sanhedrim, who in
helieve
eiri

41 are introduced as joining in the blasphemies of the
and who, ver. 42, have likewise the inscription
over the cross in view, the jeering assumes a more impious
character.
They now avail themselves even of the language
of holy writ, quoting from the 2 2d Psalm (which, moreover,
the Jews declared to be noTt-Messianic), the 5th verse of
which is given somewhat loosely from the LXX. {rjkinaev

ver.

passers-by,

avrov,

ciri Kvpvov, pvcrd<r0(0

awadrw

avrov,

on

Qe\ei avrov).

—

OeXet avrov] is the rendering of the Heb. ta pan, and is to
be interpreted in accordance with the Septuagint usage of
OeXeiv (see Schleusner, Thes. II. p. 51, and comp. on Eom.
vii.

21): if He is the object of his desire, i.e. if he likes
In other
comp. Tob. xiii. 6; Ps. xviii. 19, xli. 11.

Him;

instances

the

LXX.

Hebrew

give

the preposition as well,

render-

Sam. xviii. 22, al.) by OeXetv ev nvt.
Fritzsche supplies pvaaaOai but in that case we should have
on
had merely el OeXet without avrov; comp. Col. ii. 18.
Oeov el [xl vio?] The emphasis is on Oeov, as conveying the idea:
I am not the son of a man, but of God, who in consequence
Comp. Wisd. ii. 18.
Observe
will be certain to deliver me.
further the short bounding sentences in which their malicious
ing the

(1

—

;

—

jeering, ver.

Ver. 44.

42

To

f.,

8'

—

finds vent.

avro] not:

after

the

same manner

(as

generally interpreted), but expressing the object itself (comp.

Soph.
p.

241

Oed.
:

Col.

1006: roaavr

oca rov erepov

6vet$t%ei<;

fie;

Plat. Phaedr.

Xe\oiBop^Ka/j,ev), for, as is well

known,

such verbs as denote a particular mode of speaking or acting
are often construed like \eyeiv rivd rt or iroielv rivd n.
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Kriiger,

PhiL

ii.

§

xlvi.

18.

—

12
ol

;

Kiihner,

XyaraC]
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46.

II.

1,

different

276.
Comp. on
p.
from Luke xxiii. 39;

the generic interpretation of the plural (Augustine, de cons,
ev. iii.
16 ; Ebrard, Krafft) is precluded by the necessary reference to ver.

Chrysostom,

38.

Theophylact,

The harmonists (Origen,
Euthymius Zigabenus,

Cyrill,

Zeger,

Lange) resorted to the expedient of supposing that at first
both of them may have reviled Him, but that subsequently
so, because the other had in the
meantime been converted. Luke does not base his account
upon a later tradition (Ewald, Schenkel, Keim), but upon
materials of a more accurate and copious character drawn
from a different circle of traditions.
Ver. 45. 'Airb 8e €kttj<; cbpas] counting from the third
(nine o'clock in the morning), the hour at which He had been

only one was found to do

nailed to the cross,

Mark

xv. 25.

Respecting the difficulty of

Matthew and Mark as to the
hour in question with what is mentioned by John at xix. 14,
and the preference that must necessarily be given to the
reconciling the statements of

—

on John, xix. 14.
sun was not possible during

latter, see

<t

kotos]

An

moon

ordinary

eclipse

of

which
reason the eclipse of the 20 2d Olympiad, recorded by Phlegon
in Syncellus, Chronogr. I. p. 614, ed. Bonn, and already referred
to by Eusebius, is equally out of the question (Wieseler,
chronol. Synops. p. 387 f.).
But as little must we suppose
that the reference is to that darkness in the air which precedes
an ordinary earthquake (Paulus, Kuinoel, de Wette, Schleiermacher, L. J. p. 448, Weisse), for it is not an earthquake in
the ordinary sense that is described in ver. 51 ff. in fact, Mark
and Luke, though recording the darkness and the rending of
the veil, say nothing about the earthquake.
The darkness
upon this occasion was of an unusual, a supernatural character,
being as it were the voice of God making itself heard
through nature, the gloom over which made it appear as though
the whole earth were bewailing the ignominious death which
the Son of God was dying.
The prodigies, to all appearance
similar, that are alleged to have accompanied the death of
certain heroes of antiquity (see Wetstein), and those solar
the

full

(Origen)

;

;

for
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obscurations alluded to in Rabbinical literature, were different
in kind from that

such

sun,

as

that

now

before us (ordinary eclipses of the

which took place

death

the

after

of

466), and, even apart from this,
would not justify us in relegating what is matter of history,
John's omission of it notwithstanding, to the region of myth
Caesar, Serv. ad. Virg. G.

I.

opposition to Strauss, Keim, Scholten), especially

(in

we

consider that the death in this instance

mere human

hero, that there

were those

when

was not that of a

still

living

who could

corroborate the evangelic narrative, and that the darkness here

was associated with the extremely peculiar av/xelov
cttI iraaav ttjv
ryyv] Keeping in view the supernatural character of the event
as well as the usage elsewhere with regard to the somewhat
indefinite phraseology iraaa or oXtj rj yrj (Luke xxi. 35, xxiii.
44 Rom. ix. 17, x. 18 Rev. xiii. 3), it is clear that the only
in question

of the rending of the veil of the temple.

;

—

;

rendering in keeping with the tone of the narrative

is

:

over

Theophylact, comp. Chrysostom, Euthymius Zigabenus), not merely
over the whole land (Origen, Erasmus, Luther, Maldonatus,
the whole earth (/cocrfiiicbv Be rjv to c/coto?, ou fiepi-Kov,

:

Kuinoel,

Paulus,

Olshausen,

Ebrard,

Steinmeyer),

Lange,

though at the same time we are not called upon to construe
the words in accordance with the laws of physical geography
they are simply to be regarded as expressing the popular idea
;

of the matter.

46. 'Aveftorjaev]

Ver.
verbor.
ix.

38

cum praepos.
;

He

compos, usu,

LXX. and Apocr.,

cried aloud.

1838,

See "Winer, de

III. p. 6 f

Herod., Plato.

;

comp. Luke

—The circumstance
.

the following exclamation being given in Hebrew

of

is sufficiently

and naturally enough accounted for by the jeering language of
which language is understood to be suggested by the
sound of the Hebrew words recorded in our present passage.
aafiaxOavt] Chald.
*&&# = the Heb. *Xjtt% Jesus
gives vent to His feelings in the opening words of the twentyWe have here, however, the purely human
second Psalm.
feeling that arises from a natural but momentary quailing
before the agonies of death, and which was in every respect
similar to that which had been experienced by the author of
ver. 47,

—

:
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48.

The combination of profound mental anguish, in

the psalm.

consequence of entire abandonment by men, with the well-nigh
intolerable pangs of dissolution,

tender,

and

real,

was

the more natural and

all

One whose

were so deep,
whose moral consciousness was so pure, and

inevitable in the case of

feelings

whose love was so intense. In iy/careS-iires Jesus expressed,
of course, what He felt, for His ordinary conviction that He
was in fellowship God had for the moment given way under
the pressure of extreme bodily and mental suffering, and a
mere passing feeling as though He were no longer sustained
by the power of the divine life had taken its place (comp.
Gess, p. 196); but this subjective feeling must not be confounded with actual objective desertion on the part of God (in
opposition to Olshausen and earlier expositors), which in the
case of Jesus would have been a metaphysical and moral impossibility.
The dividing of the exclamation into different parts,
so as to correspond to the different elements in Christ's nature,

merely gives

rise

to

arbitrary

and fanciful

views (Lange,

Ebrard), similar to those which have been based on the meta-

physical deduction from the idea of necessity (Ebrard).

To

assume, as the theologians have done, that in the distressful

we have the vicarious enduring of the wrath
Dei adversus nostra peccata effunditur in ipsum,
satisfit justitiae Dei," Melanchthon, comp. Luther on

cry of abandonment

of God
et sic

(" ira

Ps. xxii., Calvin, Quenstedt), or the infliction of divine punish-

ment (Kostlin in the Jahrb. f. D. Theol. III. 1, p. 125, and
Weiss himself), is, as in the case of the agony in Gethsemane,
to go farther than we are warranted in doing by the New
Testament view of the atoning death of Christ, the vicarious
character of which is not to be regarded as consisting in an
objective and actual equivalent. Comp. Kemarks after xxvi. 46.
Others, again, have assumed that Jesus, though quoting only
the opening words of Ps. xxii., had the whole psalm in view,
including, therefore, the comforting words with which it concludes (Paulus, Gratz, de Wette, Bleek
comp. Schleiermacher,
Glaubensl. II. p. 141, ed. 4, and L. J. p. 457).
This, however,
besides being somewhat arbitrary, gives rise to the incongruity
of introducing the element of reflection where only pure feeling
;

MATT.

II.

S

—
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we

prevailed, as

see exemplified

by Hofmann,

Schriftbew. II. 1,

309, who, in accordance with his view that Jesus was
abandoned to the mercies of an ungodly world, substitutes a
secondary thought (" request for the so long delayed deliverance through death ") for the plain and direct sense of the

p.

The

words.

authenticity of our Lord's exclamation,

which the

author of the Wolfenbuttel Fragnents has singularly misconstrued (in describing
is

it

as the cry of despair over a lost cause),

denied by Strauss (who speaks of Ps.

xxii. as

having served

the purpose of a programme of Christ's passion), while
strongly questioned

by Keim, partly on account of

it

is

Ps. xxii.

and partly because he thinks that the subsequent accompanying narrative

is

clearly

(?)

of the nature of a fictitious legend.

But legend would hardly have put the language of despair
into the mouth of the dying Kedeemer, and certainly there
is

nothing in the witticisms that follow to warrant the idea

—

we have here one legend upon another.
Xvari] the
momentary but agonizing feeling that He is abandoned by
God, impels Him to ask what the divine object of this may
be.
He doubtless knew this already, but the pangs of death
had overpowered Him (2 Cor. xiii. 4), a passing anomaly
that

—

as regards the spirit that uniformly characterized the prayers

of Jesus.

—

iyKaraXeiTra)] means

to abandon any one to
Comp. 2 Cor. iv. 9 Acts ii. 27 Heb.
Conv. p. 179 A; Dem. p. 158, 10, al. ; Ecclus.
:

utter helplessness.
xiii.
iii.

5

;

16,

Plat.
vii.

30,

ix.

;

;

10.

A heartless

Jewish witticism founded upon a silly
rjkl, rjkl, and not a misunderstanding of their meaning on the part of the Roman
soldiers (Euthymius Zigabenus), or illiterate Jews (Theophylact, Erasmus, Olshausen, Lange), or Hellenists (Grotius), for
the whole context introduces us to one scene after another
ovro<i] that one
of envenomed mockery; see ver. 49.
there ! pointing Him out among the three who were being
Ver. 47.

malicious perversion of the words

crucified.

Ver.

48

f.

A

touch of sympathy on the part of some one

who had been moved by
would

fain relieve

who
What

the painful cry of Jesus, and

Him by

reaching

Him

a cordial.
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a contrast to this in

ver.

49

According to John

!

Jesus expressly intimated that
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50.

He was

xix.

Mark

thirsty.

28,

xv.

36

who reached the drink to
Jesus was also one of those who were mocking Him, a discrepancy which we should make no attempt to reconcile, and
in which we can have no difficulty in detecting traces of a
makes

it

appear that the person

more corrupt

Luke omits

tradition.

this incident altogether,

though in xxiii. 36 he states that by way of mocking our
Lord the soldiers offered Him the posca just before the darkness
came on. Strauss takes advantage of these discrepancies so
as to make it appear that they are but different applications
contained in Ps.

of the prediction

without, however,

lxix.,

disputing the fact that drink had been given to Jesus on two
different occasions.

drink of the

— a$e?]

thereon.

want

to

—

Eoman

o£ot>9] poscae, sour wine, the ordinary
soldiers.

Comp. ver. 34 and Wetstein
him anything to drink ! we

stop ! don't give

see whether

whom

Elias

he

invoking

is

as his

come to his help, which help you would render
unnecessary by giving him drink.
ep%eTai] placed first
deliverer will

for sake

coming

—

of emphasis:

whether he

coming, does not fail

is

!

What

Ver. 50. TlaXiv] refers to ver. 46.
in this instance

46

?

diverges somewhat,

addition to

He

in fact, an

containing,

xxiii.

explanatory

the account of the great closing scene, that

evidently borrowed from Ps. xxxi.
i.e.

did Jesus cry

See John xix. 3 0, from which Luke

died.

See Herod,

7rvevfia Oavaaifitp

Ecclus. xxxviii.

cr(f)a>yfj

;

23 Wisd.
;

iv.

6.

—

a<j>r}ic€

;

;

no question here
from the ^rv^VSee in answer

xvi. 14.

of a separating of the irvevfia

is

vrvevfia']

190; Eur. Hec. 571: a(j>r}rce
I. p. 140
Gen. xxxv. 18

Kypke,

to Strobel, Delitzsch, Psych, p.

to

400

There

f.

is

The theory of a merely

apparent death (Bahrdt, Venturini, Paulus) is so decidedly at
variance with the predictions of Jesus Himself regarding His
end, as well as with the whole testimony of the Gospel,

is

so

utterly destructive of the fundamental idea of the resurrection,

undermines so completely the whole groundwork of the redemption brought about by Christ, is so inconsistent with the accumulated testimony of centuries as furnished

by the very existence

—
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itself, which is based upon the facts of the death
and the resurrection of Jesus, and requires such a remarkable
series of other theories and assumptions of an extraordinary
and supernatural character in order to explain duly authenticated facts regarding Christ's appearance and actings after
His resurrection, that, with friends and foes alike testifying
to the actual death of Jesus, we are bound at once to dismiss
it as an utterly abortive attempt to get rid of the physiological mystery (but see on Luke, Eemarks after xxiv. 51)
It is true that though those modern
of the resurrection.
critics (Strauss, Weisse, Ewald, Schweizer, Schenkel, Volkmar,
Scholten, Keim) who deny the literal resurrection of Christ's
body, and who suggest various ways of accounting for His
alleged reappearing again on several occasions, do not dispute the reality of His death, their view is nevertheless
as much at variance with the whole of the New Testament

of the church

—

evidence in favour of the resurrection as
adverted

to.

Comp.

xxviii.

10, Rem., and

is

the

Luke

one just
xxiv.

51,

Rem.
Ver. 51 f. Not an ordinary earthquake, but a supernatural
phenomenon, as was that of the darkness in ver. 45.
Kal IBov] "Hie wendet sich's und wird gar ein neues
Wesen " [at this point the history enters upon a fresh stage,
The style
and something entirely new appears], Luther.
of the narrative here is characterized by a simple solemnity,
among other indications of which we have the frequent
to KaraTreTao-fia] n^nsn, the veil susrecurrence of Kal.
pended before the holy of holies, Ex. xxvi. 31 Lev. xxi
23; 1 Mace. i. 22 Ecclus. xxx. 5 Heb. vi. 19, ix. 3, x.
The rending in two (for et'9 &vo, comp. Lucian, Tox.
20.
54 Zapith. 44), of which mention is also made by Mark
and Luke, was not the effect of the convulsion in nature
(which was a subsequent occurrence), but a divine o-Tjjielov,
accompanying the moment of decease, for the purpose of indi-

—

;

;

;

;

cating that in this atoning death of Jesus the old dispensation

was being done away, and free access to the
God at the same time restored. Comp.
19 f., ix. 6 ff., x. 19 f. To treat what is thus a

of sacrifices

gracious presence of

Heb.

vi.
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51, 52.

divine symbolism as though

of

it

were symbolical

legend (Schleiermacher, Strauss, Scholten, Keim)

is

the

all

more unwarrantable that neither in Old Testament prophecy
nor in the popular beliefs of the Jews do we find anything
The
calculated to suggest the formation of any such legend.

way

influence of legend has operated rather in the

of trans-

forming the rending of the veil into an incident of a more
imposing

and

infinitae

Evang.

sec.

extr. can.

nature

startling

templi

" superliminare

Heir, quoted by Jerome.

IV.

(the

lintel)

atque divisum,"

See Hilgenfeld, N. T.

The idea underlying

p. 1 7.

of the destruction of the temple.

Matthew.

:

magnitudinis fractum esse

—What

this legend

follows

is

was that

peculiar to

The rocks in question were those in the immediate

neighbourhood, and so also with regard to ra

fivij/xela.

The

opening of the graves is in like manner to be regarded as
divine symbolism, according to which the death of Jesus

be understood as preparing the way for the future
life of the Messianic
kingdom (John iii. 14 f., vi. 54). The thing thus signified by
to

is

resurrection of believers to the eternal

the divine sign
ing

—a

sign sufficiently intelligible,

226)

to Steinmeyer, p.

—was

course of tradition that

an

historical incident

:

it

so moulded and amplified in the
became ultimately transformed into

TroXka awfiaia reov

For a specimen of

k.tX.

still

Ke/coifi.

ayiav

rj<yep6rj,

more extravagant
question
material to which
ad Magnes. 9, and which he

further and

—

amplification of the material in

Ignatius likewise briefly alludes,

expressly mentions, ad Trail. Interpol. 9

17 ff.
ment

and possess-

the characteristics of a genuine symbol (in opposition

all

— see

Evang. Nicod.

This legend respecting the rising of the Old Testasaints

(aylcov)

descensus Christi

ad

is

based upon the assumption

understood not only to have visitsd
secured

their resurrection (comp.

But

of the

which Jesus was
them, but also to have

inferos, in the course of

Ev. Nicod.

;

Ignatius,

ad

assume that in
those who are thus alleged to have risen from their graves
we have mere " apparitions assuring us of the continued
existence of the departed " (Michaelis, Paulus, Kuinoel, Hug,
Krabbe, p. 505; Steudel, Glaubensl. p. 455; Bleek). Besides,
Trail.

I.e.).

it

is

quite

arbitrary

to

;;
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the legend regarding the rising of the saints on this occasion
is,

more incompatible with the idea
Cor. xv. 20
than
raising
the
of
Lazarus
and
certain
others.
18)

in itself considered, no

of Christ being the airap^rj ra>v KeKoifi. (1
Col.

i.

See on 1 Cor. xv. 20.
phanius,

It is true that, according to Epi-

Ambrose,

Origen,

;

Luther,

Delitzsch, Psych, p. 414), the dead

now

Calovius

(comp.

also

came

forth

in question

in spiritual bodies and ascended to heaven along with Christ

but with Jerome it is at the same time assumed, in opposition
" Non antea resurrexerunt,
to the terms of our passage, that
:

quam Dominus

resurgeret, ut esset primogenitus resurrectionis

"

comp. also Calvin, and Hofmann, Schriftbew. II.
In
the Acta Pilati as found in Thilo, p. 810,
1, p.
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, the twelve patriarchs, and Noah, are
ex mortuis

;

492.

among the number of those who
The names are given somewhat differently

expressly mentioned as being

rose from the dead.

in the Evang. Nicod.

Ver. 53.

an

Mera ryv

active sense

efeye/30-19,

(Ps.

Polyb.

ix.

eyepaiv avrov]

cxxxix. 2; Plat.

is to

Tim.

15. 4; aveyepaw, Plut.

be taken in

70 C; comp.
Mor. p. 156 B),

p.

yet not as though avrov were a genitive of the subject

quam

eos Jesus in vitam restituerat," Fritzsche,

(" post-

which would

be to make the addition of avrov something like superfluous),
but a genitive of the object, in which case it is unnecessary to
The words are not to
say who it was that raised up Christ.
be connected with 4%e\06vre<s (de Wette, following the majority
of the earlier expositors), which would involve the absurd idea
that those here referred to had been lying in their graves
but, as Heinsius,
alive awaiting the coming of the third day
After life was restored they left their
with elarj\6ov.
graves, but only after the resurrection of Jesus did they
Up till then they had kept themselves
enter the holy city.
And this is by no means difficult to understand
concealed.
;

for

it

was only

after

the resurrection of Jesus that their

appearing could be of service in the way of bearing testimony
in favour of Him in whose death the power of Hades was

supposed to have been vanquished, and hence
that their rising found

its

it

was only then
dyiav

appropriate explanation.

—
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7r6\iu] is in keeping with the solemnity of the entire narrative

;

comp.

iv. 5.

Ver. 54. 'O Be eKarovrap^osi] " Centurio supplicio praepositus," Seneca, de ira,
ver. 27.

—

ot p>er

i.

avrov

He

16.

belonged to the cnrelpa,

tt] povvTet t.

—

M^o-.]

is to

be taken

ko\ ra yivofieva] icai,
35 f.
as in xxvi. 59, and numerous instances besides, serves to conjoin the general with the particular: and what was taking
as one expression; see ver.

place (generally, that

is), viz.

ing the death of Jesus (ver.
the critical remarks)

is

the various incidents accompany-

46

ff.).

The present

participle (see

used with reference to things they have

been witnessing up till the present moment ; see Kiihner, II.
efyofirjOricrav] they were seized with
1, pp. 117, 163.
terror, under the impression that all that was happening was
deov iuo<?] in
a manifestation of the wrath of the gods.
the mouth of heathens can only denote a son of God in the
lieathen sense of the words (hero, demi-god), the sense in which
they certainly understood them to be used when they heard
r/v] during His life.
Jesus accused and mocked.
Ver. 55 f. 'HKoXovdr)<rav\ Here, as in ver. 60 and often
elsewhere, we have the aorist in the relative clause instead of
rj
the usual pluperfect.
MayBaXrjvrf] from Magdala (see
on xv. 39), comp. Luke viii. 2 she is not identical with the
Mary of John xii. 1 ff., who again has been confounded with
Comp. on xxvi. 6 ff.
the sinner of Luke vii. 36.
The
K3VUQ is likewise mentioned in Rabbinical literature (Eisenmenger, entdeckt. Judenth. I. p. 277), though this must not be
confounded with STUD, a plaiter of hair, which the Talmud
alleges the mother of Jesus to have been (Lightfoot, p. 498).
r) rod 'Ja/ta>/3oi>, k.t.X.] the wife of Alphaeus.
See on xiii.
55 ; John xix. 25. The mother of Joses is not a different
Mary from the mother of James (Ewald, Gesch. Chr. p. 401),
otherwise we should have had icai r\ rov 'I&xx^ fiv TVPSee
also Mark xv. 47, Remark.
f)
firjr^p twv vla>v Ze/3e&]
Salome.
Comp. on xx. 20. In John xix. 25 she is designated f) ahekfyr] rr}<; fir)Tph<; uvtov.
The mother of Jesus,
whose presence on this occasion is attested by John, is
not mentioned by the Syuoptists, though at the same time

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

:
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they do not exclude her (in opposition to Schenkel, Keim),

Matthew and Mark make no express reference
any but the women who ministered to the Lord. For
this reason alone we feel bound to reject the hypothesis
of Chrysostom and Theophylact, revived by Fritzsche, but
refuted so long ago by Euthymius Zigabenus,
the hypothesis,
namely, that it is the mother of Jesus who is meant by MapCa
f) rod 'Ia/aa/3ot; koI 'Iourf} fi^rijp (xiii. 55).
So also Hesychius

especially as

to

—

of Jerusalem in Cramer's Catena, p. 256.

57. '0>/rta? Be yevop,.] the so-called

Ver.

first

22

f.

Joseph. Bell.

;

See also Lightfoot,

iv. 5. 2.

avarok&v,

ii

The other

1.

p.

499.—

Comp.

airo 'Apifjuad.] belongs to avdpcoiros ir\ovaco<i.
airo

or early

Deut. xxi

evening, just before the close of the Jewish day.

a member of the Sanhedrim an additional
posing him to have resided in Jerusalem.
;

p,dyoi

him

evangelists describe

as

reason for sup-

— rj\6ev\

to the place of execution, as the context shows,

namely,

and not

to

the

praetorium (deWette, Bleek), to which latter ver. 58 represents

him

going only after his return from the scene of the
Arimathia, D^non with the article, 1 Sam. i. 1, the

as

crucifixion.

birthplace of

ad Eustoch.
with

Rama

et ipse,

Samuel

and Jerome, Ep. 86,
and consequently identical

(see Eusebius, Onom.,

epitaph. Paul. p. 673),
(see

like those

on

ii.

18)

;

LXX.

women and their

J
:

App,adaip,.

sons, ver. 56.

—
— fiadyreveiv
teal avro<i\

nvi\ to be a disciple of any one; see Kypke, II. p. 141 f.
Comp. on xiii 52. He was a secret follower of Jesus, John
xix. 38.

Ver. 58. According to Eoman usage, the bodies of criminals
were left hanging upon the cross, where they were allowed to
decompose and be devoured by birds of prey. Plaut. mil. glor.
However, should the relatives
Horace, Ep. i. 16. 48.
ii 4. 9
in any case ask the body for the purpose of burying, there was
nothing to forbid their request being complied with. Ulpian,
;

xlviii.

p.

174

24. 1, de cadav. punit. ; Hug in the Freyb. Zeitschr. 5,
irpoaeXd.] therefore from the place of execution
ff.

—

to the praetorium.

— aTroSodi]vat to

aa,p,a~\ to <tw/mi is

due

not merely to the simple style of the narrative, but in its
threefold repetition expresses with involuntary emphasis the

—
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59, 60.

painful sympathy.

airoBoO.

has the force of

reddi (Vulg.), the thing asked being regarded as the petitioner's
own peculiar property. Comp. xxii. 21.
Ver.

"Jam

59.

initia

honoris,"

Bengel.

<rivB6vi ica-

$apd] with pure (unstained linen) linen, the dative of instruKeeping in view the ordinary practice on such
occasions, it must not be supposed that the reference here is

ment.

to a dress (Kuinoel, Fritzsche), but (comp. Herod,

ii.

86) to

which the body was swathed
Comp. Wetstein. Matthew makes no

strips or bands (John xix. 40), in

after being washed.

(John xix. 40), but neither does he exclude
he may have meant us to understand that, in
conformity with the usual practice, they would be put in, as
matter of course, when the body was wrapped up (in oppoMark xvi. 1 and Luke
sition to Strauss, de "Wette, Keim).
xxiii. 5 6 represent the putting in of the spices as something
This, however, is
intended to be done after the burial.
in no way inconsistent with the statement of John, for there
is no reason why the women may not have supplemented
with a subsequent and more careful dressing of the body
{aketyoacnv, Mark xvi. 1) what had been done imperfectly,
because somewhat hurriedly, by Joseph and (see John xix. 39)

mention of

spices

their use, for

Nicodemus.
Ver.

60.

,v

O

iXarofirjaev] Aorist, as in ver.

55.

—The

other evangelists say nothing about the grave having belonged
to

Joseph

that,

;

owing

John

xix.

42

rather gives

to the necessary despatch, it

us

to

understand

was made choice of

"We thus see that Matthew's
unsupported by the earlier testimony of Mark
on the one hand, and the later testimony of Luke and
John on the other. This, however, only goes to confirm the
view that in Matthew we have a later amplification of the
tradition which was expunged again by Luke and John, for
this latter at least would scarcely have left unnoticed the
devotion evinced by Joseph in thus giving up his own tomb,
and yet it is John who distinctly alleges a different reason
altogether for the choice of the grave.
The ordinary supposition, that Matthew's account is intended to supplement those

from

its

account

being close at hand.

is
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of the other evangelists, fails to
case, especially in regard to

meet the exigencies of the

John, on

whom so tender a feature

in connection with the burial would doubtless have

made

too

deep an impression to admit of his passing it over in silence.
As a new grave was calculated to do honour to Jesus
(comp. on John as above), the circumstance that this one had

—

not been previously used
the

choice, so

what

may have gone

far to

determine

that there is no ground for supposing that

said with reference to this has been added without

is

historical warrant

(Strauss,

Scholten).

— iv

ry Trerpa] The

article is to

be understood as indicating a rocky place just at

Jiand.

Ovpa] Comp. Horn.

—

rf}

Od. ix.

243

:

irkrpnv iirednKe

In Eabbinical phraseology the stone used for this
purpose is called *via, a roller.
See Paulus, exeget. Handb.
Such a mode of stopping up graves is met
III. p. 819.
with even in the present day (Strauss, Sinai u. Golgatha,
Ovprjaw.

p.

205).
61. "*Hv Be i/cei] present at the burial

Ver.

Map.]

see ver.

The

56.

article is

—

and should be maintained, "Wieseler {Chronol. Synops.
notwithstanding.

omission in the case

Its

traced to the reading
xv. 47.

Mary

'Icocnjty,

which

of

A

p.

A may

this MS. has at

"Wieseler approves of this reading,

D"*,

427)
be

Mark

and holds the

of our text to be the wife or daughter of Joseph of

Arimathea.
/c.t.X]

17

dWrj

17

wanting only in

But

see

remark on Mark xv. 47.

— Ka0ijp.evai,

unoccupied, absorbed in grief; comp. Nagelsbach on

Horn. B.

i.

Ver. 62.

134.

"Hri? earl fiera

rrjv 7rapa<7/c.] which follows the

day of preparation, i.e. on Saturday. For irapaaKevn is used
to designate the day that immediately precedes the Sabbath
(as in the present instance) or any of the feast days. Comp. on
John xix. 14. According to the Synoptists, the TrapacrtcevT) of
the Sabbath happened to coincide this year with the first day
of the feast, which might also properly enough be designated
o-dfifiarov (Lev. xxiii. 11, 15),

—

this latter circumstance being,

according to Wieseler (Synops. p. 417), the reason why Matthew
did not prefer the simpler and more obvious expression tfris
eVri adfifiaTov ; an expression which, when used in connection

—

;
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64

with the days of the Passover week, was liable to he misunderBut Matthew had already spoken so definitely of

stood.

the

first

day of the

feast as that

(see xxvi. 17-xxvii.

1),

on which Jesus was crucified

that he had no cause to apprehend

any misunderstanding of his words had he chosen

But

^Tt? iarl adfUfiarov.

to write

as little does that precise state-

ment regarding the day permit us to suppose that the expression in question has been made to turn on the divergent
The most
narrative of John (in opposition to de Wette).
natural

explanation of the peculiar phraseology:

ixera

irapaaK.,

t.

is

according to which

Mark

xv. 42) has

to

the Trapaaicevr)

come

suppose that

it

is

iarl

(i.e.

the Trpoo-dfifiarov,

to be the recognised designation for

Friday of the crucifixion.

the

rrrvi

be found in that Christian usage

Michaelis, Paulus,

Kuinoel

the part of Friday after sunset that

is

intended, by which time, therefore, the Sabbath had begun.
This, however, is distinctly precluded

by

-n?

iiravpiov.

Ver. 63. ^Efivriad^tiev] we have remembered,

it

has just

occurred to us, the sense being purely that of the aorist and

not of the perfect (in opposition to de Wette).

—

ifcetvo<;

6 7rXai/o<?] that deceiver (2 Cor. vi. 8), impostor; Justin,

69

:

contemptuously

allude

distance, as got rid of
is

i/ceivo<;

p.

177

;

c.

Tr.

Without once mentioning His name, they

\ao7r\dvo<i.

to

by

Him
death.

as

one

This

is

now removed

frequently used by Greek authors (Schoem. ad

Ellendt, Lex. Soph.

I. p.

559).

a

to

a sense in which
Is.

— iyeipofiai] present

marking the confidence with which he affirmed it.
Ver. 64. Kal e<na£\ is more lively and natural when not
taken as dependent on iirjirore.
The Vulgate renders correctly: et erit.
r\
ca^arr) ir\dvrf\ the last error (see on
Eph. iv. 14), that, namely, which would gain ground among the
credulous masses, through those who might steal away the
body of Jesus pretending that He had risen from the dead.
tt;? TTpdonrj^] which found acceptance with the multitude
through giving out and encouraging others to give out that
He was the Messiah. %eipa)v] worse, i.e. more fatal to
public order and security, etc. For the use of this expression,
comp. xii. 45; 2 Sam. xiii. 15.

—

—
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—

Ver. 65 f. Pilate's reply is sharp and peremptory.
e%€Te
Kovara>Ziav\ with Luther, Vatablus, Wolf, Paulus, de Wette,
Keim, Steinmeyer, e^ere is to be taken as an imperative,
hdbetote (comp. Xen. Gyrop. viii. 7. 1 1
Mark ix. 5 0, xi. 22;
Soph. Phil. 778)
ye shall have a watch !
For if it be taken
as an indicative, as is generally done in conformity with the
Vulgate, we must not suppose that the reference is to Roman
soldiers (Grotius, Fritzsche), for the Sanhedrim had not any
such placed at their disposal, not even to the detachment that
guarded the cross (Kuinoel), for its duties were now over, but
simply to the ordinary temple guards.
But it is evident from
xxviii. 14 that it was not these latter who were set to watch
the grave.
This duty was assigned to a company of Roman
soldiers, which company the Acta Pil. magnifies into a cohort.
co? ocSare] as, by such means as, yc know how to prevent it,
" vereor autem, ut
i.e. in
the best way you can. The idea
"
satis communire illud possitis
(Fritzsche), is foreign to the
;

:

—

:

—

fiera rrj? Kovara>8ia<i] belongs to r]a<paXia. r. rd(p.;
they secured the grave by means of (Stallbaum, ad Plat. Pep.

text.

p.

530 D)

the watch,

intervening afypayia.

preceded the

which they posted
r.

Xld. is

r)a-<pa\. r. r. fiera r.

To connect
sostom) would result
the stone.

to

in front of

The

it.

be understood as having

Kovar.

fiera r. kovotcoS.

:

after they

with

had

<T<ppay£<T.

sealed

(Chry-

and somewhat
them with the
sealing (Bleek), or in the harsh and unnecessary assumption
that our expression is an abbreviation for fiera, rov rvpoaOelvai
rrjv KovarcoBlav (Fritzsche).
a^pay{<r.'\ Comp. Dan. vi. 17.
The sealing was effected by stretching a cord across the stone
at the mouth of the sepulchre, and then fastening it to the rock
at either end by means of sealing-clay (Paulsen, Regier. d.
Morgenl. p. 298 Harmar, Beobacht. II. p. 467) or if the stone
at the door happened to be fastened with a cross-beam, this
latter was sealed to the rock (Strauss, Sinai und Golgatha,
either

in

the

feeble

inappropriate idea that the watch had helped

—

;

p.

;

205).

—

Bemark. As it is certain that Jesus cannot have predicted
His resurrection in any explicit or intelligible manner even to
His own disciples; as, moreover, it is impossible to suppose

—

;

chap. xxvn.
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that the women who visited the grave on the resurrection
morning could have contemplated embalming the body, or
would have concerned themselves merely about how the stone
was to be rolled away, if they had been aware that a watch had
been set, and that the grave had been sealed and finally, as
the supposition that Pilate complied with the request for a
guard, or at all events, that the members of the Sanhedrim so
little understood their own interest as both to leave the body of
Jesus in the hands of His followers instead of taking possession
of it themselves, and to bribe the soldiers to give false testimony
instead of duly calling them to account, as they might have
done, for their culpable neglect, is in the highest degree improbable, just as much so as the idea that the procurator would
be likely to take no notice of a dereliction of duty on the part
of his own soldiers, who, by maintaining the truth of a very
stupid fabrication, would only be proclaiming how much they
themselves were to blame in the matter it follows that the
a story which is further
story about the watching of the grave
disproved by the fact that nowhere in the discussions belonging
to the apostolic age do we find any reference confirmatory or
must be referred
otherwise to the alleged stealing of the body
;

—

:

of unhistorical legend. And a clue to the origin
of this legend is furnished by the evangelist himself in mentioning the rumour about the stealing of the body, a rumour
emanating to all appearance from a Jewish source, and circulated with the hostile intention of disproving the resurrection of
Jesus (Paulus, exeg. Handb. III. p. 837 ff. ; Strauss, II. p. 562 ff.
Schleiermacher, L. J. p. 458 ff. ; Weisse, Ewald, Hase, Bleek,
Keim, Scholten, Hilgenfeld). The arguments advanced by Hug
in the Freyburg. Zeitschr. 1831, 3, p. 184 ff. ; 5, p. 80 ff. ; Kuinoel,
to the category

—

Hofmann, Krabbe, Ebrard, Lange, Riggenbach, Steinmeyer,
against the supposition of a legend, resolve themselves into
arbitrary assumptions and foreign importations which simply
leave the matter as historically incomprehensible as ever.
The
same thing may be said with regard to the emendation which
Olshausen takes the liberty of introducing, according to which
it is made to appear that the Sanhedrim did not act in their
corporate capacity, but that the affair was managed simply
on the authority of Caiaphas alone.
Still the unhistorical
character of the story by no means justifies the assumption
of an interpolation (in opposition to Stroth in Eichhorn's
Eepert. IX. p. 141),
an interpolation, too, that would have
had to be introduced into three different passages (xxvii 62, 66,
xxviii. 4, 1 1 ff.) ; yet one can understand how this apocryphal

—
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story should have most readily engrafted itself specially and
exclusively upon the Gospel of Matthew, a Gospel originating in
Judaeo-Christian circles, and having, by this time, the more
developed form in which it has come down to us. For a further
amplification of the legend, see Ev. Nicod. 14

;

chap,

xxvnx
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CHAPTER XXVIII
D

&irb r. 6vpa{\ is wanting in B
K, 60, 84, Vulg. It. Or.
Deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. Exegetical addition,
which many witnesses have supplemented still further by
Ver. 6. 6 xvptog] is wanting,
adding roZ /tvy/Miou (Markxvi. 3).
no doubt, only in B K, 33, 102, Copt. Aeth. Arm. Ar. *"- one Cod.
lnt
Chrys. but, with Tisch., it is to be condemned.
of the It. Or.
This designation is foreign to Matth., while as " gloriosa ajrpellatio " (Bengel) it was more liable to be inserted than omitted.

Ver.

2.

Dion.

—

1

;

— Ver.

8. ifiXtf.] Tisch.: fcrvU, following B C L K, 33, 69, 124.
Correctly ; the more significant reading of the Eeceived text is
Ver. 9. Before xai idov the Eeceived text
derived from Mark.

—

inserts

:

ug

d's

iwopsvovro airayytTXai roTg

D

fia.driru.7i

"

avroZ.

No

such

N, min. Syr. Ar.
clause is found in B
Perss. Copt. Arm. Vulg.
Sax. It. Or. Eus. Jer. Aug. Defended by Griesb. Matth. Fritzsche,
Scholz, Bornem. (Schol. in Luc. p. xxxix.) ; condemned by Mill,
Bengel, Gersd., Schulz, Binck, Lachm., Tisch. There would be
nothing feeble or awkward about the words if thus inserted, on the
contrary, the effect would be somewhat solemn (see Bornem.)
but seeing that they are wanting in witnesses so ancient and so
important, and seeing that ug is not found in this sense anywhere
else in Matth. (other grammatical grounds mentioned by Gersd.
are untenable), there is reason to suspect that they are an early
addition for the sake of greater precision.
Ver. 11. For a^nyy.
read, with Tisch. 8, dvriyy., though only in accordance with
N,
Or. Chrys.
The Eeceived reading is taken from ver. 10, while
avayysXkav occurs nowhere else in Matthew.
Ver. 14. sir} rov
But this
ty.] Lachm. : wrb roD jj/., following B D, 59, Vulg. It.
is an explanatory correction in consequence of not catching the
sense.
Ver. 15. Lachm. inserts rjfilpag after cfifispov, in accordL.
ance with B
Correctly ; as Matth. does not add ru£p. in
any other instance (xi. 23, xxvii. 8), it was more natural for the
transcriber to omit than to insert it.
Ver. 17. aurp] is
K, 33, 102, Vulg. It. Chrys. Aug.
wanting in B
Deleted by
1

1-

—

D

—

—

D

—

D

Lachm. and

Tisch.

8.

A somewhat common addition, for which
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—

other MSS. (min.) have avrnr.
Ver. 19. After voptvt). Elz. inserts
(Zv, which is bracketed by Lachm. and deleted by Matth. and
Tisch. Added as a connecting particle, but wanting in very important witnesses, while other and less important ones have vZv.

On

Ver. 1.

the various ways of viewing and interpreting

the story of the resurrection,

527

see, as regards their critical aspect,

and on the apologetic side, consult
Steinmeyer, Apolog. Beitr. III. 1871.
oyfte Be aaftftaTcov]
but late on the Sabbath, means neither
after the close of
the Sabbath (Olshausen, de Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius, Ewald,

Keim,

III.

p.

ff

.

;

—
.

Bleek), nor

:

after the close of the week

.

.

(Severus of Antioch,

Euthymius Zigabenus, Grotius, Wieseler, p. 425) for 6-^re, sero,
with a defining genitive (without which it occurs nowhere
;

else in the

New

Testament) always denotes the lateness of

and still current (to. reXevrala tovtcov,
Euthymius Zigabenus). Comp. in general, Kriiger, § xlvii. 1 0.
4 Kiihner, II. 1, p. 292. Take the following as examples of
this usage from classical authors: Xen. Hist. ii. 1. 14; Thuc.
t?}? rjixkpa*; oyjre
iv. 93. 1
Dem. p. 541, ult. : oyjre t% &pa$
iylyvero; Luc. Dem. enc. 14, and de morte Peregr. 21:
Hence by late on the Sabbath, we are not
oyfre -n)? fi\i/cia<;.
any such misto suppose Saturday evening to be intended,
understanding being precluded both by the nature of the expression made use of, an expression by no means synonymous
with the usual 6-ty-ia<; yevofitvrj? (in opposition to Keim), and by
what is still further specified immediately after, but far on
in the Saturday night, after midnight, toward daybreak on Sunthe period thus specified

;

:

;

:

—

—

day, in conformity with the civil

mode

of reckoning, according

to which the ordinary day was understood to extend from

sunrise

till

sunrise again.

expression K315?
denotat."

Comp.

^M,

:

so early a writer as Augustine, de cons.

ev.

mentioned here

ia

Consequently

24.

Lightfoot, comparing the Eabbinical
" (tye totam noctem

aptly observes

the

point

of

time

Luke xxiv.
John xx. 1

substantially identical with that given in
fj,ia

rcov aafifiartov opdpov ySa#eo?,

t&v

o-a/3/3.

Mark

xvi.

Trpwi a/corta*; €ti ovarj<i

and in
;

:

while,

1

:

rf)

rfj fjua

on the other hand,
For oijre,

2 represents the sun as already risen.

comp. Ammonius

:

kairepa p,ev yap iariv

rj

fiera. ttjv

Svaiv tov

chap.
wpa'

r'jXiov

tP)<;

—

Bvcreco*;.

Trj

eVt^tucr/c.

a a ft @ dr a* v] when it was dawning toward Sunday,
the light was beginning to appear on the morning of

as

Understand

Sunday.
7)

pera 7ro\v

17
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i.

fiiav

€t<?
i.e.

oyfri Be

xxvm.

The

45.

ix.

similar to

Keim

rjfiepa after iTrKpcoa/c.;

comp. Herod,

Tjftepa,

r)

iii.

participial

eTnovcra,

86

:

aji

fjfieprj

and

expression without

and the

for iirKfxoaicet,

BiatpooaKova-rj,

the

also

yp-epa

is

like (Kiihner, II. 1, p. 228).

supposes the evening to be intended, since, according to

the Jewish

mode

day began with the rising
meaning of
our passage would be as follows " In the evening after six
d clock, just when the stars were beginning to twinkle." x But to
say nothing of the startling discrepancy that would thus arise
between Matthew and the other evangelists, we would be
under the necessity, according to Luke xxiii. 54 (see on the
passage), of understanding the words immediately following as
simply equivalent to rf} fila aaf3f3dr(ov iircfpcoa-KovaTj comp.
aafiftdrov e7rc<j>(oaK€i, Ev. Nicod. 12, p. 600, Thilo's edition.
Nor, if we adopt Keim's interpretation, is it at all clear what
of reckoning, the

of the stars or the lighting of lamps, so that the
:

:

;

should be understood along with rf) eirKpooaK.
Ewald, Apost. Zeit. p. 82, unwarrantably supplies ea-rrepa, and,
substantive

like

Keim, supposes the reference

to

be to the evening lighting

Matthew inwhat the women
did on Saturday evening and early on Sunday, a view which
finds no support whatever in the text as for the intention to
embalm the body, there is no trace of such a tiling in Matthew.
of the lamps, though he is inclined to think that

tended summarily

to

include in his statement

;

Lastly, to suppose that in framing his statement as to the

time here in question, the author of our revised Gospel has

had recourse
is to

give

to a combination of

him but

little

Mark

xvi. 1

and 2 (Weiss),

credit for literary skill

;

for instead

any such combination, he had
take Mark's two statements and place the one after

of taking the trouble to form

only to

the other, thus

:

Biaryevop,evov

rov aafifidTov, Xiav

irpoyt

t%

1 This idea of
Keim's about the twinkling of the stars is an importation; for
the expression \*i$u<ntu, as applied to the evening, has reference only to the
ordinary domestic lighting of the lamps. See in particular, Lightfoot on Luke

xxiii. 54.

MATT.

II.

T

—
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But

/xta? aafifiaTcov.

entire independence of

so far from that, he has proceeded in

Mark.

— The

expression fiia cafifiaTtov

corresponds exactly to the Eabbinical

mode

of designating the

naca *inx, Sunday; natra »3T, Monday;
naUQ wbw, Tuesday, and so on.
See Lightfoot, p. 500.
days of the week:

Observe that crdfifiara denotes, in the

first

instance, Sabbath,

and then week ; and

similarly, that the rjfiepa to be understood

with

eTTHpwcric. is to

be taken in the sense of day light (John

ix. 4,

xi 9

Roin.

;

as in xxvii.

5 6.

xiii.

—

r) aWrj Mapia]
12 1 Thess. v. 5).
John xx. 1 only Mary Magdalene is

— In

;

mentioned, whereas in the Synoptists

we have an
number

amplified

women,
Matthew mentioning two, Mark three (Salome), while
Luke (xxiv. 10) gives us to understand that, in addition
to the two Marys and Joanna, whom he specially names,
version of the tradition as regards the

In dealing with such discrepancies

there were several others.
in the tradition

we should beware

narratives into

different

of the

of seeking to coerce the

harmony with one

another,

which

can never be done without prejudice to their respective authors.
"We see an illustration of this in the supposition that Mary

Magdalene came first of all to the grave, and then hastened
back to the city to inform Peter of what had taken place, and
that during her absence Mary the mother of James, Joanna,
Salome, and the other women arrived (Olshausen, Ebrard).
Comp. on John xx. 1. The same thing is exemplified by
the other view, that Mary Magdalene went to the grave
along with the rest of the women, but that on the way back
For the various attempts to
she outran the others, etc.
the
divergent
narratives,
see Griesbach, Opusc. II.
harmonize
p.

241

ff.;

Strauss, II. p.

Oecoprjaai tov

T(i<f>ov"\

Mark and Luke,
is

to

570

ff.;

Wieseler, p.

look at the grave;

to anoint the body.

425

£f.

according to

This latter statement

the more original and more correct of the two, though

Matthew could not

what he had
and watching of the grave.

consistently adopt it after

said about the sealing

wrong

to take the aorists in a pluperfect sense
Kern, Ebrard), or to conceive of the action of
Matthew reprethe rj\6e as not yet completed (de Wette).

Ver.

2.

It is

(Castalio, Kuinoel,

;

CHAP. XXVIII.

sents

what

women

is

(tfi^Be

had been

so

.

.
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3-6.

here recorded as taking place in presence of the
ical IBov), whose attention, however,
Oewprja-at
.

much

.

.

.

occupied with the accompanying phenomena,

that they did not observe (vv. 5, 6) the circumstance itself of

our Lord's emerging from the grave (which, besides, must have
been invisible to the outward eye owing to the nature of
the body

He had now
make no

evangelists

mention

as

the

away
number of the

super-

(legendary)

this

angels, they agree

in

them

Here,
as having appeared inside the grave.
anywhere, however, amid so much that is supernatural,

representing
if

to

of

of the stone; and, though

natural and visible rolling
differing

The other

assumed, comp. on ver. 1 7).

must we be prepared
took place, above

all

to expect divergent accounts of

what

in regard to the angelic manifestations,

which are matters depending on individual observation and
experience (comp. on John xx. 12), and not the objective
yap]
perceptions of impartial and disinterested spectators.

—

assigning the reason for the violent earthquake which, as a

divine arjpAov, formed an appropriate accompaniment to this

miraculous angelic manifestation.

—

k.

iicaOijTo, k.t.X.] as the

heaven-sent guardian and interpreter of the empty tomb.
(

H

I8ea ai/Tov] his appearance, his outward
nowhere else in the New Testament, though
occurring in Dan. i. 15, 2 Mace. iii. 16, and frequently in
classical authors.
On the relation of this term to e'So?, see
Stallbaum, ad Plat. Rep. p. 5 9 6 A, and Parmen. p. 128 E
and comp. Ameis on Horn. Od. ix. 508, Appendix. The
appearance of the countenance is meant
see what fola>? aajpatrrj] not: as having the
lows.
Comp. xvii. 2.
Comp.
form, but as shining with the brightness of lightning.
Plat. Phaedr. p. 254 B: elSov rrjv otyiv aarpanrrovaav.
For
Ver. 3

f.

aspect, found

;

—

the white raiment, comp. 2 Mace,

were convulsed

8

xi.

;

Acts

i.

1 0.

The

36) with
error at the sight of the angel (avrov), and became as powerless
as though they had been dead.
The circumstance of these
sentinels

latter

being

(ia-eiaOrja-av,

mentioned again

at

3 Esdr.

this

point

iv.

is

in

strict

keeping with the connection of Matthew's narrative.
Ver. 5 £

A^roKptdeisi] said in view of the terrifying effect
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which he saw was being produced upon the women by what
was taking place. Comp. on xi. 25.
fir} cpofielade vfieU]
i/fiels is neither to be understood as a vocative (o vos !), nor to
be referred to what follows (both of which Fritzsche has suggested) but, as the simplicity of the address and a due regard
to the sense require, is to be taken thus
ye should not be

—

;

:

being thus regarded as forming a contrast to the
who are paralyzed with terror. To say that no par-

afraid, vp,eh
sentinels,

emphasis ever rests upon the personal pronoun (de
say what, as regards the whole of the New Testament, is simply not the case (instance also Mark xiii. 9
olBa yap, k.t.\.] Ground of the reassuring
Acts viii. 24).
ticular

"YVette) is to

—

;

terms in which the angel addresses them
purpose

has

for

to tell

Ver.

7.

he knows the loving
which they are come, and what joyful news he

them !
Ilpodyet] he

is

;

in the act of going before

you

to

Bengel correctly observes " Verba
on
Galilee
porrigunt
usque ad videbitis."
dicenda
se
Accorddiscipulis
ingly i>[ia<i and oyfreaOe refer to the disciples (comp. xxvi. 32),
not to the women as well, who, in fact, savj Jesus forthFor the meeting itself, which is
with; and see ver. 10.
is recitative.

;

here promised, see ver. 16

:

ff.

—

e/cet] therefore

not previously

Between what is
here stated and the narratives of Luke and John there is a
manifest and irreconcilable difference. In the Stud. u. Krit.
1869, p. 532 ff., Graf still tries in vain to make out a case in
in Jerusalem or anywhere else in Judaea.

favour of assuming, as matter of course, the expiry of the
Observe, moreover,
festival period before the irpodyu and oyjr.
the oyfreade

;

on no

earlier occasion

than that of their meeting

in Galilee were they to be favoured with a sight of Him.
i/fjitv]

I

have told you

it,

— elirov

in the sense of: take this as

my

intimation of the fact (see on John vi. 36), thus conjoining
with the announcement a hint carefully to note how certainly
It is wrong, therefore, to
will be verified by the result.
suppose that for ehrov we should read ehrev, after Mark xvi. 7

it

(Maldonatus, Michaelis), in which case some assume an error
in translation (Bolten, Eichhorn, Buslav, de ling. orig. ev. M.
p.

67); others, an error on the part of the transcriber (Schol-

—

—
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ten)

;

and

others, again,

an erroneous use of Mark (Schnecken-

The

burger, Holtzmann).

elirov

IBov,

v/uv

is

here peculiar to

Matthew.
Ver. 8.
Se,

Mera

oh

i<p*

<f>6/3ov, e\£'

rj/covaav

fieydXrjs] applying

oh

el&ov 7rapa86^oi<s' fierd

xapa$
Euthymius Zigabenus.
substantives.
For similar in-

evayyeXiois,
to

both

stances of the mingling of fear with joy (Virg. Aen.

807, al), consult Wetstein
Krit. 1862, p. 351.
xi.

Ver. 9.

On

;

Koster in

the

i.

514,

Stud.

u.

seeing the strange and superhuman appearance

women are so filled with
10) that they take hold of
His feet in a suppliant attitude (i/cpar. avrov r. 7ro8a9), and
testify their submission and reverence by the act of irpocncvvr)presented by the risen Lord, the
consternation

(pof3eia0e, ver.

(fir)

Bengel says

ct?.

correctly

potius alieniores adorarunt

Ver.

10.

"

:

quam

Jesum

ante

passionem

alii

discipuli"

Mr) <pof3eia0e' virdyere, dirayy^\ Asyndeton,

the matter being pressing, urgent.

—

rot? a&e\(pol<; fiov]

He

thus designates His disciples (comp. on John xx. 1 7 ; Justin, c.
Tr. 106), not 7rpb<; rip,r)v avroov (Euthymius Zigabenus), for

which there was no occasion, but in view of that conception
of Him as a superhuman being which had so profoundly impressed the women prostrate at His feet.
%va~\ does not state
the purport of the order involved in aTrayy. (de Wette there
is nothing whatever of the nature of an order about anay.),
take word to my brethren (namely, about
but the idea is
my resurrection, about your having seen me, about my
having spoken to you, and what I said), in order that
(as soon as they receive these tidings from you) they may
;

:

proceed to Galilee, xxvi. 32.
to

be

regarded

shall see me.

Galilee (ver.

—

as dependent

tca/eei fie

on

iva,

o-ty-ovrai] is not

but: and there they

This repetition of the directions about going to
7), to which latter our evangelist gives con-

prominence as the scene of the new reunion
16 ff.), cannot be characterized as superfluous (de Wette,
Bruno Bauer), or even as poor and meaningless (Keim),
betraying the hand of a later editor, but is intended to be
express and emphatic ; comp. Steinmeyer.
With the exception
siderable
(ver.

;
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John

xxi.,

we cannot

the other canonical Gospels, in which, however,

make no
any appearance of the risen Lord in Galilee
according to John xx., Jesus remained at least eight days
in Jerusalem, as did also His disciples, to whom He there
manifested Himself on two occasions, though it would appear
from John xxi. that the third manifestation took place in
Galilee, while Luke, on the other hand (xxiv. 49
Acts i. 4,

mention

include the spurious conclusion of Mark,

of

;

xiii.

31), excludes Galilee altogether, just as

Judaea.

To harmonize
II. p. 558

Matthew excludes

these divergent accounts

impossible

is

Holtzmann, p. 500 f
Keim)
and, with regard to the account of Matthew in particular,
be observed that it is so far from assuming the
it may
manifestations to the disciples in Judaea as having previously
occurred (in opposition to Augustine, Olshausen, Krabbe,
Ebrard, Lange), that it clearly intends the meeting with the
eleven, ver. 16 ff., as the first appearance to those latter, and
as the one that had been promised by the angel, ver. 7, and by
Jesus Himself, ver. 10. From those divergent accounts, however, it may be fairly inferred that the tradition regarding the
appearances of the risen Lord to His disciples assumed a
threefold shape (1) the purely Galilaean, which is that adopted
by Matthew (2) the purely Judaean, which is that of Luke,
and also of John with the supplementary ch. xxi. left out;
(3) the comhined form in which the appearances both in
Galilee and Judaea are embraced, which is that of John
supplementary chapter in question included.
with the
That Jesus appeared to the disciples loth in Jerusalem
and in Galilee as well might be already deduced as a
legitimate historical inference from the fact of a distinct
Judaean and Galilaean tradition having been current; but
the matter is placed beyond a doubt by John, if, as we
are entitled to assume, the apostle is to be regarded as the
The next step, of course, is to regard it
author of ch. xxi.
as an ascertained historical fact that the appearances in Judaea
preceded those in Galilee though, at the same time, it should
not be forgotten that Matthew's account is not merely vague
and concise (Bleek), but that it, in fact, ignores the appearances
(Strauss,

ff.

;

.

:

;

;

;

;

a
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10.

in Judaea altogether* entirely excludes them as being uusuited
to

the connection; comp.

Now,

apostle,

we

are

bound

p. 465 f.
Matthew the

Schleiermacher, L. J.

as this is inconceivable in the case
to infer

of

from our narrative that

this is

another of those passages in our Gospel which show traces of
other than apostolic authorship.

See Introd.

§ 2.

—

Eemark. It is evident from 1 Cor. xv. 5 ff. that, even taking
the narratives of all the evangelists together, we would have but
an imperfect enumeration of the appearances of Jesus subsequent
to His resurrection, Matthew's account being the most deficient
of any. With regard to the appearances themselves, modern
criticism, discarding the idea that the death was only apparent
(see on xxvii. 50), has treated them partly as subjective creations,
either of the intellect (Strauss, Scholten), in its efforts to
reconcile the Messianic prophecies and the belief in the
Messiah with the fact of His death, or of ecstatic vision (Baur,
Strauss, 1864; Holsten, Ewald), and therefore as mere mental
phenomena whicli came to be embodied in certain objective
There are those again who, attributing the appearincidents.
ances in question to some objective influence emanating from
Christ Himself, have felt constrained to regard them as real
manifestations of His person in the glorified form (Schenkel) in
which it emerged from out of death (not from the grave),
view in which Weisse, Keim, Schweizer substantially concur,
inasmuch as Keim, in particular, lays stress on the necessity of
" such a telegram from heaven " after the extinction of Christ's
earthly nature, though he considers the question as. to whether
our Lord also communicated the form of the vision directly or
only indirectly, as of but secondary consequence. But all these
attempts to treat what has been recorded as an actual fact as

—

1
Eud. Hofmann (de Berg Galilaa, 1856), following certain early expositors,
has attempted to explain the discrepancies between the various narratives bymaintaining that h Ta.XiXa.ia, Matt, xxviii., is not the country, but a mountain
of this name, namely, the northmost of the three peaks of the Mount of Olives.
But nowhere in the New Testament do we find such a designation applied to
any locality but the well-known province of that name nor, if we interpret
fairly the passages quoted by Hofmann from Tertullian (Apol. 21), Lactantius
(iv. 19), and Chrysostom, are we able to find in them any allusion to a mountain
called Galilee ; and surely it is not to be presumed that anything of a trustworthy nature can be learnt as to the existence of such a mountain from the
;

confusions of a certain corrupt part of the text in the Evang, Uicod. 14
already, Thilo, ad Cod. Apocr. I. p. 620 f.

;

see
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it were based merely on mental phenomena are in
opposition in general to the explicit and unhesitating view of all
the evangelists and apostles as well as in particular to the uniform
reference to the empty grave, and no less uniform use of the
expression third day, all classical testimonies which can never be
silenced. If, in addition to all this, it be borne in mind that the
apostles found in the resurrection of their Lord a living and unfailing source of courage and hope, and of that cheerfulness with
which they bore suffering and death, that the apostolic church
generally saw in it the foundation on which its own existence
was based, that Paul, in particular, insists upon it as incontrovertible evidence for, and as an axapyji of the resurrection of
the body (1 Cor. xv. 23 Eom viii. 11), and as constituting an
essential factor in man's justification (Rom. iv. 25 ; Phil. iii. 10),
though he is fond of speaking of being buried and raised up
with Christ as descriptive of what is essential to the moral
standing of the Christian (Rom. vi. 4 ; Col. ii. 1 2), and can only
conceive of the glorified body of the Lord, to which those of
believers will one day be conformed (Phil. iii. 21), as no other
than that which came forth from the grave and was taken up to
heaven, if, we say, this be borne in mind, not the shadow of
an exegetical pretext will be left for construing the resurrection
from the grave of one whose body was exempted from corruption (Acts ii. 31, x. 41) into something or other which might
be more appropriately described as a resurrection from the cross,
and which would therefore require us to suppose that all the
apostles and the whole church from the very beginning had
been the victims of a delusion.
See, in answer to Keim,
Schmidt in the Jahrb.
D. Theol. 1872, p. 413 ff. If this
view of the resurrection were adopted, then, in opposition once
more to New Testament authority, we should have to identify it
with the ascension (comp. on Luke xxiv. 51, Remark); while,
on the other hand, it would be necessary to give up the Descensus Christi ad inferos as a second error arising out of that
which has just been referred to.

though

—

—

;

—

f

Ver. 11. Ilopevofi. 8e avr!\ hut while they were going away,
to convey the intelligence to the disciples, ver.
therefore, the

women

are

still

10.

on their way, the

While,

soldiers in

question repair to the city and report to the high priests what
had happened.
"Winer, p.
Ver. 12 ff. ZvvaxdivTes] Change of subject.
586 [E. T. 787].
avfiftovX. re \aySovres] after consulting

—

chap, xxviii.
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ic.

7.
The conjunctive
same force as in xxvii. 48, and occurs nowhere else in Matthew found so much the more frequently
apyvpta] as in
in Luke's writings, especially in the Acts.
Silver pieces, a sufficient number of
xxvi. 15, xxvii. 3, 5, 9.

together, as in xii.

14, xxii. 15, xxvii. 1,

particle re has the

;

shekels.

— etTrare,

—

an

/c.t.X..]

they were sleeping.
procurators

—

aicovetv is

infelix astutia (Augustine), seeing

know what had taken

that they could not possibly

Ver.

not to be understood, with the majority

of expositors, merely in the sense of

which

to

:

inadmissible on account of

is

place while

rov r/yefxovos] coram

14. iirl

Matthew would have simply written

come

fatt,

cars

of,

that case

iav aKovcrrj tovto 6

teal

:

to the

(for in

or used the passive with the dative), but in the judicial

rjy.,

sense (John

vii.

51

;

Xen. Cyrop.

this comes to be inquired into, if

i.

an

14, and frequently): if

2.

investigation into this matter

Erasmus " si res apud
Comp. Vatablus and Bleek. ^//.et?]
ilium judicem agatur."
with a self-important emphasis. Comp. vfias in the next clause.
7T€i<T0fiev avrov) we will persuade him, i.e. satisfy, appease
him (see on GaL i. 10), in order, that is, that he may not
punish you; see what follows.
a/iepifivov?'] free from
should take place before the procurator.

:

—

—

—

in the present instance, in

all concern (1 Cor. vii. 32), and,

the objective sense

:

sequences (Herodian,

free
ii.

from danger and

4.

3).

—

all

unpleasant con-

Ver. 15. d>9 e'8tSa^0.]

—

as

6 \6705 ovto$~\
had been instructed, Herod, iii. 134.
not: "the whole narrative" (Paulus), but, as the context

they

requires (ver. 1 3), this story of the alleged stealing of the body.

The industrious circulation of this falsehood is also mentioned
by Justin, c. Tr. xvii. 108. For an abominable expansion
of

it,

as quoted from the Toledoth Jeschu, see Eisenmenger's

cntdeckt. Judenth. I. p.

Lobeck, Parol,
Ver.

16.

p.

190

The eleven

etc.

—

The

77

a-tf/xepov

17 fie

in

accordance

with

the

ov ira^aro, /c.t.X] an additional particular

which the women

received, ver.

subsequently communicated to the

0$, icbi, is to

pa, see

10, proceeded to Galilee, to the

as to the locality in question,

10, and had

For

disciples,

directions given them, ver.

mountain,

ff.

534.

disciples.

be regarded as also including the preceding

<
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whither (to go and abide there), Luke x.

Winer,

p.

439

f.

[E. T.

592]

;

Kiikner,

10, xxiv. 28;

1, xxii.

473.

II. 1, p.

now

Ver. 17. 'I Bo vre<;, k.t.X] According to the account

before us, evidently the first occasion of meeting again since

—

the resurrection, and the first impression produced by it
corresponding to the otyeaOe of vv. 7, 10.
See, besides, on
10.

ver.

—

ol Be eBcarao-av] It was previously said in a

way

Him, though
they saw
before them, could really be Jesus.
This particular is added
by means of ol Be, which, however, is not preceded by a

general
all

that the eleven fell prostrate before

did not do so

corresponding ol

:

some doubted whether He,

before

fjuiv

irpocreicvirqa-av,

whom

because this latter

who did not
Had Matthew's

applied to the majority, whereas the doubters,
prostrate themselves, were only the exception.

words been ol fiev irpoaeicvvijaav, ol Be iBiaraaav, he would
thus have represented the eleven as divided into two coordinate parts, into as nearly as possible two halves, and so
have stated something different from what was intended.
:

This
of

is

a case precisely similar to that of the ol Be eppdiriaav

xxvi 67, where, in

avrov (without ol
"

majority.

like

p,ev)

Quibus in

manner, the preceding

represents
locis

i/co\d(ptcrav

what was done by

primum

universa

the

res ponitur,

deinde partitio nascitur, quae ostendit, priora quoque verba

non de universa causa jam accipi posse," Klotz, ad Devar. p.
358. Comp. Xen. Hell. i. 2. 14: wr^ovro e? Ae/ceXetav, ol B'
e? Meyapa Cyrop. iv. 5. 46
6pare Xttitov^, oaoi tj/juv irdpeia-iv,
ol Be Trpoadyovrai, and the passages in Pflugk, ad Eur. Hec.
According to Fritzsche, a
1160; Kiihner, II. 2, p. 808.
:

;

preceding ol

however,
priate

is

fiev

ovk eBicrraaav should be understood.

purely arbitrary, for the iBiaTaaav has

correlative

already

Again, as matter of course,

in

the

its

This,

appro-

preceding irpoa-eicvvqaav.

we must not think

of predicating

the irpoaeKvvqaav of the doubters as well, which would be
psychologically absurd (only

after his doubts

were overcome

did Thomas exclaim o /cvpto? fiov k. 6 0e6<j fiov !). Fritzsche
(comp. Theophylact, Grotius, and Markland in Eur. Suppl.
p. 326) attempts to obviate this objection by understanding
:

iBiaraaav in a pluperfect sense (they had doubted before they
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17.

saw Jesus); an expedient, however, of the same arbitrary
nature as before (comp. on John xviii. 24), and such as no
reader of our passage (with irpoaeKvvrjaav before him) would
have suspected to be

at all necessary.

Others, in spite of the

plain and explicit statements of Matthew, and in order to free the

from the imputation of doubt, have here turned to account

eleven

the five hundred brethren, 1 Cor. xv. 6 (Calovius, Michaelis,
Ebrard, Lange), or the seventy disciples (Kuinoel), and attriOthers, again, have
buted the ihicrraa-av to certain of these !
; Beza, for example, thinks that for ol

resorted to conjecture

we might read ovBi Bornemann, in the Stud. u. Krit.
p. 126 (comp. Schleusner), suggests: ol 8e SiecrTaaap
(some fell prostrate, the others started back from each other

Be

;

1843,

with astonishment).
disciples
is

not

glorified state

Glockler,

Thur

?

The doubting

itself

on the part of the

(comp. Luke xxiv. 31, 37, 41; John xx. 19, 26)
to be explained by the supposition of an already
of the body (following the Fathers, Olshausen,
Kiihn, wie ging Chr. durch d. Grabcs

Krabbe,

1838; comp.

Kinkel's unscriptural idea of a repeated

ascension to heaven, in the Stud. u. Krit. 1841, p.
after

His resurrection Christ

still

597

ff.),

for

retained His material bodily

organism, as the evangelists are at some pains to remind us

(Luke xxiv. 39-43; John xx. 20, 27,
Acts i. 21 f., x. 41). At the same time,
appeal to the fact that "

5; comp. also
not enough to
nothing that was subject to death any

longer adhered to the living

with

the

One "

xxi.

it is

(Hase), but, in accordance

evangelic accounts of the appearing and sudden

vanishing of the risen Lord, and of the whole relation in which

He

stood to His disciples and His disciples to Him, we must
assume some change in the bodily organism and outward
aspect of Jesus, a mysterious transformation of His whole
person, an intermediate phase of existence between the bodily
nature as formerly existing and the glorified state into which

He

passed at the

ence, however, of
distinct

moment
which

is

— a phase of exist-

impossible for us to form any

is a case where analogy and
His body did not retain, as did
daughter, the young man of Nain, and Lazarus,

conception, for

experience alike
those of Jairus'

of the ascension,

it

fail

us.

this

—
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exactly the

same

essential nature as belonged to it "before

was not as yet the awfia *n)9 So'^775 avrov
(PhiL iii. 21), though it was certainly immortal, a fact which
of itself would necessarily involve the very essential change
which came over it comp. also Bleek.
1
Ver. 18. Ilpoae\d(i)v] From feelings of modesty and
reverence, the eleven had not ventured to go quite close to
iSodrj] with all the emphasis of the conviction that
Him.
He was triumphant at last was given to me, etc., was practically given, that is, when the Father awoke me out of death.
Thereby His state of humiliation came to an end, and the resurrection was the turning-point at which Christ entered into the
heavenly glory, in which He is to reign as rcvpio? iraprmv till the
time of the final surrender of His sway into the hands of the
Father (1 Cor. xv. 28).
It is true, no doubt, that when first
sent forth by God He was invested with the iljovo-ia over
all things (xi. 2 7
John xiii. 3) but in His state of Kevcocri<i
it would, of necessity, come to be limited by the conditions of
that human life into which He had descended.
With His
resurrection, however, this limitation was removed, and His
igovaia fully and absolutely restored, so that He once more
came into complete possession of His premundane Soga (John
xvii. 5
Luke xxiv. 26 PhiL ii. 9 f. Eom. xiv. 9 Eph. i.
20 ff., iv. 10 1 Cor. xv. 25 ff.), the 86fr in which He had
existed as the \0705 ao-apico<;, and to which He was again
exalted as the glorified Son of man.
Comp. on John i 14.

death, but

still it

;

—

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Tracra

ii; over la] all

authority, nothing being excepted either

in heaven or earth

which can be referred to the category of
egovaia.
Some, unwarrantably interpreting in a rationalistic
sense, have understood this to mean the "potestas animis homi-

num

—

Keim

ex-

of all spirits to be

His

instruments in carrying out His purposes in the world,

or

per doctrinam imperandi " (Kuinoel),

presses

it,

the handing over to

absolute power to

Him

or,

as

make all necessary arrangements for

—

the estab-

lishment of the Messianic theocracy (Paulus), or power over the
whole world of humanity with a view to its redemption (Volkmar), and such like.
What is really meant, however, is the
1

Comp.

for ver. 18

ff.,

Theod. Schott in the Luther. Zeitschr. 1871,

p. 1

ff.

—
;
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19.

munus regium of Christ, free from all limitation, without,
however, compromising in any way the absolute supremacy
John xiv. 28 1 Cor. xv. 27,
The ovv of the Keceived text

of the Father;

Ver. 19.

remarks)

;

xi. 3.

(see the

critical

a gloss correctly representing the connection of the

is

The

thoughts.

fact stated in ver.

18

the reason

is itself

why

should be brought under His government, and made
subject to His sway by means of the fiad-qreveiv, etc.
fiaOnall nations

—

revaare] make them my fxaOrjrat (John iv. 1) comp. xiii.
52 Acts xiv. 21. This transitive use of the verb is not met
;

;

Observe how here every one

with in classical Greek.

becomes a believer

who

conceived of as standing to Christ in

is

fia67]T^<i, in accordance with which
view the term came to be applied to Christians generally.
irdvra ra eOvrj] all nations without exception, xxv. 32, xxiv.
With these words and this is the new
14, xxvi. 13.

the personal relation of a

feature

in the

tion, x. 5,

to

be

was

—

—
—

present instructions
cancelled,

the previous prohibi-

and the apostolic mission declared

On

the whole world.

a mission to

occasion

this

Jesus makes no mention of any particular condition on which
Gentiles were to be admitted into the church, says nothing

about whether
in the

Gal.

sary

ii.

;

it

was or was not necessary that they should

instance become Jewish proselytes (Acts xv. 1
1), though He certainly meant that it was not neces-

first

and hence, because of

the apostles had at

first

admitting the Gentiles.

borne in mind,

it

this omission, the difficulty

which

about directly and unconditionally
If this latter circumstance

had been

could hardly have been asserted, as

it

has

been, that the special revelation from heaven, for the purpose
of removing the scruples in question, Acts

x.,

tells

against

the authenticity of the commission recorded in our passage
(in

answer to Credner,

Einleit.

I.

p.

203;

Strauss, Keim).

which the fiadr^reveiv is to be consummated, not something that must be done after the ftaOrjTevaare (Hofmann, Schriftbew. II. 2, p. 164 comp. also, on the
other hand, Theod. Schott, p. 18), as though our passage ran
/3a7TTi£'oi>Te<>, «.t.\.]

in

;

thus, fia07)T€v<ravT€<i
fiairrl^ovTe<i k.t.\.

.

.

.

fiaTrTi&re.

Besides, that the phrase

did not require in every case the performance

—
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of the ceremony by the apostles themselves, was distinctly manifest
to them in the discharge of their functions even from the first
(Actsii. 41).
to baptize

Comp.

also 1 Cor.

with reference

^aini^eiv

17.

i.

The

to.

means
which the

elsf]

particular object to

See
baptism has reference is to be gathered from the context
on Kom. vi. 3, and thereon Fritzsche, I. p. 359 comp. also on
Here, where the ^ottti^uv els to ovofia is regarded
1 Cor. x. 2.
as that through which the fiadrjTeveiv is operated, and through
;

which, accordingly, the introduction into spiritual fellowship
with, and ethical dependence upon Christ is brought about,
it

must be understood

passes into that

new

by baptism the believer
which he accepts the name
Son and of the Holy Spirit

as denoting that

phase of

life

in

and of the
to ovofia, because it
and
confession,
as the sum
is
him
who
confessed
that expresses
the
name
of
precisely
is
considered
by
itself,
relation
and with
whole
specific
his
and
accordingly
who
confesses,
the three
to
him
reference

of the Father (of Christ)

of his creed

names, " Father, Son, and Spirit," are to be understood as
expressing the sum-total of the distinctive confession which
is to accept as his both now and
Consequently the Corinthians were not
baptized ei? to ovofia HavKov (1 Cor. i 13), because it was
"
Paul" but the name " Christ," that was to
not the name
For a
constitute the sum of their creed and their confession.
similar reason, when the Samaritans circumcised, they did
so DTia "in DS9 (see Schottgen on the passage), because the

the individual to be baptized
for all

1
time coming.

™

1
Had Jesus used the words
Ivipara instead of to S»ep* then, however
much He may have intended the names of three distinct persons to be understood, He would still have been liable to be misapprehended, for it might have
f

been supposed that the plural was meant to refer to the various names of each

The singular points to the specific name assigned in the text
each of the three respectively, so that tit to Uopa. is, of course, to be understood
both before tow vUZ and rev kyitv mivftaroi ; comp. Rev. xiv. 1 to ohm alirau
separate person.
to

:

We

must beware of making any such dogmatic
use of the singular as to employ it as an argument either for (Basilides,
xat ro

ovo/ta,

rod irarpof abreu.

Jerome, Theophylact) or against (the Sabellians) the orthodox doctrine of the
Trinity.
We should be equally on our guard against the view of Gess, who
holds that Christ abstained from using the words " of God the Father," etc.,
because he considers the designation
Spirit as well.

God

to belong to the

Such a dogmatic idea was not

Son and the Holy
His

at all likely to be present to

—
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19.

" Gerizim " represented the specific point in their distin-

name

and confession

tive creed

The dedication of
be regarded as

(their shibboleth).

the believer to the Father, etc., is of course to

eU ro
by the

practically taking place in the course of the ftaTrri^eiv
ovojia k.t.X.

though

for

;

this is not directly intimated

words themselves (in opposition to Hofmann, Schriftbew. II. 2,
Thomasius, Chr. Pers. u. Werk, III. 2, p. 12), it is imp. 163
plied in the act of baptism, and could have been expressed by
;

the simple use of efc (without to ovofia), as in 1 Cor. x. 2

Eom. vl 3

Gal.

;

Further, et? to ovofia

27.

iii.

taken as equivalent to

el<j

is

;

not to be

to 6vofid£ecv (Francke in the Sdchs.

11 ft), as though the meaning of the baptism
consisted merely in calling God the Father, Christ the Son,
and the Spirit the Holy Spirit.
Such a view certainly could
not apply in the last-mentioned case, for, like Father and Son,
to Trvevua ayiov must be understood to be a specifically Chris-

1846,

Stud.

p.

tian designation of the Spirit,

to

ovo/jui

whom

the baptism has reference, that nature being revealed

in the

gospel,

respectively,

then expressed in the name of each Person

and

finally

confession and

tian's
iitterly

1832,
lead

rather intended

is

Persons or Beings to

to indicate the essential nature of the

the

view of Bindseil

410

that fiarrTi&iv

ff.),

the adoption of the

get the person

who

is to

subject of the

Chris-

Finally, in opposition to the

erroneous
p.

to

made

creed.

(in
et?

the Stud. u. Krit.

to ovofia

name through

be baptized to

call

means:

baptism,

i.e.

to
to

himself after the

mind upon an

occasion of leave-taking like the present, any more than was the
thing itself on which the idea is supposed to be based, for He was never known
Still the New
to claim the name hit either for Himself or for the Holy Spirit.
Testament, i.e. the Subordinatian.viewof the Trinity as constituting the summary
of the Christian creed

and confession

lies

at the root of this whole phraseology.

"in nomine," and: " in the
on a mistranslation on the part of the Itala and Vulgate,
accordingly no ground for the idea, adopted from the older

Observe, further, that the baptismal formula:

name,"

rests entirely

so that there is

expositors, that the person

who

baptizes acts as Christ's representative (Sengel-

mann

in the Zeitschr. f. Protestantism. 1856, p. 341 ff.), neither is this view
countenanced by Acts x. 48. Tertullian (de bapt. 13) gives the correct render-

ing in nomen, though as early as the time of Cyprian (Ep.
is

met

with.

vouched

for

lxxiii. 5) in

nomine

The practice of dipping three times dates very far back (being
even by Tertullian), but cannot be traced to the apostolic age.
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name

or names in question, see Fritzsclie as above.
view of Weisse {Evangelienfr. p. 186 f.) and of
Volkmar, p. 629, as well, that Christ's commission to baptize is
entirely unhistorical, it is only of a piece with their denial of
the actual bodily resurrection of Jesus.
Ewald, too (Gesch. d.

particular

But

as for the

Apost. Zeit. p.

180),

disposed to trace the origin of the

is

commission to the inner world of a later apostolic consciousness.
It is a mistake to speak of our passage as the formula
1
baptism;
for Jesus is not to be understood as merely
of
repeating the words that were to be employed on baptismal
occasions (and accordingly no trace of any such use of the
words is found in the apostolic age comp. on the contrary,
the simple expression
fiainitpiv eU Xpiarop, Kom. vi. 3

—

;

:

Gal.

eVi

iii.

tc!>

6v6fi.

;

$airTi%eiv el? to ovo/xa X., Acts viil

27;

X., Acts

aim and meaning
baptism, orig.,

etc.,

16, and

38), but as indicating the particular

ii.

of the

1816,

p.

act

of baptism.

141

ff.

See Keiche, de

The formula

of baptism

was so styled as early as the time of Tertullian, de bapt.
13), which in its strictly literal sense has no bearing whatever upon the essence of the sacrament (Hofling, I. p. 40 ff.),
was constructed out of the words of the text at a subsequent
period (see already Justin, Ap. i 61), as was also the case, at
(for it

a

still later

1

It is

no

less

period, with regard to the baptismal confession of
erroneous to suppose that our passage represents the

first insti~

For long before this the disciples had been baptizing in
obedience to the instructions of Jesus, as may be seen from John iv. 1 f., where
baptism by the disciples is spoken of as tantamount to baptism by Jesus Himself,
and where again there is as little reason to suppose the mere continuation of the
baptism of John to be meant a3 there is in the case of our present passage (John
In the passage before us we have the same commission as that just
iii. 5).
referred to, only with this difference, that it is now extended so as to apply to all
This at once disposes of the question as to whether baptism should
nations.
tution of baptism.

not occupy merely a secondary place as a sacrament (Laufs in the Stud. u. Krit.
Comp. also, on the other hand, 1 Cor. x. 1-3, where there is
1858, p. 215 ff.).
an unmistakeable reference to baptism and the Lord's Supper as the two great

Of these two, howbut baptism, on which the greatest stress
is laid as forming the divine constituent factor in the work of redemption, and
that above all in the Epistles of Paul, in which the only instance of anything
like a full treatment of the subject of the Lord's Supper is that of First Corin*
and equally important sacraments

of the Christian church.

ever, it is clearly not the Lord's Supper,

thiaus,

and even then

it is

of a

somewhat incidental

character.

—

chap.

xxvm.

805

20.

the three articles (see Kbllner, Symbol, d. Luth. K.

There

is

therefore nothing here to justify those

p.

who

14

ff.).

question

2, ad Burnet defide
Christianorum, 1786, p. 262 ; see, on the other hand,
Beckhaus, Aechth. d. s. g. Taufformel, 1794), or those who of

the genuineness of our passage (Teller, Exc.
et officiis

late
it

have doubted

has come

its originality,

down

form in which
Bruno Bauer, de Wette,
1862, p. 336 ; Hilgenfeld,

at least in the

to us (Strauss,

Wittichen in the Jahrh.f.D. Theol.
Volkmar, Scholten, Keim), and that because, forsooth, they
Excephave professed to see in it a varepov irporepov.

been taken, again, partly to the travra ra eOvrj,
though it is just in these words that we find the broader and
more comprehensive spirit that characterized, as might be
expected, our Lord's farewell commission, and partly to the
"studied summary" (de Wette) of the New Testament doctrine
of the Trinity.
But surely if there was one time more than
another when careful reflection was called for, it was now,
when, in the course of this calm and solemn address, the risen
Redeemer was endeavouring to seize the whole essence of the

tion has

Christian faith in

by the three

its

three great leading elements as represented

Godhead

substantially co-equal persons of the

with a view to its being adopted as a constant cnifielov to be
used by the disciples when they went forth to proclaim the
gospel (Chrysostom
iraarav avvropbov &i8a<r/ca\iav irf^eipTjaa^
:

tt)v

8ta rov f3aTTTi<r/MiTosi).

Keim,

286

III. p.

without any

f.,

The conjecture put forward by

that Jesus instituted baptism

specific reference to all

nations

on

—though

the night

of
purpose of a second visible sign of
His continued fellowship with the church after His departure
from the world, is inadmissible, because there is no trace of
the last supper, to serve the

this

in the text, and because, had such a contemporaneous

two sacraments taken place, it would have
an impression that it could never have been

institution of the

made

so deep

forgotten, to say nothing of the impossibility of reconciling

such a view with John iv. 1 f.
Ver. 20. AiSd<rKovre<i avTovs, k.t.X.] without being conjoined by teal, therefore not co-ordinate with, but subordinate
to the /3a7TTt^oi'T€9, intimating that a certain ethical teaching
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necessarily

of baptism

:

accompany in every case the administration

while ye teach them, to

everything,

observe

etc.

moral instruction must not be omitted 1 when you
baptize, but it must be regarded as an essential part of the
ordinance.
That being the case, infant baptism cannot possibly have been contemplated in Pain-it,., nor, of course, in
•rrdvra r. eOvq either.
koi Ihov, /c.t.X.] Encouragement to
execute the commission entrusted to them, ver. 19.
i<ya>]
with strong emphasis I who am invested with that high
i^ovala to which I have just referred.
fie 6* v/xwv el pi]
namely, through the working of that power which has been
committed to me, ver. 18, and with which I will continue to protect, support, strengthen you, etc.
Comp. Acts
xviii. 10
2 Cor. xii. 9, 10.
The vfiet? are the disciples to
whom the Lord is speaking, not the church ; the present tense
This

—

—

:

—

;

(not ea-ofiai) points to the fact of His having

now

that permanently, into His estate of exaltation.

entered, and
The promised

help itself, however, is that vouchsafed by the glorified
Eedeemer in order to the carrying out of His own work (PhiL
iii. 21, iv. 13
Col i. 29 2 Cor. xii. 9), imparted through
the medium of the Spirit (John xiv.-xvi.), which is regarded
as the Spirit of Christ (see on Eom. viii. 9), and sometimes
manifesting itself also in signs and wonders (Mark xvi. 20
Eom. xv. 19; 2 Cor. xii. 12; Heb. ii. 14), in visions and revelations (2 Cor. xii. 1 Acts xxii 1 7). But in connection with this
matter (comp. on xviii 2 0) we must discard entirely the unscrip;

;

;

;

1

Ovk apxiT yap ri fZarnirfta xa) <ra iiypcara #pl; gurnpiai, tl fth xa) ToXiri'et
Euthymius Zigabenus, who thus admirably points out that what is meant
by lilatKoirtf, k.t.x., is not the teaching of the gospel with a view to conversion.
The «*«»i T'ntnui (Gal. iii. 2) and the rUrtf 1% axons (Rom. x. 17) are understood,
as a matter of course, to have preceded the baptism.
Comp. Theodor Schott,
who, however, without being justified by anything in the text, is disposed to
restrict the era UivuXaf*. hfi.lt, on the one hand, to the instructions contained in
the farewell addresses (from the night before the crucifixion on to the ascension),
and rnptTt, on the other, to a faithful observance on the part of the convert of
what he already knew. Comp., on the contrary, xix. 17; John xiv. 15, 21,
1 John ii. 3 f., iii. 22 f., v. 2 f.; Eev. xii. 17, xiv. 12
xv. 10 ; 1 Tim. vi. 14
Ecclus. xxix. 1, in all which passages rvpiTt rat UreXa; means observe, i.e. to obey,
Admirable, however, is the comment of Bengel: "Ut
the commandments.
#pt<rttt>,

;

baptizatis convenit, Jidei virtute."

;
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tural idea of a substantial ubiquity (in opposition to Luther,

Calovius, Philippi).
absens, virtute
rjfiep."] all the

tamen

Beza well observes
sit

:

"

Ut qui

totus praesentissimus."

days that were

still

corpore est

— iraaas

r.

to elapse eto? t. avvreX. rov

i.e. until the close of the current age (see on xxiv. 3),
be coincident with the second advent, and after
would
which
had
been proclaimed throughout the whole world
gospel
the
(xxiv. 14) ; " continua praesentia," BengeL

alcovos,

Eemark

1.

—According

to

John xxi. 14, the Lord's appearance
xxi., which Matthew not only
seem to have been aware of (see

at the sea of Tiberias, John
omits, but which he does not

must have preceded that referred to in our passage.
Matthew makes no mention of the return of
Jesus and His disciples to Judaea, or of the ascension from the
Mount of Olives he follows a tradition in which those two
facts had not yet found a place, just as they appear to have

on

ver. 10),

Eemark

2.

—

;

been likewise omitted in the lost conclusion of Mark ; then it
so happened that the apostolic Xo'y/a terminated with our Lord's
parting address, ver. 1 9 f. We must beware of imputing to the
evangelist any subjective motive for making no mention of any
other appearance but that which took place on the mountain in
Galilee ; for had he omitted and recorded events in this arbitrary
fashion, and merely as he thought fit, and that, too, when
dealing with the sublimest and most marvellous portion of the
gospel narrative, he would have been acting a most unjustifiable
part, and only ruining his own credit for historical fidelity. By
the apostles the ascension, the actual bodily mounting up into
heaven, was regarded as a fact about which there could not be
any possible doubt, and without which they would have felt
the second advent to be simply inconceivable (Phil. ii. 9, iii. 20
Eph. iv. 10 ; 1 Pet iii. 22 ; John xx. 17), and accordingly it is
presupposed in the concluding words of our Gospel ; but the
embodying of it in an outward incident, supposed to have
occurred in presence of the apostles, is to be attributed to a
tradition which Luke, it is true, has adopted (as regards the
author of the appendix to Mark, see on Mark xvi. 1 9 f.), but
which has been rejected by our evangelist and John, notwithstanding that in any case this latter would have been an eyewitness.
But yet the fact itself that, the Lord, shortly after His
resurrection, ascended into heaven, and that not merely in spirit
(which, and that in entire opposition to Scripture, would either
exclude the resurrection of the actual body, or presuppose a
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second death), but in the body as perfectly transformed and
glorified at the moment of the ascension, is one of the truths of
which we are also fully convinced, confirmed as it is by the
whole New Testament, and furnishing, as it does, an indispensable basis for anything like certainty in regard to Christian
eschatology.

On

the ascension, see

Luke

xxiv. 51,

Rem.

—

—

—

T.

and

—

—
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